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Abstract 
 
 
ELIZABETH GRITTER:  Black Politics in the Age of Jim Crow:  
Memphis, Tennessee, 1865 to 1954 
(Under the direction of Jacquelyn Dowd Hall) 
 
 
Because the vast majority of black southerners were disenfranchised, most historians 
have ignored those who engaged in formal political activities from the late nineteenth century 
through the 1950s.  This study is the first to focus on their efforts during this time.  In 
contrast to narratives of the Jim Crow era that portray southern blacks as having little 
influence on electoral and party politics, this dissertation reveals that they had a significant 
impact.  Using Memphis as a case study, it explores how black men and women maneuvered 
for political access and negotiated with white elites, especially with machine boss Edward H. 
Crump.  It focuses in particular on Robert R. Church, Jr., who interacted with Crump, 
mobilized black Memphians, and emerged as the country’s most prominent black Republican 
in the 1920s.  Church and other black Republicans carved out a space for themselves in party 
politics and opened up doors for blacks in the process.   
This study argues that formal black political mobilization constituted a major prong 
of the black freedom struggle during the Jim Crow era in the South.  In the face of the 
segregation, disfranchisement, violence, and economic exploitation in the region, a small but 
significant number of black southerners used politics to fight these injustices.  They secured 
improved public services and other benefits that improved their living conditions as well as 
achieved leadership positions that challenged stereotypes of black inferiority.  They not only 
 iv 
 
ensured that the Republican Party allowed their political participation and took stands for 
black civil rights, but they also helped change the Democratic Party from a party that 
embraced white supremacy to one that pushed for civil rights.  This study concludes that the 
political activities of black southerners ultimately helped end legal segregation and laid the 
groundwork for the Voting Rights Act of 1965, which resulted in a dramatic increase in the 
number of black voters and black public officials in the South and eventually the election of 
the nation’s first black president. 
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Introduction 
 
 
When I traveled to Memphis, Tennessee, in 2000, I fulfilled a dream of meeting and 
talking with participants of the civil rights movement.  A white northerner with little 
connection to the movement, I had become fascinated by the black freedom struggle when 
taking a class two years previously on the subject at American University in Washington 
D.C.  Now, as a college senior, I was taking an oral histories of the civil rights movement 
course, and I traveled to Memphis to interview activists for the major course project. 
Little did I know that the short trip would be life changing and lead me to my 
dissertation topic.  I was fortunate enough to conduct oral histories with Maxine and Vasco 
Smith, H. T. Lockard, and Russell Sugarmon, Jr., all of whom were key leaders in the civil 
rights movement in Memphis.  I was prepared to hear about direct-action protests and legal 
struggles against the Jim Crow system.  I was not prepared to learn that these activists 
considered formal political mobilization a major part of their struggle in the 1950s.  In 
Memphis, blacks could vote, and they engaged in political efforts with the hope of achieving 
civil rights.  “We saw the ballot as the voice of our people,” Maxine Smith told me.1  Though 
I had learned about the voter registration efforts of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee and other organizations in the 1960s, my image of the South in the 1950s was one 
where blacks were disenfranchised and consequently exercised no political power.   
                                                 
1
 Maxine Smith, interview by author, transcript, Memphis, 9 Oct. 2000, Southern Oral History Program 
Collection (hereafter SOHP), Southern Historical Collection, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina, p. 8-9. 
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 Three years after making the fateful trip to Memphis, I entered graduate school at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.  I became interested in looking more broadly at 
the political mobilization of black southerners at a time in which most were disenfranchised.  
How and why did blacks engage in formal political efforts in the Jim Crow era?  What was 
the impact of their efforts?  This dissertation is my answer.   
“Black Politics in the Age of Jim Crow: Memphis, Tennessee, 1865 to 1954” uses 
Memphis as a case study in order to illuminate the small but significant number of black 
southerners who retained the right to vote and engaged in formal political efforts from the 
disenfranchisement campaigns of the late nineteenth century through the Brown v. Board of 
Education decision of 1954, which overturned the “separate but equal” doctrine.  This study 
is the first to focus on their efforts during this period, and it argues that their activities 
constituted a major prong of the “long civil rights movement.”  In the face of the 
disfranchisement, violence, segregation, and poverty in the region, black southerners fought 
these injustices through electoral action.  They not only asserted their right to political 
participation but also secured better public services and other benefits that improved their 
standard of living.  In addition, they achieved political leadership positions that upset social 
constructions of blacks as subservient.  Their activities intersected with the legal, direct 
action, and labor efforts of other civil rights activists, as they all worked to advance the 
collective interests of blacks and to press the country to live up to its promises of democracy 
and equality for all.  I conclude that the electoral efforts of black southerners ultimately 
contributed to the demise of legal segregation and the democratization of southern politics in 
the 1960s.  They laid the groundwork for the Voting Rights Act of 1965, which resulted in a 
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dramatic increase in the number of black voters and black public officials in the region and 
eventually the election of the nation’s first black president.   
I focus on electoral politics, including black voter registration and education 
activities, black voting behavior and patterns, black candidacies for public office, black 
activities in campaigns, and black participation in political clubs and party organizations.  
My emphasis on electoral politics does not mean that I consider politics solely to take this 
form.  One important development in scholarship over the last few decades is a recognition 
that politics encompasses not only the electoral process and governmental institutions but 
also broader power relations and struggles.  Though such encompassing definitions of 
politics are useful and important, they can lead historians to lose sight of the crucial 
importance of the state.  My study, by contrast, remains sharply focused on direct efforts to 
influence the state through the electoral process.  It brings into the spotlight the power 
structure that wields influence over all and, at the same time, examines the influence of black 
leaders and ordinary people on it.  The state’s capacity to formulate policy, mobilize 
resources, and change and shape the course of American life cannot be overestimated.  At the 
same time, the structure of the state ultimately is created by people, put in place by people, 
and sustained by them. 
Black electoral activity took place mainly in cities rather than in rural areas, where 
blacks remained overwhelmingly disenfranchised until the civil rights activism and federal 
interventions of the 1960s.  Consequently, this dissertation focuses on urban areas.  Despite 
the vigor of rural activism, it seldom took the form of formal politics because rural blacks 
suffered from less economic independence and faced greater isolation and more violence and 
intimidation than their urban counterparts.  In cities, by contrast, an independent professional 
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class developed that formed the leadership for electoral efforts and made up a 
disproportionate number of black voters.  The proximity of black institutions and black 
communities to each other allowed for concerted activities and, in some cases, provided for 
safety in numbers.2  Furthermore, urban blacks enjoyed higher educational and income 
levels, two factors that correlated with higher voter participation.  Black voter registration 
numbers also correlated with population figures:  blacks were more likely to become 
registered voters if they made up a smaller share of the population than whites, which 
occurred more often in urban than rural areas.  Overall, these blacks seemed less threatening 
to whites and thus faced less repression and had more room to politically maneuver.3   
Memphis cannot serve as a representative southern city for a number of reasons.  It 
was distinctive in serving as the cotton capital of the world and the business center of the 
Mid-South area.  Furthermore, the city, one of the largest in the South, reportedly had more 
registered black voters than any other community in the region.  Memphis is also unusual 
because of Edward H. Crump.  A white Democrat, he was the most powerful political figure 
in Memphis from the time that he became mayor in 1910 until his death in 1954, and he built 
the longest-running political machine in U.S. history.  Yet, Memphis effectively functions as 
a case study because of its location and the black political mobilization that took place there.  
Perched on the Mississippi River just north of Mississippi, Memphis is located in Shelby 
County of West Tennessee.  By straddling the Deep South and Mid-South, it contains 
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features of both of these regions of the South.  Most importantly, the abundance of black 
electoral action in Memphis offers a window into the range of political activity that occurred 
in other areas as well. 
Even after disenfranchisement swept the South, many black Memphians continued to 
engage in electoral mobilization.  They maneuvered for political access and negotiated with 
white elites in complex and sometimes conflicting ways.  Crump relied on black votes to 
maintain his power, and a two-way relationship developed that gave black Memphians a 
certain amount of leverage.  They formed political clubs, ran for office, engaged in voter 
registration and education activities, and sometimes held the balance of power in elections.   
Blacks continued to vote in at least twenty other cities as well.  These included 
Nashville, Richmond, Raleigh, Durham, Atlanta, Birmingham, Jacksonville, and Houston.  
Though thousands of blacks voted in Memphis, no more than a few hundred usually voted 
elsewhere until the 1930s.4  By the end of that decade, however, thousands registered to vote, 
mainly in large urban areas of the Peripheral South.5  More became eligible to vote after the 
Supreme Court ruled the white primary unconstitutional in its 1944 Smith v. Allwright 
decision.6  By restricting the Democratic primary to whites, the white primary had served as 
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the most powerful disenfranchisement measure.  Because southern white Democrats held 
such dominance in the region, whoever won the primary was virtually guaranteed election.  
Democratic party rules had established the white primary in most southern states except for 
Texas, which mandated it by state law, and Tennessee and North Carolina, both of which 
never had a statewide white primary.7  After the Smith decision, the number of black voters 
in the South rose from less than 5 percent of those eligible to nearly 25 percent by the time of 
the Brown decision.8  Blacks in cities of the upper South and larger cities of the Deep South 
made up the largest percentage of the black vote.9  The number of blacks in elective or 
appointive office remained small, however:  at least one black held elective or appointive 
office in less than 5 percent of southern cities from 1945 to 1960.10  Not until the Voting 
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Rights Act of 1965 did a large increase in the number of black public officials occur, from 
only one hundred in 1964 to some fourteen hundred by 1970.11 
I not only illuminate black political mobilization but also challenge persisting notions 
of a “Solid South” of white Democratic control in arguing that black Republicans had more 
political influence than scholars have assumed.  Scholars have largely dismissed or not 
deemed significant black participation in the Republican Party in the first four decades of the 
twentieth century even though the vast majority of blacks were Republicans at that time.  The 
Republican Party was most certainly not a bastion of racial tolerance, but it differed from the 
Democratic Party in allowing southern blacks a venue for participation and leadership and 
supporting black rights to a limited extent.  White southerners dominated the Democratic 
Party regionally and nationally, and the party largely excluded blacks from its operations and 
did not take steps on behalf of blacks until the 1930s.  While most blacks remained registered 
Republicans during the 1930s, they voted for Democratic candidates in unprecedented 
numbers largely because they benefited from Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal programs.    
I focus in particular on Robert R. Church, Jr., a black Memphian who emerged as the 
country’s most prominent black Republican in the 1920s and remained a Republican until his 
death in 1952.  His father, Robert R. Church, Sr., also a lifelong Republican, involved 
himself in political efforts as well, and his half sister, Mary Church Terrell, was a nationally 
known feminist and civil rights activist.  Church, Jr., witnessed the imposition of 
disenfranchisement and legal segregation as a child, and he was determined to regain the lost 
rights of blacks.  He saw the Republican Party as the most fruitful venue for engagement in 
the two-party system because of its history of liberating blacks from slavery and its limited 
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acceptance of black civil rights.  In 1916, Church formed the mass-based Lincoln Republican 
League in Memphis.  Because of its success, he founded the Lincoln League of America in 
1919, a move that not only mobilized blacks across the country but also furthered his own 
rise to power in national politics.  The fact that he hailed from Tennessee was crucial to his 
national prominence because the state had a more viable Republican presence than in other 
southern states and had fewer barriers to black voting.  Because Church, Jr., engaged in local, 
state, and national political activism across most of the time period of my study, his life 
serves to illuminate the political activities of black southerners and the impact of their efforts.  
He was a highly respected leader, and many blacks saw him as reflecting their political 
aspirations.   
My other main character is Edward H. Crump.  His political activities also encompass 
most of the years covered by this study.  Because he included black Memphians as part of his 
political coalition and they took advantage of this access, the interactions between local 
blacks and Crump serve to further provide a window into black electoral activities.  The story 
of Memphis forces us to acknowledge the important role that white political actors played in 
black politics.  Because southern blacks were essentially barred from holding office during 
the Jim Crow era, they often had to negotiate with whites in order to exercise political 
influence.  While many scholars have examined Crump and the role of blacks in his machine, 
this is the first study to focus primarily on his relationship with black political activists.  It 
contends that Crump was unique compared to other white southern politicians in permitting 
blacks to vote and allowing them a certain amount of political leverage.  He also provided 
public services to black Memphians that were recognized as better than those provided in 
most other southern communities.  Still, Crump was no racial liberal.  Like other white 
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southern politicians, he believed in the Jim Crow system and second-class citizenship for 
blacks.  Blacks received political rewards and improved city services to the degree that they 
did largely because of their agency.  For all his uniqueness, Crump epitomized the social and 
political conditions in which blacks found themselves in the South.    
This study is not a biography of Robert R. Church, Jr., or Edward Crump; rather, it 
uses their lives as lenses through which to illuminate black political efforts.  My decision to 
focus on these two figures is also pragmatic.  Because local black newspapers no longer exist 
for most of the time frame of this dissertation, the Robert R. Church Family Papers represent 
the richest source of archival materials on black political mobilization.  The papers of other 
key black electoral figures and related groups either are nonexistent or do not contain as 
much information on black politics.  Similarly, the Edward Crump Papers and those of two 
mayors of the Crump machine, Walter Chandler and Watkins Overton, include a large 
amount of information on black politics for the first half of the twentieth century.  These 
officials not only interacted with black leaders and ordinary black Memphians involved in 
the political process but also monitored developments occurring in the black community.  In 
addition, my study utilizes oral histories, local newspapers, national black newspapers, 
pamphlets, governmental reports, and other archival materials in order to illuminate the 
electoral efforts of both well-known and ordinary black political activists.   
Most historians have neglected the black southerners who retained the right to vote 
and engaged in political activities during the Jim Crow era.  Rather, scholars see this period 
as “the nadir,” a time when blacks were politically powerless because the vast majority was 
disenfranchised.  Yet, we know that blacks commonly secured better public services, such as 
improved parks, recreational, and school facilities, in the places where they could vote in the 
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South.  My dissertation contends that the benefits that blacks received from politics went far 
beyond even these significant gains, and they participated in politics in meaningful and 
substantial ways.  In contrast to historical narratives of the Jim Crow era that portray 
southern blacks as having little influence on electoral and party politics, this study reveals 
that they ensured that the Republican Party continued to support black involvement in party 
operations and take stands for civil rights.  They also helped transform the Democratic Party 
into a vehicle for civil rights and black political participation.  Black southerners envisioned 
the political process as a means by which to better the lives of the disadvantaged, eradicate 
racism and discrimination, and achieve the American promises of freedom and equality for 
all.   
In short, a spotlight on southern black electoral mobilization reveals that black life in 
the “nadir” period was more nuanced and complex than scholars have recognized.12  In these 
respects, my dissertation extends the findings of Steven Hahn’s Pulitzer-Prize-winning A 
Nation Under Our Feet: Black Political Struggles in the Rural South from Slavery to the 
Great Migration.  He too examines black political struggles in a time and place in which 
scholars traditionally have assumed that little political activity took place and shows the 
importance of such struggles to broader developments in the South and nation.13  To be sure, 
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black political mobilization was limited in the South because of widespread 
disenfranchisement measures and white violence.  It is important to recognize the injustices 
in history and society.  Yet, it is also crucial to give adequate attention to black agency.  
Doing so is important not only for giving a fuller, more accurate picture of the black 
experience but also for understanding the human condition more broadly.  Human beings 
often have displayed amazing resilience in the face of oppression and worked to better their 
conditions.  Though they have not always seen changes in their lifetimes, their efforts have 
led to a better tomorrow.  These stories, thus, provide us with an essential reason for studying 
history:  its capacity to inspire hope, especially in the face of current injustices. 
In exploring the involvement of blacks in both parties, my dissertation also reveals a 
more complex political landscape than historians have acknowledged.  Scholars have 
recognized the significance of the northern black vote to a much greater extent than the 
southern black vote.  While the vast majority of blacks continued to live in the South during 
this study’s time period, the mass migration of black southerners to the North, particularly 
during and after World War II, led to a powerful black vote in key urban areas of the North.  
Blacks increasingly held the balance of power in elections, and Republicans and Democrats 
were forced to pay attention to them.  Like blacks nationwide, northern blacks shifted to the 
Democratic Party largely because they benefited from Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal 
programs.  Along with laborites, liberals, and other blacks and whites from all regions of the 
country, they became part of a new coalition of the Democratic Party that weakened the 
longstanding power of conservative southern white Democrats and influenced Democrats to 
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embrace civil rights policies and black participation in party operations.14  I argue that the 
impact of black southerners on electoral politics cannot be ignored, and I build on Patricia 
Sullivan’s Days of Hope: Race and Democracy in the New Deal Era in contending that they, 
and not just northern blacks, became a major part of the New Deal coalition.15    
While scholars have focused on the black shift to the Democratic Party in 1936, I also 
show that many blacks remained committed to the Republican Party because of a strain of 
racial liberalism that persisted in the party, the party’s historical association with blacks, and 
the Democratic Party’s history of propping up the Jim Crow system.  Though conservative 
white southerners became less influential in the Democratic Party, they remained a powerful 
minority that could block civil rights legislation.  They formed an alliance with conservative 
white Republicans in order to oppose social welfare and fair employment measures.  In fact, 
the Republican Party increasingly turned away from black rights as it focused on anti-
communist efforts and business interests.  As scholars have shown, the Democratic Party, 
with its support of New Deal programs and growing embrace of civil rights, proved to be a 
better alternative for blacks and won most of their support.  Nonetheless, a significant 
number of blacks remained loyal to the Grand Old Party. 
This dissertation builds on and challenges Simon Topping’s Lincoln's Lost Legacy: 
the Republican Party and the African American Vote, 1928-1952.  Topping fills a major 
historiographical gap in writing the first study to analyze in depth the relationship of blacks 
to the Republican Party from 1928 to 1952, and he makes a strong case for recognizing the 
complex process of the realignment of blacks to the Democratic Party.  Yet, like other 
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scholars, he largely focuses on the northern black vote and national politics and does not 
recognize the degree to which black southerners participated in politics.  He also dismisses 
black participation in the Republican Party before 1928.  Moreover, he takes a top-down 
approach, as do other historians who look at black participation in the Republican Party prior 
to 1933; my study, by contrast, looks not only at leaders but also ordinary blacks.16  In so 
doing, this dissertation illuminates grassroots political action and demonstrates why black 
southerners embraced the Republican Party.  It also suggests the meaning that political 
activity held for black southerners and the impact of their electoral efforts on their 
communities, the South, and the nation. 
Chapter 1 uses the lives of Robert R. Church, Sr., and Robert R. Church, Jr., as a 
window into political developments in Memphis and the South from 1865 until 1916.  
During Reconstruction, black men were enfranchised and held public office.  However, when 
federal troops withdrew from the South, white supremacist campaigns led to the ascendancy 
of conservative white Democrats to office in southern states.  From the late 1880s until the 
early 1900s, southern states passed laws that disenfranchised and segregated blacks, and 
lynching reached its peak.  Black Memphians saw a sharp decline in their political and social 
status, but they retained the right to vote.  Church, Sr., ran for office and helped register 
blacks to vote.  The first black millionaire in the South, he mainly focused on business and 
black institution building as means of racial advancement.  In the 1910s, Church, Sr.’s son, 
Robert R. Church, Jr., also a businessman, became an important local political leader 
determined to “regain the lost rights” of blacks.  He and his business associates, along with 
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other black Memphians, engaged in political activism and pressed white politicians for public 
services and other demands.  Black Memphians particularly worked with Edward H. Crump, 
who became mayor in 1910 and began building his political machine.  Their electoral efforts 
culminated in 1916 when Church, Jr., formed the Lincoln League.  Though a league-
sponsored ticket of black Republicans for local, state, and national offices lost at the polls, 
they beat their white Republican challengers, and their victory led to the establishment of 
Church’s Republican faction as the “regular Republicans” in the area.  Elsewhere in the 
South, blacks formed political groups and participated in Republican Party politics as well.    
Chapter 2 explores the period from 1917 to 1927, showing that the local Lincoln 
League led to a new era in the political mobilization of black Memphians and had a national 
impact.  The league attracted regional and national attention, inspiring Church, Jr., to form 
the Lincoln League of America in 1919.  As a result of his political successes, he became the 
most prominent black Republican in the country, held state and national positions within the 
party, and served as the chief black patronage dispenser in the nation.  Black Memphians also 
expanded their civil rights activism into new venues.  Following a local lynching, Church, 
Jr., and his political associates formed the city’s branch of the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP).  They faced a challenge to their leadership from 
black clergy who were part of the city’s black division of the Commission on Interracial 
Cooperation (CIC) branch.  The CIC group became an influential organization that advocated 
for improvements within the existing Jim Crow system.  Despite their differences, both 
groups were dedicated to racial advancement.  While Church, Jr., shifted his attention to 
national politics and disbanded the local Lincoln League in 1920, he and his associates 
continued to involve themselves in local elections.  Their efforts, and that of other blacks, 
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were key to defeating a Ku Klux Klan ticket of office seekers in 1923.  Four years later, 
black Memphians united to make their biggest mass political mobilization in the decade: 
Church and his political lieutenants founded the West Tennessee Civic and Political League.  
They formed an alliance with Crump and mobilized black Memphians to successfully vote 
the incumbent mayor out of office and elect the mayoral candidate who offered the most 
promise for meeting their needs.   
Chapter 3 examines the political transformations occurring from 1928 through the 
1930s.  While the Republican Party had always been limited in advocating black civil rights 
and accepting black participation in the party, President Herbert Hoover took fewer steps for 
black rights than his Republican predecessors and alienated many blacks from the party.  
Church and his fellow black Republicans made sure that the party did not completely 
disregard blacks.  In 1932, Franklin D. Roosevelt was elected president.  Though most blacks 
continued to identify themselves as Republican during the 1930s, a majority of blacks first 
voted for the Democratic Party in the 1934 midterm election and even more backed 
Roosevelt in 1936.  They became part of a new coalition of Democrats that weakened the 
longstanding power of conservative southern white Democrats in the party.  In Memphis, 
Church, Jr.’s power declined with the ascendancy of Roosevelt to office while Crump’s 
power increased.  Crump’s machine encompassed both city and county politics, and he 
became the most powerful figure in state politics.  Crump cracked down on whites and blacks 
who threatened his control, including Church.  Yet, the decade was not all bleak for local 
blacks.  Like blacks elsewhere in the region and country, black Memphians increased their 
political activity.  Local black Democratic organizations formed, and businessman J. E. 
Walker emerged as a Democratic rival to Church.  Spurred by New Deal legislation, a 
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powerful biracial labor movement emerged in Memphis and the South that resulted in better 
working conditions for blacks and put cracks in the Jim Crow system.   
Chapter 4 assesses black political activity in Memphis and in the South during World 
War II.  The years 1940 to 1945 signified a time of rising activism for blacks across the 
region and country as they pressed the United States for the democracy at home that black 
and white soldiers were fighting for abroad.  But, in Memphis, blacks faced Crump.  More 
anti-democratic than ever before, he cracked down on blacks campaigning for the Republican 
presidential candidate in 1940, leading to the exile of Church and two other black 
Republicans from the city.  Crump also oppressed black labor activists and ordinary black 
Memphians despite the protests of national leaders and organizations.  In a well-publicized 
incident, Crump even banned black labor leader A. Philip Randolph from speaking in 
Memphis.  Randolph used the moment to press for a more democratic Memphis and South.  
With Church and his political lieutenant J. B. Martin exiled from the city, black political 
leadership fell into the hands of local blacks who took a less assertive political approach.  
They largely did not challenge the Crump machine.  But, other blacks joined the local 
NAACP branch, engaged in individual protests against the Jim Crow system, and continued 
their involvement in the labor movement.  While many black Memphians praised the city for 
its release of a booklet detailing the city’s provisions for blacks, a black lieutenant and his 
soldiers criticized the local government for its limits.  They signified a new generation of 
black southerners and Memphians who would more aggressively pursue civil rights in the 
post-war era and take advantage of the Smith decision to increasingly engage in political 
activities. 
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Chapter 5 examines the watershed years from 1946 to 1954.  Black and white 
Memphians became increasingly disenchanted with Crump.  White reformers, black and 
white laborites, and black political activists came together in 1948 to support the first non-
Crump-supported candidates to win public office in more than a decade when Estes Kefauver 
became senator and Gordon Browning became governor.  That year, President Harry S. 
Truman supported civil rights measures.  The Democratic Party fissured as many white 
southerners, including Crump, supported Dixiecrat Strom Thurmond, who opposed Truman’s 
civil rights stance, for the presidency.  The Dixiecrat Party was a splinter party dedicated to 
the maintenance of the Jim Crow system.  After the 1948 elections, a more open political 
environment developed in Memphis, and Crump’s power declined.  While the labor 
movement and NAACP suffered from the wave of anti-communism sweeping the country, 
black and white Memphians engaged in increased levels of political activity.  An independent 
white leadership group rivaled Crump and his associates, and a white Republican group 
emerged that challenged the local party organization, which was dominated by blacks.  In 
1951, black Memphians mobilized behind J. E. Walker when he made the first black bid for 
local office in decades in a race for the school board.  Though he lost, his bid laid the 
groundwork for growing black political activity during the decade.  In 1952, Church, Jr., 
made an effort to come back to Memphis to regain control of the local party’s leadership, but 
he died before he could come closer to making these plans a reality.  His daughter, Roberta 
Church, carried on the torch by becoming involved in Republican Party politics.  In 1954, 
Crump died.  With no successor to take his place, an era of Memphis politics had ended.  
That same year, the Supreme Court handed down the Brown decision, shaking the South to 
its core. 
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I end with a brief examination of the 1955 to 2010 period.  In 1960, the sit-in 
movement swept Memphis and the South.  Longstanding political activists in Memphis 
embraced direct action as a new part of their struggle.  Like blacks across the region, black 
Memphians shifted further to the Democratic Party, which spearheaded the Civil Rights Act 
of 1964 and Voting Rights Act of 1965.  The Republican Party, in contrast, became 
increasingly conservative and turned away from its historical association with blacks.  As a 
result of the civil rights activism and legislation, de jure segregation saw its demise in the 
region, and black Memphians and southerners began to win public office in the 1960s on a 
large scale.  They also saw increased employment opportunities.  But, Martin Luther King, 
Jr., was murdered in Memphis in 1968 after coming to the city to support striking sanitation 
workers.  The gains of black Memphians and other black southerners also were stunted by 
the persistence of poverty, ongoing racial polarization, white flight, and other factors.  
Nevertheless, I conclude that the political activities of black southerners in the Jim Crow era 
succeeded in carving out a space in the political system, ensuring that government served 
their needs, and paving the way for the post-Brown civil rights gains.   
  
  
  
 
 
 
Chapter 1:  “To Regain the Lost Rights of the Race”:  Black Political Mobilization in 
the Years of Enfranchisement and Disenfranchisement, 1865-1916 
 
 
W. Herbert Brewster grew up in a community “with very little opportunity” in rural 
West Tennessee near the small village of New Castle.  As he recalled, it was “like the 
backside of a desert.”17  Until a fateful night in 1916, he had never been in an auditorium 
before and did not even know what one was.  When he and other black students pressed their 
way into Memphis’s crowded Church’s Auditorium that evening, he later remembered that 
they looked up and saw a beautiful place.  After the singing of “The Battle Hymn of the 
Republic,” “there strode out to . . . the platform a young man of great personal carriage and 
personality.  We had never seen a man who charmed us like he did.”  The man was Robert 
Reed Church, Jr., whom Brewster called “the new Galahad for black people in the South.”  
Church introduced Roscoe Conkling Simmons, the speaker for the night who was the nephew 
of Booker T. Washington and a prominent journalist and civil rights leader.  Simmons gave a 
rousing address.18  “When I heard that speech and saw [Church, Jr.], [I] resolved that night to 
be somebody someday,” Brewster said.  “That determination . . . was inspired by Bob Church 
and that crowd of people in that black auditorium.  I never knew before that I had a 
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chance.”19  Brewster went on to work with Church in political efforts, and he became a 
prominent minister in local and national Baptist circles, head of a ministerial school, and a 
world-renowned gospel songwriter.20   
Brewster’s dramatic meeting with Robert Church, Jr., occurred at a rally of the Lincoln 
League on the night before election day.  Church had formed this mass-based Republican 
organization in order to politicize blacks, support the Grand Old Party, and “regain the lost 
rights of the race.”  During Reconstruction, the Republican-controlled federal government 
had granted blacks citizenship rights and black men voting rights.  White Republicans took 
charge of southern state governments, and black men registered to vote and occupied public 
office in Memphis and elsewhere in the region.  But, the alliance between white Republicans 
and blacks was tenuous, and most white Republicans were not committed to ensuring black 
equality.  Former white Confederates resumed control of southern state governments, and 
Reconstruction ended by 1877.  A surge of white activism, compounded by white extralegal 
violence, led to the stripping of black office holders, the widespread disenfranchisement of 
blacks, and the enactment of legal segregation across the South by the early twentieth 
century.  Though black Tennesseans retained the vote more than most other black 
southerners, the number of black office holders in the state and in Memphis declined.  The 
number of Republicans in the South also decreased; a sizeable proportion of the remaining 
whites joined “lily-white” factions that largely excluded blacks.  Blacks stayed involved in 
the Republican Party in “black-and-tan” factions that included a few whites and often 
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competed with the lily whites for control of local party organizations while white Democrats 
monopolized southern politics and excluded blacks from their party organizations. 
In 1916, the lily-white faction was the most prominent Republican Party organization 
in Memphis.  Church was a member of the black-and-tan group, and he wanted it to displace 
the lily-white group as the regular party organization.  So, for the November election, he 
organized a Lincoln League ticket of black candidates to run against the white Republican 
slate for state and national positions.  If the black office seekers polled more votes, the black-
and-tans would become the regular Republicans.  The Lincoln League mobilized ordinary 
black Memphians in support of the candidates, and the organization included many of the 
city’s black leaders.  One member, in fact, had been the last black person to serve in 
Memphis’s legislature:  Lymus Wallace had ended his tenure in 1890, so his very presence 
provided a reminder of the black office holding that had once been.21  Portraying the 
Republican Party as the vehicle that had delivered blacks from slavery, Lincoln League 
members believed that their alignment with this political party held the most promise for 
freeing them from the Jim Crow system.  The Democratic Party was dominated by white 
southerners intent on maintaining black subjugation.  While historians have emphasized the 
ideology and programs of individual blacks during this time and the community building that 
blacks engaged in to protect themselves from the prevailing environment, the story of 
Memphis puts the spotlight on how blacks mobilized politically in the region.   
                                                 
21
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Elsewhere in the South, even in the dark days of the post-Reconstruction years, a small 
but significant number of blacks continued to participate in the political process, particularly 
in urban areas.  Hundreds continued to vote in some cities, including Atlanta and Richmond, 
and a few blacks cast ballots despite facing the white primary.22  Some blacks also voted in 
nonpartisan municipal elections, bond and tax rate referenda, and occasional special 
elections.  In some cases, they marshaled their forces to secure the passage of measures 
beneficial to the black community.23  During this time, the number of urban civic 
organizations and nonpartisan political leagues increased:  the civic groups conducted 
discussions of public matters affecting blacks, and the leagues coached blacks on how to 
overcome registration requirements and challenged disenfranchisement in the courts.24  Cities 
served as the headquarters of black-and-tan Republican committees, and black women 
petitioned municipal governments for better public services.25  After its founding in 1909, the 
NAACP began a legal battle to overturn disenfranchisement measures and won a victory 
when the Supreme Court ruled the grandfather clause unconstitutional in 1915.26   
In Memphis, Brewster called Church, Jr.’s father, Robert Reed Church, Sr., the 
“forerunner” of the 1916 political developments because his rise to prominence from humble 
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beginnings had left a “legacy of inspiration.”27  Church, Sr., certainly was the most 
influential black person in Memphis from the Civil War until his death in 1912.  His life 
testifies to the frustrations and travails that all black southerners experienced during these 
years, and the wealth he amassed underscores the opportunities of which only a very small 
number were able to take advantage.28  Born in Holly Springs, Mississippi, in 1837, Church, 
Sr., was the son of Emmeline, an educated slave of royal Malay descent, and her white 
master, Captain Charles Beckwith Church, a steamship owner.  Contradictory evidence exists 
as to whether Church, Sr., was a slave.  He claimed that he was a slave, but his daughter and 
granddaughter later unearthed letters and other information from Captain Church stating that 
Church, Sr., was not a slave.29   
In any case, in the 1850s, Church, Sr., served as a steward on his father’s steamboats, 
which ran up and down the Mississippi River from Memphis to New Orleans.30  He survived 
the burning of the steamer Bullet No. 2 in 1855 and later kept a painting of the ship in his 
home.  During the Battle of Memphis on June 6, 1862, a Federal fleet captured the steamboat 
Victoria, but Church escaped.  That day, the Confederates lost Memphis to the Union in a 
naval battle.  Union troops occupied the city for the rest of the war.  Church stayed in 
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Memphis and secured a position either as a livery stable helper or with a wholesale 
merchant.31  After the war, he became one of the city’s first black saloonkeepers when he 
opened a saloon at the corner of Beale and Gayoso.32 
 Church invested his business profits in rental properties, which brought him a steady 
income, and he came to own more property than any other black Memphian.  He succeeded 
because of his own efforts and those of his first wife, Louisa Ayres, a former slave.  She ran a 
successful hair salon--the first one for black women in Memphis--in the downtown area.  
With her profits, the Churches bought their first carriage and house, which was located in an 
interracial suburb.33  Church accrued a fortune mainly through real estate and serving as an 
architect and civil engineer for his buildings.34  More than any other person, he transformed 
the Beale Street area into a commercial center for black Memphians.  It became fundamental 
to the black institution building that occurred in the city as newly freed blacks joined together 
to develop their own communities free from white repression.  Called the “Boss of Beale 
Street,” Church dominated the street’s business affairs by 1883.  He owned a hotel, 
restaurant, and other properties on the street and operated several saloons in the area.35  He 
also owned valuable business property on South Second Street, more than 350 residences in 
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Memphis, and several hundred acres of land on the city’s edge.  His real estate empire 
eventually encompassed properties in other large municipalities.36  Recognized across the 
region and nation for his success, Church became the first black millionaire in the South and 
reputedly in the United States.37   
Reflecting and symbolizing Church’s financial success was his palatial house, which 
he built in 1884.  He and Louisa had divorced around 1867.38  He lived there with his second 
wife, Anna Wright Church, in a silk stocking neighborhood that included prominent whites 
and blacks.39  The three-story, fourteen-room Queen Anne-style home at 384 S. Lauderdale 
ranked with the white mansions of the city.  It included frescoes and elaborate lace curtains 
on bay windows.  As was common during that time, the parlor was a showplace of the house: 
it was hand-painted by French artists and had velvet Brussels carpets and two crystal 
chandeliers.40  The Commercial Appeal, a local white daily, noted that the family had earned 
the respect of their white neighbors.41  
Far from mitigating racial tensions, Church’s success often stoked jealousies among 
whites, even in the city’s most exclusive social circles.  One day, some white women drove 
up in their carriage to see his family’s storied home.  When they knocked on the door, Anna 
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answered in a long blue silk robe.  With a haughty air, she called for a servant to show them 
around, but the women beat a “hasty retreat.”42  Accounts of the white women’s visit made 
the pages of a local white newspaper and the Chicago Tribune, the latter of which termed 
Anna’s action a “deserved rebuke.”43  Indeed, the unsettled social, political, and economic 
conditions that followed the Civil War led to racial friction.  Whites of all classes confronted 
growing competition from black workers and business owners.  For a brief period after the 
war, whites were even forced to accept the authority of black soldiers stationed just south of 
Memphis. 
In 1866, these simmering tensions exploded into what was the first large-scale urban 
race riot in the South.  It followed a verbal confrontation between members of the Irish-
dominated police force and black troops on a Memphis street corner.  White rioters targeted 
black property and businessmen.  When Church learned that his saloon was to be targeted, he 
refused to close it.  The members of a white mob shot Church in the back of the head at his 
business and left him for dead.  The injury left a hole in his head where one could insert the 
tip of a little finger, and Church subsequently suffered from headaches so severe that he 
sometimes threatened to commit suicide.  By the time order was restored in 1866, at least 
seventy-five people had been wounded, some one hundred blacks robbed, at least five black 
women raped, and forty-six blacks and two whites killed.44  After the riot, no whites were 
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punished, and no blacks were compensated.  Blacks rebuilt their churches and schools and 
increasingly sought solace and protection in their own neighborhoods and institutions.45 
Although Church was first and foremost a businessman, he also participated in 
political movements aimed at advancing the collective interests of blacks.  In the late 1860s, 
the Republican-dominated state legislature passed laws providing for the suffrage of black 
men, removing restrictions to black office holding, and protecting black voters from 
economic intimidation.46  Taking advantage of these new laws, black Memphians formed 
political clubs, held elected and appointive office, and built coalitions with whites in the 
1870s and 1880s.  Black churches hosted important political meetings, and black fraternal 
organizations encouraged black political participation and office holding.47  While whites of 
both parties competed for black votes, blacks usually were elected from predominately black 
districts.48  Nearly every branch of government included black officials or employees, and 
blacks served as police officers and firefighters.49  In addition, blacks, including Church, 
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served on the grand jury.50  Church also helped blacks to register to vote.51  Like most blacks 
of his era, he was a lifelong Republican, and he campaigned for James Garfield, the 
successful Republican candidate in the 1880 presidential election.  In 1882, Church made a 
bid for the city council, but he was unsuccessful.52   
These Memphis developments reflected the revolution in politics and society 
occurring across the South during Reconstruction.  Some two thousand blacks held elective 
and appointive office at the national, state, and local levels, with the majority at the local 
level.53  Most black office holders were former slaves, attesting to the social transformation 
in which enslaved blacks were not only freed but also could occupy political positions.54  
Black churches especially provided the space for political organizing, and blacks used the 
political process to secure their rights, better social conditions, and otherwise press for racial 
advancement.  Though not granted suffrage, black women participated in politics outside 
formal channels through such means as petitioning local officials to hire black police 
officers.55  Black political activists and office holders were full of hope in their struggle for 
citizenship, but the road was not smooth anywhere.  They faced violence, intimidation, and 
economic repercussions.  In addition, they were represented in public office in numbers 
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disproportionate to their population size.  Whites continued to occupy the most important 
positions in electoral and party politics.  While southern white Republicans generally could 
be counted on to support black political rights, most did not see racial equality as a priority.  
In a time in which blacks were constructed as inferior by whites across the nation, it would 
have been abnormal for most whites to fully embrace black rights.  Nonetheless, black 
political participation signified a radical transformation of society.56   
Church, Sr., knew many of the elite black political figures of the day and interacted 
socially with them.  Family friends included Governor Pinckney S. B. Pinchback, Frederick 
Douglass, Senator Blanche Bruce, and John Lynch.  Pinchback, the only black governor 
during Reconstruction, had served as governor of Louisiana.  Church and his second wife, 
Anna, spent part of their honeymoon at Pinchback’s New Orleans home and were entertained 
with an elaborate reception there.57  Furthermore, the Churches had longstanding ties to 
Frederick Douglass:  Anna’s mother, Jane Wright, had been a friend of his, and he stayed at 
her home when in Memphis.58  Most well known as an abolitionist and orator, Douglass was 
the first black to have his name entered into nomination for president at a major party 
convention, the Republican National Convention in 1888.  Senator Blanche Bruce of 
Mississippi, one of two black U.S. senators during Reconstruction, was a friend whom 
Church met while working on the steamboats.59  Church also was friendly with John Lynch, 
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who was speaker of the Mississippi House of Representatives, a U.S. congressman, and a 
Justice of the Peace.  In addition, Lynch was temporary chair of the Republican National 
Convention in 1884, the only black person to serve in that position in the late nineteenth 
century.  
 While Church participated in political and business efforts on behalf of blacks, he 
retained a love for Memphis, and he used his wealth to help white residents as well.  
Memphis was severely affected with Yellow Fever epidemics in 1873, 1878, and 1879.  Its 
population fell from more than 40,000 in 1876 to 18,500 in late 1879 because of death and 
emigration.60  As a result, the city lost its charter and became a taxing district run by the 
state.  Into the picture stepped Church in 1881.  Having faith in the city’s recovery and 
potential, he bought the first bond for one thousand dollars to restore its charter.61  Seeing 
that a black man had taken this action, white capitalists were compelled to purchase bonds.   
“The reason why Memphis has epidemics of yellow fever . . . is because the streets 
are in terrible condition,” Church said.  “[T]here are big holes filled with great pools of 
stagnant water, breeding disease.  When Memphis is cleaned up . . . there won’t be any 
yellow fever and it will be one of the most healthful and desirable cities in this country.”62  
The city had become a business center in the Mid-South, and he thought that it would regain 
this status because of its geographical location and river harbors.  Some people thought he 
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had lost his mind in making this prediction.63  After the epidemics, Church invested in local 
real estate more heavily than he had previously, and Memphis soon began its recovery.64  It 
regained its financial standing and status as a city, and its population rose to 64,495 in 1890.  
Recognizing Church’s dedication to the municipality, the white Memphis Evening Scimitar 
said that he was “for Memphis first, last and all the time” and called him a “firm believer in 
Memphis.”  “[W]ars and plagues have never shaken his faith in her,” it said.65   
Yet, even with his efforts on behalf of Memphis, Church, along with other assertive 
and economically successful blacks, remained the target of white violence and hatred in the 
South.  Fearful of the new freedoms afforded to blacks in the urban environment, whites in 
Memphis and other southern cities embraced Jim Crow measures and racist demagoguery as 
tools for elevating their relative status, controlling black workers, and limiting black 
economic and political advancement.  Extralegal violence emerged as a crucial weapon in 
this new campaign for affirming white privilege and dominance.  Lynching and mob violence 
reached their height during the 1890s and threatened black progress well into the 1930s.66  As 
black Memphian George W. Lee told the story in his book Beale Street: Where the Blues 
Began (1934):  in 1886, a group of white hoodlums were looking at Beale “with envious 
eyes.  They wanted to gain control over the great spending power of [blacks] and . . . found it 
necessary to put Church ‘on the spot.’  They selected a corner that he would have to pass 
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during the afternoon of a certain day and congregated there with bloody designs.”  Their 
plans leaked out, so Church knew their intentions.  Though advised not to go by them, he 
“put his gun in his pocket . . . and walked boldly down the avenue.”  He pulled a white friend 
from a nearby store to act as a witness, walked by the hoodlums, and “commanded them to 
shoot if they had the nerve.”67  He was not hurt.  
While Church was able to protect himself on this occasion, he and other leaders of his 
generation could not stop the rising tide of disenfranchisement across the South from 1888 to 
1908 despite their business successes and their commitment to advancing black civil rights.  
Conservative white Democrats regained control of all southern state legislatures, and federal 
troops were removed from the region in 1877, effectively ending Reconstruction.  These 
governmental bodies soon began to enact disenfranchisement measures that dramatically 
diminished the political power of blacks and that of some marginalized whites, including 
impoverished farmers and laborers who had occasionally sought alliances with blacks.68  The 
number of registered black voters plummeted to less than 5 percent of those eligible, the 
number of black elected officials dropped to zero, and the number of white registered voters 
fell as well.  In Louisiana, for example, the number of registered blacks decreased from 
130,000 to 5,000.  In Virginia, the number of blacks on the voting rolls fell from 147,000 to 
21,000.69  For presidential elections, overall southern voter turnout dropped from 50.24 
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percent in 1872 to 30.18 percent in 1908 while voter turnout increased from 50.37 percent to 
64.68 percent in the rest of the country.70  
Over his lifetime, Church saw the rise of black political activity in Memphis, and he 
also saw its fall as Tennessee was no exception to this wave of disenfranchisement.  Black 
office holding had peaked in the 1870s but then declined in part because the local 
government restructured after the Yellow Fever epidemics in a way that reduced electoral 
positions.  The state legislature passed laws that enacted stricter registration requirements, the 
secret ballot, and the poll tax in 1889 and 1890.  These laws affected blacks more than 
whites.71  In the general election, voter turnout statewide dropped from 78 percent in 1888 to 
a mere 50 percent in 1890.72  Race-baiting, fraud, intimidation, and hostile press coverage 
further undermined black political power and elevated growing numbers of conservative 
white Democrats to positions of power at the local and state levels.  The question became not 
whether blacks would hold office but whether they would be successful in uncovering new 
means of asserting political influence.  With the decrease of political party competition, 
white Republicans and Democrats no longer sought black votes or gave jobs to black 
supporters to the extent that they had previously.  By 1910, in Memphis, white Democrats 
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had successfully removed blacks from public office and eliminated them from all but the 
most menial governmental jobs.73   
It was no coincidence that these disenfranchisement measures occurred alongside the 
imposition of legal segregation.  After the Civil War, new laws chipped away at the 
newfound freedom of blacks, and segregation became increasingly common in Tennessee 
and across the South.  After conservative white Democrats resumed control of the Volunteer 
State’s politics in late 1869, they repealed measures that the Radical Republicans had 
enacted, including laws curbing the Ku Klux Klan, preventing railroad segregation, and 
protecting blacks’ economic welfare.  They spearheaded a new constitution in 1870 that 
prohibited school integration and strengthened the existing statute against intermarriage.74  In 
1875, Tennessee passed the first Jim Crow law in the South when it legalized the segregation 
of public accommodations.75  Six years later, the state legislature passed the first law in the 
region to mandate segregation; it required separate coaches with equal accommodations for 
first-class black passengers in trains.76  When the governmental body passed a bill requiring 
segregation on streetcars in 1905, the law further strengthened the Jim Crow system by 
separating whites and blacks on a personal level.77  Throughout the region, other southern 
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states followed the Volunteer State’s lead:  Jim Crow laws came to fruition in the 1890s and 
reached into nearly every area of southern life by the early years of the twentieth century.  
The U.S. Supreme Court legitimated these actions in its 1896 Plessy v. Ferguson decision, 
ruling that separate facilities for blacks were constitutional as long as these accommodations 
were equal to those of whites.   
Even with the double blow of disenfranchising laws and segregation measures, blacks 
in Tennessee, especially those residing in large cities, enjoyed greater success in exerting 
political power than their counterparts in most other southern states.78  The Tennessee state 
legislature left it up to counties to decide whether to adopt a white primary rather than 
establishing one statewide.  In addition, the Volunteer State did not enact literacy and 
property tests or grandfather clauses, all of which were common measures of 
disenfranchisement.79  Furthermore, the state was unique in having more of a two-party 
system than the rest of the South; white Republicans dominated the political scene in East 
Tennessee while white Democrats maintained control of the state government and local 
governments elsewhere in the state.  Intense party rivalries fostered continued black political 
participation in Tennessee.   
Black Memphians proved especially successful in taking advantage of the unique 
opportunities for political participation available in Tennessee.  Shelby County did not have a 
white primary.  The local Democratic Party experienced significant factionalism with 
different wings running against each other, so politicians often coached illiterate blacks and 
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paid their poll taxes to secure their votes.  It was not uncommon for at least one candidate in 
close local elections to seek black support at the polls.80  Local Democratic officials also 
knew that a strong voter turnout from the area in state elections increased their power in the 
Tennessee government.  Blacks, who made up between 40 and 49 percent of the population 
between 1890 and 1910, were a rich source for votes.81  In addition, there was a degree of 
tolerance of black political participation, and black voting had become a tradition since the 
end of the Civil War.  “When the Negroes turn out in strength at the polls, it requires only a 
very few additional votes to elect anyone they support,” the Commercial Appeal reported in 
1898.  “This is, after all, their privilege and we cannot blame them for exercising it.”82  
According to local black observer G. P. Hamilton in his 1908 book, The Bright Side of 
Memphis, blacks could vote as easily in Memphis as in the North.  He said that “political 
passion is not . . . intensely aroused against” black voting and no “political hocus pocus has 
been resorted to deprive [the black voter] of his political rights . . . .  All must meet the 
simple requirements of the law.”83 
 Blacks certainly engaged in independent political activity in Memphis in the twenty 
years following the start of legal disenfranchisement in 1889, though it is difficult to 
determine how extensively because of the scarcity of sources.84  To be sure, the 
disenfranchising laws and other developments made the environment more hostile and 
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difficult.  According to G. P. Hamilton, blacks did “not blindly adhere to any political party” 
though they supported Republicans in presidential elections.  In municipal and state 
elections, blacks were “largely independent and disposed to vote for the man that they 
consider[ed] least hostile to their interests . . . [and] least likely to deny [them] opportunity or 
punish [them] because of [their] color.”85  While blacks were united in seeing politics as a 
means of racial advancement, they differed on economic, educational, and religious matters.  
Some black political leaders thought that it was unfortunate that blacks voted solidly as a 
bloc because their united force would “always force the white voters to be united under 
another political banner.”  “[T]his division of the races into two opposite and hostile political 
camps has been the cause of serious misunderstanding and friction between them,” Hamilton 
reported.86  Nonetheless, his account reveals that blacks engaged in “independent power 
politics” in which they supported the candidate, whether Republican or Democrat, who 
promised to do them the least harm.87  They joined forces to use the electoral system as a tool 
to better their condition.   
The Republican Party was the one avenue that black southerners had for participation 
in the two-party political system, and they used the party to secure political benefits and 
access.  Local party organizations usually consisted of blacks with some white allies, and 
blacks headed some local and state Republican organizations.  Local Republicans were able 
to distribute thousands of patronage jobs when their party occupied the White House.  
Southern mores dictated that whites received the most important positions, but blacks 
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received and could distribute some patronage.  In addition, black southerners served as 
delegates to Republican National Conventions, where they could play a crucial role in 
determining which presidential candidate was nominated for the election.  Especially because 
Republicans largely occupied the White House from the Civil War through the first decades 
of the twentieth century, these “Race Republicans” were not without hope that they could 
make a difference.88  
In order to do so, black-and-tan factions battled with lily-white groups over 
participation in the Republican Party in Memphis and elsewhere in the South.  By the 1880s, 
a lily-white Republican movement had arisen in the South.  Lily whites wanted to purge 
party organizations of black leadership and control, and they wanted only whites to distribute 
and receive patronage.  Desiring to attract more southern whites to the Republican Party, lily 
whites knew their task would be unsuccessful if blacks remained significantly involved in 
party politics.89  They recognized that southern Republican Party politics allowed integration 
and inverted the social hierarchy of blacks on the bottom and whites on the top by permitting 
black leadership of black-and-tan factions even though white Republicans nationally 
remained largely uncommitted to ensuring racial equality.  After all, the party had not 
stemmed the tide of disenfranchisement and segregation that had become entrenched in the 
region.   
Nevertheless, in Memphis and Shelby County, blacks participated in official 
Republican Party politics at the same time that they vied with the local lily-white faction.  
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They occupied positions on the local Republican executive committee, held more than fifty 
full-time post office jobs, and served as delegates to the Republican National Convention.  
Church, for instance, traveled to Philadelphia in 1900 to nominate William McKinley for 
president.  He also had enough national political weight to obtain appointments in the 
Department of State’s Foreign Service for two black Memphians.90  In 1908, lily whites 
excluded black Tennesseans as delegates to the Republican National Convention, so blacks 
of Memphis and Shelby County formed their own slate in order to challenge the opposition 
for convention seats.  They became less enthusiastic as their funds dissipated, so only their 
leader, J. T. Settle, Sr., went to the convention.91   
The growing hostility that local black Republicans faced was indicative of national 
developments in the Republican Party.  During his first term, Theodore Roosevelt sought a 
middle ground between appealing to lily whites and black-and-tans.  As a result, he took 
significant measures in support of black Republicans.  He infuriated many southern whites, 
including ones in Memphis, by dining with Booker T. Washington at the White House.  
Roosevelt also consulted with Washington about patronage matters and southern policies, 
made a number of black political appointments, and expressed strong disapproval for an 
exclusively lily-white party in the South.  But, in his second term, Roosevelt’s backing 
among blacks dwindled, and he no longer made dramatic gestures in support of them.92   
Blacks were particularly incensed by Roosevelt’s dishonorable discharge of all 167 
members of a black regiment in Brownsville, Texas, in 1906.  The black soldiers had 
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suffered discrimination from townspeople, physical abuse from federal customs collectors, 
and harassment from the police.  These tensions had reached their peak after a white woman 
was reportedly attacked, causing outrage among many local white citizens.  As a result, the 
mayor and a major declared a curfew.  That evening, a number of unidentified men went on a 
shooting spree around midnight.  They fired shots into businesses and private homes, 
resulting in the death of a white bartender.  A number of white residents claimed that they 
saw black soldiers undertaking these actions even though they were located a considerable 
distance away from the scene of the violence.  Despite the black soldiers’ claims of 
innocence, the lack of identification of individual culprits, and the failure of a grand jury to 
return indictments, federal and citizens’ investigations assumed that the black soldiers were 
guilty, leading to Roosevelt’s dismissal of the troops.  The Senate Military Affairs 
Committee subsequently found Roosevelt’s action justified, but four Republicans on the 
committee disagreed because they considered the evidence inconclusive.  Another minority 
report, submitted by two Republicans, argued that the soldiers were innocent and suggested 
that local citizens or outsiders had staged the shooting spree in order to eliminate the black 
troops from the area.  As a result of the Brownsville affair, some blacks turned away from the 
Republican Party.  William Howard Taft, who won the presidency two years later, showed 
even less concern for blacks than Roosevelt.  He supported the lily-white movement in the 
South and did not make any black political appointments in the region.93   
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W. E. B. DuBois, who became a vocal black critic of the Republican Party, emerged 
as a civil rights leader during these years and represented an alternative to Booker T. 
Washington.  DuBois founded the Moon Illustrated Weekly, the first weekly black magazine, 
and began its publication in December 1905 in a Beale Street building.  Though the magazine 
only lasted a year, it was part of the increase in black periodicals across the country during 
this time and served as the beginning of DuBois’s journalistic career as an advocate for civil 
rights.  He used the Moon to promote the principles of the Niagara Movement, an 
organization that he formed in July 1905 just outside Buffalo, New York.  The Niagara 
Movement called for civil rights, black enfranchisement, and equal educational opportunities.  
It eventually was assimilated into the NAACP when DuBois, other black leaders, and white 
liberals founded that organization four years later.  Political rights were part of the NAACP’s 
platform from the beginning, and the Moon served as a precursor to the NAACP’s Crisis 
magazine.94   
DuBois coined the term “Talented Tenth,” referring to the responsibility of successful 
blacks to use their wealth and resources to spearhead civil rights and black uplift efforts in 
order to help the masses.  Though in reality the number of well-off blacks was less than a 
tenth of the population and not all engaged in these endeavors, Church certainly fit within 
this category, and other members of the black elite in the South often took the lead in 
movements to establish black institutions, such as schools, as a way of pressing for racial 
advancement.95  Church was closer philosophically to DuBois than Booker T. Washington, to 
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whom he also had ties.  Church and Washington were friends, and Church was one of the 
first members of his National Negro Business League.  They shared a common belief that 
black economic progress was crucial to improving black conditions.  Church disagreed, 
however, with Washington’s accommodationist stance.  He did not believe that blacks should 
forsake political participation or higher education in order to focus on uplifting themselves 
through industrial work and training.96   
Among the civil rights activists Church supported were his daughter Mary Church 
Terrell and anti-lynching crusader Ida B. Wells.  These women were founding members of 
the NAACP.  Wells used her Beale Street-based newspaper, the Free Speech and Headlight, 
to speak out against lynching and other racial injustices.  In 1892, she was forced to leave 
Memphis after she protested the local lynching of three black men by a white mob with 
impunity.97  She moved to Chicago and became nationally and internationally known for her 
anti-lynching activism; she also fought for black and women’s suffrage.  Church assisted her 
financially when she lived in Memphis and after she was exiled from the city.98  Born in 
1863, Terrell was the daughter of Church and his first wife, Louisa.  She became one of the 
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country’s best-known activists for black and women’s rights.  She also was a pioneer of the 
women’s club movement.  Throughout Church, Sr.’s lifetime, he supported Terrell 
financially.  For instance, he financed her trip to Berlin when she was the only black woman 
invited to speak at the International Congress of Women, a gathering of women’s rights 
advocates, in 1904.  Delivering her address in German, she said that she represented “a race 
which has been free so short a time as forty years” and that she rejoiced “not only in the 
emancipation of my race, but in the almost universal elevation of my sex.”  Terrell continued, 
“If anyone had had the courage fifty years ago to predict that a woman with African blood in 
her veins would journey from the United States to Germany to address the International 
Congress of Woman in 1904, he would either have been laughed out of [c]ourt, or adjudged 
insane.”  She received a standing ovation from the crowd for her speech.99   
Though Church helped make civil rights work possible, he compromised his efforts 
with his one-thousand-dollar donation to the entertainment fund of the United Confederate 
Veterans Reunion in 1901.  Attended by representatives of the country’s Confederate 
associations, the meeting was held in Memphis, and local citizens were required to cover its 
costs.100  One of Memphis’s most philanthropic citizens, Church was known for his 
charitable donations to both whites and blacks; he apparently did not turn any worthy cause 
down.101  He donated to orphanages, bought a fire and patrol wagon for the city, and saved 
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Beale Street Avenue Church from financial disaster.102  Yet, his donation to the Confederate 
fund may have been his most controversial action ever.  The only prominent black who ever 
gave to the Confederate fund, he was among its most generous contributors, and many blacks 
condemned him for his gift.103   
Church stated his reasons for the donation in a letter to the chairman of the finance 
committee of the Confederate Veterans Reunion and in remarks to the Commercial Appeal.  
“I have been a citizen of Memphis all my life, and believe this is a great opportunity 
[through] which I am sure the people of Memphis will improve,” he wrote the chairman.104  
He told the newspaper, “It is a pleasure for me to make this donation, because the men of the 
South have been my friends, and I feel it my duty to aid in entertaining those men who 
fought bravely for the Lost Cause.”  Church further explained:   
I have tried to be liberal at all times and to help along this city whenever I 
could . . . .  I want to see the veterans enjoy themselves and I want to see  
Memphis do herself credit in the matter of the entertainment. What ever  
[sic] I have I made here in Memphis and I made it here with these people. 
My experience has shown that nowhere on earth will the colored man be  
treated better or be given better opportunity to make something of himself  
than here in Memphis, in the center of the South.  There is nowhere that more 
is done in a substantial way to elevate the negro than right here.  Nowhere is 
more money spent by the white people for the education of the colored youth 
than here.  No persons on earth are more disposed to their former slaves than 
are the veterans of the Confederacy; those old men who yet remember the 
negro in slavery.  That is how I find the conditions here; those are the  
sentiments I feel; and that is why I, for myself, and on behalf of my race,  
desire to be allowed to make this contribution to the cause in which all the 
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people of Memphis are now interested.105   
 
The Commercial Appeal praised him for his gift, saying that he was “acquiring credit for 
himself and his race by such acts of liberality.”106   
Though Church intended to benefit Memphis and to contribute to harmonious race 
relations, his donation and statements, in effect, perpetuated the “Lost Cause” myth that had 
been taking hold across the South since the end of the Civil War.  Memoirs, novels, folklore, 
and historical works painted slavery as an “antebellum Eden,” and the southern landscape 
became pervaded with monuments, markers, and memorials that glorified the Confederacy 
and erased any memory of slavery as an evil institution.107  Black office holding during 
Reconstruction came to be seen as corrupt and immoral, and the system of segregation and 
disenfranchisement cast blacks as not worthy of full participation in public life or the fruits of 
citizenship.108   
The Confederate donation, however, appears to have been an exception to Church’s 
lifelong support for blacks by his engagement in black institution building through his 
business and charitable endeavors.  One of his most significant contributions was Church’s 
Park and Auditorium; blacks had no parks at the time because they were excluded from 
municipal ones.  In 1899, he developed the establishment on land aligned with Beale Street.  
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He had hundreds of trees planted in the park, which made it--in the words of one black 
Memphian--“a sylvan retreat in the midst of a bustling city.”  Church also made sure to 
provide an extensive playground for children.109  The six-acre, landscaped park was privately 
patrolled, and it featured peacocks strutting the grounds and rare plants alongside beautiful 
walkways.110  The auditorium, which seated two thousand, was reputedly the world’s largest 
black-owned theater.  Costing fifty thousand dollars to construct, it was a modern building 
that included fireproof features and a drop-curtain mural depicting the steamship Bulletin 
from which Church had escaped.  This “vast pleasure ground” was the country’s only 
enterprise of its kind owned and operated by blacks, an achievement all the more remarkable 
given it existed in the South.111   
Church’s Park and Auditorium fulfilled recreational, cultural, political, educational, 
and religious needs for white and black citizens.  Local and out-of-town groups of both races 
used it.  With no large theater until this time, the city had been prevented from hosting 
traveling vaudeville acts and other programs.  The auditorium accommodated vaudeville 
troupes, theatrical performances, concerts, public school graduation exercises, social and 
civic club meetings, and political rallies and meetings.112  In addition, it housed the private 
music school of Julia Hooks, a community leader and the grandmother of future civil rights 
leader Benjamin L. Hooks.  She taught black and white pupils, some of whom went on to 
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fame.113  The grounds were also used for church bazaars, carnivals, picnics, and band 
concerts.  Frederick Douglass, Blanche Bruce, and Booker T. Washington were among the 
public figures that spoke and W. C. Handy, Duke Ellington, and the Fisk Jubilee Singers 
were among the national and international artists that performed at the establishment.114   
One political meeting held at Church’s Park and Auditorium was for President 
Theodore Roosevelt and Vice Governor Luke Wright in 1902, and it attested to the 
biracialism in Republican politics at this time.  Ten thousand attended the gathering, which 
marked Wright’s return to his hometown after fulfilling Roosevelt’s appointment to serve as 
Vice-Governor of the Philippines.  Roosevelt and his party drove into the park in twenty-five 
horse-drawn carriages for an interracial program.  Seated on the platform were a number of 
distinguished whites, including the Democratic governors of Tennessee and Mississippi, the 
mayor of Memphis, and the editor of the New York Sun.  Prominent black ministers T. O. 
Fuller and T. J. Searcy gave the invocation and benediction respectively.  Before leaving the 
grounds, the procession paraded around the park three times so that those who could not 
enter the auditorium had a good view of the president.115   
In addition to his involvement in the black and white communities, Church, Sr., was 
devoted to his family, but his private life did not escape public criticism.  He and his wife 
Anna had two children:  Robert, Jr., was born in 1885, and Annette was born in 1887, both of 
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whom received private and parochial educations.  Anna even moved to Ohio to set up a 
house with them when they attended school there.116  Though Church, Sr., was self-educated, 
Anna had been a member of the first graduating class of the LeMoyne Normal Institute, the 
first black college in Memphis.  She then attended Antioch College in Yellow Springs, Ohio, 
where she enrolled for study in the literary department and the conservatory of music.  An 
acclaimed piano player, she was the principal of Winchester School, a black public school in 
Memphis, until her marriage.117  A number of local blacks, however, criticized Anna and 
Robert, Sr., for sending their son and daughter to predominantly white schools in the North; 
they saw this action as proving true a popular rumor that Church, Sr., who had light skin, 
wanted to repudiate his racial identity.  Given his benevolence toward blacks and support of 
civil rights activists, this gossip may have stemmed from jealousy.118 
Growing up at the turn of the century, Church, Jr., was well acquainted with black 
office holders and prominent black leaders.  He not only knew black leaders through his 
father and mother’s associations but also because black public officials lived in his 
neighborhood.119  This milieu undoubtedly shaped his perspectives and growth as a leader, 
strengthening his determination to “regain the lost rights of the race” through his political 
efforts.  He remembered, “[A]s I grew up the City of Memphis had Colored Policeman [sic], 
Squires, Magistrates, a Wharfmaster and at one time there were Colored members of the 
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school board.  As time passed and the city grew[,] these Colored men were replaced by 
White employees.”  Church, Jr., also personally suffered from the advent of Jim Crow, and 
the imposition of the streetcar segregation ordinance in 1905 remained seared in his memory.  
As he recalled, “[P]rior to the passage of this law, one of my pleasures was that of standing 
by the motorman as he guided the car, and being permitted to guide it myself as it turned at 
the end of the line where I boarded it going to and returning from school.  This pleasure was 
ended.”120   
The Church family refused to cooperate with legal segregation, and they used their 
wealth to shield themselves from Jim Crow’s indignities.  “My father believed firmly that the 
principle of segregation was unfair and unsound,” Church, Jr., remembered.  When they went 
on trips, they took non-segregated Pullman cars.  No family member ever rode on the 
segregated streetcars; instead, Church, Sr., arranged for them to use their own transportation.  
By having their meals at home, they avoided segregation in restaurants.  “We would eat and 
drink before we left home and go hungry or thirsty until we returned if necessary,” Church, 
Jr., recalled.  They did not attend any theater, concert, movie, or meeting where separate 
entrances or segregated seating arrangements existed.121   
Through his travels, education, and early career years outside the South, Church, Jr., 
broadened his perspectives and realized the peculiarity of the region’s wave of segregation 
and disenfranchisement.  “As a child I travelled [sic] frequently with my parents [through] 
the northern and eastern United States, and we also made a trip to Europe,” Church 
remembered.  “I noticed . . . that it was possible to stop at hotels in the [N]orth and [E]ast 
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[and] . . . for all children to attend the same schools . . . .  [T]his was not possible in the 
[S]outh.”122  After receiving his schooling in Memphis and Ohio, he attended Morgan Park 
Military Academy in Morgan Park, Illinois (near Chicago), and Packard School of Business 
in New York City.  He spent nearly five years on Wall Street gaining banking experience, 
and he circulated among elite blacks in the city.123  Through a social club, he became 
acquainted, for instance, with famed entertainers Bill “Bojangles” Robinson and Bert 
Williams.124   
In New York, Church, Jr., demonstrated a keen business sense.  His father even wrote 
letters to him there, requesting his professional advice.  When Church, Jr., returned to 
Memphis, he became the cashier of Solvent Savings Bank and Trust Company, the first 
black-owned and managed bank in Memphis.  Church, Sr., had been instrumental in its 
founding in 1906--which took place at Church’s Park--and had served as its first president.125  
The bank was located across the street from Church’s Park and Auditorium, where father and 
son also maintained offices.126  The bank’s survival of the financial panic of 1907, when 
other banks in the city floundered, demonstrated its strength.  Heralded as an example of a 
successful black financial institution outside Memphis, the bank inspired confidence in 
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blacks in their business ability, encouraged thrift among the masses, and gave credit to black 
businesses that often was unavailable from white institutions.127   
Solvent Savings Bank was part of the increase in black business institutions across 
the South during this time.  These included North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance in Durham, 
North Carolina, and the Bank of Mound Bayou in Mississippi.  In fact, R. W. Ware, a cashier 
of the latter, apparently provided the impetus for the creation of Solvent Savings Bank when 
he had traveled to Memphis in early 1906 with the determination to organize a bank.  He had 
succeeded in attracting the backing of some of the wealthiest men in the city and Mississippi.  
Ware’s place of residence, Mound Bayou, was a community where southern blacks could 
politically participate.  In 1887, black men Isaiah T. Montgomery, a businessman, and 
Benjamin T. Green, his cousin, had founded this black town.  Racial codes segregating 
blacks from whites were nonexistent except for at the waiting room of the railroad station.  
Whereas blacks were denied suffrage and largely held menial positions in other parts of 
Mississippi, blacks voted in every election and black enterprises flourished in Mound Bayou.  
Booker T. Washington was a frequent visitor to the town.128   
Church, Jr., held one of Solvent Savings Bank’s most difficult and responsible 
positions as its cashier, and he took over its presidency from his father at age twenty-four in 
1909.  One local observer commented that he had “an old head on young shoulders and [had] 
inherited much of his father’s business sagacity.”  After coming back to Memphis, Church, 
Jr., who was known as “Bob,” had experienced not only business and political successes but 
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also social and personal fulfillment.  He was popular with all classes and ages.  In a petition 
to President Theodore Roosevelt in 1908, for instance, black and white citizens had endorsed 
him for the position of surveyor of customs for the Port of Memphis.129  Like his father, 
Church, Jr., was respected for his character and private life.  In addition, he was a very active 
and loyal member of the Elks throughout his lifetime.130  In 1911, he married Sara Paroda 
Johnson, a member of the black elite of Washington D.C., which at that time was the “capital 
of the colored aristocracy.”  Their wedding took place there, and W. E. B. DuBois and his 
wife sent their congratulations.131  Sara took a keen interest in her husband’s political 
activities.132  Three years after their wedding, Sara and Bob experienced the birth of their 
only child, Sara Roberta, and she became known by her middle name.   
Solvent Savings Bank, Church’s Park and Auditorium, and the Church family all 
played influential roles in the rise to fame of blues musician W. C. Handy.  Born in 1873 in 
Florence, Alabama, Handy remembered that “in those days it was the name of Bob Church 
[Sr.] that drew people to Memphis from all over the South and it was my good fortune to 
have very pleasant conversations with Mr. Church Sr. and Jr.”133  As a boy, he traveled to 
Memphis just to see their home.  Handy later credited Church, Sr., as among the “colored 
aristocrats” who inspired him “to do worth while [sic] things and be somebody in this life.”  
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After moving to Memphis, Handy got his start as a band and orchestra leader at Church’s 
Park and Auditorium, where he recalled music and deportment were at their finest.134  His 
experiences there provided him with “unforgettable memories.”135  He also received 
instruction in harmony from Julia Hooks.136  With a studio in the Solvent Savings Bank 
building, he formed a partnership with Harry Pace, a director of the bank, and they began 
publishing music there under the name Pace and Handy Music Company.  Handy later said 
that he was indebted to Church, Jr., for advice that he followed to copyright his compositions 
under his own name rather than the Pace and Handy firm.137 
While Church, Jr., and Handy were embarking on their careers, Church, Sr., was on 
the decline.  After an illness of several months, he died at age seventy-four in 1912.138  
Booker T. Washington was one of the last persons to see him alive.139  Solvent Savings Bank 
passed a resolution in honor of Church, Sr., and local postal employees contributed a floral 
offering.140  At his funeral, the Church family’s white neighbor, Mrs. Mudge, sang.141  Black 
newspapers nationwide reported his passing, and both white dailies ran lengthy and 
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praiseworthy obituaries even though these papers rarely devoted that much positive coverage 
to a black person.  Even a year after his death, the Commercial Appeal acknowledged, “The 
triumph of Memphis as a great city could not be written without an account of the marvelous 
career of the late R.R. Church.”142  Church and his sister Annette inherited the vast fortune 
left by their father.143   
Section II 
As Church, Sr.’s health weakened, another major personality in Memphis life was 
coming into his own.  The Bluff City was irrevocably changed with the rise to power of 
Edward H. Crump, who was white.  He became the most powerful figure in Memphis in the 
twentieth century and the longest serving political boss in U.S. history to date.  Born in Holly 
Springs, Mississippi, in 1874, Crump was raised by his mother after his father, a planter and 
Confederate officer, died in the 1878 Yellow Fever epidemic.  The young man came to 
Memphis in 1893 to seek a business position and went from initially struggling to find 
permanent employment to founding his large and successful insurance firm, E. H. Crump 
Company.144  Crump made his foray into politics in 1905 when he won a seat on the public 
works board, one of two bodies of the bicameral city council.  Two years later, he was 
elected to the other body as the fire and police commissioner.  Though Memphis and Shelby 
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County elections were nonpartisan, Crump was a lifelong Democrat, and he eventually 
became a powerful figure in state politics.   
In 1909, Crump ran for mayor against J. J. Williams.  A campaign official recruited  
W. C. Handy to compose a song for Crump’s bid in keeping with the standard practice in 
those days for campaigns to have songs.145  Handy and his band proceeded to open Crump’s 
race by playing “Mr. Crump Don’t ’Low No Easy Riders Here.”  As George W. Lee 
recounted in Beale Street, the “crowd in the streets literally went wild over it.  They shouted 
until they were hoarse, demanding to hear it again and again.”146  The song was not the most 
flattering portrayal of Crump, and Handy later revealed that he did not think Crump ever 
heard the lyrics and that he played the song for his opposition as well.  Nonetheless, the song 
caught fire.  Crump was elected, and Handy was catapulted to stardom.147  Three years later, 
Handy re-wrote the piece as “Memphis Blues,” considered the first-ever blues song 
published and copyrighted.  “Handy rode on [‘Memphis Blues’] from Beale Street to 
Broadway,” as Lee put it, and the song led him to worldwide fame.148   
Although Handy was employed for his campaign, Crump did not succeed in winning 
the backing of most blacks.  In fact, he used race baiting as a campaign tactic.  He also 
punched a black man, Robert Houston, for an election law violation.  Crump was charged 
with assault, and Houston was charged with illegal election activity, but both dropped 
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charges.  One of the few sources of black support for Crump was Beale Street.  A center of 
saloons, dance halls, drug trading, gambling places, and brothels, it was one of the vice wards 
that Crump swept.  He captured wards controlled by criminals as well.149  Crump’s 
engagement with violence and illegality during the campaign foreshadowed the character of 
his political life.  He won over Williams by only seventy-nine votes, with Williams receiving 
more black support.   
As a city councilman, Crump had successfully led the movement to switch the 
structure of the Memphis government to the commission form of government.  Now, he was 
the first head of this new system and in charge of the third largest city in the South; Memphis 
had a population of more than 130,000.150  A Progressive-era reform, commission 
governance was adopted in more than three hundred cities during this time; it emphasized a 
managerial style by “experts” in order to centralize authority and increase efficiency.  In 
Memphis, Crump and a handful of commissioners ran the city government by controlling its 
budget, enacting its policies, and serving as departmental heads.  Shelby County followed 
suit and adopted the commission form in 1911.151   
 Crump “was a combination of showman, dictator, humanitarian, progressive, and 
hard-as nails, ruthless administrator,” as one historian said.152  He earned the nickname the 
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“Red Snapper” because of his red hair and sharp, snappy eyes.  After assuming the mayoral 
office in 1910, Crump feverishly worked to ensure numerous city reforms and improvements.  
He often got to work before most people in Memphis had awakened and ended his day after 
most had gone home from their jobs.  He attended to both the large picture and small details 
of his job, jotting down items in a small memo book and following up to make sure the 
necessary work was accomplished.153  He personally inspected city services periodically, and 
he made sure that lower taxes were enacted.  Like other Progressive politicians, he was 
successful in achieving improved public services.154   
As soon as he was elected mayor, Crump began building his political machine, and he 
became the unrivaled political boss of Memphis.  By 1914, he was a figure of statewide 
power.  The commission form, which lacked official checks and balances, lent itself well to 
dictatorship.155  An inherently elitist governmental system, it could limit democracy by 
placing control in the hands of a small group.  To maintain his power, Crump built a powerful 
campaign organization that included city and county employees as ward workers.  A strong 
voter turnout was not only a key to his control locally but also fundamental to his statewide 
influence; many ballots from Memphis in statewide elections provided him with political 
leverage over other white politicians seeking state office.  Blacks continued to represent a 
large share of the city’s population, between 38 percent and 49 percent during the first two 
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decades of the twentieth century, so they were a potentially powerful base of votes.  Crump 
took steps to secure their support.156   
A two-way relationship ensued between Crump and blacks in which blacks had a 
degree of leverage.  In 1914, for instance, the Citizens Committee of Colored Voters wrote 
Crump to pledge its support for “candidates who stand for Law and Order.”157  In order to 
convince them to vote for his choice for sheriff, Crump sent the group a summary of his 
accomplishments, including his creation of a juvenile court with a branch for black youth 
supervised by Julia Hooks as well as his appointment of black doctors in black public schools 
and black nurses to make home visits to blacks.158  Crump did not always engage in these 
efforts just to get black votes.  His work to improve the city’s public services for blacks, for 
instance, fit within his paternalistic philosophy of providing for citizens as the “city father” 
and helping the disadvantaged.   
To a degree, Boss Crump also believed in being civil toward blacks, treating them 
fairly, and recognizing their citizenship rights.  For example, after a black man complained 
about rude behavior from a city employee, Crump replied, “It has always been the policy of 
this . . . administration to treat everyone with uniform courtesy, regardless of their station or 
mission and you were entitled to like treatment.”  Similarly, he told T. O. Fuller, the 
prominent black minister, “We are doing all we can to advance the interests of the city, and 
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this applies to the interests of the colored as well as the white citizens.”159  In addition, 
Crump’s correspondence with blacks appears the same as his letters to white citizens:  he 
addressed them with courtesy titles and wrote in a respectful manner.160  The political boss 
also met with black leaders, including Church, Jr., who thanked Crump for the “cordial and 
generous courtesies extended” to him during the visit.161    
Though Crump incorporated blacks into the body politic more than other southern 
politicians, he only went so far, and his courteous contacts with them masked his derogatory 
views.  Some blacks certainly campaigned for Crump out of their own free will, but he also 
manipulated black support by “herding” them to the polls, paying their poll taxes, and 
rewarding them with barbeque and liquor.  As with other white southern politicians, he 
embraced segregation, and he perpetuated black inequality by providing public service 
improvements and other benefits within the context of the Jim Crow system.  Blacks also 
continued to be excluded from participation in the local Democratic Party and to occupy the 
lowest rung of government employment.   
In other ways as well, machine government had pernicious effects on blacks.  Blacks 
had virtually no chance of winning a seat on the city commission because there were so few 
slots, these positions were at-large, and whites were largely not willing to vote for members 
of the other race.  As a result of the double blow of disenfranchising legislation and 
commission government, blacks ceased running for city positions.  Because of their inability 
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to hold office, they had no direct say in local government, unlike in the late nineteenth 
century when they occupied municipal positions.162   
Despite these obstacles, black Memphians took advantage of their opportunity to vote 
and participate in politics.  They ran for county, state, and national positions as well as for 
spots on the state and local Republican committees.  They formed political clubs and used 
professional, community, and neighborhood organizations for electoral activities.  Political 
and civic groups sometimes overlapped in leadership and membership, providing black 
electoral activities with unity and cohesion.  In addition, blacks endorsed candidates and 
engaged in voter registration and education efforts.  Some expressed their opposition to 
Crump’s manipulative tactics.163   
Blacks were involved in political activity for various and sometimes-contradictory 
reasons.  They shared some of the goals with other activists of the Progressive era.  At times 
letting Crump know that they had supported him at the polls, blacks asked him for better 
public services, improved employment opportunities, and other favors.164  He sometimes 
granted these appeals.  In 1914, for instance, Crump supported the Colored Men’s Civic 
League’s request to ban Thomas Dixon’s play The Leopard Spots from showing in the city 
because of its negative portrayal of blacks.  Crump referred the matter to the board of 
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censors, which promptly forbid the play.165  Black saloonkeepers and underworld figures 
secured black votes for Crump in exchange for protection of their illicit activities while other 
blacks asked for the suppression of prostitution and gambling.  Yet other blacks called for 
better care for prisoners, an end to lynching, and the appointment of black police officers.166   
Section III 
Robert Church, Jr., began his journey as a political leader during the Crump era.  He 
followed in his father’s path as a businessman but differed from him by taking up politics as 
his primary avocation.  Church, Jr., engaged in electoral efforts mainly as a means to secure 
civil rights and better economic opportunities for blacks.  Having faith in the democratic 
political process, he believed that his goals could be achieved through arousing blacks to 
political action.167  During the 1910s, he and his fellow Solvent Savings Bank officials were 
the most important local black political activists.  Perhaps inspired by Church, Sr.’s legacy, 
these independent black professionals, who were among the richest blacks in Memphis, used 
their wealth to finance their political efforts.168  These bank officials included Bert Roddy, 
the operator of Iroquois Café across from Church’s Park; Harry Pace, who ran the publishing 
company with W. C. Handy; T. H. Hayes, Sr., an undertaker and close friend of Handy and 
Booker T. Washington; and J. W. Sanford, one of the city’s leading contractors.  J. H. Settle, 
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Sr., a prestigious lawyer and former political appointee, was also part of this group, though 
he died in 1912.  They spanned a generation, from Hayes and Sanford, who were born in the 
early 1860s, to Church, Jr., and Roddy, who were born in the mid-1880s.169  As with most 
other blacks in the region and country, they were Republicans.  But, in the nonpartisan local 
elections, they supported the candidates who promised to be the best choice for blacks even if 
the office seeker was known to be a Democrat.   
For the 1911 election, Church, Pace, and Roddy formed the Colored Citizens 
Association (CCA), and Church organized a mass voter registration drive of blacks.170  In a 
rematch of their race two years earlier, mayoral candidates J. J. Williams and Ed Crump vied 
for the black vote.  Black voter registration numbers increased to levels unseen since the 
1870s: majority black wards saw heavy voter registration, and wards that had historically seen 
only a handful of blacks vote saw significant black registration.  The Commercial Appeal 
reported that blacks were registering by the thousands, though it said the police were behind 
this development in many cases.171  Despite the unity that they displayed in registering to 
vote, black Memphians were divided in their political approach, whether to press for 
improvements within a segregated society or fight against segregation altogether.  They were 
particularly concerned with parks.  No law forbade blacks from using city parks, but it was 
known that they were not welcome.172  Harry Pace, the CCA president, wrote Crump on 
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behalf of the Solvent Savings Bank directors.  Acknowledging a movement among blacks for 
their own municipal park, he said that the CCA believed that separate parks were 
unconstitutional, that blacks should have access to public parks enjoyed by whites because 
they paid taxes.  To be sure, Church’s Park continued to be a space for blacks and whites, but 
it was privately owned and operated.  The CCA also wanted street paving in black 
neighborhoods.  Pace informed Crump that the candidates and their racial attitudes would 
influence the CCA’s mayoral endorsement.  After interviewing Crump and Williams, CCA 
officials recommended that blacks vote for Crump.173  “[Williams] promises everything and I 
fear he’ll do nothing,” Pace said.  “[B]ut this redheaded fellow frankly declines to promise us 
some of the things we want, but convinced me he will fulfill promises he did make.”174   
While the CCA saw Crump as the better of two bad choices, other black voters 
believed that Crump was “a patriotic citizen working for the best interest of the people,” and 
yet others opposed him.175  The black Bluff City News, for instance, blasted him for rampant 
crime and police protection of illicit activities.176  It deemed him incapable and unfit and ran a 
cartoon portraying him securing the black vote with a clenched fist.177  Even with such 
opposition, Crump received most of the black vote and was reelected, capturing at least 59 
percent of the ballots in each of the city’s precincts and more than 75 percent of the fifteen 
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thousand votes cast.178  The next year, the city opened its first park for blacks despite white 
opposition.179   
The CCA appears to have discontinued operations after the election, but its former 
members made an even more ambitious effort the next year.  These same Solvent Bank 
officials supported H. C. Purnell, a prosperous merchant and popular black Memphian, in the 
county election.  His wife, Fannie, was a prominent caterer in the city.  Purnell ran for a 
county commission position in an attempt to achieve black representation in that body.180  For 
the 1911 election, he had served as president of the Eleventh Ward Improvement Club, which 
had endorsed Crump.181  Prominent blacks made up Purnell’s campaign committee, including 
Church and Solvent Savings Bank officials Hayes, Roddy, and Pace.  In a letter to Crump in 
response to his “queries and advice,” the committee wrote that Purnell was not antagonistic to 
but rather supportive of city and county authorities.  Quoting the political boss in calling the 
county office “insignificant,” the committee members said that they believed that one black 
on the county commission did not jeopardize the “dominant race” but rather would help white 
officials by attending to black complaints; a black office holder could more effectively 
request better conditions for rural black schools than blacks could as private citizens.  Saying 
that they knew that Crump could ensure Purnell’s defeat, the committee members commented 
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that they were not asking Crump for his endorsement.  Instead, they wanted the political boss 
to allow their candidate a fair chance.182   
The committee’s letter further revealed the changed political climate caused by the 
rise to power of Crump, advent of commission government, and decline of black office 
holding.  Blacks went from serving as elected officials in the late nineteenth century to 
begging for the right to make a fair bid for public office.  In contrast to blacks’ success in 
previous elections, Purnell ended up losing the race.  Moreover, the committee members 
accommodated to Crump by calling the county office “insignificant” and saying that a black 
representative would not jeopardize the “dominant race.”   In making these statements, they 
may have felt that they needed to appear subservient if they were to have a chance of 
exercising political influence through elected office.   
Crump’s quest for power rose to new heights during the 1914 election.  He decided to 
run for county sheriff.  Shortly after his announcement, the Commercial Appeal’s editor,  
C. P. J. Mooney, a vocal critic of Crump and an astute political observer, called him “the 
absolute master of all the governmental affairs of Memphis and . . . Shelby County” and the 
“head of the strongest, most efficient political organization that ever dominated the affairs of 
any community.”  He contended that Crump’s “power over everything [would] be absolute” 
if he succeeded in his bid.  But, after learning that the city charter forbade any city official 
from holding two offices simultaneously, Crump withdrew from the race and entered J. A. 
Reichman instead for the position.183   
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As a result of a technicality, Reichman was kept off the ballot, so Crump ran a write-
in campaign for him.  His cronies set up blackboards on Beale to teach illiterate blacks how 
to write.  According to white political observer R. E. Johnson, blacks “did not write the usual 
inanities of the kindergarten such as ‘I see the dog’ . . . [but rather] the name of a man--Mr. 
Reichman.  It became known as the ‘Rite it Rick’ campaign and it was engineered by Little 
Napoleon himself and executed by police.”184  Reichman won by nearly ten thousand votes 
even though the two white newspapers and a majority of election officials opposed him.185  
On election day, the Commercial Appeal reported its discovery of nearly five thousand 
registration receipts handled by city firefighters and police officers as well as thousands of 
poll tax receipts secured by the Crump machine to distribute to blacks at the polls.  The paper 
also found city and county employees soliciting votes, painting campaign signs, and 
instructing blacks how to vote.186  All these activities violated the city charter.   
After the election, Crump came under increasing attack for his corruption and 
manipulation of the black vote.  A campaign manager for Malcolm R. Patterson, the 
gubernatorial candidate in 1915, assailed him as the “most baneful influence in politics this 
state has ever known” and charged him with using “the votes of dead men, fraudulent negro 
votes and every conceivable and rotten method of ballot box manipulations.”187  Editor 
Mooney pounded away at the political machine through editorials, articles, and cartoons.  
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One cartoon depicted Crump reading a book titled “How To Use 12,000 Registration 
Certificates.”188  In early 1916, the newspaper presented the first solid evidence of the illegal 
use of black voters by publishing photographs of fraudulent registration certificates and poll 
tax receipts.  It also reported that a police employee had handled thirty thousand voter 
registration certificates during his six years on the force and that black gamblers and dive 
keepers engaged in illicit activities under police protection.189   
Those public criticisms were not the only troubles that Crump was facing.  Two 
county commissioners resigned after Mooney charged them with graft, and two judges were 
impeached for corruption.190  In late 1915, Crump pled guilty to violating state prohibition 
laws and was convicted for failing to enforce prohibition.191  He was ousted from office in 
February 1916.  Six months later, however, he was elected to the powerful office of county 
trustee (treasurer).  In light of his corruption, why would local citizens vote Crump back into 
office?  He had, after all, provided them with improved city services, lower taxes, and other 
benefits.  The positive aspects of his machine must have outweighed the negative ones for 
many voters.   
As Crump faced the reality of his ouster from the mayor’s office and came to occupy 
the position of county trustee, Church and his associates took their political activity to a new 
level.  In early 1916, Church founded the Lincoln Republican League of Tennessee for the 
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overarching goals of “regain[ing] the lost rights of a growing race” and achieving “political 
and economic emancipation” for blacks.192  As he later said, “It has been my firm conviction 
that if [c]olored people were instructed in and learned how to actively use the [b]allot . . . 
their united strength would result in the election on local and national scenes [of] candidates 
for various offices who would be compelled to adhere to the demands of the voters who 
elected them.”  He continued, “With this in mind I founded and organized the Lincoln 
League . . . the purpose of which was to get colored citizens to register en masse, pay their 
poll taxes, get instructions on how to use the ballot, and go to the polls and vote.”193   
The official founding of the Lincoln League took place on February 1, 1916, when 
Church called a public meeting in Church’s Auditorium.  He already had gathered together a 
group of black male professionals to form the league, and they had adopted a constitution and 
elected the organization’s officers, including Church, at age thirty-one, as president.  Other 
chief officials included Solvent Savings Bank officers T. H. Hayes, Sr., and Bert Roddy.  
Among the league’s eighty-seven directors was Lymus Wallace, the elder statesman of 
Memphis and the last black person in the city council.  Some one thousand black men and 
women attended the public meeting, including Church’s grandmother, mother, wife, and 
sister, Annette.  The building was so packed that people stood in the aisles.  Aiming to gain 
black Memphians’ approval for the league and its officials, Church told the audience that 
they would remove any league officers if objections were voiced.  Prominent black citizens, 
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including Wallace, made enthusiastic speeches endorsing the organization and its officers, 
and the attendees approved the league and its officials.194   
The Lincoln League had a variety of plans for breaking the stranglehold of the Jim 
Crow system.  Tennessee was considering amending its constitution that fall to include a 
literacy test to disenfranchise black voters, so Church and the other leaders wanted to 
mobilize blacks across the state in the hope that they would elect delegates to the 
constitutional convention to serve as a voice against this proposed measure.195  The league 
believed that “the cold fact remains: the colored voter must either vote as a unit or continue 
to be politically expunged as at present.”  Inviting both blacks and whites to become 
members, the organization also wanted “to knock the breath out of the color line in politics.”  
League leaders believed that “the storms of division” had “kept the Negro down,” so they 
hoped to unify black Memphians in order to advance their collective interests.  “[W]hen 
Afro-Americans who reside in the South are as safe in life and as secure in their rights as in 
the North, then the goal of this organization will have been attained,” a profile of the league 
declared.  The organization’s members hoped that their efforts would lead to impartial courts, 
fair elections, humane treatment of prisoners, and an end to police brutality and Jim Crow 
laws.196  Like many other black middle- and upper-class activists at the time, the league’s 
leaders felt a responsibility to uplift the black masses as well:  they wanted to lead the league 
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members not only in political activities and the “calm assertion” of their constitutional rights 
but also in “ways of character and intelligence.”197   
Black Memphians saw Church as the appropriate person to head up their endeavor.  
According to a profile of the Lincoln League, Church was “strong of body and keen of 
intellect[,] . . . cordial and modest to a degree,” and a “natural political leader for the Negro 
race.”  His wealth placed him “beyond the range of temptation to do anything merely for the 
sake of money.”198  Certainly, Church’s status as a well-off black professional gave him a 
degree of independence, so he was not as susceptible as others to wayward influences 
employing the use of money or white economic repercussions for his civil rights activities.   
The only requirements for Lincoln League membership were to support the 
Republican Party, pay the poll tax, and register to vote.199  Praising the Republican Party for 
having “made the nation free as against the [p]arty that sought to keep it slave,” the league 
considered the Grand Old Party “neither sectional nor racial” and “born in the fires of 
political freedom and baptized in the waters of political equality.”  Some fifty years after the 
Civil War, the organization viewed the party as the one that had delivered blacks out of 
slavery and into Reconstruction and believed that it must continue to serve as a vehicle for 
freedom and equality.  The league saw it as the vessel for achieving their goals.200 
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Church was determined to keep blacks active in the Republican Party as leaders and 
members even though the lily-white movement had gained strength across the South during 
the first two decades of the twentieth century.  He had become involved with the local black-
and-tan Republican faction by 1912.  That year, he served as a delegate to the Republican 
National Convention for the first time.  He supported President William Howard Taft in his 
bid for re-election, but Taft lost the election.  Locally, the lily-white Republicans, who made 
up the official Shelby County Republican organization, would not allow black Republicans 
to join or align with them.  They supported local Democrats by campaigning for their 
candidates in local elections, and they often did not run Republican office seekers.  They also 
denied blacks patronage.201   
Despite its limits, the Republican Party remained a better alternative for blacks than 
the Democratic Party.  From 1892 forward, for instance, Democratic Party platforms, unlike 
Republican ones, contained no statements against lynching or affirming constitutional rights 
for all.202  Even with the lily-white emphasis of President Taft, the Democratic administration 
of Woodrow Wilson, a Virginia native who was elected in 1912, further exposed the 
differences between the two parties.  Some blacks, including W. E. B. DuBois, had supported 
Wilson in 1912 because they thought that he represented a better choice than Taft.  They 
were quickly disappointed, however, by Wilson.  The Grand Old Party played on this 
disenchantment when seeking black votes in 1916.  For example, the Woman’s [sic] National 
Republican Campaign Committee, a white organization, pointed out that Wilson had 
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dismissed all black political appointees except for one and only made two black political 
appointments.  In contrast, during Republican administrations, “many distinguished [c]olored 
men from all sections of the country, held appointive offices.”  Though Republicans had not 
made a large number of black political appointments, their record was better than that of the 
Democrats.  The women also blamed Wilson for not hiring black civil servants as well as 
dismissing and segregating black governmental employees and reducing them in rank.  
Indeed, Wilson had taken all these steps.203 
Through his Lincoln League endeavor, Church wanted to bolster Republican Party 
strength in West Tennessee; help elect Republican presidential, senatorial, and gubernatorial 
candidates in the November election; and gain official recognition for his black-and-tan 
group in the local Republican Party executive committee.  As a result, Church decided to run 
a ticket of twelve black candidates to challenge the lily-white slate of candidates in the 
November election.  He served as the campaign manager of the Lincoln League ticket.  
Roddy, Hayes, and other black professionals and businessmen sought state and national 
positions in Tennessee’s Tenth Congressional District, which encompassed not only Shelby 
County but also Tipton, Hardeman, and Fayette counties.  They knew that a win over the lily-
white ticket would lead to the establishment of the black-and-tans as the area’s regular 
Republicans and that blacks would then receive a share of Republican patronage.204   
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The campaign marked the first large-scale movement to organize blacks since the end 
of the Reconstruction era, and the Lincoln League formed clubs in every black ward.205  
Church financed and set up voter education schools.  More than one thousand blacks 
attended the schools held almost nightly in churches.  Along with teaching blacks how to 
vote, the teachers, who were mainly female, educated them about the importance of the 
Republican Party.  Only those who paid their poll taxes and registered to vote could attend.206  
The instructors were required to report to the central committee headquartered in Church’s 
Park and apparently were well paid for their services.207  It is unclear whether the Lincoln 
League mobilized blacks in other parts of Tennessee as Church and the league leaders 
intended, but their local efforts to politicize blacks certainly met with success. 
Church ensured that rallies took place throughout the election season and occurred 
weekly from August until November in Church’s Auditorium.  He brought in outside 
speakers, including Roscoe Conkling Simmons, at gatherings such as the one W. Herbert 
Brewster remembered so vividly.208  As with the schools, only blacks with poll tax receipts 
and registration certificates were admitted.  News of these meetings spread, and blacks paid 
their poll taxes in order to come even though most were poor and had little time to spare.209  
At these rallies, ministers and league officials condemned Jim Crow laws and lynching.  
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Church said that blacks would free themselves from these injustices through their political 
participation.210    
The two white dailies took note of these developments:  the Press-Scimitar said that 
“heavy black registration” was occurring, and the Commercial Appeal planted white and 
black spies in the schools.  The latter reported that blacks were “coming back” in politics and 
showing an “unequalled interest” in it.  Fearing that the white vote would split between the 
lily-white ticket and Democratic ticket and result in the election of the black candidates, the 
Commercial Appeal called on whites to vote for the Democrats in order to “write the brand of 
shame across the hideous plot” of the Lincoln League.211  In taking these measures and 
making these statements, these white dailies exposed the controversial nature of independent 
black political mobilization that threatened to upset the social order, revealing how 
accustomed local whites had become to the lack of black office holders. 
At the same time that Church was using the Lincoln League to strengthen the 
Republican Party locally, the Lincoln League furthered Church’s rise in the party nationally.  
Even with its turn toward lily whitism, the national party continued to incorporate blacks to a 
degree, and it may have helped finance the Lincoln League.  In May 1916, Church became 
the first black since 1892 to gain a seat on Tennessee’s at-large delegation to the party’s 
national convention.  In achieving this position, he desired not only to increase black political 
representation in the party but also to attain more legitimacy for the Lincoln League.  He 
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evidently made a good impression because national Republicans appointed him that summer 
to an advisory committee devoted to securing black votes for the party.212   
That August, Church even met with Theodore Roosevelt at Sangamore Hill, his home 
in Oyster Bay, New York.  Roosevelt believed in the biological inferiority of the masses of 
blacks, but he enjoyed friendships with some individual blacks.  He and Church had a 
pleasant meeting, and the former president gave him a signed photograph.  Either then or at 
another time, Roosevelt demonstrated support for the Lincoln League.213  After the meeting, 
Church subsequently courted Roosevelt with praise in writing him that the picture held a 
prominent place on his wall and that he was the greatest man that he had ever met.214  The 
men went on to maintain a professional and personal relationship.215   
Even with his national ties and recognition, Church never lost sight of ordinary black 
Memphians.  At the founding meeting of the Lincoln League, he had told the audience, “This 
club is not going to be an organ of any fraternal or religious body, any business firm, any 
bank, [or] of any other particular or special corporation.  It is distinctly founded for the good 
of the masses and not classes of men.”216  In clarifying to black Memphians the nature of the 
organization, he fought off any suspicions that he and his fellow Solvent Savings Bank 
officials were engaging in this political effort for their own self-interest.  Church also 
demonstrated through this statement--along with his use of mass rallies, voting schools, and 
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voter registration efforts--that he was interested in empowering ordinary blacks.  He knew 
that their support and their grassroots mobilization were crucial to the success of the league. 
At a September mass meeting, the Lincoln League adopted a platform that 
unequivocally embraced civil rights.  The league denounced all Jim Crow laws as “a wicked 
abuse of power” and as “barbarous relics of [the] unenlightened days” of slavery.  In 
response to President Woodrow Wilson’s successful effort to segregate the governmental 
workforce, the organization advocated the end to racial discrimination in the civil service.  
The league also called for the integration of labor unions.  World War I had begun, and the 
platform pressed for more blacks in the armed services.  In addition, it called for the 
establishment of integrated federal trade schools, federal aid to supplement inadequate 
southern state educational budgets, and improvements and higher appropriations for black 
and white schools within the existing state system.  Condemning lynching as “a barbaric 
attack upon order and a rape attempted upon the law” that “makes a great country the shame 
of all nations,” the league advocated federal anti-lynching legislation and said that its 
nominee for Congress would introduce such a measure if elected.217 
The league’s platform also promoted women’s rights.  Though initially opposed to 
women’s suffrage, Church had changed his mind, perhaps because of the influence of his 
half-sister Mary Church Terrell, who was involved in the suffrage movement.  In 1910, she 
wrote him while he was a student in New York and said:  
Now, my dear boy, you say you do not believe in woman suffrage.  You just 
mean to say you have never thought previously on this subject.  I have  
always been impressed with your sense of justice . . . .  Whatever white men 
may think about woman suffrage, no colored man who believes in suffrage 
for colored men can consistently oppose it.  Unless you believe that all men 
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who are born colored should because of that accident of race be deprived of 
the right of citizenship you [cannot] insist that all human beings who are born 
girls should because of that accident of birth be denied rights which others 
enjoy simply because they happen to be born boys instead of girls.218   
 
Calling suffrage an “inherent” right of every U.S. citizen, the league supported the 
“immediate extension of the vote to women” and “the equality of the sexes and the equality 
of men.” 219  At the same time, while the league involved women, it excluded them from its 
ranks by making voter registration a criterion for membership and attendance at its rallies and 
voter education schools.  Thus, it contradicted its platform statements in contributing to the 
belief that women were not suited for full political participation. 
Despite the league’s stress on black rights, Church reached out to white citizens as 
well.  In response to false allegations spread during the campaign, the black office seekers 
took out a full-page advertisement in both white dailies the day before the election, and 
Church signed it.220  Faced with a prevailing environment of negative racial constructions, 
the candidates fashioned a counter-narrative about black identity and expressed their reasons 
for their endeavor.  They identified themselves as the regular Republican candidates and the 
Lincoln League as “composed of the backbone of labor and industrial supremacy of 
Memphis.”  Assuring white readers that the league members loved their neighbors, city, 
state, and the South, they tied their cause to Memphis’s economic advancement, saying that 
the city’s prosperity depended upon mutual cooperation.  The candidates emphasized that 
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they had conducted the campaign free of bitterness, prejudice, and hate and that they desired 
an atmosphere of peace and goodwill.221   
The Lincoln League ad also appealed to whites by linking the organization’s cause 
with American principles of freedom, fairness, and democracy--values that had special 
resonance in this era of World War I.  Like so many black activists before and after them, the 
candidates exposed social contradictions of the American creed and pressed for the country 
to live up to its ideals.  The ad stated:   
We are citizens.  We are taxpayers.  We believe in law and order . . . .  [W]e 
have sought to conduct ourselves as men worthy of American citizenship.   
We ask not only for the suffrage of all good citizens, but particularly for a fair 
chance at the polls--the freeman’s battlefield--and for an honest count in the 
reckoning.  More than this we could not ask, less than this no honorable man 
would ask to accept . . . .  The present contest will decide the power of the 
universal claim we live beneath a flag of law and love. 
 
The ad stressed political rights and did not directly confront segregation or lynching.  Given 
the contentiousness of these matters, Church and the Lincoln League office seekers may have 
thought that doing so might alienate whites from their cause.222   
By election day, the Lincoln League had reached five thousand members and was 
credited with registering nearly ten thousand black voters, bringing the black electorate up to 
nearly one third of the total electorate in Shelby County.223  The league ticket won a 
resounding victory of a four-to-one margin over the lily-white slate in this “red letter day in 
the annals of the race in Memphis.”224  Church sent Theodore Roosevelt a telegram, saying, 
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“For myself and the organization I represent and my people everywhere I congratulate you 
upon the noble part you took in our victory.”225  The league helped the Republican 
presidential nominee Charles Hughes carry Shelby County by sixty-seven hundred votes, 
though he did not win the state or election.  The Republican gubernatorial and senatorial 
candidates lost as well.226  Nonetheless, the Lincoln League’s strong showing at the polls 
succeeded in establishing Church’s faction as the regular Republican organization in West 
Tennessee.227  In addition, the state did not enact a literacy test as the league officers had 
feared.228   
After the election, some white newspapers called on the Lincoln League to dissolve 
or face dire consequences.  An editorial in the state capital’s Nashville Banner accused the 
Lincoln League of inflaming prejudice through manipulating black voters, promoting bloc 
voting, and perpetuating the color line in politics.  According to this leading daily, whites 
would not “tolerate [Negro voters’] attempt to gain political supremacy.”  Instead, the paper 
said that the main aim of black leaders “should be to make their people capable through 
character and intelligence for the duties of citizenship and to exercise individual judgment in 
voting.”  The New York Age provided a rebuttal by saying that “the spectacle of a southern 
daily preaching against race solidarity in politics is a bit unusual not to say incongruous.”  It 
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pointed out that the league’s efforts were in response to discrimination that blacks faced and 
that the Lincoln League would not exist if not for solid white opposition.229   
In addition to the New York Age, the 1916 campaign generated press coverage from 
other black publications across the country.230  Calling the organization’s effort the “most 
significant phase of the recent election,” Champion Magazine said:  
The Lincoln League is in politics not for the elevation of any individual 
politician, [or] for the establishment of Negro supremacy, but to regain the lost 
rights of a growing race.  It is not revolutionary, it is not a color line 
organization, it is not a political Ku Klux Klan, but [it is] the outgrowth of that 
type of idealism that produced . . . the Sons of Liberty during the days prior to 
the American Revolution.231   
 
The New York News commended Church and the Lincoln League for running a slate of 
candidates in the South.  In Tennessee, “it requires not only political wisdom but [also] 
physical bravery for Colored men to secure civic recognition,” the paper said.  “The action of 
the Colored citizens . . . in naming a Colored ticket is one of the most courageous things that 
Colored citizens have ever done in this country.”  It urged black men in New York and New 
Jersey to pay “special attention” to this “splendid example.”232   
Years later, Church remembered, “The ticket was successful beyond our 
expectations.”233  He quoted from the Western World Reporter, a local black newspaper, 
which said at the time:  “If the league did nothing more than teach colored men the dignity of 
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the ballot and white men that all colored men cannot be purchased and a great number 
misled, that is enough for the first time.”  The newspaper reported that the leaders and 
candidates had announced their “determination to go ahead with the fight year after year until 
the political chains are broken, and colored men are treated as citizens.”234  
Indeed, the Lincoln League served as a milestone for black political activists in 
Memphis.  At a time when most black southerners were deprived of the right to vote and 
engaged in institution building within their own communities to shield themselves from the 
indignities of the Jim Crow system, black Memphians used the vote to press for a better 
tomorrow.  They spoke out against Jim Crow laws and lynching and advocated for black 
political rights and economic advancement.  They were not willing to accept the loss of the 
rights that they had won during the Reconstruction or forsake the life that they remembered 
before the imposition of segregation ordinances and the abolition of blacks from public 
office.  By engaging in voter education and registration efforts and using the Lincoln League 
as a forum for independent black political action, black Memphians also protested against 
and broke free of the manipulation of the black vote, demonstrating that they were not mere 
pawns in the hands of Crump’s machine.   
Church and the Lincoln League operated from the premise that civil rights flowed 
from political rights.  He and league members clearly had faith in the democratic process and 
pragmatically sought change through formal political channels.  Faced with a Democratic 
Party that excluded southern blacks from its organization, they turned to the Republican 
Party and urged it to live up to its historical principles of freedom and equality and to reject 
its lily-white component of prejudice and exclusion.  Though the Lincoln League candidates 
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had no chance of winning against the Democrats, their bid for public office and victory over 
the lily-white slate provided black Memphians with newfound access and leverage.  Church 
could serve as a voice for black concerns through his national political activities and 
connections, and the establishment of his organization as the regular Republicans in West 
Tennessee allowed for a degree of influence in party operations and control of patronage 
when Republican administrations were in power. 
Church received the most credit and praise for the Lincoln League effort from the 
black press, and he certainly was the organizational genius and chief strategist.  Yet, the 
league’s success also reflected the efforts of the masses of black Memphians.  These ordinary 
black men and women served to propel Church to prominence by sacrificing their time and 
money to participate in the campaign and ensuring that votes were cast for the Lincoln 
League ticket.  Like W. Herbert Brewster, they were willing to open themselves to the 
possibility of politics as a way to improve their lives and were motivated to participate in 
electoral battles to come.  
  
 
 
 
Chapter 2:  “The Fight to Make America Safe for Americans”:  
Memphis as a Political Model for the Region and the Country, 1917-1927  
 
 
The Lincoln League’s 1916 victory at the polls inaugurated a new era of political 
mobilization.  Black Memphians also expanded their activism into new avenues such as an 
NAACP branch and a Commission on Interracial Cooperation chapter.  They continued to 
press for economic opportunities, civil rights, improved public services, political influence, 
and an end to lynching.  At the same time, Robert R. Church, Jr., became increasingly 
involved on the national political scene and emerged as the most prominent black Republican 
in the country.  He transformed the local Lincoln League into the Lincoln League of 
America, an influential black political organization that was also part of the upsurge of black 
activism during the World War I era.  The local political efforts of black Memphians 
culminated in 1927 when they mobilized to vote the incumbent mayor out of office and elect 
a candidate who had incorporated their demands into his platform.  In all these ways, Church 
and black Memphians upset social constructions of blacks as politically apathetic, carved out 
a political space for themselves, and influenced the political process to meet their desires. 
During World War I and its aftermath, racial tensions were exacerbated across the 
country.  Blacks and whites competed for jobs.  Many whites resented the authority that 
black servicemen represented as well as the dramatic spike in black civil rights agitation.235  
Blacks believed that whites would face the contradictions of the American creed:  how could 
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the United States fight for democracy and freedom abroad and not grant it to a segment of its 
population at home?  But, instead of seeing their hopes fulfilled, blacks saw riots break out in 
urban areas, with the violence peaking in the Red Summer of 1919.  Across more than a 
dozen communities nationally, these three months resulted in the deaths of 120 whites and 
blacks and the lynching of fifteen blacks.  Despite an atmosphere of fear and tension, no 
wartime or post-war riots occurred in Memphis.236 
This atmosphere stemmed in large part from the Ell Person lynching of May 1917.  
Elated over the Lincoln League’s success in 1916, black Memphians saw their hopes dashed 
when Person, a black woodchopper, was burned to death.  He had been charged with 
murdering a white teenage girl on the outskirts of the city even though evidence strongly 
pointed to a white killer.  Law enforcement officials forced him to confess after beating him.  
A posse of local citizens formed, and the police and governmental officials failed to protect 
Person.  After the white Memphis press published his whereabouts, the posse captured him, 
and the papers publicized the upcoming lynching.  Fifteen thousand local residents, some of 
whom took their children out of school, came to the lynching site five miles outside 
Memphis, and vendors sold sandwiches to the crowd.  The mother of the dead girl was there, 
voicing her approval.  The mob tied Person to a log, and two men cut off his ears before 
flames engulfed him.  Afterward, many whites mutilated his body, and some, including 
women with children in their arms, scrambled to get bits of his body and clothing for 
souvenirs.  The mob tied an American flag to the log as a memorial.  As a warning and signal 
to blacks to stay in their place, whites threw Person’s body remains on Beale Street.  
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The lynchers were never prosecuted.  Only after the tragedy did local white 
clergymen accept responsibility for failing to warn against mob violence.  The white 
Memphis Press called all white citizens complicit and asked them to determine whether they 
wanted a society of law and order.  Engaged in an anti-lynching campaign at this time, the 
national office of the NAACP spotlighted the tragedy through both a supplement to its 
magazine, the Crisis, and a special report written by field secretary James Weldon Johnson.  
Robert R. Church, Jr., had driven Johnson, a longstanding friend of his, to the lynching site, 
and the NAACP official had interviewed the sheriff, journalists, many blacks, and some local 
whites.  The Crisis used the incident to highlight the region-wide phenomenon of lynching, 
reporting that 2,867 black men had died in this manner from 1885 to 1916.237  Many local 
blacks responded to the lynching by migrating to the North, joining the ranks of the 1.2 
million southern blacks who from 1915 to 1929 left the violence, segregation, 
disenfranchisement, economic exploitation, and daily indignities that they faced in the 
region.  Better economic opportunities in the North generated by the rise of wartime 
industries also spurred their movement.238     
Church and his political associates responded to the lynching by forming the first 
local NAACP branch in Tennessee and using their national connections to battle racial 
violence.  A month after the tragedy, the NAACP organizational meeting was held at 
Church’s Park and Auditorium.  Fifty-three people, mainly middle- and upper-class black 
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professionals, became charter members of the branch, and Annette Church, Anna Wright 
Church, and Sara Paroda Church were the only women.  James Weldon Johnson helped 
secure these memberships during his time in Memphis investigating the Person lynching.239  
Even though many blacks were afraid to join the NAACP at first, branch membership rose to 
1,024 by 1919, in part because of Annette who recruited a large number of members.240  The 
chapter soon became a forceful presence in the region.  It advocated for black unionized 
trainmen who were denied equal pay to whites for the same work.  In addition, the branch 
acted as a clearinghouse for the reporting of racial violence in the South, and Church and the 
NAACP national office developed a secret code for telegramming confidential reports of 
lynching and mob violence.  For example, the name “Fred” was used to mean the Ku Klux 
Klan.  The organization’s national officials also made Memphis a base on their investigative 
tours of the region.  Church attempted to enlist other national figures in his fight against 
racial violence as well.  After at least thirty-nine blacks died at the hands of a white mob in 
the East St. Louis riots of 1917, he took advantage of his close ties with Theodore Roosevelt 
to praise him for denouncing the violence and to urge him to speak out further.241   
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During this time, blacks increased their civil rights activism by joining the NAACP 
not only in Memphis but also throughout the South.  No more than six branches existed in the 
region in 1916, but the number rose to fifty-eight branches by 1918.  That year, Church 
accepted James Weldon Johnson’s invitation to serve on the NAACP national board as its 
first southern representative.  In so doing, Church hoped to give courage to others to join the 
organization.  He represented fourteen states with nearly ten thousand members.242  In 
introducing Church to the association’s membership, NAACP publications mentioned his 
Lincoln League and Republican Party activities, saying that he had “done much to prove that 
the disenfranchisement of Negroes in the South can be broken up.”  The national 
organization also detailed his business activities, calling Solvent Savings Bank a strong black 
institution.243  It praised his late father as “an active and aggressive leader” in Tennessee and 
his half-sister Mary Church Terrell “as one of the ablest speakers among all American 
women.”  Long involved with the NAACP, Terrell was vice president of its Washington D.C. 
branch and marched in the national organization’s silent parade against lynching in New 
York City in 1917.244   
Two-and-a-half weeks after the Memphis NAACP chapter was organized, the 
Lincoln League held its first gathering since the Person lynching.  The meeting signified the 
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first time that a local black leader or group publicly condemned or spoke openly about the 
incident.  More than three thousand blacks, including one thousand women, packed Church’s 
Auditorium.  Hundreds were turned away.  When Church got up to speak, the crowd’s “pent-
up feeling . . . found expression in a burst of cheers,” according to the Nashville Globe, the 
state capital’s black newspaper.  Church said, “I would be untrue to you and to myself as 
your elected leader if I should remain silent against shame and crime of lawlessness of any 
character, and I could not if I would hold my peace against either the lynching or burning of 
a human being.”  Acknowledging the black migration north, he urged the audience to not 
give up hope and to throw their support behind the NAACP, announcing that the Lincoln 
League endorsed it.245   
When the meeting was held, the Lincoln League was the rallying point of the blacks 
in Memphis and West Tennessee.  It was the mass-based black Republican organization 
whereas a smaller number of blacks composed the black-and-tan faction involved with 
official Republican matters.  The league continued to serve as a vehicle for politicizing black 
Memphians and educating them about the Republican Party.  In this “nadir” period of race 
relations, the league gave blacks hope that they could make a difference.  Rev. W. Herbert 
Brewster later called the organization a “bridge over troubled waters for black people” and 
“the greatest thing that happened among black people.”246  He remembered that many blacks 
followed the league simply because the name of Abraham Lincoln, who had emancipated 
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blacks from slavery, was attached.  According to Brewster, next to the name of Jesus, blacks 
were most familiar with the name of Lincoln, and many could relate to his poor roots.247   
The Lincoln League grew to at least six thousand members by 1919 and expanded its 
membership to include women after they became eligible to vote that year.  The state 
legislature granted women voting rights in municipal and presidential elections, and more 
than one thousand black women registered in Memphis that election season.248  The federal 
government’s guarantee of women’s suffrage would come a year later.  In other urban areas 
in the South, black women also registered to vote as well as formed and joined black political 
clubs, including ones aligned with the Republican Party.  Black men often supported their 
political efforts because they hoped that increased black political power would further their 
chances for civil rights.249 
 Brewster recalled that for “black people, next to God and the church, was the 
Republican Party.  It was the party of Lincoln.  They were by the Republican Party like 
Moses was by the burning bush.  They thought of it as . . . their trip into the land of 
freedom.”250  Blacks felt partial toward the Republican Party because of its history and for 
other reasons as well.  As Emogene Wilson, a black Memphian, remembered, “[T]he 
Republican Party was the party of blacks in the South because we did not have a dual 
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political set up.  It was all Democrat.  It was all Democrat.”251  The Grand Old Party not only 
permitted integration in its operations and blacks to hold leadership positions but also 
allowed them the opportunity to speak out against racial injustice publicly.252  In their roles 
as delegates to the Republican National Convention, as members of local and state 
Republican Party committees, and as campaign officials for the Republican National 
Committee, blacks had the opportunity to influence party and governmental policies.  
Moreover, the party’s platforms commonly included anti-lynching planks and calls for 
protecting the constitutional rights of all U. S. citizens.  Some national party officials 
publicly endorsed such measures.253   
 In its approach to blacks, the Grand Old Party mainly consisted of two approaches.  
On the one hand, it affirmed black rights and permitted black participation.  On the other 
hand, it exhibited apathy, neglect, and even hostility toward blacks.  The vast majority of 
blacks resided in the South, where they were overwhelmingly disenfranchised.  Some 90 
percent of blacks lived in the region from 1890 to 1910.  Despite the Great Migration, 79 
percent still lived in the South in 1930.254  Blacks made up only a small percentage of the 
voting population in the North.  As a result of these factors, the party had relatively few votes 
to gain from embracing pro-black positions.  Like most white Americans, white Republican 
Party officials generally paid little attention to black concerns.  Though the party and its 
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officials made statements promoting black civil rights and denouncing lynching, Republicans 
largely failed to sponsor and enact legislation to end disenfranchisement, segregation, and 
other racial injustices.  Reflecting the influence of its two approaches, the party often made 
token gestures toward blacks.  In the 1916 campaign, for example, the Republican Party 
released public statements endorsing presidential candidate Charles Hughes’s promise:  “I 
stand for the maintenance of the rights of all citizens, regardless of Race or Color.”255  
Hughes, however, had no history of working on racial issues and exhibited little knowledge 
of these matters, so many blacks doubted his remarks.256 
Moreover, the lily-white wing remained a vital component of the Republican Party.  
The success of the lily whites and black-and-tans for control of local and state party 
committees as well as for seats to the Republican National Convention varied by state in the 
South, and the national Republican Party had a mixed record when giving official recognition 
to party organizations at its conventions.  While the lily-white movement gained strength in 
the 1920s, southern blacks were never fully removed from positions of party leadership.  
Because of the small number of white Republicans in the region, the national party often 
depended on blacks to maintain a Republican presence in the South, distribute patronage, and 
campaign for candidates where blacks could vote.  In addition, southern delegates were 
needed to nominate presidential candidates at conventions.  The Republican Party tried to 
engage in a delicate balancing act that appealed to southern segregationists and northern 
racists as well as southern blacks, but this strategy proved difficult.257 
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Scholars have emphasized the limits of the Republican Party and assumed that blacks 
had little impact, but this view underestimates the importance of the party’s conduct toward 
blacks, the significance and influence of black Republicans, and the meaning the party held 
for blacks.258  For southern blacks who wanted a place in the two-party system, the Grand 
Old Party was the only real alternative.  The Democratic Party continued to exclude them 
from its party operations in the region and to fail to make pronouncements for black rights.  
No blacks had ever served as delegates to the Democratic National Conventions.  Despite the 
prevailing disenfranchisement in the region, black Republicans asserted their rights to 
participate in party politics and serve as a voice for black concerns.259  They called on white 
Republicans to live up to the party’s historical ideals of freedom and equality and adopt 
policies that adhered to the party’s official statements denouncing lynching and affirming the 
constitutional rights of all citizens.  Black Republicans also served as a powerful force 
against the lily-white movement.   
The Lincoln League of West Tennessee operated in a time of rising hope that the 
Republican Party could make a difference for blacks.  The black migration north resulted in 
an increasingly powerful black vote in urban centers, a point that black Republicans made in 
urging the party to secure black votes by addressing black concerns.260  Republicans regained 
Congress in 1918 and hoped to capture the White House in 1920.  Republican officials 
recognized that many blacks had become increasingly alienated from their party because of 
its lily whitism.  As a result of all these factors, the party took more concrete steps for civil 
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rights.  Between 1918 and 1920, a few Republican members of Congress introduced 
measures to protect black rights, including bills against lynching and calling for an 
investigation of the country’s racial problems.  A congressman from a predominantly black 
Chicago district submitted a bill to ensure equal accommodations and prohibit racial 
discrimination in interstate transportation.  All these bills ended in committee but represented 
important steps for racial advancement and attested to the impact of blacks in shaping the 
course of the party.261   
In Memphis, whites monopolized Democratic Party politics while Church and his 
black-and-tans served as the area’s regular Republicans.  A few whites belonged to the black-
and-tan faction, but most joined the rival lily-white group.  The local lily-white faction 
competed with Church’s group for local power, selection as delegates to the Republican 
National Convention, and seats on official Republican committees.  These fights were 
noticed not only by blacks involved in Church’s faction but also by blacks locally and 
nationally who supported Church and his group.  Among these supporters were his mother, 
Anna Wright Church; civil rights activist Ida B. Wells-Barnett; businessmen; postal 
employees; railroad union men; fraternal members; and Beale Streeters in general.262  The 
Chicago Defender and other black publications reported on these battles as well.263 
Despite lily-white opposition, Church held official positions on local and state 
Republican committees.  In 1918, the Lincoln League succeeded in securing his election as 
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the first black member of the Republican State Executive Committee in twelve years.264  By 
January 1919, he was a member of the Shelby County Republican Executive Committee.265  
Holding these positions continually through the 1920s, Church pushed for blacks to have a 
greater role in the party as members of major committees and as delegates to national 
conventions.266  In so doing, he worked for more equal political participation within the 
Republican Party as well as increased the possibility of voices for the collective interests of 
blacks in its operations.   
Tennessee remained unique among southern states in that it had a strong Republican 
presence although the state government generally remained in Democratic hands and the 
Volunteer State generally went for Democratic presidential candidates.  East Tennessee, a 
pro-Union region during the war, continued to be heavily Republican.  Most blacks were 
Republican, and a sizeable number voted.  All these factors, along with Democratic Party 
factionalism, made the chance of Republican victories at the state and national levels a real 
possibility.   
On the state level, Church’s main ally was East Tennessee Congressman J. Will 
Taylor.  Church later credited him with doing more than any other person to further his rise 
in political circles.  He remembered that Taylor “always firmly and sincerely believed that all 
men were equal,” that he was “an exceptional [w]hite man from the [S]outh.”267  Together, 
they headed the statewide black-and-tan faction, which was the regular Republican 
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organization for Tennessee.268  Whereas lily whites contested Church’s authority, Taylor and 
other whites at the state and national levels worked with him and voted to seat his faction at 
conventions against lily-white opposition.  These supportive whites clearly recognized 
Church’s ability to mobilize votes for the Republican Party and submerged any prejudices 
that they had in order to align with him.  By accepting black authority and participation in the 
Republican Party, they helped loosen the rigid structure of Jim Crowism.269   
Church and his adherents remained concerned first with using politics to improve 
racial conditions and secondarily with converting blacks to the Republican Party.  As a 
consequence, the Lincoln League did not always support Republican office seekers.  While it 
backed Grand Old Party candidates at the state and national levels, the league endorsed 
Democratic candidates at the local level.  Because Republicans had no chance of winning 
local office, the organization supported Democrats who were thought to treat blacks the most 
fairly.  Elsewhere in the South, the few blacks who could vote saw politics as a means for 
racial advancement as well.  In Atlanta, for instance, black community leaders succeeded in 
marshaling their forces in local bond elections in 1919 and 1921 in order to secure new black 
schools.270   
In 1919, the Lincoln League exerted its political leverage by supporting mayoral 
candidate Frank Monteverde and his entire ticket.  Church was a friend of Monteverde’s and 
made a deal with him to appoint six blacks to the police department in exchange for his 
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organization’s support.271  No black police officers had served since 1895.  After Monteverde 
was elected, he put three blacks on the detective force.  Their service collectively lasted only 
a few months, however.  A violent scuffle, apparently provoked by whites, resulted in the 
death of one and the subsequent dismissal of the other two.272  While the appointment of the 
black detectives was a victory, their case revealed the opposition to black authority figures 
during this time and showed the limits of the strategy of seeking favors from white 
Democrats.   
Church also experienced resistance to his political and NAACP activism.  Church’s 
enemies tried to have him drafted into the army during World War I.  Although the black 
Republican refused to request exemption, he never received a call to military service.273  In 
1918, a sniper tried to murder him by using a high-powered rifle to shoot into a bedroom 
window of the Church family home.  Church was in his business office, and the gunman 
narrowly missed his niece, who had been sitting on the bed sewing.  Church’s daughter, 
Roberta, was near her.274  “[E]verybody said that she just moved away in time or else she 
would have been shot,” Roberta later recalled.  She remembered that her father had been out 
trying to “calm the waters, so to speak, and get people under control” concerning “some 
tension in the city.”  When he returned home following the shooting, Roberta remembered 
that “he was very, very, very upset and angry, because here he was out trying to keep people 
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under control and his family was being abused.”275  Like his father, Church achieved 
business success and earned the respect of members of both the black and white 
communities, but he and his family remained vulnerable.  The combination of his elite class 
status, political power, and interracial support did not shield him from all this fierce 
opposition.  
Church faced hostility not only as a race leader but also as a Republican.  Many white 
southerners saw the party as a threat.  They believed that it had shattered their southern 
civilization during the Civil War and then installed Reconstruction rule with black office 
holders, allowing former slaves to rein over their former masters.276  The Commercial Appeal 
expressed these views in an editorial titled “The South Republican?  Never!”  It declared, 
“[T]he Republican Party always may be relied upon to drive the Southern Democrats back 
into their party shell.”  It explained:  
The people of the South may be oppressed by taxes; they may be  
misgoverned; the affairs of the nation may be mismanaged; they may  
believe that a Republican administration will be best for the country and for 
themselves from an economic standpoint, but they will not support a 
candidate, a ticket or a platform, no matter what it may promise, if to do so 
means that they must acknowledge the leadership of a negro.  This is not an 
argument, it is just a plain statement of fact.277   
 
The newspaper piece revealed what white author Lillian Smith called the “schizophrenic” 
mindset of the South--a society so psychologically wedded to white supremacy that its 
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members were willing to forgo a better region and nation if they had to accept black political 
leaders.278   
Undoubtedly aware of the views expressed by the Commercial Appeal, John W. 
Farley, a local white Republican lawyer, wrote a short book titled Statistics and Politics 
(1920) that apparently reflected the philosophy of his fellow lily whites.  Adhering to the 
widespread belief that black voting threatened to disrupt social harmony, Farley argued that 
most blacks were politically apathetic and preferred that whites control the government.  
Farley attributed Church’s political participation to his “white blood.”  In making this claim, 
Farley tapped into the racial thought that blacks were biologically inferior to whites.  
Arguing that white Republicans should eliminate blacks from their party organization, he 
claimed that the Lincoln League had spurred more whites to vote Democratic in an attempt to 
maintain white supremacy.279   
Section II 
As the Lincoln League engaged in independent political mobilization, Edward Crump 
used his position as county trustee to dominate the county political machine and the 
executive committee of the local Democratic Party behind the scenes.  He also worked to 
regain control of Memphis politics.  Though he endorsed the successful mayoral candidates 
from 1917 through 1923, they lost his favor by not adhering to his demands.  As a result, he 
resorted to bypassing the mayor altogether and exercising influence through other city 
officials.  He ran tickets for public office to place his subordinates in elected positions.  
Realizing that grassroots mobilization was crucial to his goals, Crump continued to maintain 
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an extensive campaign organization.280  Covering the gamut of organizational life in 
Memphis, it consisted of a coalition of black and white workers, both male and female.  He 
kept lists, for instance, of the barbershops in Memphis (even to the point of how many chairs 
there were), workers by ward, and black ministers in order to maximize the number of voters 
reached.  He also targeted existing associations, such as labor unions, for this purpose.281  
Furthermore, Crump used teachers and other municipal employees to campaign for his 
candidates, sometimes pressuring them to do so.   
Crump continued to secure black support at the polls by ensuring that his political 
workers paid their poll taxes and by plying them with barbeques and other enticements 
during election season.  In addition, operators of illicit saloons, brothels, and gambling 
establishments provided a slush fund for registering and mobilizing working-class black 
voters.282  Through these means, Crump took advantage of widespread black illiteracy and 
poverty and promoted stereotypes that blacks were ignorant and easily manipulated.  By 
endorsing Crump in 1919 as part of Monteverde’s ticket, the Lincoln League, ironically, 
helped foster what it had expressly opposed--black voter manipulation.  At the same time, it 
needed to endorse candidates to exert local influence.   
Despite its support of Crump, the Lincoln League remained a vital organization that 
attracted widespread attention.  Black leaders--including party officials, ministers, union 
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officials, teachers, and doctors--from across the region and nation visited Church in Memphis 
or corresponded with him in hopes of learning the secrets of his success at mobilizing black 
voters.  Black leaders in several southern, mid-western, and western states contacted him 
about organizing their own groups.283   
As a result of the interest in the Lincoln League, Church and fellow black 
Republicans Roscoe Conkling Simmons and Walter L. Cohen, secretary of the Louisiana 
Republican State Committee, sent letters in 1919 to black leaders around the country calling 
for a meeting in New Orleans to consider forming a national organization.  With the memory 
of the political rights that blacks had received during Reconstruction on their mind, they 
named former Louisiana Governor P. S. B. Pinchback the honorary president of the league.  
He gladly accepted, though he was too ill to attend the meeting.  Saying that the problems of 
blacks were universal, the organizers wrote that the national organization would “answer to 
the will of the . . . masses of the people” and that it would address the “restoration of the 
ballot to the disfranchised; the abrogation of the Jim Crow Law; [and] the redemption of the 
women from the chains of sex-slavery.”  It also would work to protect the dignity of the 
black soldier.284   
Prestigious black Republicans, black professionals, and union officials were among 
the cross section of black leadership that flocked to the two-day New Orleans meeting that 
summer at the famed Iroquois Club on Canal Street.  Only men participated.  While Church 
and other black men favored women’s suffrage, they also continued to adhere to prevailing 
social views that politics largely remained a male arena.  The attendees officially founded the 
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Lincoln League of America and nominated Church as its president.  He declined, preferring 
to serve as its director and to chair its executive committee.  Roscoe Conkling Simmons 
became president instead.  The participants passed a number of resolutions, including calls 
for federal aid for black education and an end to black disenfranchisement.  Clearly 
influenced by the violence of the Red Summer and the growing black activism associated 
with World War I, they demanded federal intervention to stop lynching and declared that the 
black soldier deserved the citizenship rights for which he had fought.  The founding members 
made plans for a national convention in September and invited black men and women to 
attend.285  
After the New Orleans meeting, the Lincoln League of America’s headquarters, 
located in Church’s business office at 391 Beale Street, was swamped with more than one 
hundred applications for local charters from as many cities.  “Letters [e]ndorsing the Lincoln 
League have simply poured in on us.  Everywhere branch leagues are being formed.  Old 
organizations are changing their names to Lincoln League,” Church said in announcing in 
August that league officials had decided to postpone the national convention to allow for 
more planning time.286  Shortly thereafter, Church told the New York News that black labor 
leaders had asked for the postponement so they could better organize their forces.287  The 
league’s national convention was to take place in Chicago over the date of Lincoln’s 
birthday, February 12.   
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The Chicago meeting was billed as a labor and political convention, and topics on the 
agenda included lynching and segregation, political parties and black Americans, the black 
soldier and the government, and labor unions and employment.288  Another purpose of the 
convention was to ensure Republican victories in the fall.  The meeting was open to the 
public, and four hundred delegates came from all over the country, some of whom were 
members of local Lincoln Leagues.  Most, however, were prominent black Republicans from 
thirty-three states whom Church had invited; they represented most of the southern states.  
Church encouraged women to attend, and many did, including Ida B. Wells-Barnett.289  
Among the black Memphians to come were local Lincoln League members Wayman 
Wilkerson and Bert Roddy.290  The delegates funded their own trips to Chicago and were 
members of all classes.291   
Thousands attended the meeting, which was held over February 11 and 12, 1920, and 
took place at the South Park M. E. Church auditorium.  The facility was draped with U.S. 
flags and housed a large oil portrait of Lincoln that looked down at the attendees.292  Each 
session began and ended with prayer and song.293  Preferring to take a behind-the-scenes 
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organizational role, Church did not have an official part in the program, but the crowd 
recognized his contributions to the meeting by giving him a standing ovation.294   
Prominent black and white speakers regaled the delegates.  James Weldon Johnson, 
field secretary of the NAACP, reported on lynching.295  Simmons inspired the audience with 
his oratory and paid tribute to Governor Pinchback.296  Three former black office holders 
spoke, and their presence symbolized the league’s desire to reclaim black political rights.  
Invoking Woodrow Wilson’s words about making the world safe for democracy, these black 
leaders said that “the fight was to make America safe for Americans--safe against 
disfranchisement, against prejudicial labor organizations, against Jim Crow cars, against mob 
violence and lynching.”297  Prestigious white Republicans also made remarks, including the 
mayor of Chicago and governor of Illinois.  Calling black soldiers among the bravest of the 
war, Leonard A. Wood, former Major General of the U.S. Army, asked each one in the 
audience to stand, and he saluted them in turn.  He said that all citizens deserved the 
privileges of and protections guaranteed by the Constitution.298  Republican National 
Committee Chairman Will Hays, responsible for leading the party to victory in the fall, 
utilized Church’s talking points in making a forceful address for civil rights and against racial 
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violence.  The delegates gave him a standing ovation, and the black press commented 
favorably on his speech.  Across the country, white newspapers carried his remarks against 
lynching.299   
Men held the league’s top offices, but women served as delegates and planned and 
hosted social affairs.  Commenting on women’s involvement, the Chicago Defender 
reported, “No part of the convention proceedings was more interesting than the manner in 
which the women present pointedly discussed issues as presented.”  Calling Lethia Fleming 
of Cincinnati, Ohio, the “leading woman delegate,” the paper said, “[W]hile she may be a 
politician she is also a delightful representative of what we call the ‘gentler sex.’” 300  The 
newspaper’s remarks further indicated the limits to the recognition of women’s political 
equality by the Lincoln League of America as did the social roles the organization assigned 
them during the convention.  At the same time that women were included in the convention’s 
proceedings, they also were resigned to tasks that upheld conventional gender norms.   
At the closing night session, attended by some three thousand, the delegates 
unanimously passed resolutions calling for the Republican Party to condemn mob violence 
and take federal action against lynching.  They endorsed women’s suffrage and the League of 
Nations.  They urged black workers to join non-discriminatory labor unions.  And they 
demanded that the U.S. president and congressional candidates endorse measures advancing 
black political and economic equality.301  In addition, they identified the Republican Party as 
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the “channel through which the [l]eague activities [were] to be carried out,” leading the 
Chicago Defender to report that “the league, as interpreted by its orators, thinks the Race will 
get a better hearing fighting in its own backyard rather than by threatening to leave home 
because everything isn’t pretty.”302  Afterward, the league established a headquarters at the 
Idlewild Hotel in Chicago.303 
Even before the Chicago meeting, Church had made forays into national political 
affairs.304  The organization’s founding furthered his prominence.  Deft at interpersonal 
relations, Church cultivated white leaders at the highest level as a way of securing greater 
political access and leverage.305  Cultured, well mannered, courteous, and frank, he was 
known for having a quiet disposition and being a man of integrity.  All these characteristics 
served his political agenda well:  he was well liked by white Republicans and bold enough to 
speak forthrightly for black rights.  He further earned respect by financing his own political 
efforts in order to maintain political independence and avoid ties to special interests.306  
Through his political activities on the state level, Church knew Republican National 
Committee Chairman Will Hays, a Republican from Tennessee.307  In December 1919, 
Church assisted in the selection of the Advisory Committee on Policies and Platform for the 
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upcoming Republican National Convention, and Hays subsequently consulted him about the 
group.308  Hays ended up appointing Church and four other Lincoln League of America 
officials to the committee, and he named Church and two other league officials as directors 
of campaign activities for black voters.309  Church cited his advisory committee credentials in 
a magazine article in which he called disenfranchisement a crime that hurt both blacks and 
whites.  Now that the war was over, he said that the battle must be fought inside the country 
for equal rights and that Republicans must not build up their party in the South at the expense 
of blacks.310   
Yet, even with all the support of the Lincoln League of America for the Republican 
Party, Republican presidential candidates paid little attention to racial matters and the 
Republican National Convention largely sided with lily-white factions in 1920.  For instance, 
only three of the seventeen presidential primary candidates returned an NAACP 
questionnaire about their positions on racial issues.  One was Warren Harding, but he, like 
the other responders, was vague in his responses.  At the Republican National Convention, 
no black delegates were seated from five southern states despite the league’s battle on behalf 
of all blacks contesting lily whites for these places.311  The platform included only a 
noncommittal statement against lynching as opposed to the lengthier planks dealing with 
black rights that the party had endorsed in years past.  The Chicago Defender reported that 
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the party’s leaders, including Hays, were “as still as shadows in a deserted graveyard--and as 
silent--against the plot and plan to rob the Race [of] the South of its place in the Republican 
household.”312   
Memphis lily whites were successful in having their delegates and faction seated 
instead of Church and his faction because they manipulated white anxieties about interactions 
between white women and black men.  In the South, charges of black rape of white women--
most often untrue--were used to justify lynching.  This hysteria was most prevalent in the 
region but also occurred nationwide.  The popular 1914 film Birth of a Nation, for instance, 
depicted black men raping white women, and President Wilson even screened it at the White 
House.  At the 1920 convention, Mrs. Marshall Priest, on behalf of the lily whites, attacked 
Church by making false charges that he ran vice operations and was so disreputable that local 
white Republican women would leave the party if he were seated as a delegate.  Knowing the 
potential volatility of arguing with a white woman, Church refused to reply publicly to her 
charges.  Behind the scenes, however, he did “burn the two men up, who were hiding behind 
her skirts,” as he put it.  The party’s credential committee voted twenty-three to eighteen to 
unseat Church.313   
When Church had the opportunity to contest the vote against him before the 
convention delegates, he said that he was entitled to a seat but planned to deal with the matter 
in Memphis instead.   Church’s graciousness in defeat increased his standing among national 
party leaders.  According to a political associate, he “extracted from them certain promises 
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that made his future in the Republican Party secure.”314  Afterward, Church and his black-
and-tan faction were always seated at national conventions.  On behalf of the Lincoln League 
of America, Church also used his political leverage in 1920 to ensure the seating of Henry 
Lincoln Johnson, his fellow league official, as a national committeeman representing 
Georgia.  In addition, the league helped ensure that the black-and-tan faction of New 
Orleans, rather than the city’s lily-white delegation, was recognized as the regular party 
organization by that convention.315  As a result of these successes, national Lincoln League 
President Simmons said that the organization’s activities were not in vain.  Another league 
official commented that the lily-white victories at the convention further revealed the 
necessity of the organization.316   
After the convention, black leaders pushed the Republican Party to take a stand for 
black rights and anti-lynching legislation, and it is likely the league officials did so as well.317  
In his NAACP leadership capacity, James Weldon Johnson met with Harding to discuss 
racial issues, and he also may have done so because he served on the executive committee of 
the national Lincoln League.  Harding was not willing to publicly commit to alleviating 
racial injustices, but he privately promised to secure black political rights and abolish 
segregation in governmental departments.  Johnson’s modus operandi--combining behind-
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the-scenes diplomacy with tangible civil rights demands--reflected strategies deployed by 
Church and other black political leaders.   
 For the 1920 national election, Lincoln League of America members worked for 
Republican victories, and Church campaigned in at least three states.  He mobilized his local 
league in support of Republican candidates, and he furiously worked to register black voters 
across Tennessee, including women who were now able to vote in presidential elections.  In 
his official capacity with the Republican Party, Church traveled to Maryland and Kentucky to 
campaign for candidates there.318  Harding ended up winning 60 percent of the popular vote 
in his successful bid for the presidency, and the Republicans continued to hold majorities in 
both houses of Congress.  In Tennessee, approximately 170,000 blacks voted the straight 
Republican ticket, and the state went for a Republican presidential candidate for the first time 
since Reconstruction.  Further breaking the stranglehold of the largely Democratic South, 
Tennessee voters elected a Republican governor and five Republican members of Congress.  
Church’s work enhanced his stature in the eyes of national Republicans, and he attracted 
attention as far away as Delaware for helping to ensure these victories.319   
After the election of 1920, Church declared that his local Lincoln League had 
accomplished its goals, and it was dissolved.320  As a result of the organization, black 
Memphians certainly had experienced important gains.  From its formation in 1916 to its 
final efforts in 1920, the league politicized thousands of blacks.  Their activities resulted in 
the establishment of the Church faction as the regular Republican organization of West 
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Tennessee, the election of Church to local and state Republican committees, and the election 
of white candidates of choice.  In addition, three blacks were appointed to the police force in 
what admittedly proved to be a short-term victory.  Because of his Republican Party 
activities, Church succeeded in providing local blacks with more civil service positions.321  
The league also kept alive the possibility of black candidacies for public office and so did the 
few other black southerners who ran for office during this time and into the 1920s.322  In 
1920, Wayman Wilkerson, one of Church’s political lieutenants and a Lincoln League 
member, made another bid for Congress.  But, as in 1916, he was unsuccessful.323   
Most importantly, the local Lincoln League served as a forum in which blacks could 
publicly denounce Jim Crow laws and lynching as well as appeal to whites for their 
constitutional rights and a more perfect union.  It gave black Memphians a measure of hope 
and inspiration in the wake of the Person lynching and escalating racial violence following 
World War I.  The league’s success had a ripple effect in inspiring blacks elsewhere in the 
country to engage in political activity and in spurring Church to form the Lincoln League of 
America.  All these activities led to Church’s rise in national Republican Party circles, 
providing him with a degree of access and influence unprecedented for a black Memphian 
and unusual for any southerner either black or white.   
Yet, for all the achievements of the Lincoln League of West Tennessee, its founding 
goals of “political and economic emancipation” and “regaining the lost rights of the race” 
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had been far from achieved.  It is likely that Church knew this and that he decided that he 
could not concentrate on both local and national activities.  He later apparently expressed his 
belief that national efforts provided him with a better opportunity for promoting the 
economic and political interests of blacks throughout the United States than local 
activities.324  Similarly, he may have become convinced that the best way to improve social 
conditions for blacks at the local level was through the national arena.  What is arguably 
more puzzling is why Church did not appoint any of his political lieutenants to take over the 
leadership of the local Lincoln League.  After all, several had years of political experience.  
Perhaps Church thought that blacks were politicized to the degree to which they no longer 
needed an organization to guide them.  However, the future did not look bright for sustained 
black political mobilization given the widespread black poverty and illiteracy in Memphis, 
the geographic mobility of the local black population, and the lack of white liberals and a 
well-established black middle class.325  
At the same time, Church’s decision to focus on national activities made sense in 
light of the political context and his success.  Church was a rising star among Republicans.  
He had helped pull off a tremendous electoral sweep for Republicans in Tennessee in 1920 
and had a close relationship with Will Hays, one of the party’s most powerful officials.  As 
executive director of the Lincoln League of America, Church had at his command prominent 
black Republicans and thousands of ordinary blacks.  It was a truly exciting time for Church 
as he had an increasing amount of influence and access by which to pursue his ultimate goal 
of using politics as a tool for black advancement.  He continued to believe that the ballot was 
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the medium through which blacks could obtain power in democracy and that the Republican 
Party always should be the party of civil rights.326   
After Harding’s election, James Weldon Johnson and other black leaders continued to 
educate him about racial issues.  Harding’s first message to Congress filled blacks with hope: 
he called for the elimination of lynching and noted a congressional proposal for an interracial 
commission to investigate racial problems, though he did not endorse it.  W. E. B. DuBois 
called his message the strongest pronouncement on racial problems ever made by a president 
in a letter to Congress.327  DuBois’s statement attested to the significance of these 
presidential remarks at the same time that it bespoke of the Republican Party’s lack of 
commitment to blacks given the limits of Harding’s words.  Despite these comments, 
Harding devoted little attention to racial issues and was silent on race in his future messages 
to Congress.  He took no action against segregation, disenfranchisement, or racial violence.  
He became unpopular among blacks by the end of his first year in office, and his record on 
black appointments was disappointing to them.  Blacks also were alienated by his advocacy 
in 1921 of a lily-white strategy in the South in an attempt to bolster Republican strength in 
the region.  As a result, some state Republican committees “reorganized,” and the number of 
black members declined.328   
Moreover, Harding’s administration successfully conspired to convict Marcus 
Garvey, the leader of the largest mass movement of people of African descent of the time, of 
mail fraud in 1923 despite Garvey’s innocence.  Garvey headed the Universal Negro 
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Improvement Association and attracted millions of followers.  He founded the organization 
in his native Jamaica in 1914.  After moving to the United States, he based it in Harlem in 
1918.   The UNIA advocated black pride, self-reliance, and nationalism and had branches 
across the country and world.329  His movement also had a significant presence in the South, 
with 423 branches in the region by 1926 compared to nearly 500 in the rest of the United 
States.330  Though a chapter existed early on in Memphis, its founding and activities remain 
in obscurity, and Garvey’s newspaper, the Negro World, was silent on the branch.  Its 
members likely belonged to the lowest economic class as that was the case of Garveyites 
elsewhere in the South.  In addition, the chapter appears to have been small.  Garveyism did 
not take hold in Tennessee to the extent that it did in other southern states. 331  UNIA records 
indicate, for instance, that only 172 members existed in Tennessee for the years 1926 through 
1928.332 
After Harding died in August 1923, Calvin Coolidge became president.  Like 
Harding, he displayed little understanding or concern about racial matters and resorted to 
platitudes instead of tangible action for civil rights.  Even though Republicans remained in 
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control of Congress, anti-lynching legislation was not enacted during the Harding and 
Coolidge administrations.  The U.S. House of Representatives passed the Dyer anti-lynching 
bill, but southern senators successfully filibustered it.  Neither Harding nor Coolidge 
endorsed the bill.333  Coolidge particularly angered blacks by remaining silent about a Ku 
Klux Klan march in front of the White House.  Like Harding, however, Coolidge took some 
steps on behalf of blacks.  He made a few well-received black appointments, and he and his 
wife went against social norms in dining with black servants while onboard a train--news that 
made a local black newspaper in Memphis and the Washington Post.334  Largely as a result of 
vigorous black protest, segregation was ended in some federal governmental bureaus during 
his administration.  Coolidge also did not embrace lily whitism to the same extent as 
Harding.  As a result, more blacks were seated as delegates at the 1924 convention than in 
1920.335   
  Despite the limits of the Republican administrations, Church and other blacks still 
had the ability to influence the party’s operations; they continued to demand that Republicans 
embrace black rights.  A vigorous black presence undoubtedly prevented the party from 
turning even more toward lily whitism.  The NAACP conducted a campaign to pass the Dyer 
anti-lynching bill, and the Lincoln League of America supported the bill.336  While the bill 
was debated in Congress, the number of lynchings declined.337  If southern Democratic 
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senators had not filibustered the bill, the Republican-controlled Senate may very well have 
passed it.  Harding and Coolidge also made more black appointments than Wilson.  In 
addition, Republicans remained more receptive to black participation in their party 
organization than Democrats, and they were generally less hostile to blacks than members of 
the other party.  Thus, although blacks were frustrated with the Republican Party, it remained 
the most powerful political party in which they had a voice.   
Church’s work on the national political scene remained inextricably intertwined with 
his local and state Republican activities.  As a member of the Shelby County and state 
Republican committees, delegate to each Republican National Convention in the 1920s, and 
head of the regular Republican organization in the Tenth District, he had leverage and 
credibility in official party circles.338  He continued to battle with the local lily whites, but his 
black-and-tan group was more powerful overall and apparently outnumbered the white 
group.339  Several top Republican officials believed that Church, as opposed to East 
Tennessee Congressman J. Will Taylor, mainly controlled the dominant state Republican 
organization.  They thought that Church, on whom Taylor relied heavily, was probably his 
greatest source of strength in national politics.  For instance, a Washington Post reporter 
found that Republican politicians in Tennessee believed that Taylor had to go through 
Church to go to the White House if he was in a hurry.340   
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One of the key ways that Church exerted influence was through giving out patronage.  
He became entrenched as the dispenser of all Republican patronage in Tennessee by 1921.341  
In this capacity, he assisted white Tennessee Republicans who sought federal appointments 
and appointed at least two white federal judges for West Tennessee.342  Church also became 
the Harding administration’s point person for dispensing black patronage nationally.  In 
recommending him for this position in 1921 to President Harding, Republican National 
Committee Chairman Will H. Hays pointed out that Church had principally handled the 
development of the Lincoln League of America and that Church’s chief assistants, Charles A. 
Cottrill of Toledo, Ohio, and Henry Lincoln Johnson of Atlanta, Georgia, had said that he 
would serve as their voice in “the matter of patronage and other racial considerations.”  Hays 
wrote, “[Church] is in a class by himself, in the colored race of this country, as to matters 
political . . . .  Church would be the very best man to talk to, because of his own good 
judgment and because he speaks for these others.”343  Upon assuming this position, Church 
made frequent trips to Washington D.C. to submit requests for black political appointments 
through Hays.  Although he became frustrated by the fact that the Harding administration did 
not follow many of his recommendations, Church controlled thousands of jobs, and his 
influence led to the appointments of black officials across the country.  He also appointed 
whites who he thought would be fair to the black population.344  Though he was invited to 
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serve on federal delegations to Haiti in 1922 and the Virgin Islands in 1924, Church did not 
accept these political appointments and never sought any.345   
One of the proudest accomplishments of Church’s career was his ability to appoint 
postmaster generals in Memphis.  He selected whites for this role, adhering to the social 
convention of whites receiving the most important patronage positions.  He perhaps thought 
that appointing a black postmaster general could cause him to lose credibility in the eyes of 
the party.  In one dramatic case, Church succeeded in overturning the appointment of his lily-
white foe, Charles B. Quinn, as the postmaster.  In 1921, Quinn had had himself selected by 
the acting national postmaster general when Will Hays, who had become the national 
postmaster general, was sick.  After Church telephoned Hays, he revoked the commission 
from his hospital bedside and appointed Church’s choice.  Quinn received the news via 
telegram when traveling by train from Washington D.C. to Memphis.  Church also made 
successful postmaster appointments in 1927 and 1932.  All these appointments led to more 
job opportunities for blacks in the postal system.346   
In 1924, Church used his national political influence to take a public stand against 
segregation on the local level.  Lily-white Republicans invited Republican vice presidential 
candidate Charles Dawes to speak in the municipal auditorium.  With regional newspapers 
spreading the word about his visit, lily whites of Alabama, Arkansas, and Mississippi were 
expected to come.  The local lily whites planned to let white attendees occupy the main floor 
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and to seat blacks in the balcony and have them use a separate entrance.  Considering this 
arrangement an insult to loyal Republicans, Church telephoned Republican National 
Committee Chairman William Butler, a senator from Massachusetts, and explained the 
situation.  Consequently, Dawes canceled the engagement.347 
Church became the most prominent black Republican in the country during the 
Harding administration and held that status for the rest of the 1920s.  Black newspapers 
nationwide covered his activities.  During the Harding years, he apparently had full access to 
the White House, where he would visit with the president, secretary of state, attorney general, 
and Will Hays.348  A story went around Memphis that Church could call at the White House 
any time he pleased and enter by the front door.349  He also had close ties with President 
Coolidge and visited the White House during his administration.350  In addition, Church was 
the only black person chosen for membership to the exclusive Congressional Country Club 
of Washington insiders with business interests.  It included such prominent figures as 
publishing giant William Randolph Hearst and auto executive Walter Chrysler.  He declined 
this honor, however, to protest its all-white membership.351  Church continued to wield 
influence in national campaigns and was nicknamed the “roving dictator of the Lincoln Belt,” 
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an area that stretched north and south from Missouri and through Illinois, Kentucky, 
Tennessee, Indiana, and Ohio.352  Republican officials consulted him about political strategy, 
and he served as co-director of activities for the black electorate in the 1924 campaign.353  
For presidential elections, the Republican National Committee regularly sent him into states 
with close races in order to garner black votes for Republican candidates.354  Many black 
political leaders in other states relied heavily on his advice.355   
Church’s success inspired many black Memphians and influenced them to join the 
Republican Party.356  One was Raymond Lynom who later became part of Church’s political 
group.  Born in 1913, Lymon was a member of a family that had long supported the Church 
family politically.  “I [was] a convert and a follower of the Church activities, successes and 
trials ever since I was a lad.  Most of us as a boy [sic] we always had someone as a hero.  He 
was my hero,” he remembered.357  “When we were children, we would ride down Lauderdale 
Street [and] the Church house . . . was always pointed out.”  Lymon saw the mansion as a 
symbol of what could happen to any black person who was successful and “dared to lead.”358  
“[W]e looked at Mr. Church as our emancipator,” Lymon remembered.  “Memphis was held 
in the grip of strict segregation . . . .  We would read about Mr. Church’s exploits and his 
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visits to the White House and at that time it was almost unknown for Negroes to go to the 
White House.  We each felt that if we were to be delivered, Mr. Church would be the one to 
do it.”359  In 1921, the Memphis Times, a local black newspaper, also praised Church for 
“standing in the forefront of Negro leaders,” and winning “a place among the powers of the 
[n]ation that but few can claim.”  By pressing for constitutional rights, justice, and equal 
opportunity, Church represented all blacks in his political work, according to the Times.  
Established in 1918, the paper aimed to “[speak] out against injustice and corruption . . . 
[and] use its influence for equal rights.”360  Other local black newspapers and the national 
black press advocated for black political rights as well. 
Section III 
The Lincoln League of America held the second of its quadrennial conventions in 
1924; it was similar to its meeting four years earlier.  Held in Chicago at Bethel A. M. E. 
Church on Lincoln’s birthday, February 12, black leaders and journalists from forty-six states 
attended as did black Memphians.361  The league’s ultimate goal continued to be to secure 
civil rights.  Pressing the United States to live up to its ideals of freedom and equality for all, 
the league’s constitution used Lincoln’s words in proclaiming that a country could not endure 
half slave and half free.  It said that the ballot was the “one great remedy” against 
disfranchisement and mob violence.362  The same people largely remained in control of the 
organization with Church as the league’s director and Roscoe Conkling Simmons as 
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president.363  In electing John Lynch, the prominent black politician of the late nineteenth 
century, as honorary president, the delegates continued to look to the past as inspiration for 
moving forward.364  Prominent black and white Republicans spoke, including Republican 
National Committee Chairman John T. Adams and Senator Medill McCormick of Illinois.  
McCormick received a particularly warm reception from the attendees for denouncing racial 
violence and disenfranchisement as constitutional rights violations that “endanger[ed] the 
rights of every citizen in America.”365   
At the convention, the league maintained its support for women’s political rights, and 
women remained involved in organizational operations.  Mrs. Lethia C. Fleming of 
Cleveland, for instance, served on the organization’s executive and credentials 
committees.366  At the same time that the league encouraged women’s participation, 
however, it continued to operate in conventional ways by ensuring that men served as the top 
officials and made up the ranks of committee members even though Fleming protested that 
women ought to have a place alongside men.367  In declaring “those who make a home ought 
to be quick to make a government,” league officials also tapped into longstanding beliefs of 
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women as social caretakers by tying their political involvement to their domestic duties.368  
Nonetheless, at a time in which women’s suffrage was in its infancy and many citizens still 
clung to beliefs that only men were suited for politics, the league displayed foresight in 
involving women.   
By the time of the 1924 convention, the Lincoln League of America had moved its 
headquarters to Pennsylvania Avenue in Washington D.C. and had taken significant steps for 
black political rights.  It successfully fought against lily whitism and secured black political 
appointments.  In 1923, for instance, Roscoe Conkling Simmons played an important part in 
ending party proposals that would have undermined black Republicans by reducing southern 
representation to the Republican National Convention.369  The league also helped secure the 
place of Henry Lincoln Johnson of Georgia on the Republican National Committee.  The 
only black member of the committee, he faced vigorous opposition from Democrats in his 
home state.  Moreover, the organization successfully supported the appointments of lawyer 
Perry Howard of Mississippi as assistant attorney general of the United States and Walter L. 
Cohen as comptroller of customs for the Federal District of New Orleans.  In his Republican 
National Committee position, Johnson advocated for Howard.370  Among the most prominent 
black Republicans of the time, Cohen, Johnson, and Howard were all patronage dispensers 
and Lincoln League of America officials.371  The league also urged blacks to run for office at 
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every opportunity and to register to vote.372  In fact, John Mitchell, a Richmond newspaper 
editor and Lincoln League of America member, ran for the gubernatorial seat in Virginia in 
1921.  On his ticket was businesswoman Maggie Lena Walker, who became the first black 
woman to bid for statewide office in Virginia when she ran for the superintendent of public 
instruction post.373 
The 1924 meeting marked the last of the Lincoln League of America’s conventions, 
however.  The league appears to not have operated past 1925 though it is unclear why.  In the 
Chicago Defender, the last mention of its activities occurred in March 1925.  Throughout the 
tenure of the league, the paper had given it extensive coverage in part because its editor, 
Robert Abbott, served on its executive committee.  The Chicago paper reported that the 
league planned to hold an executive committee meeting and that its leaders and members had 
made a strong showing for Coolidge’s inauguration.  The newspaper also briefly mentioned 
that the league planned to propose that Coolidge give blacks more political recognition.374  
The organization may have ended operations in part because of the death of Johnson, an 
important league leader, later in the year.  In addition, the league may have received less 
support from its members; in the mid-1920s, blacks became increasingly alienated from the 
Republican Party because of its lily whitism, its failure to live up to its campaign promises to 
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blacks, and its inaction on civil rights.375  The organization may have experienced a lack of 
funding as well.  It is unknown how the league was financially backed throughout its 
duration, but its members may have continued to do so.  Though many were middle- and 
upper class, they lived in a society that economically discriminated against blacks, making 
their financial status precarious.  If they suffered economic losses, they may have been 
unable to support the league.   
The New York Amsterdam News later criticized the Lincoln League of America for 
disbanding after placing its officials in political positions.376  While no evidence exists this 
was a reason, Howard and Cohen’s roles as federal officials may have limited their ability to 
remain involved with the league.  And, the newspaper could have been at least partially right 
in its charge.  Though Church did not accept or seek political appointments for himself, he 
did use his influence to ensure that his political associates received these positions.  Church 
was widely seen as a man of unselfishness and integrity, but, in assisting his associates in this 
manner, he arguably contributed to widespread charges that nationally prominent black 
Republicans were self-serving and not interested in the welfare of the people.377   
Despite the decline of the Lincoln League of America, Church maintained his 
national influence and political operations.  His political involvement was not his occupation 
as some supposed; he continued to make a living in real estate and was a millionaire.  He 
worked out of two offices, a modest brick building on Beale Street and an unmarked office in 
a rickety old building on Pennsylvania Avenue, one of many unidentified Republican 
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headquarters throughout Washington D.C.  In his D.C. office, the walls were literally covered 
with autographed photographs of practically every prominent Republican politician of the 
past fifteen years.  Church never had to ask for them.  “These men appreciate what I do for 
them,” he said.  According to a May 1927 profile, he was perhaps better known in 
Washington than in Memphis, but this statement likely was an exaggeration given Church’s 
roots in Memphis and longstanding prestige there.  Nonetheless, it attested to his reputation 
and influence in national political circles.  “He seldom makes a trip to Washington without 
calling [at the White House],” the profile said.  “[H]e gets in to see the President and shakes 
the chief executive by the hand.”378   
For all his accomplishments, access, and influence, Church was limited in his rise in 
the Republican Party, however.  “Had I not been a [c]olored Republican, many, many 
opportunities and avenues would have been open to me in the [p]arty,” he later said.379  
Church faced battles not only against lily-white Republicans but also to get his message 
heard and acted upon by the more progressive members of the party.  For instance, Church 
had pressed Will Hays to advocate that Harding make more black political appointments, but 
he apparently did not spread the word to the president.380  Still, Church’s voice and presence 
were in these circles of power, and he met with some success.  Though the Lincoln League of 
America disbanded, it had increased the stature of Church and other black Republicans in the 
eyes of party, led to the placement of blacks in leadership positions, and served as a vital 
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force against lily whitism.  It also empowered blacks around the country to engage in 
political activity in their own communities.   
Section IV 
Even though Church shifted his attention to national activities, his Republican faction 
continued to represent the backbone of black political activity during election time and in 
partisan organizations in the 1920s.381  Church controlled a large number of black votes, so 
he could swing elections for his white candidates of choice; he was so shrewd politically that 
he never backed a candidate for local office who lost.382  Church served as the master 
strategist and organizer for political campaigns, and his lieutenants remained black business 
leaders and independent professionals.383  They continued to engage in grassroots 
mobilization.  Largely conducting his political and business operations out of the public’s 
eye, Church entered and exited from the rear entrance of his office and used the backroom 
for meetings.  He rarely gave interviews or speeches.384   
Lt. George W. Lee became one of Church’s most important political lieutenants in 
Memphis in the 1920s.  Born in 1894, Lee grew up poor in rural Sunflower County in the 
Mississippi Delta.  His family moved to the county seat of Indianola after his father died.  In 
1902, local whites demanded a white person replace the town’s black postmistress, Minnie 
Cox.  President Roosevelt ordered the office closed, paid Cox her regular salary, and had the 
mail sent to the town of Greenville, twenty-five miles away.  Roosevelt eventually 
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succumbed, however, to appointing a white in her place fourteen months later.  Even with 
this outcome, Lee viewed Roosevelt’s actions positively, and he later said the incident 
lingered in his mind like a “strumming banjo.”385   
Encouraged by his mother to pursue an education, Lee entered Alcorn College, the 
state college for blacks, but World War I interrupted his schooling.  He successfully applied 
to a very selective training school for black officers in Des Moines, Iowa, which was his 
ticket out of Mississippi and into the future.  He became a lieutenant.  Afterward, he traveled 
back to his home state while on leave.  He stopped in Vicksburg and walked around town in 
his uniform.  After a false rumor spread that he had forced a white soldier to salute him, local 
whites formed a posse to lynch him.  Lee decided to remain for the night at a black rooming 
house, figuring that leaving by night made him an easy target.  He kept watch at the window 
all night, and he left town unhurt the next morning.386  After Lee returned to military service, 
he was sent to France, where he commanded a black regiment and narrowly escaped death.387  
The war exposed him not only to combat experience but also the possibility of racial 
transformation.  Observing that the French had stereotypes of black Americans, he saw them 
change their views after he and others became friends with them.388   
Lee returned to the states and secured an appointment in 1919 with Church, who he 
knew was man of “unusual power.”389  Aware that Church had national political connections, 
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the lieutenant sought his help in securing a lifetime military career.390  Lee told him about his 
army experience and near lynching, and Church was immediately taken with him.  
Encouraging the lieutenant to use his fighting spirit not to serve the military but to improve 
race conditions, he said that Lee could help him tremendously.  “You need to get on the 
firing line of racial activities and racial progress,” Church told him.391  Lee moved to 
Memphis, and Church secured him a position as manager of the Atlanta Life Insurance 
Company’s branch.  Lee and Church worked on the same block on Beale Street.392  They also 
became close personally.  Church would have Lee over for dinner--even at Christmas--and 
the lieutenant would regale his family with stories of World War I.  Most significantly, Lee 
became Church’s political protégé.  Involved in local electoral activities and the Lincoln 
League of America, Lee got his start in national campaigns in 1924 when Church convinced 
the Republican Party to appoint him to secure black votes in the Midwest.393  Throughout 
these years, Lee developed what would become a lifelong admiration for Church, whom he 
later characterized as the “great crusader, the great civil rights battler long before any civil 
rights laws had been passed, and a man of unusual courage.”394 
Church was the driving force behind a group of black businessmen and professionals 
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--of which Lee was a key figure--that engaged in a nonpartisan voter registration movement 
for the 1923 city election.395  Black Memphians faced a new challenge then because the Ku 
Klux Klan ran a ticket for city offices, apparently arriving on the local political scene for the 
first time.  The 1920s was the height of the Klan’s influence nationally.  Composed largely of 
lower- to middle-class white native-born Protestants, the organization displayed not only 
anti-black prejudice but also xenophobic views toward others not sharing its members’ race, 
citizenship, or religious beliefs.  Black minister W. Herbert Brewster remembered that the 
Klan was “raging” in rural West Tennessee when the Memphis NAACP formed.396  One 
estimate placed the city’s Klan membership at ten thousand in the early 1920s.397  In 1923, 
the Klan tried to appeal to black voters by campaigning in Church’s Park and stressing that 
blacks had a right to citizenship and civic participation.  (The city had purchased the park 
from Church by this time and turned it into an amusement center for blacks.)  But, blacks 
stepped up their political efforts as a protest against the Klan involvement.398   
Despite the Klan’s large membership, many white citizens opposed it and so did the 
Commercial Appeal.  The daily won a Pulitzer Prize for its three-year campaign against the 
Klan through editorials and other coverage.  It spotlighted its use of violence and the secrecy 
of its operations as opposed to its anti-black views.399  During the 1923 election, the 
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persistence of the black vote and presence of black powerbrokers had a significant impact on 
the white politicians who came out against the Klan candidates.  In his bid for re-election, 
incumbent Mayor Rowlett Paine, along with the candidates on his ticket, officially denied 
Klan affiliation or sympathy.  The other mayoral candidate, Judge Lewis T. Fitzhugh, filed a 
fifty-thousand-dollar lawsuit against the News-Scimitar for publishing the charge that the 
Klan had picked the candidates on his ticket.400  Both Mayor Paine and Judge Fitzhugh 
appealed for black ballots by appointing black campaign managers.  Lt. Lee worked in this 
capacity for Paine.401  Because Paine did not associate with the Klan and promised street 
improvements and a new black high school, the Church faction ended up supporting him.402  
Crump, who saw the Klan as a threat to his control, endorsed Paine at the last minute.   
Paine was reelected, and Cliff Davis, who ran for city judge, was the only victorious 
Klan candidate.  One white political insider, R. E. Johnson, later charged, however, that all 
the Klan office seekers had won.  Not affiliated with the Klan, Johnson claimed that the 
Crump machine had rigged the election in favor of the Paine ticket and burned the ballots in 
the heating plant in the courthouse basement; Crump allowed Davis to win as a concession to 
Klan supporters and to stymie any outcry.403  All in all, the election marked the peak of the 
Klan’s power locally, and black voters played a role in its demise by mobilizing to defeat its 
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slate:  the organization soon became a hardly influential force.404  Plagued by internal 
scandals and public opposition, the Ku Klux Klan nearly collapsed nationally by the end of 
the decade.  
Church and his associates were victorious in 1923, but their efforts never were easy 
because they faced constant white resistance.  Many white Memphians resented Church’s 
national political standing.  In addition to constant battles with the lily whites, Church was 
the object of negative newspaper coverage, editorials, and cartoons.  His foes strung banners 
across Main Street appealing to voters to “Stop Church and his associates.”405  In 1921, 
during the days of Klan influence, Church received a noosed rope anonymously sent through 
the mail.406  When one of Church’s friends and political associates, Dr. Oswald B. 
Braithwaite, decided to move to a nice house in the suburbs, the property was shot at and 
vandalized.  Church and a political associate brought their pistols for self defense and stayed 
with Braithwaite at the house all night for some two weeks in an attempt to spot the license 
plate numbers of the agitators.  They did not use their guns and apparently experienced no 
problems, so Braithwaite and his family moved into the house.407  To be sure, this incident 
could have stemmed from white anger over housing integration, but Braithwaite’s political 
activity also could have been a factor. 
Church had to overcome not only white but also black opposition.  Some members of 
his black-and-tan group deserted and betrayed him.  Saying that he should make public 
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appeals instead of conducting his political activities behind closed doors, some blacks 
criticized his leadership style.  Others thought his advantages were due to his light skin, and 
yet others disliked him for his wealth.408  Still others feared that their white friends might 
disapprove of their associations with Church and shunned him for that reason.409   
Church also faced the challenge of maintaining his local political activities in the 
early to mid-1920s even with the success of the 1923 campaign.  When his wife, Sara, 
became ill, he abandoned business and politics.  They traveled to Washington D.C. in 
January 1922, where she convalesced, and he stayed there at least until she died in July.410  
Church never remarried.  Instead, his sister, Annette, became his housekeeper and the 
caretaker for his daughter, Roberta, to whom he was very devoted.411  Church’s focus on the 
national level also came at the expense of local activism.  In addition, despite the NAACP’s 
promising start, its activities decreased substantially early in the decade.  It revitalized with 
the Ku Klux Klan activity in 1923, and women secured memberships.  The next year, Church 
and his lieutenants ceded leadership of the branch to women.  Mrs. Wayman Wilkerson 
became president, and the organization took significant steps for civil rights:  it supported the 
Dyer anti-lynching bill, for instance.412  By 1926, however, local blacks saw the branch as 
powerless.  That year, George Schuyler, the famed columnist of the Pittsburgh Courier, the 
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prominent black newspaper, even charged black Memphians with being politically 
apathetic.413   
The Inter-Racial League stepped into the breach and became the most powerful local 
organization for racial advancement in the mid-1920s.  It was a branch of the Atlanta-based 
Commission on Interracial Cooperation (CIC), an interracial organization formed in 1919 to 
defuse post-war racial tensions, promote peaceful black-white relations, and engage in black 
uplift and protest efforts.  Local committees and women’s auxiliaries formed across the 
South, and the CIC became a major interracial reform movement by the mid-1920s.  The 
organization worked to oppose lynching, and it advocated better housing, equal educational 
opportunities, a more equitable justice system, and black voting rights.  Like other liberal 
organizations, the CIC did not directly attack segregation.  It embraced a paternalistic stance 
in which its middle-class white members often determined the best ways to improve black 
conditions.414   
Memphis was one of the first southern cities to have a CIC branch.  The white 
Chamber of Commerce, which had publications that painted a picture of harmonious race 
relations in Memphis, supported the formation of the chapter.  Prominent blacks, both men 
and women, made up the membership of the black wing of the branch.  Though it appears 
that the black group did the most work, a white wing also existed.  The black organization 
grew to twelve hundred members by 1926.  By this time, the CIC branch was the largest in 
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the South and one of the most active.  Middle- to upper-class blacks filled the ranks of the 
executive committee of the black division, and women played a vital role in the organization 
through heading and serving on its committees.415   
The black group engaged in a variety of strategies for racial advancement.  In 
addition to protesting lynching, it pushed for interracial understanding and public 
improvements.  It met with a number of successes, including educating the Commercial 
Appeal editor about derogatory press coverage and spurring the city administration to make 
improvements to black playgrounds and to construct five new school buildings and a high 
school.  Black and white businesses and individuals, including Crump, also financially 
contributed to its campaign to erect a wading pool for black children in Church’s Park.  
Through its programs, the black Inter-Racial League division reached some twenty-five 
thousand local citizens.  It was among the thirty-five organizations in the city engaged in 
black welfare and uplift work that supplemented the efforts of the some two hundred black 
churches, some two hundred black lodges, black public and private schools, black Tri-State 
Fair, and Rosenwald Fund, a northern philanthropic organization that built schools using the 
funds raised by local blacks for this purpose.416   
The black Inter-Racial League organization enjoyed the backing of pastors of all 
denominations, teachers of county and city schools, the Federation of Women’s Clubs, hotel 
and railroad employees, social workers, and business and fraternal organizations.  Individual 
supporters of Church served on the executive committee, including T. H. Hayes, Sr., his 
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long-time political associate.417  But, Church and his faction, a smaller group than the league, 
criticized the organization though both groups shared similar goals in pressing for public 
improvements, equal justice, and racial advancement.  Recognizing that businessmen and 
professionals who embraced a Booker T. Washington philosophy were involved with the 
interracial group, Church and his associates considered the league an organization of “Uncle 
Toms” and disagreed with its cooperationist and uplift approach to racial matters.  Church 
and his group engaged in partisan politics and spoke out against the Jim Crow system, but the 
Inter-Racial League avoided partisan politics and pushed for improvements within segregated 
conditions.  The league also was limited in receiving funding from and cooperating with 
whites intent on maintaining the Jim Crow system whereas Church and his associates 
financed their own political efforts.418  Church’s faction particularly clashed with two 
prestigious black ministers, T. O. Fuller and Sutton Griggs, who were members of the Inter-
Racial League.  Fuller and Griggs formerly served as two of the eighty-seven directors of the 
1916 Lincoln League campaign but had parted from Church and his group.419    
T. O. Fuller had organized the black Inter-Racial group, and he served as its president 
and the most prominent black minister in Memphis.  Born in Franklinton, North Carolina, in 
1867, Fuller had parents who formerly were slaves but had purchased their freedom shortly 
before the Emancipation Proclamation.  Fuller worked his way through Shaw University and 
became a member of the North Carolina State Senate in 1898, the last black legislator elected 
before disenfranchisement resulted in the removal of the black office holders.  Arriving in 
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Memphis in 1900, Fuller soon became principal of the Howe Institute, which was part of the 
industrial education movement that was promulgated by Booker T. Washington and 
prominent across the turn-of-the-century South.  It was “founded for the moral, industrial and 
intellectual training of the colored race.”420  One of the most highly educated black 
Memphians, Fuller wrote books and articles on black history and life that praised black 
achievements, criticized slavery, and extolled black participation in Reconstruction.421  Shaw 
conferred upon him a Master of Arts degree in 1893 because of the eight books he had 
already written and a Doctorate of Divinity degree in 1910.  Alabama’s A and M College 
granted Fuller an honorary Doctorate of Philosophy degree in 1906.  
Fuller aimed to promote peaceful interracial relations throughout his career even if 
that meant acquiescing to segregated conditions.  When the new streetcar segregation law 
took effect in 1905, Fuller pled for peace and cooperation instead of joining the blacks 
protesting the measure in Memphis and other Tennessee cities.422  Local black observer G. P. 
Hamilton described Fuller in 1908 as “a man of good judgment, prudence and fearless action 
in the right.  He is not radical or extremist in any respect but on the contrary his mind leads 
toward conservatism and toleration of other people’s opinions besides his own.”423  In 1922, 
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Fuller gave a speech, covered in the Commercial Appeal, in which he said, “Let the races 
find a way to advance along separate and distinct parallel lines, each race reaching its highest 
possibilities and cooperating in matters that are mutually helpful.”424  Throughout his career, 
the minister also cultivated close relationships with Crump and Memphis mayors as a way of 
securing benefits for blacks, including improved job opportunities.425  He campaigned for the 
Crump machine as well.  Fuller came to oppose Church’s use of race-based bloc voting, 
believing that political organization along racial lines inflamed white prejudice.426   
Rev. Sutton Griggs, a member of the executive committee of the black Inter-Racial 
League division, started his career as a militant advocate of racial equality, but he came to 
embrace an uplift approach.  Born to a former slave in 1872 in Texas, he graduated from 
Bishop College in Marshall, Texas, and Richmond Theological Seminary in Richmond, 
Virginia, in 1890 and 1893 respectively.  He served as the minister first of a Baptist church in 
Berkeley, Virginia, and then one in Nashville.  One of the few southern pastors to join  
W. E. B. DuBois’s Niagara Movement, he wrote books promoting civil rights, including The 
Hindered Hand (1905), which castigated lynching and white racism in repudiating Thomas 
Dixon’s The Leopard Spots.  In 1907, he published The One Great Question: A Study of 
Southern Conditions at Close Range that argued that racial equality was the path to peaceful 
interracial relations.  Few copies were sold of his books, however, and Griggs became 
frustrated by his lack of influence among blacks.  He decided the best approach for achieving 
racial advancement was to appeal to whites and to engage in uplift efforts.  He even came to 
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espouse Social Darwinist beliefs about black inferiority.  In 1913, Griggs moved to Memphis 
to pastor the Tabernacle Baptist Church.  Like many other middle- to upper-class blacks, 
particularly women’s club members, who engaged in uplift efforts during this time, Griggs 
worked to equip blacks with practical skills and change the behaviors of working-class 
blacks considered detrimental to the race.  His church, for example, taught domestic science 
to help black women serve as better cooks for their white employers.  Its swimming pool and 
gym were designed to divert blacks from hanging out in gambling joints and pool halls as 
well as to keep them employed and out of jail.427     
Griggs believed that blacks could advance only if they abandoned the Republican 
Party, ended criticism of the white South, and cooperated with the white elite.428  He sought 
to explain away signs of white racism, including lynching.  He supposedly went so far as to 
repeat the white justification for lynching by saying, “Now suppose some colored man is 
lynched.  You all know that man must have done something, if he hadn’t they wouldn’t lynch 
him.”429  Whites funded Griggs’s publications and made financial contributions to his church, 
and Griggs campaigned for Crump during election time.  In addition, Griggs headed the 
Industrial Welfare Committee, an organization established by the Memphis Chamber of 
Commerce after the war in order to promote racial harmony and to keep blacks from 
migrating to the North.  An alliance between the white civic elite and black churches and 
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community groups, the committee funded black welfare organizations and gave a six-
thousand-dollar contribution to Griggs’s church.  The Industrial Welfare Committee’s 
activities waned in the mid-1920s, however, and its members voted that the Inter-Racial 
League should handle the effort to promote peaceful race relations in the community.  In 
1917, Griggs had organized the all-black Public Welfare League, an Urban League affiliate.  
Supported mainly by white philanthropists, the Urban League, formed six years earlier in 
New York City, focused on improving economic opportunities and living conditions for 
blacks rather than civil rights.  Supporters of both Booker T. Washington and W. E. B. 
DuBois were involved in the organization.  In Memphis, Fuller also served as a leader of the 
Public Welfare League.430   
Griggs reached thousands through the pamphlets, lectures, and books distributed 
through churches, schools, and other black community institutions for the Public Welfare 
League.  He used these publications to promote his theory that the black community must 
unite to engage in moral development of its members before they could advance as a race.  
For example, his book Guide to Racial Greatness: or the Science of Collective Efficiency 
(1923) enumerated thirty-three characteristics that blacks must adopt to move forward, 
including courtesy, persistence, self-respect, and honesty.  It is unclear to what degree black 
Memphians accepted his views, but school principals did not adhere to his request to use his 
publications as textbooks and Griggs admitted that whites backed his ministry more than 
blacks.431 
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Church’s group disagreed with the view that blacks were responsible for their own 
subordination, and they engaged in public debates with the black Inter-Racial League group.  
For instance, after Memphis gained a reputation as the world’s murder capital, the black CIC 
organization led a city-sanctioned campaign to decrease black crime.432  Focusing on black 
behavior as the reason for crime, it called on blacks to stay away from “bad company,” obey 
the law, discourage idleness, and abstain from alcohol and carrying dangerous weapons.433  
In response, Lt. Lee pointed out structural reasons for black violence, including the fact that 
the city did not provide adequate recreational facilities that might help deter black youth from 
crime.  Church’s associates also protested strenuously against the league’s successful 
campaign to convince the city to change the name of Negro Industrial High School to Booker 
T. Washington High School.  While the white press generally praised Griggs and Fuller and 
spotlighted their views in contrast to Church and his associates, Lt. Lee and others succeeded 
in publicizing their viewpoints through the coverage of white newspapers.  In addition, Bert 
Roddy, the former Lincoln League member and local NAACP president, wrote a letter to the 
News-Scimitar that criticized Griggs, Fuller, and others who espoused their views, provoking 
a critical response from Commercial Appeal editor C. P. J. Mooney.  Roddy accused them of 
ineffectiveness and duplicity, saying that they pandered to whites in the hope of receiving 
funds for their pet projects while they condemned white discrimination, prejudice, and 
violence to black audiences.434  In a time and climate in which black men could face violence 
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or other ill consequences for speaking publicly against lynching and for civil rights, Church 
and his associates were bold enough to do so despite the obstacles they faced. 
More than any other group in Memphis, Church, Lee, and their associates represented 
the “New Negro” of the 1920s.  Rejecting Booker T. Washington’s philosophy of 
accommodation, the New Negro spoke out against racial violence and discrimination as well 
as assertively pressed for civil rights and economic opportunities.  After all, Booker T. 
Washington’s approach had failed to counter racial violence and discriminatory practices.  
The New Negro also embraced the Harlem Renaissance, the outpouring of black culture in 
New York City that emphasized black history and pride and influenced blacks around the 
country.  In 1925, black professor Alain Locke gave a picture of these developments and 
views in his seminal anthology, The New Negro.  In addition to advocating interracial 
cooperation, Locke urged blacks to press the country to live up its ideals.  To be sure, Fuller 
and Griggs embodied aspects of the New Negro as well, but they also had characteristics of 
the “Old Negro,” who Locke said oppressed blacks by stressing their negative characteristics 
and portraying them as needing uplift.435  Other blacks of the time recognized Church as a 
New Negro, including labor leader and socialist A. Philip Randolph, who eventually became 
one of his closest friends and political associates.436  Lt. Lee called Church a “fearless 
champion of human rights” and a “new leader for a new day, whose ideas are in keeping with 
a new order.”437 
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For all their differences, however, Church’s group and Fuller, Griggs, and others in 
the Inter-Racial group had much in common.  In addition to supporting better public services 
and an end to lynching, they sought improved race relations, were dedicated to racial 
advancement, advocated racial pride, and worked with the city administration.  For instance, 
Fuller used his publications to counteract ideas of black inferiority, and Lt. Lee thought that 
racial pride would lead blacks to secure equal rights.438  Even Griggs, like other black uplift 
advocates, believed that changing the behavior of the black poor would lead to improvements 
in their lives and the end to negative stereotypes that served to oppress the race.  While 
leaders of the militant and cooperationist wings in Memphis clashed, those who supported 
the work of both groups evidenced the similarities of these approaches.   
In 1927, Church and his associates, Inter-Racial League members, and other black 
Memphians came together to make the most ambitious black electoral effort in more than a 
decade.  They were spurred to political activity after the city built an incinerator two hundred 
yards away from Booker T. Washington High School, the major black high school in 
Memphis.  Black business leaders had unsuccessfully filed a lawsuit to stop its construction.  
Considering the city’s action a grave insult, blacks were concerned about the facility’s 
negative effect on students.439  Church called a mass meeting in order to take action.  At 
Beale Avenue Baptist Church, leaders of nineteen ward organizations formed the West 
Tennessee Civic and Political League.  Church was its central figure, and Lt. Lee became its 
president.  The league’s other major figures included black professionals, ministers, and 
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women’s club leaders.  Some of its leaders and members were previously involved with the 
Lincoln League effort in 1916.440   
The West Tennessee Civic and Political League leaders and members had a number 
of goals, many of which forwarded the agenda of the black Inter-Racial League division.  
They wanted to encourage blacks to participate in municipal affairs and to resist voter 
manipulation.441  Considering Mayor Paine’s administration indifferent and hostile, they 
wanted the municipal government to devote more funds to improving public services for 
blacks; of the three million dollars that had been spent for improving the city, less than five 
hundred thousand dollars had gone to black neighborhoods.442  Blacks faced poor living 
conditions, including cramped, dilapidated, and unsanitary housing.443  The political league 
called for street lighting and paving services, better pay for black schoolteachers, more 
playgrounds and parks, black admission to white parks, better hospital care for blacks, and 
black police officers and firefighters.444  Except for the brief appointment of three black 
police officers in 1919, none had served since 1895; no black firefighters had served since 
1874.  In contrast to the 1916 Lincoln League effort, blacks did not run for public office and 
they mainly called for improvements within the existing conditions rather than an end to 
lynching and segregation.  The Jim Crow system had become more entrenched by this time, 
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so perhaps blacks made a pragmatic decision to seek requests they saw as most likely to be 
granted.445   
Hoping to achieve their aims through political action, league members waged an 
intensive campaign to mobilize black Memphians.  The organization held mass fund-raising 
meetings, and black leaders underwrote the league’s expenses.446  Once again, Roscoe 
Conkling Simmons traveled to Memphis to speak at black political rallies.447  The famed 
black orator tied together economics and politics, saying that economic advancement brought 
independence and political rights brought freedom.  “Register, register, register” was the cry 
at each rally.  The Memphis Triangle urged registration as well.  Church and his associates 
gave speeches, and the black millionaire caused a stir when he criticized mail carriers and 
schoolteachers for not registering.448  As a result of the league’s efforts, black men and 
women from all walks of life joined the effort.  “ALL Memphis entered the campaign, pew 
and pulpit, the learned and unlettered--the PEOPLE without distinction,” the Memphis 
Triangle reported.  “[They] joined the fight to re-enter THEIR government, write their names 
in the books of CITIZENSHIP, and help Memphis, the state of Tennessee, and COUNTRY 
to a better, a fairer day for all, whether Aryan or Ethiopian.”449 
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That election season, Crump ran a ticket for public office.  He enlisted Watkins 
Overton, a Memphis lawyer and state legislator, to oppose Mayor Paine in his bid for re-
election.  Though Crump had supported Paine in 1923, the mayor had not always followed 
Crump’s directives.  Crump had remained in the country trustee position through 1924 but 
then decided to focus on his insurance business and exercise political influence without 
occupying public office himself.  He had steadily secured more control of city employees, 
but he needed a mayor in place who would be his puppet.  While Crump had continued to 
build his machine, he also had become increasingly focused on state politics.  Crump realized 
that state political influence could help him further achieve his local political goals and that a 
non-supportive state governor could hurt his control.  Aside from the two-year term of 
Republican governor Alf Taylor from 1920 to 1922, Democrats controlled this office in the 
1920s, but the party remained divided at the state level.  Crump’s gubernatorial candidates 
lost in the 1920s, yet Crump became one of the most influential forces in state politics.  He 
rallied Shelby County for state office seekers and continued to use blacks for his political 
purposes.  The decline of independent black electoral action in the mid-1920s apparently 
enabled him to control more black votes than the Church faction.450  In the 1926 
gubernatorial election, for instance, his county machine fraudulently “herded” hundreds of 
blacks to the polls and told them how to vote.  Church mobilized black voters for the same 
candidate, possibly cooperating with Crump.  The candidate lost, but Crump succeeded in 
increasingly regaining power on the local political scene.451     
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Crump ensured that his organization developed a working relationship with Church’s 
group for the 1927 election.  Lee, Church’s right-hand man, would meet with Frank Rice, 
Crump’s right-hand man, and Lee served as the campaign manager for Overton’s Beale 
Street office.452  Feeling very secure about receiving black support, Crump publicly boasted 
that the Overton ticket would receive 99.1 percent of the black vote.453  He most certainly felt 
this confident because of his interactions with black supporters like Annie Brown.  She told 
Crump that she “heartily endorse[d] the Overton ticket.”  President of the City Federation of 
Colored Women’s Clubs and a member of the Inter-Racial League, she also was a leader of 
the political league and the chair of the black women’s division of the Eleventh Ward.454  “I 
know you are a friend to my race, and to me personally,” Brown wrote Crump.  In response, 
the political boss thanked her for “endorsing the Overton ticket, for I know you are in a 
position to do a great deal of good.”455   
Overton courted the black vote in a number of other ways.  He implicitly included 
blacks in his ticket’s motto: “For All the People.”  Most significantly, he wrote the political 
league’s demands into his campaign platform.  In a specific plank for blacks, he called for 
adequate school facilities; better paid teachers; more parks, playgrounds, and swimming 
pools; and improved health facilities and public services.  The platform painted Paine as a 
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double-crosser for not fulfilling his 1923 campaign promises to improve public services, and 
it castigated him for building the incinerator.456  Overton also courted the black vote with 
secret promises to appoint black firemen and policemen and grant blacks admission to 
municipal parks.  After a league member leaked the deal to the press, Crump called Lee into 
the courthouse basement for their first-ever political meeting.457  Criticizing Lee for the 
disclosure, the political boss said that he would have to deny the deal and that black police 
officers would have to wait.  “All I can promise now is a chance to destroy your worst 
enemy,” he said.458  Subsequently, Overton publicly denied the secret promises. 
Overton’s inclusion of the league’s demands in his platform further revealed how 
blacks used their political leverage to press for improvements to their lives.  Blacks knew that 
Crump was willing to give them better public provisions, and they maneuvered to persuade 
him to take these actions according to their needs, taking advantage of his paternalistic 
governing style and desire for their ballots.  Blacks exerted themselves in a way that 
demonstrated their rights to actively participate in politics and to ensure that the government 
served them.  Instead of yielding to Crump’s voter manipulation tactics, league leaders and 
members mobilized black Memphians into a powerful electoral force.   
At the same time that Crump and Overton responded to black concerns, they 
underscored the distinct limits of black political action in denouncing the public deal for 
black police officers and firefighters and black admission to white parks.  Regardless of the 
leak, it is highly doubtful that Crump would have fully enacted these requests.  His machine 
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had no record of taking any steps to challenge segregation.  He likely would have allowed 
blacks admission to white parks in a way that stayed within the parameters of the Jim Crow 
system.459  As for black police officers and firefighters, if Crump intended to acquiesce to 
these demands, he would almost certainly have severely limited their power and jurisdiction 
so that, for example, they would be prevented from arresting whites and exercising power 
directly over them.  The inability of black activists to effectively protest Crump’s public 
denials of the private promises demonstrated the barriers that they experienced in their 
political efforts.   
The black political activists also were faced with the prevailing atmosphere of racial 
hostility in Memphis.  The Pittsburgh Courier published a scathing article on the city during 
the election season.  Observing that “Memphis [was] the gateway to the cotton belt, the 
center of many railroads, [and] the headquarters of many important business concerns,” the 
paper said that “for all of its modernity . . . [it was] culturally barbarous” and reflect[ed] all 
of the colorphobia of its next door neighbors . . . barbarous Arkansas and unspeakable 
Mississippi.”460  Bordering Mississippi and larger than any metropolis in the Magnolia State, 
Memphis was, in effect, the capital of perhaps the most racially repressive state in the 
country.  Like Crump, many white Memphians had Mississippi roots and hardened and 
paternalistic racial attitudes.  The police, for instance, mainly hailed from the state and were 
known for their brutality, a fact that indicated why black Memphians pushed for black police 
officers in particular.461 
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 Unwilling to relent to this environment, black Memphians mobilized to the point that 
they made up some 40 percent of registered voters, causing Mayor Paine to become 
increasingly alarmed by their effort.  As a result, he tried to interest Church in organizing a 
Republican ticket for the election.  Local elections remained nonpartisan, but Overton and 
Paine clearly were Democratic candidates.  Paine recognized that the black vote could hold 
the balance of power, and he thought a Church-sponsored ticket would take black ballots 
away from Overton.462  After this unsuccessful attempt, Paine resorted to more drastic tactics 
and appeals to white prejudice.  His campaign published full-page newspaper ads opposing 
the black political movement and spotlighting Church as a “boss” who would rule local 
politics, pointing to his national political power and his ability to name the local postmaster 
and district attorney.  Joining Paine in opposing black mobilization, local white newspapers 
warned that the league’s campaign was part of a nationwide conspiracy for black equality.463  
Black leaders experienced threats of personal violence, and Paine supporters allegedly 
bombed both a school where the Overton campaign was instructing black men and women on 
how to vote as well as a black church on Beale Street where Church was making a speech at 
a mass meeting.  No one was killed or apparently injured in either explosion, but the blast 
damaged the church considerably.464   
During the campaign, Paine also issued a statement castigating Crump and Overton’s 
overtures to blacks and rejecting the West Tennessee Civic and Political League.  The mayor 
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said that the politicians who manipulated the black vote in the 1926 election “paved the way 
for the situation now confronting the people of Memphis and constituting the greatest 
menace to white supremacy in this city since the reconstruction days.”  If he did not protest, 
Paine said, “I would be false to my own convictions of what is best for both races and 
disloyal to the ideals and traditions of the [S]outh.”  Declaring there was “nothing to fear 
from votes of [the] class [of] intelligent law-abiding negroes,” he said that office seekers 
could appeal for “the support of a negro who votes his own convictions.”  He opposed the 
“the recent appeals for racial solidarity and political mass action” and “political activities that 
[would] give the negro . . . the balance of power in [municipal] political affairs.”  He also 
was against the league’s demands for black firefighters and policemen as well as park 
admission.  Pointing out that he had provided blacks with better public services, he said that 
he had tried to treat blacks fairly and justly and pledged to continue to do so.465  The West 
Tennessee Civic and Political League members responded that “they were determined to 
show the city officials with the citizens’ ballots that their demands were not idle jests, but 
declarations for their rights.”466 
Paine’s statement revealed the balancing act that Memphis’s white politicians 
engaged in as they appealed for the black vote, on the one hand, and adhered to the Jim Crow 
system, on the other hand.  Paine gave typical white southern reasons for opposing black 
political activity--it threatened white control and superiority.  Yet, the mayor knew that black 
voters were an entrenched part of Memphis politics; he felt compelled to accept and even 
appeal for black votes.  As a result of his concerns, Paine released a nuanced campaign 
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statement that spelled out what he thought was and was not acceptable black political 
activity.  He accepted certain individual blacks supporting white candidates but not blacks 
mobilizing for political change.  Crump and Overton also engaged in this balancing act by 
making promises to blacks and aligning with them and yet going back on their secret deal to 
avoid alienating white voters.   
The Paine campaign’s opposition made black Memphians all the more determined to 
carry on with their campaign.467  The political league initially did not plan to support either 
Paine or Overton but ended up following Church’s recommendation to back Overton and 
endorsed him shortly before the election.468  The organization’s official explanation was that 
Paine had attacked the league’s platform whereas Overton had agreed to most of the league’s 
requests.  Church also was motivated to support Overton because their families shared a 
longtime friendship.469  Not all blacks supported the league’s endorsement or effort, 
however.  Rev. Boyd, one of the league leaders, clearly saw the limits of both candidates 
when it came to dealing with blacks.  He warned that endorsing any office seeker would be 
the equivalent of giving him “a whip by which to hit us back.”470  Griggs, a Paine supporter, 
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accused the league of “laying the foundation of a race riot,” revealing his continued practice 
of publicly criticizing blacks instead of protesting white racism.471  
Nonetheless, the 1927 campaign signified the largest black political effort since the 
late nineteenth century, surpassing the 1916 Lincoln League campaign in the number of 
blacks mobilized.  The West Tennessee Civic and Political League’s membership reached 
some six thousand blacks, and more than twelve thousand blacks ended up registering to vote 
and paying their poll tax.472  On election day, some one hundred black women worked at the 
polls from 8 in the morning until 7 at night in an atmosphere that Lt. Lee called “tensely 
exciting.”473  Eighty percent of blacks voted for the Overton ticket, and Overton won the 
election by thirteen thousand votes.  Blacks celebrated Overton’s election as a personal 
victory even though they had not technically held the balance of power.474  Declaring that the 
city “underwent the greatest civic and political campaign in its history,” the Memphis 
Triangle said, “The response of the people to the West Tennessee Civic and Political League 
took us back forty years, back to the days when freedmen cherished freedom.  Sons and 
daughters of freedmen . . . heard, many for the first time, of lost power, and of the ballot, the 
only bloodless weapon of liberty.”  The weekly reported that thousands saw Church as the 
“gallant and bravest figure of the New Day,” had heard Lee’s eloquent oratory, and had been 
inspired by Roscoe Conkling Simmons.475  After the election, black leaders told the New 
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York Amsterdam News that they and black citizens would “seek more ardently in the future to 
secure their full citizenship rights, and especially assert themselves at the polls.”476 
With almost every leading black newspaper carrying the election results, the West 
Tennessee Civic and Political League’s success won the praise and attention of blacks 
throughout the nation.477  S. D. Redmond, a prominent black lawyer and Republican in 
Mississippi wrote Church, “When the Negroes vote in other states as they do in Tennessee 
our plight will not be so bad.”478  The New York Amsterdam News called the victory 
significant for “knock[ing] to pieces the argument made by southern advocates of 
disfranchisement that the [s]outhern Negroes do not really want to vote.”479  Noting that a 
“voteless man is voiceless in a democratic republic,” the Houston Informer expressed hope 
that “the example set by ‘Bob’ Church and the Negroes of Memphis, Tennessee, who 
organized their forces, put up their own money and waged their own campaign for the 
successful mayoral candidate . . . will have a salutary effect upon Negro leaders and 
followers in . . . the South.”  The newspaper said that “the race’s political salvation could be 
worked out right in the heart of the South” if more men existed like Church.480  
In addition, the Houston Informer enumerated barriers to black political mobilization.  
It observed that some blacks considered it a “dangerous and heretical act” to vote and 
believed that political activity would disrupt the “amicable” relations between blacks and 
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whites.  These blacks recognized that “certain [s]outhern white demagogues labeled as 
‘radical’ blacks who want[ed] to enjoy and exercise their elective rights.”  Instead, these 
black commentators encouraged blacks to foreswear political activism in order to maintain 
peaceful interracial relations.481  Furthermore, blacks who were complicit in their own 
subjugation by acquiescing to white social control were part of the problem, according to the 
paper.  To be sure, the vast majority of southern blacks could not make similar campaign 
efforts because they were disenfranchised.  Still, in spotlighting the efforts of Church and 
black Memphians, the paper revealed its belief that political obstacles could be surmounted 
through skilled and courageous leadership and grassroots mobilization.   
The Houston Informer not only commended black Memphians but also the city’s 
white citizens.  The paper observed that Paine’s appeals to white prejudice had not convinced 
enough whites to back him at the polls for him to win, and it praised Overton for openly 
seeking black votes.  Because of these factors and the successful mobilization of black 
voters, the paper said that the election signified a “new day” in the South.482  Memphis 
certainly was unique in that Paine’s anti-black stance did not lead to his election and 
Overton’s appeals to blacks did not significantly hurt him; plus, Paine made sure to state his 
support for limited black voting rights.  Southern politicians successfully engaged in race 
baiting to win votes elsewhere, and any perceived advocacy for black civil rights was almost 
always the kiss of death for white candidates.   
 Despite its victory at the polls, the West Tennessee Civic and Political League 
immediately faced problems.  After the election, the organization was forced to disband 
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because it lacked funds and patronage.483  As was the case elsewhere in the South, most 
blacks were poor and could not fund ongoing political efforts.  Another major reason for the 
league’s decline was the collapse of the black bank.  Beset by financial troubles, Solvent 
Savings Bank and Fraternal Savings Bank, the two black banks in Memphis, had merged to 
survive as Fraternal and Solvent Savings Bank in 1927.  Church had given up his presidency 
of and professional association with Solvent Savings Bank earlier in the decade.  He was not 
connected with these developments though he tried to rescue the bank by depositing and 
raising money.  His efforts were not enough:  by the end of 1927, state bank examiners took 
over the institution.  Black businessmen had led and funded political efforts but could no 
longer do so to the same extent.484   
The political league also was limited in its political approach.  Though black 
Memphians displaced Paine, they bolstered Crump’s control.  Even with his overtures to 
blacks, Crump still had a record of illegal activity and voter manipulation.  Memphis had 
reportedly provided better public services to blacks than cities elsewhere in the South, but 
Crump and city officials who granted these provisions exhibited a “plantation mentality” that 
constructed blacks as dependent and inferior persons and perpetuated the construction of 
whites as superior beings.  By supporting Overton’s ticket, blacks also helped elect Cliff 
Davis as vice mayor, the only successful candidate on the Klan slate in 1923.  To be sure, 
Overton had yielded to black demands, but it remained to be seen whether he would keep his 
campaign promises and whether black Memphians’ political strategy would bear fruit for 
good or ill.   
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Even with the limits of the 1927 effort, it served as a fitting culmination of the 
victories experienced by Church and black Memphians over the past ten years.  In his 
leadership roles in the NAACP and Lincoln League, Church mobilized thousands of black 
Memphians for political action and civil rights, and he served as a voice for black concerns in 
Republican Party politics.  Blacks outside Memphis saw the Lincoln League as a model for 
political activity and inspired Church to form the Lincoln League of America.  Black 
Memphians joined him in participating in the national organization, which opened more 
doors for black political involvement.  Church used his national leverage to secure more 
black political appointments, appoint fair-minded whites to political posts, and increase the 
standing of blacks in the party.  Serving as a vital force against lily whitism, he and his 
associates helped keep a racially progressive strain in the party.   
Locally, black Memphians sometimes differed in their political philosophies, but they 
shared a dedication to racial advancement and worked through the Inter-Racial League and 
electoral organizations for this purpose.  They played a key role in the decline of the Ku Klux 
Klan in defeating its slate in 1923.  Through their work in the Inter-Racial League, they 
successfully pressed the local government for public service improvements and engaged in 
uplift efforts within their own community.  The 1927 campaign demonstrated the 
commonality and interlocking nature of the various strategies of black Memphians by 
bringing together members of Church’s faction and the Inter-Racial League.   
In the end, Church, black Memphians, and other black southerners knew that a house 
divided against itself could not stand and that disenfranchisement, segregation, and other 
racial injustices only weakened the United States.  They desired to better not only the lives of 
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blacks but also the country as a whole.  Influenced by World War I, they wanted to make 
their own country safe for democracy and to secure equal treatment for all.   
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Chapter 3:  “Come and See What a Negro Democrat Looks Like”:   
The Diversity of Black Political Activity from the Hoover Years  
through the Great Depression, 1928 to 1939 
 
 
The years from 1928 to 1939 brought new political challenges for black Memphians.  
Edward H. Crump, now exercising tighter control than ever, cracked down on black and 
white Memphians who challenged his power.  Further solidifying his control was Franklin D. 
Roosevelt’s election to the presidency in 1932.  Crump now held national influence in a way 
that he did not enjoy when Republicans occupied the White House.  In light of Crump’s 
power, the question became how would black Memphians continue to maneuver for a place 
in the political system.  Moreover, how would black political activists carry on in the face of 
the Great Depression?  Robert R. Church, Jr., and other black Republicans faced even more 
political obstacles:  the Grand Old Party became less attuned to black concerns with Herbert 
Hoover’s election to the presidency.  Despite all these difficulties, black Memphians engaged 
in a variety of electoral activities.  While some found it beneficial to work with the Crump 
machine, others protested it.  The city’s black-and-tan faction persisted as the most powerful 
local Republican group, and Church remained an influential Republican figure in the state 
and country.  Rivaling Church in power, businessman J. E. Walker emerged as the city’s 
most prominent black Democrat.  The local NAACP chapter pushed for racial justice, and a 
powerful, biracial labor movement emerged in Memphis and the region.  In all these ways, 
black Memphians worked to make democracy real in the city, South, and country. 
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 The 1927 election had resulted in the return of Edward H. Crump to power citywide.  
Until then, the consolidation of the Crump machine was by no means complete.  Crump had 
secured control of county government, but Memphis city politics had remained in flux.  Now, 
his machine encompassed both the county and the city, and no political rivals emerged to 
challenge his power.  Preferring to stay in his insurance and real estate business rather than 
hold an elected position, he ran Memphis from behind the scenes, installing his followers as 
mayors, approving all officeholders, and even handpicking the heads of white civic 
organizations.   
Crump apparently maintained his alliance with Bob Church until Roosevelt’s 
ascendancy to the presidency in 1932 and to a limited extent after that.  The evidence 
strongly indicates that they came together to support city, county, and state candidates of the 
Democratic Party though Church’s daughter, Roberta Church, and at least two historians later 
contended that they just happened to back the same office seekers.485  Political observers of 
the time, both in Memphis and elsewhere, pointed out or charged that Crump and Church 
worked together during election time.486  Moreover, Lt. George W. Lee supported the 
contention that an alliance existed.  After collaborating with Crump’s lieutenant Frank Rice 
during the 1927 campaign, Lee continued to see Rice as Church’s political liaison to the 
Crump organization.487  He claimed that Church ensured that a congressional committee 
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investigating fraudulent elections failed to prosecute the Crump machine.  As a result, the 
city did not charge Church property taxes.488   
Church’s partnership with Crump came at a time when black Memphians were 
struggling to keep up their battle for civil rights.  Along with the impact of the Great 
Depression, the black bank’s collapse of 1927 hurt the political efforts of black Memphians.  
Some twenty-eight thousand depositors saw more than 90 percent of their savings at the bank 
wiped out, and more than fifty black-owned businesses suffered major losses.489  The bank’s 
troubles had resulted not only from bad loans and a shortage of funds but also criminal 
activity.490  Six black officials received jail sentences, including Church’s political associate  
T. H. Hayes, Sr.  Wayman Wilkerson, another one of his political lieutenants and a business 
leader affected by these developments, committed suicide.  Though the bank personnel were 
guilty, an anonymous writer of a pamphlet by a Beale Street publishing company accused 
white businessmen of encouraging black businessmen in unwise activities and white bank 
examiners of negligence in carrying out their duties.  Some white Memphians, to no avail, 
tried to connect Church to the scandal.491  After the bank closed, Mrs. Wayman Wilkerson, 
the local NAACP president, wrote the national office, “[E]verything possible is being done to 
intimidate the colored people.  For that reason we are being as quiet as possible.”  With the 
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business and professional class no longer able to support the local NAACP, the branch lost 
funds and ceased activity for two years.492   
At a time when they were suffering economically, black Memphians received a 
number of benefits by aligning themselves with Crump.  Though it is unclear how many 
blacks viewed Crump positively, local black journalist Nat D. Williams later contended, “Mr. 
Crump had the admiration and respect of most Negroes . . . because he did things for Negroes 
nobody had done before.”493  Those who backed him considered him a “benevolent dictator,” 
and Lt. Lee shared this view.494  Writing about the Watkins Overton administration, Lee said, 
“I have seen parks and playgrounds spring up in densely populated [c]olored sections where 
Negro children lived in two room shanties without playdays [sic] or places to jump the rope 
. . . .  I have seen muddy and unpassable [sic] streets that marked the section in which my 
people lived, beautified, paved and made passable.”495  These public service improvements 
revealed that Mayor Overton had fulfilled some of his campaign promises to blacks in the 
1927 election.  After the election, black leaders also detected a “favorable change in the 
attitude of white administrators towards the Negro population,” according to Walter Adkins, 
who authored a 1935 master’s thesis on Beale Street politics.  “[They] discern[ed] an attitude 
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of cautious solicitation . . . despite their refusal to commit themselves to those larger 
demands of the colored constituency.”496   
Crump appeared racially progressive in other ways as well.  The police protected 
black Republicans in their battles with the lily whites.  Church, for example, could call the 
police if lily whites locked them out of official Republican meetings.  Crump refrained from 
race baiting, which was prevalent among southern politicians.  Furthermore, black 
Memphians continued to contact the city administration or Crump directly in order to secure 
benefits.  For example, Rev. Jacob W. Dammons, formerly a leader of the 1916 Lincoln 
League effort, secured a city tag from Crump.  He wrote the political boss that he had come 
to him on several occasions to secure job opportunities and that Crump had never turned him 
down or failed to comply with any of his requests.497  Other black Memphians went through 
Church and his lieutenants when they sought benefits from the machine.498  Whereas local 
governmental officials elsewhere in the South might have been repelled by these 
communications or concerned about the effect on their image, this was not the case in 
Memphis and Shelby County.499   
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While Church benefited from his ties to Crump, Crump benefited from an alliance 
with Church not only because Church could deliver votes for his candidates but also because 
it gave him important national connections.  As long as Republicans occupied the White 
House, Crump was limited in his power.  In 1930, he was elected to the House of 
Representatives.  As a result, he consolidated his control over West Tennessee and had a 
direct say in Washington D.C.  But, as a Democrat, he remained a member of the minority 
party.  By working with Church, the most powerful Republican in West Tennessee, Crump 
bolstered his influence in national politics.  According to Lt. Lee, Crump and black 
Republicans collaborated because “he needed us on the national scene; we needed him on the 
local scene.”500  Blacks distributed the patronage that Crump wanted for his officials, and 
Crump benefited from having local political appointees who did not interfere with his 
organization.501  Elsewhere in the South, black Republican leaders occasionally could trade 
political appointments for a degree of influence with white Democratic politicians who 
wanted their officials or allies in these positions.502 
While Crump worked with Church and other black Memphians, the political boss 
continued to manipulate the votes of local blacks, especially those of the lower class.  Some 
blacks took advantage of this manipulation for their own purposes, accepting cash for voting 
or collecting poll tax receipts.  “People were only making fourteen to seventeen cents an 
hour, until [Roosevelt] brought in the minimum wage of thirty-five cents an hour,” 
remembered George Holloway, a black union activist who grew up in the city during this 
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time.  “A lot of blacks were paid to get receipts, and since they didn’t have jobs, they’d 
marked the ballot the way they were told, to earn some money.”503  To maximize the 
monetary rewards, some blacks cast votes at least four times on election day, showing up at 
different polling places and disguising themselves in different clothes.504   
Crump used underworld figures and ministers to manipulate black support, and these 
groups also used him to serve their ends.  By maintaining a partnership with the Crump 
machine, black bootleggers as well as gambling and brothel proprietors could continue their 
operations.505  On the other side of the moral spectrum, many black ministers used their 
authority to persuade their parishioners to support Crump.  In turn, they received benefits 
such as the ability to borrow money for church improvements or charitable donations from 
Crump himself.506 
While it is impossible to know how many blacks registered and voted as a result of 
manipulative tactics, it appears that most blacks engaged in independent political activities.  
Some signaled their opposition to the Democratic machine by only voting in the Republican 
primary, and others steered clear of manipulative tactics by silently abstaining from voting.507  
Yet others enthusiastically backed the Crump machine’s candidates.  According to Memphis 
NAACP official Florence McCleave, many blacks registered merely “to keep their vote from 
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being stolen, but [did] not vote.”508  In his 1932 study, Paul Lewinson observed that black 
voting in Memphis occurred more as a result of state political conditions and skilled black 
leadership than manipulation.509  Tennessee never did enact a statewide white primary or 
disenfranchisement measures that could not be surmounted in the area.  A degree of political 
competition continued to exist statewide that was conducive to black voting, and the 
Republican Party continued to depend on blacks to maintain its strength.  To be sure, black 
leaders not only accounted for black voting but also ordinary blacks who registered and cast 
ballots.   
Because of the lack of consistent records, estimates differ on how many blacks 
registered and voted overall.510  All this is complicated by the fact that no permanent 
registration existed:  blacks and whites had to re-register annually to remain eligible.  
According to Paul Lewinson, as many as thirty-five hundred blacks voted in municipal 
campaigns, with locals believing the number was higher.511  Blair Hunt, the principal of 
Booker T. Washington High School and a black minister and Crump supporter, estimated 
that eight thousand blacks were registered in Memphis from the 1920s through the 1940s, 
and Lt. Lee thought that between three thousand and eight thousand blacks usually registered 
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for elections during this time.512  One historian estimated that as many as thirty thousand 
blacks were registered, but no more than 10 percent actually voted in local elections.513   
For particular elections, the number of blacks who registered and voted was higher 
than most of these estimates, but contemporary black and white observers differed as to how 
many blacks independently registered and voted.  The Memphis Triangle reported the charge 
that Church lined up twelve thousand blacks in the Shelby County primary election for 
Crump’s gubernatorial endorsee in 1928.514  In August 1931, around twenty-four thousand 
blacks were registered of the ninety-seven thousand blacks of Shelby County, and the 
Chicago Defender attributed the number of registered blacks to the Church organization.515  
One contemporary white political observer in Memphis estimated that thirty thousand blacks 
would register by November and the Crump machine would control the votes of more than 
two thirds of them.  Local lily-white Republican leaders estimated that less than 10 percent of 
those who registered “had any idea of what [registration] was all about and [did] not know 
where their registration certificates [were].”516  But, these statements by whites were meant 
as a critique of the Crump machine.  Dr. R. Q. Venson, a black community leader, said in 
1932, “The majority of self-respecting Negroes in Memphis (except those who have become 
disgusted with the actions of white office seekers) pay their poll tax and vote their own 
convictions.”517  That same year, the Chicago Defender reported that thirty-three thousand 
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blacks were registered in Memphis and Shelby County and that thirty thousand voted for 
Church’s candidate for governor, but the black Citizens Publishing Company in Tennessee 
disputed this number, claiming that only eighteen thousand had cast their ballots for him.518 
Though the number of black votes Crump controlled is disputed, he continued to 
secure black ballots in order to increase his influence in politics statewide.  Luke Lea of 
Nashville acted as the undisputed boss of Tennessee politics until 1930.  After Lea was jailed 
for corruption in 1930, Crump emerged as the boss of Tennessee politics, a position that he 
would hold for the next eighteen years.  It became impossible to win the governor’s race 
without his support.  Memphis’s position as the state’s chief commercial center also served to 
increase its power on the state political scene.  Tennessee historically had a strong 
Republican presence in East Tennessee, but Republicans typically only ran nominal 
candidates for the governorship in light of the Democratic Party’s monopoly of this office.519  
Because Crump faced Democratic Party factionalism, he benefited from having black votes.  
The Memphis returns came in last in state elections, so he and his cronies knew how many 
votes were needed for their candidates to win.  Crump fraudulently held some black votes in 
suspension and used them to tip the balance if necessary.520   
The Crump organization had two main areas of voting strength:  the Democratic 
counties of West Tennessee and the Republican counties of East Tennessee.  A rivalry 
existed between Middle Tennessee and West Tennessee.  Nashville politicians resented 
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Crump’s influence, including his ability to determine the governor.521  In contrast, a power-
sharing situation occurred between West Tennessee and East Tennessee.  The Crump 
Democrats respected the Republicans’ control of local offices in East Tennessee, and the East 
Tennessee Republicans respected the Democrats’ domination of statewide offices.  It was 
widely believed that the Crump Democrats, East Tennessee Republicans, and East Tennessee 
Democrats all worked together:  East Tennessee Democrats supported Republican candidates 
locally, and East Tennessee Republicans voted for Crump’s candidates for statewide office in 
the Democratic primaries.  Rumors spread that Crump ensured that East Tennessee 
Republicans received patronage during Democratic administrations in order to prevent any 
potential opposition to his control.  This gossip made Middle Tennessee politicians all the 
more resentful of Crump.522   
Because Church headed the state Republican organization along with East Tennessee 
Republican Congressman J. Will Taylor, the alliance between Crump and Republicans on the 
state level further indicates that Church worked with Crump.523  In fact, a July 1930 political 
cartoon of a Chattanooga newspaper pictured Taylor, Church, Luke Lea, Crump, and Henry 
Horton, the Democratic governor running for re-election, in bed together, calling them 
“strange bedfellows.”  Lea and Crump had politically collaborated before Lea’s 
imprisonment.524   
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By bolstering Crump’s control through their votes, however, Church and other blacks 
arguably did more for Crump and his endorsees than they did for blacks.  Church was savvy 
enough to know that working with Crump might backfire given the political boss’s record of 
corruption.  The black Republican must have thought, however, that the advantages of 
working with Crump outweighed the disadvantages.  Black Memphians were faced with a 
dilemma:  should they support Crump even with his corruption and see benefits firsthand in 
their lives or fight his machine and most likely not receive these benefits?  Church and other 
black Memphians clearly took the former approach albeit at an unforeseen cost.  Raymond 
Lymon, who joined Church’s group in the 1930s, remembered that at that time “there wasn’t 
anything much behind the average Negro but his shirttail and it was a lot of times waving in 
the breeze.”525  Though Lymon exaggerates, he bespeaks of the dismal conditions that most 
blacks faced; any political gain must have been a source of hope and inspiration.  In addition, 
Church firmly believed that political influence would lead to civil rights.   
At the same time, it remains difficult to understand why Church would support 
Crump in light of the charges against the political boss made by R. E. Johnson.  One of few 
public voices against Crump, Johnson, a white Democrat, was a Mississippi native and 
Memphis citizen since 1910.  An engineer and construction contractor by trade, he held local 
and state governmental positions at various times, including as a Shelby County Relief 
Commissioner and as a deputy inspector in the State Department of Finance and Taxation.  
To protest Crump, whom he called “the Red Headed Monster,” he founded the Loyal 
Tennesseans League and contacted President Herbert Hoover, Tennessee politicians, 
Washington officials, journalists, and the political boss himself.  A whistleblower if there 
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ever was one, Johnson, who was not financially well off, was willing to be a martyr for his 
anti-Crump crusade.  He experienced physical attacks and economic repercussions at the 
hands of the machine.526   
Johnson battled against the Memphis boss by publishing Edward H. Crump: Public 
Enemy No. 1 just before the August 1932 election.  A take-off of the popular 1931 gangster 
movie Public Enemy, the witty, well researched, and astute booklet described Crump and his 
cronies as gangsters and used newspaper articles, first-person accounts, court records, and 
other sources as evidence.  Johnson castigated Crump for manipulating the black vote, 
attacking white opponents, and partnering with vice.  He hoped to convince white 
Tennesseans to elect state officials not beholden to Crump.  To show that they could exercise 
their political muscle at the polls, he revealed that nearly one million voters stayed home for 
the 1930 state election.527   
Johnson described Crump as egotistical, a characteristic that he used to illuminate the 
boss’s political operations.  “He was like a cock who thought the sun had risen to hear him 
crow,” Johnson wrote.528  After becoming a congressman, Crump bought eight costly suits 
and “let it be known . . . that he desired news stories to the effect that he would be the best 
dressed man in [C]ongress.”529  His machine raised a $250 monthly fund to outfit his 
congressional office daily with flowers “in spite of the fact of wholesale suffering and want 
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among the unemployed of Memphis.”530  Johnson also quoted a profile of Crump of the 
Albany (NY) Evening News that the boss “proudly showed to his friends” and had re-printed 
in the Memphis Press-Scimitar.531  In the article, a white Memphian said, “Why, we have a 
mayor now--his name is Watkins Overton.  Well, he’s a good man.  Smart, honest, capable.  
But nobody is fooled about him . . . .  [E]verybody knows Crump is really mayor.”  The 
Memphian further observed, “[T]he man’s an organizing fool.  He’s the greatest organizer 
you ever heard of.  He’s not so handsome and he’s never made a speech in his life, but just 
let him stay in the House of Representatives two or three years and you will find those 
Democrats taking orders from him!”532  Reporting that a portrait of Napoleon hung in 
Crump’s business office in Memphis, Johnson wrote, “In Crump the Napoleonic complex 
burns with lambent flame.”533 
Arguing that an honest election had never occurred in the city and county in his 
twenty years as a legal voter in the area, Johnson accused the Crump machine of burning 
ballots in the courthouse basement in order to cover up evidence of election fraud.  He wrote, 
“Ribald observers of Memphis politics watch the smoke from the chimney of the court 
house; when smoke rises Crump has won another ‘victory’--and destroyed the evidence!”  
The courthouse custodian, Joe Boyle, even admitted to burning ballots though he claimed he 
did so to make more room in the basement.534  “Stories of ballot-box stuffing, boxes stolen 
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from the court-house cellar, herding, and bribery, fill the air,” reported Walter Adkins a few 
years later in his 1935 thesis.  “[N]o determined or effective effort is ever made to fight these 
charges in court, or before the Democratic state executive committee.”535 
Johnson also called on white citizens to mobilize against Crump because of his use of 
the black vote, and he quoted prominent white Memphians concerned about the effect of 
black electoral action.  “It is only a matter of time until the negroes, now comprising almost 
half of the total registration of the county, demand representation in the legislature and 
county [commission],” Johnson wrote.  “Already they are talking [about] such representation 
at Orange Mound, a Crump controlled suburb.”536  He was referring to the observations of 
Rembert Moon, an anti-Crump member of the Shelby County Election Commission, who 
considered black voter manipulation a “menace to the white social system in the South.”  
Moon reported that blacks in the Twenty-ninth Ward were considering running candidates 
for the constable position and county commission.537  Johnson also quoted Christopher Harris 
“Kit” Williams, a Memphis lawyer and the son of a former Mississippi senator.  Pointing out 
that Memphis was the only southern city where a large number of blacks voted, Williams 
said that the “herd voting” of blacks was “permitted by the indifference of citizens to the 
destination that such tactics are leading the city.”538  He predicted that eventually a 
Democratic governor would be elected by “a majority of negro votes--a governor elected by 
negroes who don’t know for whom they voted.  It will result in racial hatred which all good 
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[s]outherners hope will never be aroused.”539  Williams observed that clubs and organizations 
were springing up to oppose black voting in the Democratic primary.540  Despite Johnson’s 
battle against the machine, Crump’s candidates won in 1932. 
Section II 
While Robert R. Church, Jr., aligned with Crump, the black Republican faced 
increasing challenges to his leadership by the local lily-white group, and he suffered from the 
Grand Old Party’s turn away from blacks.  The year 1928 saw these developments come to a 
head.  That year, lily whites attempted to have Church indicted on trumped-up charges of 
graft relating to post office appointments.541  In response to the allegations, Rev. S. A. Owen, 
one of the most prominent black ministers in Memphis, wrote to Church:   
Truly we are proud of you and of the heroic accomplishments to your credit.   
We believe in you now and the unsullied integrity you have maintained  
through all of the intricate and delicate experiences of the past.  Many of the  
citizens of Memphis are willing to be directed by your wise counsel and stand 
ready to champion your cause when unfortunately the fight centers on you. 
We remember that your defeat means the ultimate annihilation of the rights 
and privileges of a great host of people.542   
 
Expressing her grief about the lily-white opposition, Cora P. Taylor, principal of the black 
Manassas High School, wrote Church that she and the entire faculty were holding him “up as 
a spokesman and martyr” for blacks to their students.  “[S]hould the time ever come when 
you have a message to send or when you should need to rally this [s]ection, for any purposes, 
I can assure you of a hearty response,” she wrote.  Taylor signed off saying, “with best 
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wishes for you and our common cause.” 543  Church was vindicated of the graft charges the 
next year. 
Local lily-whites kept up their attack on Church that election season.  For the primary 
election, two male and two female lily whites formed a ticket to oppose Church and three 
whites who ran as a slate for the Republican State Executive Committee.  Calling Church a 
“menace” and accusing him of being a Democrat, the lily whites distributed campaign 
literature saying that he “must be eliminated from domination of the Republican Party in 
Shelby County” and that the “pernicious influence of the negro” had an “injurious effect on 
the whole community.”544  The Memphis Evening Appeal jumped on the attack bandwagon 
and accused Church of having a machine.545  Even with all this opposition, Church’s ticket 
won by a ten-to-one margin, and he received more than seven thousand votes.546 
 The Commercial Appeal took a different approach to battling black political 
mobilization that election season:  it launched a crusade to exclude blacks from the 
Democratic primary.  Yet, at the same time, it decried the attempt of local whites to 
challenge Church’s power.547  “It is one of the traditions of the South that the Democratic 
[P]arty is the white man’s party and the Republican [P]arty is the Negro party,” the paper 
said in an editorial titled “The Ludicrous Attempt to Create a Jim Crow Republican Party.”  
It argued, “To exclude the negro from the Republican [P]arty . . . would deprive him of his 
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natural party affiliation and of the right of franchise.”  Calling Church an undisputed leader 
of the Republican Party, the paper pointed out, “His work is done in his Beale Street office in 
Memphis and in the White House in Washington.”  It continued that “[n]o federal 
appointment is made in Memphis or Shelby County under a Republican administration 
without his endorsement..  Federal office-holders and applicants for federal favor not only 
admit his authority, but seek his favor . . . .  His influence in the Republican [P]arty is more 
extensive in the [S]outh than any other man white or black.”548   
On the one hand, the editorial provided an important white recognition of Church’s 
leadership.  The newspaper’s acceptance of his leadership, even over whites, revealed that 
Church and other black Republicans had the potential to counteract prevailing stereotypes of 
black inferiority and subservience by the mere fact that they occupied positions of power 
within the party.549  On the other hand, the Chicago Defender, which reprinted the editorial, 
warned, “Don’t take the Memphis Commercial Appeal too seriously . . . .  [It] cares nothing 
for Bob Church, for Mr. Church is not of the race to which the [paper] caters.”  It continued, 
“Whom is this paper kidding when it starts out to champion you and your rights to vote? . . .  
‘Beware the Greeks when they come bearing gifts.’”550  Even though black Memphians could 
exercise the franchise, the editorial revealed that their voting rights were not completely 
secure given its opposition to black voting in the Democratic primary.  Furthermore, the 
paper promoted a segregated party system with blacks occupying the less powerful party.  
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Black Republicans controlled patronage, secured some political rewards, and held some party 
leadership positions, but white Democrats remained in charge locally and regionally.  So, 
black Republicans did not constitute much of a threat to the power structure even though 
some whites saw them as such.   
The local lily-white opposition to Church was energized by national developments 
occurring in the Republican Party.  In the 1928 election season, the party’s presidential 
candidate, Herbert Hoover, was determined to make inroads among southern whites in order 
to build up the party in the region.  He supported a reform program that would ensure that 
southern party organizations consisted of elite, honest leadership.  While Hoover generally 
has been portrayed as a bigot determined to strip the black-and-tans of their power and 
instead make the party lily-white, his plans were more complicated in reality.  Southern party 
organizations had a reputation for corrupt leadership.  Officials, for instance, abused 
patronage privileges by selling federal jobs.  Hoover hoped to attract elite white leaders, in 
particular, to take over such organizations.  Like other Republican politicians, Hoover knew 
that the party’s acceptance of black leaders and members drove many whites away from it.  
Though he thought that honest black leaders and members should remain part of the party, he 
did not publicize these intentions.  As a result, his reform program took on the cast of lily 
whitism, compounded by the fact that Hoover’s southern campaign officials erroneously 
declared that he promoted a whites-only party in the region.551   
Church retained his allegiance to the Grand Old Party that election season even 
though Hoover’s reform intentions raised suspicions among blacks.  At the party’s national 
convention in June, Church and his fellow black delegates pushed the party for planks in its 
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platform supporting the enforcement of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments, 
enactment of anti-lynching legislation, prohibition of discriminatory civil service hiring, and 
disavowing of lily whitism.552  But, the party’s plank for blacks ended up consisting merely 
of a statement calling for anti-lynching legislation.  Further damaging black political efforts 
were the convention’s credentials committee’s actions in seating only delegations that 
supported Hoover.  Church’s faction and black-and-tan groups from Mississippi and Georgia 
were seated, but black-and-tan factions from other southern states were not seated.553  After 
the convention, a federal grand jury indicted Perry Howard, Mississippi’s black-and-tan 
leader and the former Lincoln League of America official, for patronage abuse despite the 
fact that he was previously acquitted of this charge.  Many blacks saw this action as more 
proof that the party was turning against blacks in an unprecedented way. 
In keeping with Hoover’s emphasis on elite and new leadership, his campaign 
officials appointed black professionals, who had little political experience, to head the 
Republican Advisory Committee devoted to securing black votes for the party.  These blacks 
represented one of the three wings of black Republicans.  They had no political power base 
and did not run for office or get out the vote but were committed to securing equal rights for 
blacks and working through the party for this goal.  Of an older generation, they generally 
were associated with Booker T. Washington in advocating racial advancement through 
educational and economic advancement.  Robert Moton, who had headed Tuskegee since 
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Washington’s death in 1915, led the second wing.  It worked to uplift Moton as a leader, 
advance Washington’s philosophies, and lobby the government to adopt policies helping 
rural black southerners in particular.554   
Church was a member of the third wing, the diverse and unorganized group that 
actively participated in politics.  Perry Howard also belonged to this faction.  Some of these 
leaders faced criticism from other blacks for not attacking disenfranchisement in or 
politically mobilizing their communities but instead focusing on rounding up southern 
delegates for presidential nominees and working as dispensers of patronage.  Church, 
however, was respected as a bold, skilled, and militant leader who was committed to racial 
advancement and had successfully mobilized blacks in Memphis.555  Because he disagreed 
with the selection of the black professionals, Church refused to serve on the advisory 
committee.556  In a public protest to the campaign, Church pointed out that the black 
professionals lacked political experience, had no political standing in their communities, and 
thus could not effectively represent blacks or their issues.  He felt the campaign had 
“ignor[ed] men and women who meet issues daily and create votes” by appointing those 
“who dodge issues, cannot influence a single vote, have no voice to raise when we are 
assailed, and are Republican only once in four years, and then only by appointment and not 
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by choice of the people.”  Church asked Hoover to restructure the committee’s leadership, 
but the candidate refused.557 
Church considered the 1928 campaign the bitterest one in his memory.558  Both the 
Hoover campaign and that of Democratic candidate, Al Smith, engaged in race baiting in an 
effort to attract white votes.  The factionalism of black Republicans had perhaps never been 
stronger, and Hoover’s southern reform policy alienated blacks.  Church initially did not 
endorse Hoover and hardly campaigned for him.  Though Hoover wanted to remain distant 
from blacks during the campaign, he could not afford to ignore Church’s influence or to lose 
his support.  He called Church to Washington D.C. for a personal meeting, heard his 
grievances against lily whites, and spoke a few soothing words.559  He told Church that, 
contrary to perception, his administration would respect black leadership and black concerns 
and white and black Republican leaders would work together in the South.  The candidate 
assured him that his southern campaign manager, Horace Mann, had misled southerners in 
thinking that Hoover promoted lily whitism.560   
As a result of Hoover’s courting, Church supported him more fervently in the last 
days of the campaign.  According to Time magazine, all but six of the leading twenty-five 
black newspapers supported Al Smith, but “most of the rebellious journals, at Church’s 
command, changed front and Hooverized vociferously” during the last week of the 
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campaign.561  Church also released an open letter to the Chicago Defender backing Hoover 
that was published three days before the election.  It was by no means a wholehearted 
endorsement, however.  Church acknowledged that countless blacks had asked him, “Why, if 
things are as they seem to be, do you support Hoover for president?”  He said that they had 
“every right to halt and question” him and that he had “neither fault to find nor criticism to 
bestow” in regard to those leaving the Republican Party.  Admitting his confusion about the 
“undeserved indifference of the party of our love and hope,” he made clear that he did not 
“wish the ascendancy of the Republican [P]arty as we have it now,” and he expressed his 
belief that Republican black leadership would not be destroyed.562   
Church framed the election as a choice between two bad options:  “The Republican 
[P]arty offers us little.  The Democratic [P]arty offers us nothing.”  He chose the Republican 
Party “because its history is a better assurance of justice to us, while the history of the 
Democratic [P]arty is a guaranty of injustice to all of us.”  “If I err, I err in thoughts of you,” 
he said about his decision.  “Long have I waged war in your name and for our children . . . .  I 
have known deadly and unrelenting fire.  I have fled from no battle . . . .  My contests have 
been waged with a support from people among whom I was born and as loyal as man ever 
knew in any cause.”563 
When election day arrived, Hoover swept Tennessee and four other southern states in 
his successful bid for the presidency.  Church saw not only Hoover win but also Oscar 
DePriest of Chicago, a former member of the Lincoln League of America.  DePriest was 
elected as the first black congressman since the turn of the century and became a leading 
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spokesman for black rights nationally and in the House of Representatives.  In Shelby 
County, Hoover captured the black vote, and Smith received the white vote.  Local whites 
turned to Smith in part because of their dislike of the anti-lynching plank in the Republican 
Party platform.  Although Hoover had sought to distance himself from the black vote, he had 
been forced to cultivate it; this strategy backfired among whites as he had feared.  Many local 
white Democrats feared any kind of alliance between local blacks and national political 
figures as in the case of Church and Hoover.564  They thought that it would lead to “negro 
bossism” in West Tennessee, resulting in the everlasting “humiliation of the white man.”  In 
addition, they feared that a Republican administration would place local blacks in positions 
of political power--primarily postmasterships--over white citizens.  It was assumed, for 
example, that Church would be rewarded for his campaign work by becoming the local 
postmaster though neither he nor any other black received that appointment.565   
One day after the election, Church sent Hoover a telegram.  Pointing out that most 
blacks had voted for him, he called on the president-elect to promote peace, freedom, and 
justice “for a people . . . who are still in bondage.”566  Initially, it appeared that black 
Republicans would remain influential in the Hoover administration.  Shortly after meeting 
with Church in March, Hoover fired Horace Mann, who had promoted lily whitism in the 
South, as a party official.  Black newspapers credited Church for Mann’s dismissal, and it 
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appears he had an impact.567  Observing that Church controlled the black vote in eight states 
whose combined vote was strong enough to hold the balance of power in a presidential 
election, the New York Amsterdam News commented that Hoover granted Church’s request 
because “[t]he complete espousal of the ‘lily white’ policy by the Republican [P]arty might 
easily alienate this vote without gaining enough [s]outhern white votes to offset its loss.”568 
But, Hoover remained willing to take the risk that bolstering white leadership would 
lead to a stronger Republican Party in the region.  Shortly after Hoover dismissed Mann, the 
Hoover administration attacked Perry Howard for patronage corruption even though he was 
eventually acquitted again.  In addition, Hoover sanctioned the stripping of black Republican 
leadership nearly everywhere in the South in the name of reform.569  Though the president 
also worked to replace allegedly corrupt white leadership, Kelly Miller, a political columnist 
of the New York Amsterdam News, astutely observed that his southern policy was “ostensibly 
based on corruption and political scandal, which in the last analysis is laid at the door of the 
Negro race and is calculated to damn the Negro to everlasting infamy.  Practically every 
white leader in the South has or does lie under allegation.  The Negro is made to bear the 
chief brunt of the stigma.”  Pointing out that “every Negro had already been eliminated from 
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independent leadership except Robert R. Church,” Miller said that it appeared that the chief 
objective of Hoover’s policy “was not to get rid of corruption but to install white leadership, 
which in turn is demanded by the inexorable law of political necessity.”570  He also 
commented that the “simple fact that Mr. Hoover does not pose for photographers with 
Negro delegations, as Mr. Coolidge was wont to do, may be suggestive and significant.”571 
In an eloquent four-page letter to Hoover exactly one year after his election, Church 
reported the “grievous disappointment” of blacks, again reminding Hoover that they had 
helped elect him.  He expressed dismay that Hoover, unlike his Republican and Democratic 
predecessors, had made no black political appointments.  “When a Republican president 
disregards both our citizenship and our party regularity and joins the cry of ‘Down with the 
Negro,’ we have a spectacle that calls for tears,” Church wrote.  The continuation of the 
present policy would “leave the Republican [P]arty a wreck upon the shores of the political 
ocean, but a memory to those who once loved it,” he declared.  He concluded that he was 
willing to talk to Hoover any time.572  Though Church’s impassioned plea apparently had 
little impact on Hoover, the president ensured behind the scenes that Church was not stripped 
of his party leadership positions in Tennessee.  As an honest politician, Church represented 
the type of leader that Hoover was trying to cultivate, and the president personally liked and 
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respected him.  Church did not know of Hoover’s work on his behalf, however, and he 
remained disillusioned.573   
In Tennessee, Church also continued to take a stand against lily whitism.  In 1930, he 
supported the Democratic candidate in the gubernatorial race over C. Arthur Bruce, a 
prominent lily white in Memphis who ran as the Republican candidate.  Members of the 
defunct Ku Klux Klan campaigned for Bruce, and he never appeared before black voters 
though he unsuccessfully tried to persuade Church to secure campaign money for him from 
the Republican National Committee.  Bruce received some one hundred thousand fewer 
votes than Hoover had in 1928 and was defeated by nearly seventy thousand votes.  High-
ranking Democrats attributed Bruce’s loss to his failure to follow Church’s advice and 
campaign for black support.574 
Though Church experienced success in state politics, Hoover continued to appear 
indifferent and even hostile toward blacks.  He met with nearly universal protest from blacks 
when he nominated John Parker to the Supreme Court.  Parker had publicly supported 
disenfranchisement and belonged to North Carolina’s lily-white Republican faction.  Mainly 
because of the NAACP’s pressure, Parker’s nomination was defeated.  Church, who 
continued to serve as an NAACP board member, worked against him.575  In addition, Hoover 
met with outcry when his administration mandated that black and white Gold Star mothers 
take separate ships when they went overseas to visit the graves of their sons.  Like his 
Republican predecessors, Hoover took no action against segregation, disenfranchisement, or 
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lynching.  He made vague statements that blacks interpreted as a desire to carry out a lily-
white policy in the South, and he appointed a lily-white proponent as the chairman of the 
Republican National Committee.  Black leaders were further alienated by Hoover’s 
unwillingness to solicit their views and exchange ideas with them.576  Moreover, Hoover’s 
weak response to the Great Depression hurt his standing among blacks and whites.   
After 1930, Hoover largely abandoned his deeply flawed and ineffective southern 
reform policy, which had alienated blacks and whites as well as weakened the party.  In 
South Carolina, Georgia, and Mississippi, black Republicans had succeeded in maintaining 
influence even though the Hoover administration had tried to weaken their power; they 
demonstrated the continued importance of black-and-tan organizations to preserving black 
participation in the party.  Lily-white Republicans had hoped that Hoover would go further in 
stripping blacks of leadership positions and were alienated by his protection of Church and 
Walter Cohen, the Louisiana politician and former Lincoln League of America official whom 
he allowed to remain collector of customs of New Orleans.  Because southern white 
Democrats wanted to maintain their dominance, they had opposed Hoover’s attempts to 
strengthen the Republican Party in the region and supported Perry Howard in his trial for 
patronage abuse.  Still, the damage of Hoover’s southern policy had been done.  The 
percentage of black delegates in 1932 was smaller than at previous Republican National 
Conventions.  Church remained a delegate, and he vowed to speak out publicly to the black 
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electorate if black delegates were not seated, a threat that resulted in the credentials 
committee recognizing some.577   
The 1932 presidential race between Herbert Hoover and Franklin D. Roosevelt 
demonstrated the growing political independence of blacks.  The number of blacks willing to 
speak on behalf of Hoover was smaller than normal, and a substantial number defected from 
the party.  The majority of black newspapers and journals endorsed the Republican Party, but 
a significant number actively supported Roosevelt, attacked Hoover, or did not endorse either 
candidate.578  Criticisms of the Republican Party that the Chicago Defender raised during the 
1928 campaign rang just as true in 1932:  “Today, with segregation, disfranchisement, 
lynchings . . . and all other forms of humiliations facing us, the Republicans are in control of 
government.  With . . . the government flaunting segregation signs in our faces under the 
dome of the nation’s capitol, the Republicans are in control.”  The paper continued, “[W]e 
are asked to . . . vote again as we voted 50 years ago, for the party that has disowned us!”579   
Though blacks were largely not enthusiastic about Hoover, Roosevelt seemed worse 
to many blacks.  Nothing in Roosevelt’s background suggested any sympathy, understanding, 
or attention toward blacks, and he chose a southern senator, John Nance Garner, as his 
running mate.  Roosevelt’s campaign sought black votes in the North to a limited extent, and 
Hoover’s campaign continued the Republican tradition of having a black voters division, but 
neither candidate answered the NAACP questionnaire on racial concerns.  Hoover did end up 
taking more steps on behalf of blacks than Roosevelt during the campaign.  The Republican 
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candidate sent a message to the NAACP convention and delivered the commencement 
address at Howard University.  A month before the election, the Republican National 
Committee invited two hundred blacks to meet with Hoover on the White House lawn.  The 
group included Lt. Lee.  In response to their call for Hoover to take a firm stand on racial 
issues, the president assured them that the Grand Old Party would not abandon its traditional 
duty to blacks.  He cited the Republican platform, which pledged to “maintain equal 
opportunity and rights for our negro citizens” and which declared, “We do not propose to 
depart from that tradition.”  In contrast, the Democrats had no such language in their 
platform.  Some blacks, particularly the most loyal Republicans, were assured by Hoover’s 
remarks.580  A few weeks later, Church opened an office on Beale Street to support him.581  
Though most black voters chose Hoover, Roosevelt won the election by a large margin.   
Section III 
In Roosevelt’s first one hundred days of office, the Democratic-controlled Congress 
passed a flurry of legislation to alleviate the Depression.  These actions were just the start of 
a first term devoted to increasing the economic security of Americans.  A slew of agencies 
were created--called the alphabet agencies because of their acronyms--that provided jobs to 
ordinary citizens and took other measures for social relief.  All in all, the New Deal marked 
an unprecedented federal intervention in the lives of citizens as the government expanded to 
embrace a social welfare role.  Like most southern members of Congress, Crump supported 
the New Deal initially.  He voted for every piece of New Deal legislation in the first one 
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hundred days.582  He also ensured that the city administration in Memphis successfully 
applied for New Deal funding from governmental agencies in order to alleviate economic 
suffering.  During the early years of the Depression, few businesses failed in the city, and 
unemployment was only 2.8 percent for whites and 3.5 percent for blacks.  But, the number 
of unemployed people rose rapidly as the decade proceeded, and some businesses went 
bankrupt.  The number of families helped by community relief organizations increased as 
well.583   
Black Memphians experienced greater economic distress than whites.  In 1932, they 
made up around 30 percent of the city’s unemployed people; by the end of decade, they made 
up 36 percent.  They disproportionately applied for and received governmental assistance 
compared to whites.  Rev. Sutton Griggs was one of many black Memphians severely 
affected by the Depression.  He saw his church, Tabernacle Baptist, face foreclosure because 
of the inability of both his church members to make mortgage payments and his white friends 
to financially support him.  Unpopular among blacks in Memphis, he moved to Texas and 
died in 1933.  But, other black Memphians benefited from the more than six million dollars 
in funding that the city secured to provide them with jobs, improved health services, better 
schools, a library, public housing, and street and park improvements.  Across the South and 
the country, other blacks also saw increased job opportunities and better public services as a 
result of the New Deal.584 
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In addition to securing New Deal funding, the city also provided blacks with an 
important cultural recognition by naming a new municipal park on Beale Street after W. C. 
Handy.  Following the Ell Person lynching in 1917, Handy had fled Memphis to escape 
racial violence in the region and had gone to New York City to open a publishing 
company.585  As his fame continued to grow, he did not forget his roots.  He returned almost 
annually to visit, and the city remained an inspiration for his compositions.586  The “Memphis 
Blues,” Handy’s famed song, “has done more to advertise Memphis than all the publicity 
emanating from the Businessmen’s Association,” a local judge said, and businessmen 
seemed to agree.587  Handy also stayed connected to the Church family.  Church and his 
daughter, for instance, traveled to New York as invitees to his Cotton Club birthday 
celebration one year.588  In 1931, Lt. Lee suggested to Crump that the city name a park for 
Handy, and Crump agreed to do so in order to secure votes.  The city subsequently organized 
the park’s dedication ceremony before an election.589  Handy came to the ceremony, attended 
by twenty thousand from the city and surrounding states.  A “who’s who” of Memphis 
showed up, including city and county officials, federal judges, Crump, and Church.  Among 
the speakers was Judge Harry Anderson.  Church had appointed him, and the judge had 
returned blacks to federal jury service in the area.590   
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While the Crump machine celebrated Handy, it devoted few of its own funds to social 
relief.  In December 1930, the Mayor’s Commission on Employment and Relief was created.  
It helped hundreds secure temporary jobs and handed out clothing and food to the most poor.  
But, Memphis, like most other southern cities, kept taxes low, limiting funds available for 
relief.  As a result, black Memphians relied on New Deal programs.  The Crump machine’s 
administration of these programs, however, resulted in racial discrimination.  Memphis 
employers, who supported the machine, objected to giving blacks equal pay to whites for the 
same work.591  And, relief programs buttressed the existing socio-economic hierarchy in 
which blacks occupied low-level positions:  local black women saw program administrators 
train them to work as better domestic servants, and local black men faced barriers in 
obtaining higher skilled positions.592   
Even the benefits that the city administration provided for blacks were limited in 
effect.  The new black library’s resources did not compare with white library branches.  
Recreational facilities for blacks were in poor shape.593  At black housing projects, local 
authorities charged high rents and made all decisions concerning site and tenant selection.  
By placing the projects in black neighborhoods, they perpetuated the housing segregation in 
the community.  In general, black housing was located in undesirable parts of the city such as 
in swampy areas or near railroad lines.  A 1934 housing survey found that 14 percent of 
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housing for blacks qualified as dilapidated beyond reasonable repair compared to 2 percent 
for whites.594   
Discrimination plagued New Deal programs in other southern communities as well, 
and some programs had discriminatory effects.  For instance, the Social Security Act, enacted 
in 1935, exempted farm laborers and domestic workers from its provisions.  As a result, it did 
not benefit the majority of black workers, who were concentrated in these sectors.  Though 
some New Deal programs banned discriminatory treatment, these provisions proved difficult 
to enforce.  By funneling control of these programs to local governmental agencies, the 
Roosevelt administration provided the opportunity for southern officials to engage in racially 
discriminatory practices.  Blacks usually could take advantage of these programs but often 
did not receive benefits on par with whites, and, in some cases, were excluded altogether.  
Roosevelt knew that white Democrats from the South, who held the most powerful positions 
in Congress, might not vote for his legislation if he mandated that federal officials control 
local programs given the region’s emphasis on states’ rights.  He also was not a forceful 
advocate for civil rights or anti-lynching legislation in part because he did not want to 
alienate these southern politicians.  In 1938, for instance, he did come out publicly for the 
abolition of the poll tax, but he did not lead the fight for this cause.595   
 Despite its limits, the Roosevelt presidency enabled many blacks to believe that they 
had a friend in the White House, more so than previous Republican presidents.  The fact that 
New Deal programs included and economically uplifted blacks, albeit unequally, made 
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Roosevelt a hero to many.  Roosevelt made more black political appointments than any 
previous president, and he involved an unprecedented number of blacks in policymaking 
circles--steps that Church and others had long advocated.  He appointed more than one 
hundred blacks to administrative positions, and most of these officials dealt directly with 
problems faced by blacks.  Furthermore, the expansion of civil servants under his 
administration benefited blacks as the number of black federal employees tripled in the 
1930s.  His administration also began to desegregate federal cafeterias, secretarial pools, and 
restrooms.596   
Moreover, Roosevelt surrounded himself with black advisors and racially progressive 
whites.  The “Black Cabinet,” a group of Roosevelt’s racial advisors for New Deal programs, 
met informally and conferred with civil rights leaders.  Though the administration did not 
sanction the Black Cabinet meetings, the mere presence of these officials proved, at the very 
least, a symbolic recognition to blacks of the government’s attention to them.  Black Cabinet 
members also made governmental officials more attuned to black concerns, raised the black 
public’s awareness of the New Deal, and helped ensure that blacks became federal 
employees.  In addition, Eleanor Roosevelt was a forceful and genuine advocate for civil 
rights.  Never before had someone so close to the president been such a supporter of black 
rights.  The First Lady had close ties to civil rights organizations and genuine friendships 
with blacks, including Mary McLeod Bethune.  As a member of the Black Cabinet and the 
most powerful black official in the administration, Bethune influenced the government to 
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sponsor conferences and reports that examined problems affecting blacks, criticized the New 
Deal for its shortcomings, and called for the government to support black rights.597 
In part because of the hope generated by the Roosevelt presidency, black political 
action increased throughout the South and the country during the 1930s, and blacks shifted to 
the Democratic Party.  The number of blacks who registered and voted increased nationwide.  
The Agricultural Adjustment Act allowed black farmers to cast ballots in cotton making 
quota referenda, resulting in many rural black southerners voting for the first time and 
signaling an important step in their politicization.  Even though none won, southern blacks 
ran for local, state, and national offices; their bids challenged the prevailing system of 
disenfranchisement and segregation.  More than four hundred thousand blacks migrated 
North, and they increasingly came to hold the balance of power in elections, forcing 
politicians of both parties to pay attention to their needs and demands.  Blacks, many as 
Democrats, were elected to political offices in state legislatures in the North and in other 
governmental bodies across the country.  In 1934, Arthur Mitchell beat Oscar DePriest in 
Chicago to become the first black Democrat ever elected to Congress.  That year, the 
midterm elections signified the first time that Democrats captured the majority of black 
votes.598 
Moreover, the number of black voter organizations rose in the 1930s, and these 
groups appeared in cities in every southern state, paving the way for later civil rights 
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mobilizations.599  Amelia Boynton Robinson, for instance, registered to vote in Selma, 
Alabama, and founded a black political organization there, laying the groundwork for her and 
others’ participation in the Selma voting rights movement in the 1960s.600  The City-County 
Civic League of Nashville and Davidson County formed a black political organization based 
partially on Memphis’s Lincoln League of days gone by.601  In 1936, Rev. Martin Luther 
King, Sr., led a black voting rights march in Atlanta, and he later joined the black Atlanta 
Voters League.602   
In addition to inspiring black political activity, the Roosevelt administration enabled 
labor activism.  The Wagner Act of 1935 spurred unionization by legitimizing the rights of 
employees to unionize and have union representatives negotiate with management.  The 
Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) formed that year and welcomed blacks unlike the 
American Federation of Labor (AFL), which generally maintained discriminatory policies.  
Throughout the South, CIO members conducted interracial strikes.  Many of these laborites 
were part of a broad, sprawling movement of unionists, civil rights activists, black voter 
organization members, black and white radicals, progressive New Dealers, communists, and 
others committed to a social democratic vision that promoted labor and civil rights for all that 
developed in the region by 1938.603  For instance, a biracial coalition of labor and civil rights 
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activists engaged in anti-poll tax and voter registration campaigns as part of the Southern 
Conference for Human Welfare, formed in 1938 in Birmingham, Alabama.   
Like other black southerners, black Memphians experienced a rise in union 
membership and activism.604  Black men and women participated in interracial CIO strikes, 
and they also joined non-CIO unions and formed their own unions when excluded from white 
unions.  Founded in Arkansas in 1934, the interracial Southern Tenant Farmers Union 
attracted members of different political persuasions, including Socialists, New Dealers, and 
NAACP members.  Headquartered in Memphis, it had members in West and East 
Tennessee.605  Though black strikers in Memphis and Shelby County generally received only 
minor wage increases and did not have all their demands met, riverboat workers carried out a 
series of successful interracial strikes.  A 1937 strike of the AFL’s International 
Longshoremen’s Union (ILA) over low wages, poor working conditions, and long hours 
resulted in fewer hours and a better environment for workers.  In 1939, the ILA and CIO’s 
Inland Boatmen’s Union’s strike resulted in union recognition and better working 
conditions.606   
Black Memphians experienced a greater degree of politicization during the 1930s as 
well.  In contrast to the 1916 Lincoln League and 1927 West Tennessee Civic and Political 
League mobilizations, they were less reliant on figures such as Church and his associates for 
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political guidance and were more likely to develop their own outlooks.  They developed 
more political groups and engaged in more political debates than in the 1920s.  Some blacks 
became Democrats whereas others turned to the Socialist and Communist Parties; these 
parties also gained strength nationwide during the Depression.  Civic clubs formed and took 
some political action as well.607  In addition, local blacks kept up with political developments 
elsewhere such as the NAACP’s legal battle against the white primary in Texas.  Rising 
black literacy and educational levels, along with the growth of black periodicals and the 
spread of radio, furthered this increased political consciousness in Memphis and throughout 
the country.608  Though the momentum of the 1927 effort had not been sustained, it remained 
an important example to black Memphians of their political potential.609   
Section IV 
Roosevelt’s election had another effect on black Memphians:  it further increased 
Crump’s power.  Because the federal administration was now Democratic, Crump no longer 
had to rely on local Republicans for national influence.  His service in the House of 
Representatives from 1930 to 1934 further increased his influence in Washington, and he 
controlled this seat after he ended his term.  Crump also controlled every important office in 
Memphis and Shelby County as well as the seats of the two U.S. senators and the 
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governor.610  Moreover, his power became unparalleled:  from 1931 to 1943, his candidates 
received almost 99 percent of the votes in the four mayoral elections; no politician in any 
major U.S. city has ever matched that record to date.611   
Not wanting any black person to hold any position of political influence that 
potentially threatened his control, Crump began a personal campaign against Church after 
Roosevelt took office.  Though Church had aligned with Crump, Church was a powerful 
black political leader and well-known civil rights advocate, and the black vote became less 
necessary for Crump now that he was more in control.  Crump harassed Church by finding 
building-code violations in his properties.  As Church’s daughter, Roberta Church, later 
explained:  
[I]t took the form of things like this:  if you put in a fire escape after the fire 
inspectors had been to your property, then they’d find some trouble with the  
electrical wiring; after you got the electrical wiring repaired, there’d be 
some troubles with the exits . . . .  It was one constant thing after another, so 
that you always had to be spending money for repairs.  The city wouldn’t 
approve inspection unless you did this, that, or the other.612   
 
Crump also apparently pressured Church not to criticize the city administration in political 
mass meetings.613  By 1937, the machine reneged on its promise to exempt Church from 
local property taxes and ordered him to pay high back taxes.  Hurt economically by the 
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Depression, Church could not pay this money, so city officials began to seize and sell his 
property.614 
Crump took steps against white political adversaries as well.  One target was Ed 
Meeman.  After assuming the editorship of the Memphis Press-Scimitar in 1931, he became 
one of the most vocal critics of the Crump organization.  Crump detested him and tried to 
undermine him.615  For instance, when Mrs. Hamilton Little told Mayor Overton that 
Meeman was trying to “get the friendship” of members of the city’s white women’s 
organizations in 1934, Overton and Crump suspected that he was trying to build up their 
support in order to generate opposition to the machine.616  “I would not trust him across the 
street,” Overton wrote.617  Revealing his fear of any type of competing social organizations, 
Crump suggested that Overton recruit at least two women to monitor Meeman’s activities.  
The boss recommended contacting the wives of Joe Boyle and E. W. Hale, two officials in 
his machine, to see whom they suggested as informants.618   
Crump not only went after political opponents in Memphis but also ones statewide.  
When Silliman Evans bought the Nashville Tennessean in 1938, he observed that Crump 
ruled the state with an iron fist.  Evans launched an attack on him through its pages.  It 
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became the state’s only newspaper to make a sustained fight against Crump though Meeman 
made some headway in Memphis.  Evans later recalled the extent of Crump’s control:  
Governor Prentice Cooper would call the Memphis boss every morning for guidance.  
Because Evans opposed Crump, politicians ostracized him, leading him to feel like a “leper.”  
Crump destroyed “scores of men financially, [drove] men out of the state, destroyed their 
homes [and] . . . businesses, and no Hitler was ever more dictatorial than Crump when we 
started the fight against him,” Evans later said.619   
Black Memphians faced not only Crump’s opposition to independent political 
activists but also police brutality, which intensified after 1933 and became increasingly 
deadly by the decade’s end.  In 1937, for instance, the police murdered two black men, 
wounded blacks in seven shooting incidents, and otherwise harmed blacks at least six other 
times.620  “There was a general fear of the police by blacks in the 1930s,” labor activist 
George Holloway recalled.  “If a policeman saw you on a corner, he’d almost always 
anticipate that you were stealing or up to no good.  If you walked through a white 
neighborhood, they’d drive you out or arrest you, saying you were trying to steal or 
something.”621   
One of the most significant police brutality cases concerned William Glover, a 
member of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, the large black union headed by A. 
Philip Randolph.  In early 1938, the police arrested Glover.  After accusing him of flirting 
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with a young white woman, officers beat him to the point that they left a hole in his forehead.  
The police chief ordered Glover to resign his job with the Pullman Company and leave town.  
Glover resigned and then traveled with his family to Cairo, Illinois, to stay with his 
brother.622   
Bob Church tried to rectify at least two or three cases of police brutality, including the 
one involving Glover.  If the victim was not killed, Church would press the mayor to hear the 
victim’s side and give him a fair trial if he was prosecuted.  Church also tried to get guilty 
police officers dismissed.623  When Glover made an official statement in Cairo on the 
incident of police brutality, J. T. Settle, Jr., a lawyer and political associate of Church’s, 
represented him.624  Ten days later, Rev. S. A. Owen, the prominent black minister, and 
Julian Bell, an employee of Booker T. Washington High School, praised Church for his 
handling of the case.  “I realize that you serve unselfishly and unostentatiously in the interest 
of your fellow citizens as usual.  We appreciate you all the more,” Owen wrote.625  
Proclaiming himself an “interested observer” of black leaders, Bell said, “I’m sure Memphis 
would be a much better place in which to live if our [r]eligious, [p]olitical, and [s]ocial 
leadership were dotted with a few more men like yourself, and those with whom you are 
connected.”626  Later that year, Church advised blacks to protest police brutality by not 
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voting for Walter Chandler, the Crump candidate for governor.627  Chandler ended up 
withdrawing from the race and more blacks stayed away from the polls than usual, but 
Crump’s candidate still won.628 
 As Glover’s case shows, the Crump machine also targeted laborites.  City officials 
previously had tolerated and even worked with certain labor organizations.629  With the rise 
of labor activism in the 1930s, Crump continued to work with the conservative AFL, but he 
and local business leaders opposed the CIO as well as the Southern Tenant Farmers Union 
and other unions as threats to their control and interests.  Local governmental officials 
consistently publicized the low wages offered in the city as a way of attracting more business 
to the area, but labor activism threatened to force higher wages.630  Like other southern 
politicians, Crump became disenchanted with the more liberal components of the New Deal, 
such as the establishment of the minimum wage and the protections offered to unions.631  
Militant unions, with their legal strikes, illegal sit down strikes, and other direct-action 
protests, threatened to interfere with Crump’s desire to present Memphis as a peaceful and 
orderly city.  He also opposed labor activism because he knew that unionists potentially 
could join forces and oppose him at the polls.632   
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Mayor Overton’s press statement of March 1938 represented a typical justification of 
the Crump machine’s anti-union stance.  Overton said:   
Some people’s ideas of civil rights is [sic] to hide behind American  
democracy, and to carry on their underhand work until they think they are 
strong enough to overthrow our democracy.  Memphis still does not want or 
need imported C I O [sic] agitators, radicals, or communists to tell us how to 
conduct our government.  We believe in American democracy, and will 
preserve it in this city from all illegal attacks . . . .  Merchants, bankers, civic 
leaders, and Memphis labor will attest that Memphis is a healthy, progressive 
and efficiently operated city.633   
 
The statement revealed that the Crump machine tried to paint the unionists as the problem 
and present the city as a place of “good abode,” the very meaning of the name Memphis.   
Ironically, the Crump machine was the one engaging in activities that threatened the 
social harmony of Memphis by violating the civil liberties of its opponents and violently 
attacking them.  As a result of Crump’s opposition, black and white unionists suffered 
beatings, harassment, and even death at the hands of the political machine.634  The Crump 
machine’s police brutality and attacks on unionists attracted national publicity, and national 
civil rights organizations devoted attention to these matters.635  For instance, though the 1939 
riverfront strike of the AFL’s International Longshoremen’s Union and the CIO’s Inland 
Boatmen’s Union was considered successful, its black leader, Thomas Watkins, escaped a 
murder attempt by city authorities.  The local NAACP branch provided for his transportation 
so that he could flee to East St. Louis, Illinois.  At the request of the Memphis police, law 
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enforcement officials there arrested Watkins twice, but the charges failed to stick.636  The 
Memphis NAACP chapter protested the Watkins case to the U.S. Justice Department and the 
national office of the NAACP.637  The chapter’s president, Utillus R. Phillips, wrote U.S. 
Attorney General Frank P. Murphy, “This instance is another of numerous violations of basic 
civil rights and liberties of Memphis [c]itizens, aided and abetted by the city administration 
and the police force.638  
Section V 
As Crump and his cronies grew increasingly repressive in the 1930s, they favored 
relationships with black leaders who did not challenge them politically.  One was Dr. J. E. 
Walker, who emerged as Memphis’s most prominent black Democratic figure in the 1930s.  
He grew up poor in Indianola, Mississippi.  Using his earnings from farm work and summer 
teaching, he self-financed his undergraduate education at Alcorn College in Mississippi.  
Savings from his teaching days enabled him to attend Meharry Medical College in Nashville, 
where he received his M.D.  Walker moved to Memphis and founded the Universal Life 
Insurance Company in 1923, which became one of the city’s most prominent businesses and 
one of the country’s largest black life insurance companies.  He organized the Negro 
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Chamber of Commerce in 1926.639  Though Walker served as a leader of the West Tennessee 
Civic and Political League in 1927, tension between him and Church grew out of unpleasant 
business relations and their similar ambitions.  After Church denied his request to be a 
delegate to the Republican National Convention in 1932, Walker emerged as a political rival 
and turned to the Democratic Party.640   
Walker personally experienced the benefits of federal action to alleviate poverty.  Hit 
hard by the black bank’s failure in 1927, Universal Life suffered further losses during the 
first years of the Depression.641  In 1933, Walker borrowed money from the Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation to save his business from financial disaster.  Three years later, Walker 
observed, “Better conditions were reflected soon after the beginning of the Roosevelt 
administration, and conditions have continued to improve without a hitch.  In 1934, in fact, 
our business was better than in any year of the existence of our company.”  As a result of the 
Agricultural Adjustment Act, which provided subsidies to farmers, black farmers could make 
payments on properties for which the company held mortgages, allowing Universal Life to 
pay back its Reconstruction Finance Corporation loan.642   
During the 1930s, Walker engaged in numerous endeavors to increase the economic 
security of blacks and mobilize them politically.  He formed the nonpartisan Independent 
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Business and Civic Association in 1932, which worked with the Crump machine, encouraged 
civic responsibility, and advocated for black economic advancement.643  With its 
membership representing a fairly representative cross section of ages, the group held regular 
monthly meetings in contrast to Church who no longer had any extensive or permanent 
organization beyond his black-and-tan faction.644  Walker also served as president of the 
Community Welfare League in 1932, an organization affiliated with the local government 
and created to provide relief for blacks.  It distributed flour for needy families and provided 
other social welfare services.645  At a time in which Inter-Racial League and other black 
welfare activity had waned, this group served an important function.646  In addition, Walker 
was a member of the National Negro Business League, the organization founded by Booker 
T. Washington.  He became its president in 1939, enhancing his national prominence.647   
 Walker also involved himself with the local NAACP branch, a move that further 
intensified his rivalry with Church because Church and his associates had once controlled the 
chapter.  Following the cessation of its activities after the black bank’s failure, the Memphis 
NAACP branch had reactivated in late 1930.  It held mass meetings, protested the local 
showing of Birth of a Nation, and pressed for criminal justice.  Church was no longer 
involved in the branch though Lt. Lee signed on as a charter member of the reactivated 
chapter.  In contrast to the 1920s when its membership drew mainly from the business and 
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professional class, railroad postal workers predominated among the fifty-six charter 
members; only a few ministers, teachers, and businessmen joined.648  When the branch 
declined in activity after its young leadership left town in 1932, Walker and his lieutenants 
took it over.  The chapter protested racial discrimination in New Deal programs at the same 
time that it distributed information to blacks on how to take advantage of these relief 
initiatives.649  Its activities also included supporting the lawsuit of William B. Redmond II of 
Nashville to integrate the University of Tennessee School of Pharmacy.  The NAACP 
national office, which was working on similar legal challenges elsewhere, supported 
Redmond as part of its legal campaign against the Jim Crow system.650   
Even though Church resigned from the national board of the NAACP in 1931, he 
continued to maintain ties to the organization’s national office.  National officials sometimes 
bypassed the Memphis branch’s leadership and consulted him about local matters.  Church, 
for instance, assisted the national office in its case against the University of Tennessee.651  
Walker’s lieutenant, M. S. Stuart, a Universal Life executive, headed the local NAACP 
branch until 1935, but national officials saw Church as more committed to racial justice than 
Stuart.  According to Walter Adkins, “The organization did very little under Stuart’s 
leadership, probably due to the popular idea that he was more concerned with the 
exploitation of the Negroes in favor of his insurance company than with the welfare of the 
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group.652  By 1939, Utillus R. Phillips, a railroad postal worker, headed the NAACP chapter, 
and Walker and Stuart appear to have ended their official involvement.   
While Walker and his associates headed the NAACP branch and engaged in political 
and economic efforts, the first black Democratic club in Memphis formed in 1934; the group 
called itself the “Roosevelt New Deal Negro Democratic Organization.”653  It is unclear 
whether Walker was involved.  In communications with Crump officials, the group’s leaders 
asked for their assistance in starting their organization and pledged cooperation with them.  
These black Democrats backed Roosevelt because of their support for the New Deal, and 
they wanted to line up with the regular Democratic organizations on the local, state, and 
national levels.  The club had four hundred members, including a number of male college 
students, and the leaders hoped to reach five thousand members.  Black independent 
professionals led the organization, and working-class blacks primarily made up its 
membership ranks.654  The fact that the younger generation embraced the Democratic Party 
revealed similar dynamics taking place elsewhere in the South.  Unlike their parents’ and 
grandparents’ generations, which could have vivid memories of the Democratic Party’s 
history of racial repression and the Republican Party’s steps for racial justice, these youth 
saw the Democrats as a more viable political alternative.  Moreover, they were disenchanted 
with the older generation of black Republicans that Church and his associates represented; 
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they saw them as bolstering whites in the party, not serving the broader interests of blacks, 
and being self-serving politicians interested in patronage.655   
Walker’s political groups and the Negro Democratic organization represented 
avenues open for black political activists in the face of Crump’s crackdown on whites and 
blacks who threatened his control.  Although Church and his associates had certainly worked 
with Crump, they retained their independence from the machine both in party affiliation and 
in their larger objectives.  In contrast, these black Democratic organizations tied themselves 
to the machine.  While Church could serve as a delegate to Republican National Conventions 
and control patronage during Republican administrations, Walker could not do either during 
Democratic administrations because the local, state, and national organizations did not 
include black southerners in these capacities.  As of 1935, Church and his group continued to 
hold more influence over and enjoy more support from black Memphians than the black 
Democrats.656   
Lt. Lee also reflected the changes in black political leadership taking place locally in 
the 1930s.  He shifted from being a leader focused on protest to being one who 
accommodated to the machine.657  He continued to develop a working relationship with the 
city administration, not only as a political leader but also in social relief efforts.658  Like other 
blacks, he served as an informant for the Crump machine as well.659  In turn, Lee could 
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recommend at least a few blacks for city employment, have a say in community projects such 
as the naming of Handy Park, receive a special police permit to carry a gun, and successfully 
press the city to build a football stadium and two swimming pools for blacks.660     
In order to forward his political agenda, Lee developed an acute and perceptive 
understanding of Crump’s personality.  Lee observed that Crump was forceful and had a 
temper but that he could be manipulated.  “You could get across explosive cross-cutters that 
separated you from a strong willed man and keep him from exploding, if you employed the 
right kind of technique,” Lee recalled.661  “Beyond all that crust and thunder, beyond it was a 
kindly heart . . . .  You had to dig for it, but if you didn’t rile him, if you could find a way to 
neutralize him, you could get almost anything out of him.”662  Prominent black lawyer and 
Democrat W. H. Foote took a psychological approach when dealing with Crump as well.  
When complaining to Crump about inadequate recreational facilities, he pointed out that 
Memphis was “being severely criticized” for these services.  “[L]et us hope that something is 
done before radicals start either by agitation or [c]ourt procedure some movement to give 
Memphis unfavorable publicity,” he wrote.663  By pointing out that a group of potentially 
aggressive blacks existed and speaking to the machine’s concerns about social harmony, 
Foote pressured Crump to take action.   
Undoubtedly aware of the political constraints imposed by the Crump machine, Lt. 
Lee, J. E. Walker, and J. B. Martin, another political lieutenant of Church, believed foremost 
in an economic approach for improving race conditions.  Lee said, “I believe the Negro 
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problem will be solved by the growth of class consciousness among the [s]outhern white 
masses.  This will remove the necessity of demanding rights on the basis of race or color and 
will place our struggle on the plane of class interest.”  Similarly, Martin believed that 
progressive labor leaders and not politicians would serve as the most effective black leaders 
in Memphis.  In addition, Walker was supportive of black trade unionists.664   
Section VI 
During the 1930s, Bob Church remained steadfastly loyal to the Republican Party.  
He had reached the height of his power in the 1920s, the likes of which he would not see 
again.665  The year 1932 marked the last one in which he carried out a program of vigorous 
political activity statewide; his membership on the Republican State Executive Committee 
ended that year after fourteen years of continual service.666  Blacks in Memphis and Shelby 
County had engaged in their greatest political mobilization in years to elect Church.  They 
had registered to vote in unprecedented numbers with thirty-three thousand ending up on the 
rolls, and ward organizations and a general organization headed by Lt. Lee had campaigned 
for Church.  But, a lily-white Republican defeated him for a spot on the committee.667   
Afterward, Church spent a great deal of time in the East working with leaders, 
including industrialist Joseph Pew of Pennsylvania, to try to re-build the Grand Old Party so 
that Republicans would regain the presidency in 1936.  Pew largely opposed the New Deal, 
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and the Eastern wing of the party promoted business interests.668  But, despite the work of 
Church and other leaders, the Republican Party floundered, experiencing factionalism and no 
strong leader.  It offered little to counter Roosevelt’s work to alleviate the Depression.  A 
visible strain of racial progressivism persisted in that some white leaders made statements for 
black rights and blacks remained involved in party operations.  However, the damage of the 
Hoover years and the popularity of Roosevelt hurt efforts to attract blacks back to the 
party.669   
Despite his activity outside his hometown and the opposition that he faced from 
Crump, Church remained involved in Memphis and Tennessee politics and a major figure on 
Beale Street.670  In fact, he saw his local and national activism as intertwined.  According to 
the Chicago Defender in 1935, “[H]is slogan always has been to help better the condition, 
first, of the Race in Memphis, then the members of the Race in the United States.”  As in the 
previous decade, Church served as a delegate to Republican National Conventions.  His 
black-and-tan faction held forth as the city’s regular Republican organization; it consisted 
mainly of men but women also joined.671  It still battled with local lily whites.672  In 1934, for 
instance, four hundred members of Church’s faction attended the Shelby County Republican 
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Convention whereas only forty to fifty members of the lily-white faction showed up.  Still, 
the lily-white faction tried to turn the meeting in their favor but to no avail.673   
Even with the lily-white opposition, Church stood in high regard among people of all 
classes and in the business world.  He enjoyed friendships with members of official circles in 
the city, county, and state regardless of their partisanship.674  Once again, he received praise 
from the Commercial Appeal.  In a 1934 editorial, the daily pointed out his status as the most 
powerful black Republican nationally and as a welcomed visitor to the White House during 
the last three Republican administrations.  It also noted that Republicans eagerly sought his 
assistance in national campaigns.  Calling Church “[r]ich, cultured, quiet, and unassuming,” 
the paper commented, “He makes no speeches, has never been known to answer a criticism, 
and seldom appears on the scene of political action.  He does not seek publicity and has never 
by act or word encouraged race prejudice.”675  Although Church defended himself from 
criticism on occasion, the daily’s observations indicated that he had maintained the “soft 
touch” in his interactions with whites that had characterized his outreach to them when he 
had served as president of the local Lincoln League.  In pressing for civil rights, he and his 
associates had appealed to American principles of fairness and justice instead of attacking 
whites as enemies who supported the Jim Crow system.   
In his characteristically colorful style, Nat D. Williams heralded the Commercial 
Appeal’s editorial in his column “Down on Beale” for the Memphis World, a black 
newspaper started in 1931.  Noting that the paper typically carried negative coverage of 
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blacks, he expressed shock at its words because the daily could make him “do more cussing 
than any other item in [his] daily existence.”  Williams wrote about the praise, “Caesar, 
himself, could have appreciated a back-pat like that, even if Brutus had said it.”676  Similarly, 
Rev. S. A. Owen wrote Church: “To be able to come through the many upheavals, stresses, 
and storms of heated political campaigns . . . and then to have such commendable things said 
of you by . . . the opposite race group . . . in the heart of the country’s prejudice [sic], is 
indeed a noble triumph.”677   
Church also continued to receive attention from blacks outside Memphis for his 
political activities and his ability to inspire them.  The National League of Republican 
Colored Women, for instance, invited him to speak at their conference in 1935.678  That same 
year, John Wesley Dobbs of Atlanta invited Church to speak at a mass meeting.  Informing 
Church that he had long kept up with his national and local political activities, he said, “You 
have attracted the attention of many citizens and have set a concrete example to be patterned 
after by other men of like temperament, desiring to be of service to an under-privileged 
minority group of citizens.”  Dobbs mentioned that the late Henry Lincoln Johnson, the 
former Lincoln League of America official, had inspired him to register to vote.  Because of 
his work as a railway mail clerk, Dobbs had not been permitted to become active in politics, 
but he now was pensioned and determined to “do some real work for my people here in 
Atlanta.”  When in Memphis earlier, he had learned firsthand of Church’s local electoral 
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activities, which had inspired him to register voters in order to “get rights and privileges right 
here in Atlanta that we do not now enjoy.”679   
In a rare interview in 1934 with Walter Adkins, Church explained his political 
philosophy.  His paramount goal was not that blacks become Republican and vote for the 
party’s candidates but that most be politically active.  Realizing that black political influence 
had thus far been small, Church justified his work to “[keep] an active Negro constituency in 
the Republican Party” as a means “to arouse the masses of colored Americans to a 
consciousness of the potency of the ballot, and to use it most effectively.”680  He believed 
that blacks were Republicans out of tradition and circumstances, as incipient capitalists, and 
because the party was one of “rugged individualism.”681  Adkins observed, “The Negro 
Democrat and colored adherents of other parties are not regarded seriously by the ‘Boss of 
Beale Street’ . . . .  To him the colored Democrat, Socialist, and Communist are merely back-
sliding Republicans beguiled by ephemeral promises, or moved by a childish 
recalcitrance.”682  Church’s remarks indicated an elitist political approach in which he 
thought he knew what was best for blacks and could speak for their party loyalties even if 
they differed from his assessment.683   
Moreover, Church expressed skepticism about Roosevelt’s “social 
experimentation.”684  As someone who had a career in business, belonged to a family that 
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had grown rich through real estate, and believed black capitalism was a key to racial 
advancement, Church supported a business-friendly party that did not intervene economically 
in the way that the New Deal did.  He evidently thought this principle outweighed the 
governmental intervention necessary for mitigating the Depression’s impact and helping the 
black and white masses.   
To be sure, Church belonged to an older generation and the black professional class, 
two groups more likely to support Republicans than younger and poor blacks.685  He 
remembered the hostility of Democrats to blacks and how Republicans had represented a 
better alternative.  He and other black Republicans continued to invoke history to urge blacks 
to support the party.  In 1936, for instance, John Lynch, the prominent Reconstruction-era 
black politician, said, “The colored voters cannot help but feel that in voting the Democratic 
ticket in national elections they will be voting to give their [e]ndorsement and their approval 
to every wrong of which they are victims, every right of which they are deprived and every 
injustice of which they suffer.”686 
Yet, Church, Lynch, and other black Republicans held on to an increasingly outdated 
view of their party.  Whereas Republicans had dominated national politics since the Civil 
War, the Democrats now were gaining strength and Republicans no longer had a monopoly 
on the black vote.  To be sure, conservative white Democrats from the South still held a great 
deal of influence in the party, but their power was on the decline as the party came to 
encompass a coalition of blacks, laborites, and working-class citizens across regions that put 
its hope in the party as a vehicle for social change.  For instance, two thirds of the Democrats 
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elected to Congress had come from the South and Border South states from 1896 to 1930, but 
their numbers decreased to less than half under Roosevelt.687 
Many white Democrats in the South opposed this new face of the Democratic Party.  
They also abhorred the New Deal’s steps on behalf of blacks, the encroachment of the federal 
government in their communities, and Eleanor Roosevelt and racially progressive New Deal 
officials.  In 1936, these conservative white Democrats were further dealt a blow when the 
party did away with its 104-year-old rule that required two-thirds of a convention’s delegates 
to nominate the presidential candidate.  Because of their dominance in the party, southern 
congressmen had always held veto power over the party’s candidates and platforms.  They no 
longer wielded this influence.688   
The 1936 election showed the changes in the party unlike any other election to that 
point.  The Democratic Party, along with the Republican Party, made an unprecedented effort 
to secure black ballots by running full-page ads in black newspapers, having an active black 
voters division, and taking other steps.689  For blacks, the election, in essence, served as a 
referendum on the New Deal.690  Would they support the president despite the pervasive 
discrimination that plagued his New Deal programs?  Or, would blacks turn to the 
Republican Party presidential candidate, Alf Landon?  He embraced black civil rights to a 
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greater degree than the president and spoke out against discrimination in New Deal 
programs, but he and his party did not fully support Roosevelt’s relief measures.691   
J. E. Walker and local black attorney William H. Foote organized the Shelby County 
Colored Democratic Club under the guidance of the Crump machine for the election.  A U.S. 
Department of Agriculture official also assisted its formation.  At Universal Life Insurance 
Company in late October, the club held its first public meeting.  In publicizing the gathering, 
J. Ashton Hayes, a local black principal, called on black educators to “come to Universal and 
see what a Negro Democrat looks like.”  Sound trucks parked outside the Booker T. 
Washington High School stadium, where two football teams were playing, also spread the 
word about the meeting.  Walker returned for the gathering from Texas, where he was 
speaking on behalf of John Nance Garner, the vice presidential candidate.  The crowd was 
small at the meeting, but community interest soon grew.692  As many as five hundred 
attended one of the club’s rallies, and more than twenty-five hundred attended its last 
meeting before the election.693   
While Walker and other black Democrats recruited support for their party, Church 
served as co-director of the black voters division for the Republican Party.  In Landon, the 
governor of Kansas, black Republicans found a candidate who took steps that validated their 
belief that blacks remained better off in the Republican Party than the Democratic Party.  
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“With Landon[,] G.O.P. Begins Its Recovery,” a Chicago Defender headline blared.694  In 
contrast to Hoover, Landon openly embraced black activities in the party, and his pictures 
with Church and other blacks were featured in black newspapers and Republican Party 
campaign material.  In addition, he met with black Republican leaders during the campaign.  
Following a meeting with Church, Landon publicly condemned lynching and called on 
Congress to pass an anti-lynching bill.  Roosevelt had previously condemned lynching, but 
he continued to not support anti-lynching legislation.695  Though Democrats accredited 
blacks as delegates for the first time at their convention, the Republican Party pointed out in 
campaign material directed at black voters that a South Carolina senator had walked out 
when a black minister gave the invocation.  In the Grand Old Party, open black participation 
was tolerated, and blacks had long served as convention delegates.696   
In fact, the party afforded Church the honor that election season of becoming the first 
black in forty years to sit on the executive committee of the Republican National Committee; 
the executive committee was charged with directing all aspects of the upcoming campaign.  
Church had sat in on these meetings for years, and he now held the proxy for East Tennessee 
Congressman J. Will Taylor, his loyal ally on the state and national political scenes.  The 
Chicago Defender noted that Church “entered into the deliberations of the committee with 
his accustomed modesty.  He was given a most cordial reception.  No members sought to 
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flatter his presence . . . .  His presence was noted as [a member] and not as a ‘leader of the 
Race.’”697 
In a Republican Party campaign booklet directed at blacks, Church and more than 
seventy other prominent black Republicans, including Lt. Lee, signed a statement that 
focused on the negative aspects of the New Deal.  They pointed out that the New Deal 
discriminated against blacks and gave the Social Security Act as an example because it had 
excluded black domestic and agricultural workers from its provisions.  In addition, the black 
Republicans spotlighted the Republican plank that stated:  “We favor equal opportunity for 
our colored citizens.  We pledge our protection of their economic status and personal safety.”  
The platform also pledged to “further their employment” and condemned “the present New 
Deal policies which would regiment and ultimately eliminate the colored citizen from the 
country’s productive life and make him solely a ward of the [f]ederal [g]overnment.”698  
For most blacks, however, the benefits of the New Deal outweighed Roosevelt’s 
inattention to black rights, blacks’ traditional loyalty to the Republican Party, and the racial 
conservatism of southern congressmen.699  The Republican Party had not provided a viable 
alternative to the New Deal and had a history of empty promises to blacks.  In one of the 
twentieth century’s most stunning partisan shifts, the majority of blacks voted for the 
Democratic Party for the first time, and Roosevelt swept the election.  In contrast to 1932 
when some 70 percent of blacks voted for Hoover, now some 70 percent backed Roosevelt.   
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After the election, Church remained a Republican.  In fact, despite their support of 
Roosevelt in 1936, most blacks remained registered Republicans in the 1930s.700  Church 
argued that the Republican Party should embrace black rights in order to stem the migration 
of blacks to the Democratic Party.701  During the Hoover years, he had not become a 
Democrat because he felt that he could make more of a difference within the Grand Old 
Party, and he continued to hold this belief.702  Indeed, he had a standing and history with the 
party that enabled him to exert influence albeit to a limited degree.  Church would not have 
been as influential a political figure if he had left the party, and he would have been forced to 
give up the personal prestige of his recognition within party councils.  It remained important 
that he stay in the party to advocate for black rights and political participation and to keep 
alive these strains of the party.  However, in rigidly adhering to his beliefs in the free market 
and aligning himself with business interests that opposed the New Deal, Church displayed a 
disconnection from the plight of working-class and impoverished blacks.  He appeared to 
have a narrow political vision that precluded him from seeing the significance to blacks of 
the government’s ability to improve their economic conditions.   
Moreover, the local tension between Church and J. E. Walker suggests that Church 
--and perhaps Walker as well--was undemocratic when it came to power sharing.  It was no 
wonder that Walker came to enjoy a greater degree of mass political support than Church.  
While Church was out of town working to rebuild the Republican Party, Walker was the one 
working in local organizations for social relief and urging blacks to take advantage of the 
New Deal through his NAACP and political activities.  In contrast, Church appears to have 
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dealt with economic relief on more of an individual basis.  For instance, he allowed people 
who occupied his rental properties to stay for free as a way of alleviating their economic 
distress.703   
Section VII 
 While Church kept up his battle to make the Republican Party a vehicle for black 
rights, the year 1938 revealed the different political approaches that black Memphians were 
employing as the decade came to a close.  Inaugurated under the sponsorship of the Memphis 
World that year, the Mayor of Beale Street contest saw blacks elect a mayor and city council 
in a symbolic campaign modeled after one in Harlem.704  The contest was designed to 
promote citizenship among blacks, educate blacks about the city government, and encourage 
cooperation with city officials “for the betterment of Memphis as a whole.”705  Matthew 
Thornton, Sr., one of the three police officers who had served in 1919, was elected mayor, 
and Mayor Overton issued a proclamation giving an official seal of approval to his 
election.706  Active in social, fraternal, and civic circles, Thornton had been a member of the 
local Lincoln League and a charter member of the city’s NAACP branch.  He operated a 
barbershop and worked for the U.S. Postal Service.707  Though black Memphians faced a 
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constricted political environment in which they did not make real bids for office, these 
symbolic campaigns politicized them by enabling them to elect black men and educating 
them about the political process.  Elsewhere in the South, blacks engaged in similar efforts to 
elect “bronze mayors.”708   
 For the actual 1938 election, the Southern Journal, a black newspaper published on 
Beale Street, praised the Crump organization and featured news about an upcoming mass 
meeting supporting the machine.  The newspaper’s founder and a rally participant was T. J. 
Johnson, a local schoolteacher.  He had organized the paper and paid all its expenses in order 
to vindicate Crump as a leader following criticism of the machine by blacks upset about 
police brutality.709  On the front page, the paper extolled the benefits of the city 
administration for blacks, including better health services, improvements for existing 
schools, and new public housing projects and schools.  It featured a photograph of a 
gleaming, benevolent looking Edward Crump as well as pictures of Mayor Overton and other 
local officials.  The publication revealed that the mass rally was to feature free watermelons, 
fireworks, and speeches by black community leaders promoting the Crump candidates and 
discussing the machine’s benefits.710   
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Before the publication of the Southern Journal issue, Taylor C. D. Hayes wrote his 
pastor, Dr. J. A. G. Grant, to express his disappointment and that of other young black 
Memphians with his participation in this meeting.  A traveling representative for the Elks, 
Hayes, who was around thirty years old, was the son of T. H. Hayes, Sr., the oldest 
businessman in Memphis and longtime political associate of Church.711  “News has it that a 
[c]ommittee of colored men, working with the city administration, are to stage a [m]ass 
[m]eeting in Memphis for the purpose of pointing out to the colored people what the city 
administration has done (?), is doing (??) and will do (???) for them,” Hayes wrote.  Saying 
that he had heard that Grant, along with J. E. Walker, T. O. Fuller, and Lt. Lee, was a 
member of this committee, Hayes suggested that his pastor point out to these black leaders 
the problem of police brutality; the lack of black police officers, firefighters, and city health 
officials; the low pay for black teachers; and the inadequate recreational facilities and “many 
other inconvenience[s] . . . for a down-trodden people.”  Hayes wrote that he and other young 
Memphians would be watching the committee “to determine the type of leadership that we 
desire and the type that we can so well do without.”712   
Grant admired and sympathized with the young men’s views.  Though “not at all 
satisfied with the treatment that has been awarded to our people” by the city administration, 
the minister wrote Hayes that he felt that “if we have any hope at all it will be through them.”  
He further explained, “I believe that if we stick to them [sic] at this crucial time it will mean 
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that we will be in a position to get more for our people.”713  In response, Hayes called Grant 
“weak-minded” for believing that Crump and Lee would ever give black people a chance.  
“The administration of Memphis can never change; it is too deeply rooted in evil,” he 
declared.  “They condone murder, proven by the fact that no officer has ever been fired for 
the murdering of a Negro, since they were in office.  Those that support them, support 
murder, which is against all the teachings of the Bible.”  Hayes also condemned the Crump 
machine for graft and using money to buy votes.  “[I]t is with deep regret that I not only find 
my faith in the [c]hurch shaken, but my faith in you shattered,” he wrote.  “I’m sorry you 
have taken your stand.”714  While Hayes and the other young men boldly questioned the 
authority that their minister represented, Crump and his cronies were still able to recruit 
black leaders to make the machine look legitimate and manipulate black support. 
Despite his overtures to blacks, Crump did not seek black support as vigorously as 
usual during the 1938 election.  Governor Gordon Browning, elected with Crump’s support 
in 1936, had turned against the Memphis boss by this time.  The state crime commission had 
conducted an investigation of Crump’s tactics for securing the black vote, and it was possible 
that the Tennessee National Guard would be sent out to monitor elections.  In addition, 
Crump no longer worked with black operators of illegal establishments as much as 
previously to get votes.  His administration had begun to clean up vice in the city partly 
because of unfavorable national publicity, and Tennessee repealed prohibition the next 
year.715   
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By 1939, the Crump machine was more powerful than ever before as demonstrated by 
Crump’s moves that election season.  He ran for mayor to temporarily serve in place of 
Walter Chandler, a lawyer and World War I veteran who was his choice for the position.  
Overton and Crump had split over a policy disagreement and the mayor’s desire for more 
power.  Chandler, serving in Congress, was needed to cast an important vote.  Crump was 
elected and held office for just fifteen minutes, long enough to rescind the city’s invitation to 
the CIO’s American Newspaper Guild to hold its national convention there.716  Chandler then 
resigned from Congress to become mayor.   
 Though blacks increasingly had suffered at the hands of Crump during the 1930s, the 
decade was not all bleak.  Blacks benefited from their political activities in a number of 
ways.  They supported the New Deal, which bettered their standard of living by providing 
them with improved public services and job opportunities.  In response to black political 
leverage, the city provided blacks with significant improvements, including naming a park 
for W. C. Handy.  Church continued to serve as a voice for black rights in the Republican 
Party, and his political leadership role mitigated white prejudice as demonstrated by the 
Commercial Appeal editorials.  Black Memphians also developed an increased political 
consciousness, became more politically independent, and formed more political 
organizations.  J. E. Walker emerged as a significant black Democratic leader, providing 
black Memphians with an alternative to Church and his associates.  Under the leadership of 
Walker and others, the local NAACP engaged in important activism.  The labor movement 
saw some victories and emerged as an important local challenger to the Crump organization 
in engaging in activism against the interests of the machine.   
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Church, Walker, and other blacks, however, paid a major price for supporting Crump 
given the chronic police brutality, persistent voter manipulation, and other anti-democratic 
ways of his machine that hurt both blacks and whites.  Church himself began to personally 
suffer the consequences of bolstering Crump’s power.  If Church had known the effects of 
backing Crump, it is unlikely that he would have supported him in the first place.  After all, 
he urged blacks to protest police brutality by not voting for Crump’s gubernatorial candidate.  
By serving as a leader of the Colored Democratic Club, J. E. Walker sought to gain 
bargaining power in the local political machine, but his impact was minimal.717  It is unclear 
why Walker continued to back Crump beyond his hope for leverage.  Walker may have felt 
that working with Crump in support of the Democratic Party, especially given the New 
Deal’s benefits to blacks, outweighed the downsides of associating with him.  
Though the Crump machine manipulated black voters, the organization, ironically, 
was planting seeds that challenged the prevailing southern political system of limited power 
for blacks.  Blacks took advantage of their ability to vote to serve their own ends, and blacks 
who participated in electoral politics, even at the behest of the machine, were building 
political skills and knowledge.  By the end of the 1930s, black Memphians were employing a 
variety of political strategies for their ultimate goal of racial advancement.  Some engaged in 
party politics, and others sought to secure benefits by working with the Crump machine.  Yet 
other blacks took a decisive stand against the machine or quietly abstained from voting to 
avoid voter manipulation tactics.  While Crump’s repressive tactics made the future look 
ominous for black Memphians, their ongoing activism provided reason for hope. 
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Chapter 4:  “As Un-American as Any Dictator-Ridden Country in Europe”:   
Seeking Democracy during the War Years, 1940-1945  
 
 
At a time of increased political opportunities for blacks across the country during 
World War II, black Memphians confronted Edward H. Crump, who attempted to further 
restrict their political power.  At the same time, he continued to support their voting rights to 
a limited degree and provide them with public services that were unequal to those of whites 
but better than those afforded to blacks in other southern cities.  During the war years, the 
political boss increasingly oppressed not only blacks but also whites who threatened his 
control.  He forced Robert R. Church, Jr., and two other black Republicans to leave the city, 
and he cracked down on Memphians who even mildly criticized him.  Within this 
environment, black political activists became more accommodating to the machine.  While 
blacks elsewhere in the country agitated for civil rights as they sought the democracy at 
home that black soldiers were fighting for abroad, black Memphians faced their bleakest 
decade ever.  Nonetheless, the labor movement remained a potent force that challenged 
Crump, black Republicans represented an oppositional force to the political boss, and black 
Memphians engaged in civil rights protests.  After leaving Memphis, Church remained a 
nationally powerful Republican and worked from afar to oppose Crump.  Crump represented 
many of the larger problems facing blacks in the South, and black soldiers and national 
leaders spoke out against him with the larger purpose of making the region more democratic.  
Their protests were intertwined with the local efforts of black Memphians against Crump and 
for racial justice.   
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Crump and his Democratic organization completely dominated the local political 
scene in the early to mid-1940s.  Harry Woodbury, who worked as a reporter at the 
Commercial Appeal, later recalled that elections from 1940 to 1947 “were just an exercise in 
muscle building.”718  In 1944, for instance, Crump’s ticket was unopposed except for one 
candidate for sheriff.  Wearing horn-rimmed glasses and with thumb-thick eyebrows and a 
mop of white hair, Crump directed the operations of his political machine from his downtown 
office at Main and Adams and named his candidates usually following get-togethers with his 
lieutenants.  About his control, Crump told one reporter, “Work . . . hard work--that’s what 
does it.  I’m always working--a little buttermilk, a little orange juice keeps me going.” 719  
Crump not only favored these drinks but also was a vegetarian and abstained from liquor, 
smoking, and coffee.720   
Despite his behind-the-scenes approach, it continued to be well known that the city’s 
mayors held office nominally while Crump really ran things.  He publicly claimed that he 
placed “honest, competent, high class men in office,” and his organization reached into nearly 
every area of Memphis life.  As a journalist observed, “Many of the politicians are active 
churchmen, many belong to the best clubs, and many are of prominent families long 
identified with . . . the town.  Some are active in civic organizations while wives of city 
officials and friends of the administration are active club women.”721  His machine continued 
to work with black leaders and citizens and to manipulate black voters through its 
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longstanding tactics of paying their poll tax, instructing them how to vote, and providing them 
with enticements.   
During the war years, Crump remained the most powerful political figure not only in 
Memphis but also in Tennessee.  Though his faction faced challengers during every state 
election, he outsmarted any opposition.  Crump exercised his statewide power in a number of 
ways.  He continued to form a political partnership with East Tennessee Republicans in order 
to bolster his control.722  In addition, the Crump organization could expedite or delay local 
bills, which required passage by the state legislature, through the legislative process or the 
governor’s veto.  As a result, it simultaneously wielded influence over local officials and 
influenced state policies. 723  Moreover, the Crump machine ensured that leaders of poor rural 
counties received campaign funds of one thousand dollars or more from the state headquarters 
for key races.  This funding effectively bought their support and led to Crump candidates 
carrying the respective counties.724   
The Crump organization also continued to rely on grassroots techniques and 
governmental employees to marshal votes for its candidates.  During election seasons, Crump 
had an estimated fifteen thousand city, county, and federal officials at his command locally.  
Each needed to enlist the support of only three voters to bring in the sixty thousand ballots 
that would ensure the victory of his candidates in state elections; these votes signified the key 
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to his control statewide.725  A Chicago Sun reporter observed that the machine was organized 
like an industrial enterprise and that it maintained a card index of voters and potential 
voters.726  At a meeting of campaign workers in the Sixteenth Ward, the journalist found the 
school board chairman, city library director, tax assessor, two probate judges, and fifty other 
local governmental employees.  “Each had his election day duties laid out before him,” he 
said.  “[T]he workers were busy, as in all other 51 wards.  As voters came to the polls they 
ticked off their names.  Those who didn’t come were called.  Those who still didn’t come 
were sent for.”  He further observed that the campaign workers did these tasks joyfully and 
any of them would “talk for hours about what a great man Crump is.”727   
Though Crump’s machine could appear benign, it was ruthless when bucked.728  A 
candidate for public office, for instance, was playing gin rummy when Crump organized a 
softball game and commanded him to come.  A woman begged the attorney to stay with the 
game, but he declined, making the seemingly innocuous remark: “When the Old Man says 
you gotta go, you gotta go.”  The statement enraged Crump, and the attorney’s name was 
removed from the ballot.  Because of a lack of business, the lawyer eventually had to leave 
town.729  Seemingly anyone who defied Crump was subject to physical brutality or other 
repercussions from his machine.  Labor leaders were beaten up, journalists suffered at his 
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hands, and political opponents faced his wrath.  During election time, Crump took out full-
page newspaper ads to attack his rivals; he typically used colorful language without profanity.   
In a response to famed journalist Lowell Mellett’s charge that he maintained a 
“totalitarian political regime,” Crump said:   
There is nothing of a totalitarian nature in my make-up nor is there anything  
suggestive of totalitarianism in the manner in which . . . Memphis is governed 
. . . .  [I]t [is] one of the cleanest cities, morally and physically in the entire  
United States.  There is less graft and more efficiency in the governments of  
both Memphis and Shelby County than may be found in any other city or  
county in the United States . . . .  We have none of the organized vice to be  
found in the average American city . . . .  Indeed, a person would have a hard  
time making a bet on a horse race here . . . .  Memphis is a clean city, a quiet  
city--the quietest in America--a city of beautiful parks, fine churches, excellent  
schools, splendid hospitals, with broad, well-paved streets.  Ours is one of the  
few cities in America which owns its light, gas and water utilities.  Our city 
and county tax rates are among the lowest in the United States.730  
 
Indeed, the city received national recognition for being clean, and one Chicago-based 
reporter observed, “The cleanness of the city strikes the eyes of the visitor at once.  It gleams 
in the sun.”731  Mellett responded to Crump’s defense by writing, “Memphis is a clean city 
and a quiet city . . . .  That was true also of Berlin and Tokyo before the war.  They were two 
of the cleanest cities on this earth.  You didn’t dare drop a match on the sidewalk in either of 
them.”732   
In public statements, Crump steered clear of the key reason why whites allowed his 
control.  A Chicago reporter termed it “something people did not talk about”--the fear that a 
different political system would allow blacks, who made up some 40 percent of the city’s 
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population, to gain too much power; white Memphians knew that Crump would ensure this 
situation did not occur.733  Crump permitted blacks to cast ballots, but white citizens 
remained aware of the potential threat that black voting represented to the social order; they 
trusted Crump to keep blacks in check.  Whites were willing to settle for a political 
atmosphere of “fear and futility” in order to ensure social control.734  Allowing blacks the 
vote thus served as a way for Crump to wield power over both blacks and whites.  To be 
sure, white politicians across the South also were trusted to keep blacks in a subordinate 
position. 
The 1940 elections demonstrated both Crump’s ability to rein in independent black 
political mobilization and his increasing opposition to it.  As the presidential election 
approached, Robert R. Church, Jr., was committed to electing a Republican.  Unlike in his 
previous campaigns for Republican office seekers, however, Church faced resistance from the 
Crump organization.  The Republican presidential candidate, Wendell Willkie, not only had a 
chance of winning but also made vociferous statements against the Memphis machine, 
classing Crump with corrupt political bosses such as Frank Hague of New Jersey and Tom 
Pendergast of Kansas City.  The Tennessee State Republican Convention followed suit, 
saying that “a real Hitler and Mussolini” ruled in Shelby County.735  Crump knew that a 
Willkie victory would hurt his organization and diminish his national influence.   
Because Church had plans to organize black voters in the North and East, he asked  
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J. B. Martin to head the local Republican campaign organization.736  A long-time political 
associate of Church, Martin served as a founding director of the Lincoln League in 1916 and 
a key figure of the West Tennessee Civic and Political League in 1927.  He was a prominent, 
wealthy businessman and a physician with a clinic on Beale.737  Along with his brothers, he 
owned the Memphis Red Sox, the Negro League team in the city.  Its fans earned a 
reputation for traveling to away games, and the team was the only one in the league owned 
by blacks.738  In addition, Martin served as president of the American Negro Baseball 
Association, a national organization that supervised professional black baseball.   
Since 1910, Martin had run the South Memphis Drug Store on Florida Street.  Like 
the Memphis Red Sox, the store and its sub-post office represented a source of community 
pride.  At a time when most blacks remained poor and dependent on white employers, the 
store was a successful black business.739  Perhaps most significantly, the store’s post office, 
which Church had helped establish, was the only one operated by blacks in Tennessee.  
“Whenever visitors or prominent people come to Memphis, [black] Memphians take them to 
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the South Memphis Drug Store to show them the branch post office,” Church said.  “I, 
myself, have taken hundreds of visitors there.”740   
 During the election season, Martin and his fellow black Republicans planned 
interracial rallies for October and November--as was usual for presidential campaigns--to 
promote Willkie and the other Republican candidates.741  At the first two rallies, held in 
October at two black churches, black and white speakers attacked the city administration and 
criticized it for police brutality.  The white and black press as well as Crump informants 
covered the meetings.742  An official of the Memphis and Shelby County Welfare 
Commission, Aubrey B. Clapp, reported to Crump that about four hundred blacks, including 
some twenty-five women, attended one of the October meetings.  Three white Republicans 
spoke, and the talks of black pastors G. A. Long and Harry B. Gibson were “extremely 
severe and vitrolistic [sic],” he said.  “In my opinion the speeches they made under certain 
circumstances and conditions might cause trouble.  They both preached race equality without 
any reservations.”  He reported that they urged blacks “to organize and demand their 
percentage of state jobs, jobs on the Fire Department and on the police force in the city, 
county, and state” in proportion to the amount of taxes that they paid.  In addition, Long and 
Gibson urged the abolition of the poll tax and criticized J. E. Walker for being a friend of the 
Crump organization.743   
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Infuriated by these rallies, Crump sent George W. Lee to tell Martin that his drug 
store would be “policed” unless he resigned as chair of the Republican campaign committee, 
closed his Republican headquarters, and called off the final political meeting.744  The city 
also made Martin take down a banner displayed in front of the Republican headquarters 
saying “Our Own Joe Louis is for Willkie,” ostensibly because only candidates could have 
their names on campaign signs according to the Crump machine’s interpretation of a city sign 
ordinance.745  Refusing to succumb to Crump’s threats, Martin kept up his campaign work 
and held the rally.  In response, Crump stationed two police officers in front of his South 
Memphis Drug Store during all its operating hours under the pretense that Martin was 
running a drug operation.  The officers searched all blacks and whites entering and leaving 
the store, including kindergarteners who went there to buy ice cream.  In many instances, the 
policemen frisked purchasers of cigarettes to the point of opening their cigarette boxes, 
breaking the cigarettes in half, and dumping them in their hats.  Black Memphians flooded 
the store in protest, and one white salesperson was arrested after refusing to be searched.  
Nonetheless, the surveillance and searching continued.746  Police officers also frisked people 
entering and exiting the successful saloon on Beale Street of Elmer Atkinson, another black 
Republican who had taken part in the rallies.   
Police Commissioner Joe Boyle claimed that the treatment of Martin and Atkinson 
was a measure to enforce narcotics laws.  But, no charges were filed against Martin nor were 
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any warrants put out for him, and apparently the same held true for Atkinson.  Boyle claimed 
that his case against Martin was based on missing files.747  Whereas Martin had no drug 
record, Atkinson had a drug charge some ten years previously.  Martin suspected that Crump 
officials targeted Atkinson to make their repression seem more legitimate.  Indeed, in a 
lawsuit against the city of Memphis a year later, Atkinson insisted that he had not acted 
illegally and that the harassment had been politically motivated.  Martin faced the harassment 
despite the fact that he had served as a notary public for more than twenty years, an 
appointment made after the Shelby County Court certified his moral character.748  Moreover, 
he had served on a federal jury, had been named a special officer of the police department, 
and had been permitted to work as an unlicensed bondsman.749   
During this time, the Crump machine also increasingly turned against Church.  
Crump and his cronies knew that a Willkie election would increase Church’s power 
locally.750  Church ran for election as a Republican National Convention delegate, and Mingo 
Scott, who later published a history of black politics in Tennessee, led the effort to secure his 
victory.  Crump lieutenants told Scott that Memphis had “had enough of Church’s type of 
leadership” and to “go easy” in the campaign to elect him.  After Scott ignored them, thugs 
beat him with iron pipes and left him bleeding on Beale Street.751  Thugs also beat Lt. Lee 
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after he supported Church’s bid despite Shelby County Attorney General Will Gerber’s 
warning not to take this step; Lee was left with a broken hand and cut across his face 
requiring fifteen stitches.752  Despite all this violent opposition, Church was elected.753   
But, Church’s troubles were not over.  While he was campaigning for Willkie outside 
of Tennessee, city officials seized the rest of his property and eventually sold it off, leaving 
him in a state of financial ruin.  Their actions occurred right after Martin started holding the 
political rallies.754  Church and his sister, Annette, left Memphis for Chicago in November.  
Church had established a home there in 1938 though it had mainly served as a political 
headquarters and he had maintained his residence in Memphis.  With their property gone and 
his local political base facing oppression, Bob and Annette knew that they did not face a 
bright future in Memphis.755  Later in the month, the city dealt another blow by changing the 
name of Church’s Park to Beale Avenue Park and Auditorium.756  The city eventually sold 
the Church family home a year later to private bidders who planned to use it as a boarding 
house.757 
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As the Crump machine cracked down on black Republicans that election season, it 
worked with black Democrats to bolster its power.  It provided the Colored Democratic Club, 
the black wing of the local Democratic campaign organization, with a headquarters and 
funding and appointed its officials.758  J. E. Walker continued to head the club.  Men mainly 
served in top leadership positions though two women served as chairwomen.  Thirty black 
men and twenty-seven black women acted as vice chairmen and vice chairwomen 
respectively.  Male officials and vice chairmen included businessmen, ministers, and other 
professionals, including Universal Life executive M. S. Stuart and prominent black ministers 
T. O. Fuller and Rev. Blair Hunt.  J. B. Martin’s brother, W. S. Martin, served as a vice 
chairman, and he wrote Crump that he regretted the “serious mistake” his sibling had made in 
backing Willkie.  Vice chairwomen included J. E. Walker’s wife, Lelia Walker, and Mary 
Murphy, who led the City Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs.759   
The black Democrats engaged in a number of efforts in support of the Crump-backed 
Democratic ticket of Roosevelt for president, Prentice Cooper for governor, Kenneth 
McKellar for senator, and Clifford Davis for Congress.  They held local rallies.  At the behest 
of the Democratic National Committee, Walker spoke to enthusiastic meetings of blacks and 
whites in Illinois on behalf of Roosevelt.760  Along with the local Roosevelt Democratic 
Headquarters, the Colored Democratic Club distributed flyers extolling the benefits to blacks 
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of the Roosevelt administration, including national black political appointees, National Youth 
Administration jobs, school improvements, and better public services.761   
Ordinary black Memphians worked with the Democratic club or campaigned for 
Democrats on their own.  “I am with the administration and Pressident [sic] Roosevelt one 
hundred per cent.”  Rev. J. H. Johnson wrote Walter Chandler, the new mayor installed by 
Crump.  “I have canvassed from here to Knoxville.  I have given out buttons and stickers for 
cars . . . .  I have stickers on my car front and rear.”762  Letting Chandler know of his 
willingness to speak on behalf of Roosevelt anytime, Rev. J. A. G. Grant wrote, “I feel that 
Mr. Roosevelt has done more for our [c]ountry than any president since Lincoln and feel that 
Negroes as well as white people who hope for a safe [d]emocracy should support him.”763   
H. B. King, a funeral home director and teacher, aligned with the Colored Democratic Club 
in mobilizing his civic club members on behalf of the Democratic ticket.764  King headed the 
Twenty-fifth Ward Civic Club, which earlier in the year had turned away hundreds from its 
citizenship meetings held on Sunday afternoons in various churches.  Informing Chandler 
that the attendees “greatly appreciated” his work “to improve their general welfare,” he had 
said that they planned to vote for his re-election and that he and his associates had “reminded 
our listeners about the various advantages and conveniences that have been made available to 
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the colored citizens by our city government, including good streets, adequate lighting 
facilities, wholesome recreation, excellent schools, and better housing conditions.”765   
Even with the support from black Democrats and civic club members, the Crump 
machine knew that many black Memphians were dissatisfied with the police harassment of  
J. B. Martin.  Thinking that a “friendly word” would be “reassuring” at this time, Mayor 
Chandler sent a letter to black ministers the Sunday before election day.766  Chandler pointed 
out the benefits that blacks had received from the city government and Roosevelt 
administration.  He accused a few black leaders of being “only interested in their personal 
gain and political welfare to the detriment of the masses of the colored people,” and he 
expressed a desire for interracial peace and harmony.767   
Many ministers responded by saying that they and their congregations supported the 
mayor and the Democratic ticket.  For instance, Rev. Blair T. Hunt, a particularly loyal 
supporter of the local machine, replied that Crump was “almost a human idol” to blacks 
though he protested that the policing of the two businesses was “inopportune.”768  The 
preachers’ response indicated that they were afraid or unwilling to speak out against the city 
administration as well as that they continued to have a stake in the Crump machine.  Like 
most other black ministers in the South at this time, black pastors in Memphis, most of whom 
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lacked formal training, generally focused on otherworldly concerns and not social justice 
issues.769  Through supporting Crump with their votes, black ministers continued to be able 
to receive benefits, including securing teaching contracts for their parishioners and having 
blacks released from jail.770  They also undoubtedly believed in the Biblical admonition to 
respect political rulers or at least “render unto Caesar what is Caesar’s.”  At the same time, as 
T. C. D. Hayes had pointed out to his pastor in 1938, their work for and support of the Crump 
machine helped prop up a city administration determined to keep blacks as second-class 
citizens and that engaged in “sins” such as violence and harassment. 
Rev. G. A. Long apparently was the only minister who responded negatively to 
Chandler in a letter.771  Physically strong and religiously fundamentalist, Long was from 
Arkansas and had served as the pastor of churches in Indiana and Illinois before arriving at 
Beale Street Baptist in 1937.772  He wrote the mayor that good city services were no 
substitute for constitutional rights.  As for Chandler’s comment about selfish black leaders, 
Long wrote, “To whom this has reference I do not know . . . .  I am the humble pastor of 
Beale Ave. Bapt. Church.  I do not hold any political job . . . .  I have not at any time sought 
to misguide my people.”  He said that he had white Republican and Democratic friends and 
that he desired Christian love and not racial hate.  “I want to meet you some time and have 
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you see me and know me,” Long said.  “I am sure you will like me.  I just want to be a man 
and enjoy my rights as an American citizen.”773   
When election day came, the majority of Memphis voters cast ballots for the 
Democratic ticket.  The number of votes for Republican candidates showed a noticeable 
increase from the previous presidential and state elections, revealing that Crump’s tactics had 
not scared these voters away.  Some fifty-eight hundred Shelby County voters chose the 
Republican gubernatorial candidate compared to nearly twelve hundred in 1938, and around 
seventy-three hundred picked Willkie compared to some twenty-one hundred for Alf Landon 
in 1936.  Statistics do not exist on how black Memphians voted, but indications are that they 
continued to shift to the Democratic Party even though more voted for Republicans than in 
these previous elections.774   
Like other past Republican presidential candidates, Willkie had made statements 
during the campaign supporting black rights.  These words were not merely a ploy for the 
votes of blacks; he seemed to genuinely believe that securing civil rights was the right thing 
to do.775  He called for anti-lynching legislation and the abolition of segregation in 
Washington D.C. and discrimination in the armed forces.  In fact, the Republican Party had 
the strongest civil rights plank in its party platform in history in an attempt to win back black 
votes.  The platform included calls for the passage of anti-lynching legislation, the protection 
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of black voting rights, and the ceasing of discrimination in the civil service and armed 
forces.776   
The Democratic Party also had signaled its support for racial advancement that 
election season and had taken some tangible measures.  For the first time in its history, the 
party mentioned blacks by name in its platform in reiterating the benefits they derived from 
the New Deal even though the platform did not have a civil rights plank.  Responding to calls 
by the Black Cabinet and black Democratic leaders to counter Republican statements for 
civil rights, Roosevelt announced nondiscriminatory policies for certain military programs 
and expanded the opportunities for blacks in the armed forces.777  Perhaps partly as a result 
of these steps, the black vote nationally remained largely in Roosevelt’s corner.  The 
Republican Party had continually failed to live up to its campaign promises for blacks, and 
the Democratic Party offered the most promise for economic relief and made some civil 
rights efforts.   
Section II 
Victory at the polls for Crump did not end his crackdown.  The machine’s efforts 
against Martin, Atkinson, and Church were part of a larger campaign that lasted through at 
least December, which national civil rights and civil liberties organizations called the “reign 
of terror.”  Martin’s harassment attracted the most media attention, but the Crump 
organization also attacked working-class blacks, black saloon patrons, and black labor 
activists.  In mid-November, Police Commissioner Joe Boyle announced a desire to rid the 
city of “undesirables.”  Police officers carried out raids on Beale and in black neighborhoods, 
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and they arrested sixty-five black men one evening, calling them “suspicious persons.”  
Boyle charged that these men were idle, insolent, and vagrant, failing to state that the raids 
were partly motivated by the fact that those arrested could help make up the shortage of 
agricultural laborers needed for the cotton harvest.  To be sure, the machine’s efforts to crack 
down on vice and get rid of “undesirables” served as a guise for attacking the city 
administration’s political opponents, exerting socio-economic control, and ensuring blacks 
remained subordinate.  According to Collins George, the advisor to the NAACP Youth 
Council at LeMoyne College, any black man or woman on the street or at cafes or poolrooms 
was liable to arrest, bodily search, verbal abuse, and physical injury.778   
 After the election, blacks and whites increasingly spoke out against the police 
surveillance of Martin’s store.  Local white newspapers and Tennessee’s black newspapers 
condemned the police action.  Organized earlier in 1940 by the Memphis Ministerial 
Association and affiliated with the Atlanta-based Commission on Interracial Cooperation, the 
Memphis Commission on Interracial Cooperation, made up equally of black and white clergy 
of all faiths, petitioned Mayor Chandler to withdraw the police from the store.779  The group 
said that a “state of tension and fear unprecedented in the recent history of our city” existed 
in the black community.780  While the adult members of the NAACP branch were too 
frightened to protest, the Memphis NAACP Youth Council wrote Chandler to condemn the 
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harassment of Martin.781  National civil rights and civil liberties organizations that protested 
the reign of terror included the Southern Conference of Human Welfare, the Southern Negro 
Youth Congress, the national office of the NAACP, and the American Civil Liberties Union, 
all of which called on federal authorities to intervene.  
The reign of terror not only revealed the Crump machine’s willingness to violate civil 
liberties but also further exposed the racial views of the city fathers.  Refusing to meet with 
the interracial committee, Police Commissioner Joe Boyle rebuked it for criticizing the 
police.  He attacked Martin as “a minister of evil” and “fence for thieves.”  Accusing Martin 
of gloating over “social equality,” Boyle charged that the black Republican and his wife, who 
were light-skinned, sat in seats reserved for whites at the Barnum and Bailey Circus.782  
Crump made similar remarks when J. E. Walker, Blair Hunt, and T. O. Fuller, representing 
the black Democrats, asked him to end the police harassment of Martin’s store.  “He would 
not let them talk,” reported the Nashville Globe, the state capital’s black newspaper.  “Tall, 
gaunt, and shaggy, he . . . fumed at the mouth . . . .  He declared that Bob Church had been 
spending most of his time . . . up North, that he had been staying in white hotels there and 
had come back to Memphis ‘spreading ideas of social equality’ and that Martin had abetted 
him in it.”  Crump told them that blacks should “learn their places.”783   
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Boyle further blasted the idea of social equality by attacking the black newspapers 
that protested the machine’s treatment of Martin.  Like Crump, he made a comparison to the 
North to express what was not allowed in the South.  “They are not going to carry on and 
conduct themselves in Memphis as if they lived in Chicago, Pittsburgh, and Philadelphia,” he 
said.  “We have never had it before and we will never have it.  For after all this is white 
man’s country.”784  After the Memphis World editorialized that blacks deserved more city 
revenues for schools, parks, hospitals, and streets, Boyle called the editors ungrateful, 
pointing out that black Memphians paid less than 5 percent of the city’s taxes and the city 
spent more money than that in providing services for them.785  “Not a single Memphis 
newspaper had the temerity to reply that the low contribution to the city treasury . . . was due 
to the very excellent reason that they are the lowest paid and most poverty-stricken section of 
the people,” the NAACP’s Crisis reported.  It further pointed out that no local paper had 
pointed out “that an adequate concentration on Negro health needs would reduce the numbers 
who were forced to seek hospitalization.”786   
The local and national outcry led to the removal of the police officers from the store 
on December 5 after six weeks of surveillance.  During this time, the police had found no 
evidence of illegal activity, and Boyle had not prosecuted Martin or anyone connected with 
the establishment.  Still, on December 6, Boyle publicly commented that the store would be 
policed in a different way.  Police officers subsequently made short stops there daily.787  In 
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addition, Boyle continued to slander Martin publicly and keep up his campaign against 
proponents of racial equality.  In mid-December, he declared that the Crump organization 
had its eyes on five black pastors, four black doctors, five black newspaper writers, one black 
drugstore operator, two black postmen, and one black undertaker who had been “fanning race 
hatred.”  Four were members of the interracial committee.  Claiming again that Memphis was 
“white man’s country,” Boyle said that race relations were excellent and that these leaders 
threatened this environment.788  Crump, Mayor Chandler, and the city commission publicly 
backed Boyle.789    
Finally, in January, the U.S. Department of Justice sent an investigator, Colonel 
Amos Woodcock, to examine the police harassment of Martin for political purposes.  
National organizations, Robert Church, J. B. Martin, and apparently others had called on the 
Justice Department to intervene.  However, Woodcock only talked to Boyle and city 
officials.  Blacks did not know about his visit until after he left, and he did not contact 
Martin.  Woodcock concluded that the police posting had been legitimate and the case could 
not be tried in federal courts.  After his investigation, some blacks called for another one, but 
none apparently occurred.  The Justice Department backed Woodcock’s assessment.790   
By this time, Martin had left Memphis for Chicago.  The Crump machine had begun 
building a criminal case against him for serving as an unlicensed bondsman though it had 
turned a blind eye previously to this activity.  Lt. Lee found out and told Martin, who knew 
he was being framed.  “They’re trying to put me in the workhouse, and I couldn’t stand that,” 
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said Martin, who had suffered mental and financial distress during the ordeal.  The next day, 
Lee relayed to him Crump’s message to Blair Hunt that Martin must leave town.791  Martin 
moved away the next evening and did not return to live in Memphis.  His brother took over 
management of the drug store.  Atkinson also left the city and sold his business.792   
Martin won the respect of whites and blacks alike in Chicago.  In fact, the Chicago 
Tribune later said in a profile that the city “was gifted with a sterling citizen” as a result of 
the 1940 ordeal.  “For all the rough and tumble experiences, Dr. Martin, a distinguished 
looking man, remains every inch the gentleman--perhaps because he is instinctively a 
gentlemen,” it reported.793  Martin remained president of the American Negro Baseball 
Association, and he bought the Chicago American Giants, a black baseball club that was 
nearly bankrupt.  Under his leadership, the team recovered financially.  He became a 
Republican committeeman and was elected a county commissioner in Chicago in 1942.  Four 
years later, he became the first black ever elected as trustee of the Sanitary District of Cook 
County, a very powerful position.794  Martin’s political success revealed that he took the 
political skills he developed in Memphis and used them to make strides for blacks in the 
North.   
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Both Church and Martin unsuccessfully sought justice against the Crump machine for 
the 1940 developments.  Church persuaded Martin to come with him to Washington D.C. to 
confer with Republican and Democratic officials about the matter, and Church was present 
when Martin gave a deposition at the Department of Justice on March 12, 1941.  They also 
prepared an extensive memorandum, substantiated by quotes from black and white 
Memphians, which attested to Martin’s impeccable reputation and recounted his troubles 
with the Crump machine.  In fact, so respected was Martin that many white police officers 
had reported sick when assigned to his store.795  Church and Martin presented the memo to 
officials of both parties and the Department of Justice to no avail.796  Afterward, Church 
continued to monitor the case and publicize it.797  Though Congress was investigating the 
matter as late as 1948, no action was ultimately taken.798 
The Crump machine kept up its intimidation of Martin after his move from Memphis.  
Eight days after his deposition, Martin wrote Church, in Washington D.C. at the time, that Lt. 
Lee had visited him in Chicago and told him that Will Gerber, the Shelby County Attorney 
General, wanted him back in Memphis.  “I was careful what I said to him.  I think they sent 
him here.  He did not get a thing out of me,” Martin said.799  Lee called Martin four days later 
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to pass on Gerber’s message that he did not have anything against him and did not 
understand why Martin did not return.  The next day, three men rode by Martin’s house four 
times, and they parked across the street and talked.  “I said nothing to no one but it look [sic] 
bad to me,” Martin wrote Church.  “I don’t go any place at night and a very few in the day 
[sic].  I think I may need some protection.”800   
Martin’s suspicions of ill intent by the Crump machine were verified when he 
returned to Memphis in 1943.  In May, he attended a party for Matthew Thornton, the Mayor 
of Beale Street.  Some blacks left the celebration out of fear because of his presence.  When 
Thornton showed up at his post office job the next day, the postmaster fired him.801  Martin 
came back in October to watch a Negro League game in his capacity as president of the 
American Negro Baseball Association.  Three detectives went to his box, arrested him, and 
took him to the police station.  The police chief told him that neither he nor any of his kind 
was wanted in Memphis.  Martin left the next morning with his wife.  The night of the next 
game, police officers came by to make sure he was not there.802   
The atmosphere of fear and tension pervaded Memphis for years after the Martin 
incident.  In fact, in some ways, the reign of terror continued and even worsened as Crump 
maintained an iron grip on the city and no Martin or Church-like political figure rose to 
challenge his regime.  When Lee visited Martin in Chicago in March 1941, he reported that 
things were tough in Memphis, that people were afraid to ride out in the city.803  Church 
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wrote his uncle in New Jersey two years later, “You asked me how people . . . feel towards 
the [c]ity [a]dministration, they are scared to death, but there is nothing they can do about 
it.”804  Raymond Lynom, who owned a flower business in the city, served as vice president of 
the local NAACP chapter in the early 1940s.  He remembered that the organization was not 
popular; some who had previously “stood tall” as members were now afraid to admit 
involvement.805  According to Blair Hunt, blacks could not express themselves “without 
being martyrs,” and the black community’s consensus was that “it was better to be a living 
soldier than a dead martyr.”806   
The Crump machine’s exile of Church and Martin from Memphis signified a turning 
point for black political leadership in Memphis.  With the most aggressive leaders gone, Lt. 
Lee, T. O. Fuller, J. E. Walker, and Blair Hunt, who all worked closely with the Crump 
machine, remained.  Lt. Lee, for instance, had been afraid to come to the Republican 
campaign headquarters, had not attended any of Martin’s political meetings, and had served 
as a messenger for Crump during the election season.  Lee apparently had not stood up for 
Church either when the Crump machine harassed him and ran him out of Memphis.807  
Church considered Lee a “creature of circumstances” who would say only what Crump 
officials would let him say if he was subpoenaed about the Martin matter.808  Yet, Lee’s 
position likely stemmed from fear given his beating.  His stance most certainly derived from 
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his desire to remain in Memphis.  When Blair Hunt had told him that Crump wanted Martin 
to leave town, the minister had said that Crump wanted Lee to leave town as well.  “I don’t 
want to offend Mr. Crump but I’m not going anywhere,” Lee had told Hunt.  “I haven’t done 
anything for Mr. Crump to run me out of town and my business is here, my grave lot is here, 
and I’ve got to go sometime, so if I am to go, I prefer going in a town where my ‘roots’ are, 
near the grave that I have prepared for my body.”809 
Despite all the ways in which Lee had worked for the machine, Crump accused him 
after the election of not letting all he had done for him “seep down to the masses.”810  In 
response, Lee suggested to the political boss a large parade of black city employees as a way 
of showcasing the city’s benevolence toward black Memphians.  The lieutenant subsequently 
put on this event at the Blues Bowl, a football game of the top two black high schools teams 
in the Mid-South.  Conceived by Lt. Lee, the football game, which had segregated seating, 
served as a fundraiser for the black poor.  Lee invited Crump and Chandler as the honored 
guest and keynote speaker respectively.811  Above all else, Lee wanted to survive during this 
time, according to his biographer.  He did, but his actions damaged what was left of his 
reputation as a protest leader and his relationship with the Crump machine became 
increasingly unpopular with black Memphians.812   
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Lee took the place of Church as the most prominent local black Republican in the 
1940s.  He attended the Republican National Convention as a delegate and served as the only 
black member of the Republican State Executive Committee from Memphis and Shelby 
County.813  In a letter to a white Republican lawyer in Memphis, Martin had protested the 
selection of Lee to run for the committee.  Even though Lee had informed Martin of the 
Crump machine’s plans to prosecute him for making bond without a license, Martin said that 
the lieutenant had not supported him during his ordeal.  In addition, Martin feared that Crump 
would control the Republican Party.814  His suspicions were not far from the mark:  white 
Republicans had not protested the harassment of Martin or Church, revealing their weakness 
as an oppositional force to Crump.815  Some sort of collaborative relationship existed between 
white Republicans and the Crump organization, and many black-and-tan Republicans helped 
elect Crump candidates in the Democratic primaries.816   
Even so, black Republicans remained primarily responsible for keeping the party 
organization alive and made up most of the small Republican primary vote.  They worked 
with a few white Republicans, including attorney George Klepper, who chaired the local 
Republican executive committee.817  The machine monitored the Republicans, as it did with 
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virtually any group that presented a potential threat, but they were not much of one.818  With 
Church and Martin gone and its leadership in accommodating hands, the organization 
declined in power to the point that no Republican primary was held in Memphis or Shelby 
County in 1942.819  The black-and-tan faction functioned as a mere shell of what had once 
been a vital local party organization that pressed for civil rights, economic advancement, 
criminal justice, and political power.  At a 1944 meeting of local Republicans, only twenty-
seven whites and forty blacks attended, and they sat segregated from one another, an 
arrangement that Church never would have allowed.820   
Despite their small numbers, Lt. Lee and the black Republicans served as a 
counterforce to Crump by the mere fact that they belonged to a different political party, and 
they battled fear in carrying out their activities.  Black unionist George Holloway 
remembered that Lee was accepted as “token opposition” to Crump.821  After Church and 
Martin left, Raymond Lymon, the longstanding black Republican, took charge of the 
Republican ward and precinct work in the city and county.822  Black Republicans were 
responsible for working at the polls on election day, and they used storefronts for Republican 
primaries.  Lymon recalled, “You had many Negroes, I am sorry to say at that time [who] 
were afraid to have a ballot box out in the front yard of their business.  Absolutely afraid!”823  
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Still, black Republicans continued with their electoral efforts.  In 1944, for example, they sent 
four thousand letters to blacks to urge them to back Thomas Dewey for president, and Lt. Lee 
won 1,109 votes in his successful bid for the Republican State Executive Committee.824   
Despite Crump’s ruthlessness, black Memphians remained politically active in other 
ways as well.  They campaigned and held rallies during election time, participated in political 
and civic clubs, and pressed public officials for city jobs and about other matters.  Ministers, 
businessmen, civic and women’s club members, and ordinary citizens were among those who 
politically mobilized.825  The City Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs, for instance, wrote 
Mayor Chandler that they supported him and the war effort.  Composed of more than 750 
members, the group reported that they were selling war bonds and helping with city 
beautification efforts.826   
Black businessmen maintained their involvement in politics though they were not as 
aggressive as Church and his associates had been in pursuing racial equality.  Instead, they 
sought improvements within the segregated society.  For instance, M. S. Stuart, on behalf of 
the Memphis Negro Chamber of Commerce, informed Crump that black people objected to 
the name “Shinertown” for a housing project.  Stuart instead proposed the name “T. J. Searcy 
Homes” after the late black minister.  Crump said that he would not allow any name 
objectionable to blacks.827  In addition, the Negro Chamber of Commerce and its female 
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counterpart, the Housewives League, protested the White Rose Laundry’s sign picturing a 
black female laundry worker washing a pair of underpants.  In a letter to the storeowners, 
these groups demanded its removal, noting that hundreds of black Memphians objected to “its 
subtle although effective ridicule of the race.”  The letter continued, “[M]ost colored people 
have to work hard for a living . . . .  [W]e do not believe the many servile tasks that they have 
to perform should be held up in ridicule and be made a public laughing stock” through the 
“immoral exhibition of underwear etc.”828  The organizations sent Mayor Chandler a copy of 
the letter, and he suggested to the storeowners that their sign did more harm than good.  They 
subsequently removed the sign.829   
Like Church and his group, these black businessmen saw economics as a channel for 
black advancement.  As head of the National Negro Business League, J. E. Walker, for 
instance, decided to work with other national black organizations in a campaign to teach 
blacks to save money with the ultimate goal of raising their economic level.  So, he resigned 
from the Colored Democratic Club in May 1944.830  Lt. Lee remained a chief official of the 
Atlanta Life Insurance Company.  Along with Church’s former political associate Dr. A. N. 
Kittrelle, he convinced Walker to found Tri-State Bank in 1946, one of thirteen black banks 
in the country and the first one in Memphis since the failure of the black bank in 1927.831  Lee 
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believed that it was imperative that blacks advance economically.  The black man “can’t 
always be in front of the counter and not behind the counter.  He can’t always be buying and 
never selling,” Lee said.  “He can’t always be begging charity with no charity to bestow.”832    
While the Crump machine accepted a limited degree of black protest activity, Rev.  
T. O. Fuller represented the type of black leader that it continued to tolerate and encourage, 
one who generally supported city officials and did not challenge them.  After his election as 
mayor in 1939, for instance, Chandler had asked Fuller to provide him with suggestions and 
advice.833  Fuller continued to cultivate his ties to the Crump organization as a way to 
improve the conditions of blacks within the segregated system, such as by seeking city jobs 
for them, but his statements and actions in support of the Crump machine ultimately served 
to legitimate it and undermine those who protested it.834  For example, despite ongoing police 
brutality, Fuller brought business to the city by ensuring that the National Baptist 
Convention, of which he was the assistant secretary, met in Memphis even though--as he 
wrote Crump--an “effort was made to give us the ‘black-eye’ on the account of some things 
that have happened here.”835  The black minister also supported Will Gerber in his bid for re-
election as Attorney General of Shelby County in 1942.  Despite Gerber’s actions during the 
“reign on terror,” Fuller wrote Crump that Gerber was “recognized as a painstaking, 
hardworking, courteous and efficient [a]ttorney [g]eneral” with a good record and was “held 
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in high esteem by all who are brought in touch with him.”836  Shortly before his death in 
1942, Fuller even criticized Church in a letter to Crump, accusing him of “never ma[king] 
any effort to organize an intelligent following.  [Church] . . . held the spotlight and prestige 
for what it meant to him in other quarters.837  After Fuller died, Crump called the 
Commercial Appeal to say, “He thoroughly understood his own race as well as the white 
people and his work was always helpful and constructive . . . .  He was held in high esteem 
by all white people who knew him . . . .  [His] whole life [was] spent not only for the good of 
his own race, but for this entire community as well.”838 
Rev. Blair Hunt carried on Fuller’s torch in serving as one of Crump’s closest black 
political associates in the 1940s.  In fact, Hunt had begun his church service as an assistant 
minister to Fuller.  Born in Memphis in 1888 to former slaves, Hunt came from an elite black 
family with a history of political involvement.  A relative, Fred Hunt, acted as Recorder of 
Deeds in Memphis in the 1880s.  Hunt did his undergraduate work at Morehouse and 
graduate work at Harvard, financing his education by his own efforts.  His father, who had a 
substantial carpenter trade, also helped fund his schooling.  After a stint as a chaplain during 
World War I, Hunt served as the long-time minister of Mississippi Boulevard Church, of 
which J. E. Walker and other prominent black Memphians were members.  Hunt moved up 
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the ranks of the school system and became the principal of Booker T. Washington High 
School in 1932, a position that he held for decades.839   
Hunt’s political approach was to campaign for and make friends with white 
politicians in order to secure benefits for his high school and otherwise improve the social 
and economic conditions of blacks.  He sent holiday greetings and gifts to Crump and elected 
officials in order to establish relationships with them, and they often thanked him for these 
gestures.840  He also sent congratulatory notes to local officials when they won office.841  
Calling himself “a little brown nut” in the Crump machine, Hunt campaigned for Crump-
backed candidates and supplied the organization with names of campaign workers.842  In 
1944, he worked, once again, with the Colored Democratic Club and compiled a fact sheet on 
why blacks should vote for Roosevelt.843  Going so far as to suggest that Senator Kenneth 
McKellar of Tennessee nominate Crump to be vice president, Hunt wrote, “Thousands of 
Memphis Negroes will be happy.”844 
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Even though the Crump machine manipulated black voters, Hunt contended that 
black political participation in this system laid the foundation for future black political 
development.  “I’m a desegregationist, but with it a gradualist.  I’m not a revolutionist but an 
evolutionist,” he explained in 1959.845  Yet, was Hunt right that manipulated black voting 
was better than no voting at all?  Did participation in this system provide a solid foundation 
for independent political activity later?  Hunt took an optimistic stance, but others perhaps 
argued that Crump’s manipulation of the black vote threatened to inhibit independent black 
political mobilization in the future because black Memphians had experienced a system in 
which they were told how to vote and were not encouraged to think for themselves.   
To be sure, at the same time that the Crump machine manipulated black and white 
votes and cracked down on white and black activists, it continued to provide benefits for 
blacks, a reason that Hunt, Fuller, and others supported it.  Mayor Chandler summarized the 
machine’s approach to blacks in 1943:  “More than forty percent of the residents of Memphis 
are colored, and we try to maintain friendly relationships with the colored groups by giving 
them excellent schools, sufficient parks, playgrounds, housing and hospital facilities,” he 
wrote.  “We endeavor to take care of streets on which they live, and to encourage the proper 
understanding of their responsibilities as citizens.”846  Indeed, the Crump machine continued 
to improve black schools, streets, and health services.847  Maintaining a degree of civility 
with blacks, Chandler made speeches at black institutions and participated in black-oriented 
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events.848  Per the requests of black groups, he sent letters of support for national meetings 
held in Memphis, including the Colored Methodist Youth Conference.849  Like past mayors, 
Chandler provided municipal assistance for the Tri-State Fair, the black counterpart to the 
white Mid-South fair.  He also ensured that the city provided an office to Mayor of Beale 
Street Matthew Thornton after his re-election to this ceremonial position in 1940, and he 
addressed Thornton as “mayor” in his correspondence with him.850  Adhering to the 
longstanding Crump machine policy, Chandler, in general, responded to letters from blacks 
in a civil and cordial manner.851    
The NAACP’s Crisis magazine observed that Crump had improved housing and 
public services for blacks and that Memphis ranked as one of the best places in the South for 
its material provisions to blacks.  Yet, it reported, “In the congested colored sections . . . 
complaints persist of unlighted and unpaved streets, of underpaid Negro school teachers, of 
[the] lack of playgrounds and parks and of vast numbers of Negroes whose housing and 
hospitalization needs continue to be neglected.”852  To be sure, the Crump machine’s public 
services to blacks remained inadequate.  Public housing, for instance, did not have enough 
slots to fulfill demand.853  And, in general, black Memphians were discontented:  in a 1942 
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poll, 75 percent said that they thought they would receive better treatment than they faced 
currently if Japan defeated the United States.854   
Even with the limits of the Crump machine’s treatment toward blacks, not all whites 
appreciated the city administration’s steps for them, particularly as racial tensions heightened 
during wartime.  For instance, white Cotton Exchange workers, who considered themselves 
“friends” of Chandler, questioned his decision to allow a black Baptist convention in the city 
auditorium. “[W]e all agree that it is certainly the wrong time to encourage a bunch of 
[n]orthern Negroes to come down here, where there is certainly a most distinct feeling of 
animosity growing daily between the whites and the negroes,” one wrote him.855  With fewer 
white men around because of the war, numerous white women wrote the draft board to 
express their fears about black men; they noticed them around more, such on the bus during 
Christmas shopping season.  Expressing anxiety about the absence of white men to protect 
them, these women feared that the black men carried venereal disease; they worried about 
miscegenation and black rule.  The women urged that the black men should be drafted.856  
Their anxieties indicated that white Memphians desired Crump to keep black voting in check 
in part because of their fears of black-white sex.  The white women’s pleas also may have 
been a rhetorical strategy to support their argument that blacks rather than just whites should 
be drafted.   
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Section III 
The war years saw not only increased racial friction but also the explosive growth of 
the labor movement in Memphis and across the country.  Federal legislation and grassroots 
activism had spurred unionization in the 1930s, and labor activism accelerated in the 1940s.  
Because President Roosevelt aided the Europeans in their war effort, federal military 
spending rose even before the United States entered World War II.  As a result, the demand 
for labor increased, providing a favorable environment for hundreds of successful strikes for 
union recognition and higher wages.  Union membership jumped to more than 8 million by 
1941, from a low point of 3 million in 1933.  Black workers joined unions in large numbers in 
Memphis and elsewhere.857   
In June 1941, black labor and civil rights activists won a major victory when 
President Roosevelt issued an executive order banning employment discrimination in the 
defense industries based on race, national origin, color, or creed, and creating the Committee 
on Fair Employment Practices (FEPC) for enforcement.  A. Philip Randolph, the head of the 
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, had successfully pressured Roosevelt to take this action 
by threatening to hold a mass-based march to press for this demand.  After Roosevelt issued 
the executive order, the most significant executive action for black rights since the 
Emancipation Proclamation, the labor leader abandoned march plans.858  The FEPC 
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succeeded in alleviating employment discrimination, and Randolph created the March on 
Washington Movement organization to monitor it.859   
  During the war, the number of factory workers doubled in Memphis because of the 
economic growth generated by private investment, new industrial plants, and military 
facilities constructed by the federal government.  The city gained about nineteen thousand 
manufacturing jobs, providing an environment ripe for industrial unionism.  The CIO grew at 
a rapid pace, becoming the most prominent union association in Memphis.  More than twenty 
thousand Memphis workers joined it, and the CIO reached thirty-two thousand members by 
the end of the war.  Black workers were the heart of its support, and biracial organization 
became the key to its success.860  The CIO gained bargaining rights in more than sixty 
workplaces--most with mainly black laborers--in Memphis and nearby areas as soon as 
September 1941.  Black Memphians joined the AFL as well and participated in strikes in that 
capacity.861  They sought to better their employment situation and combat job discrimination 
not only by engaging in union activities but also by making appeals to the FEPC and asking 
for help from black community leaders.862   
While the labor movement grew and experienced success, it faced racial tensions in 
Memphis.  Many whites saw the CIO as a “communist, nigger-loving union” federation.863  
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Crump himself used that phrase to describe it.864  In the fall of 1940, the most important target 
for CIO organizers was the Firestone plant, which employed nearly three thousand workers of 
which one third were black.865  But, Crump’s “reign of terror” drove away many probable 
supporters of the CIO.866  CIO union organizers experienced violence and intimidation from 
the police and anti-union Firestone employees, and local authorities were largely complicit.  
Some workers believed Crump paid those who instigated the violence because of the money 
being passed around the plant.867  White workers voted for a racially exclusive AFL union, 
which the city of Memphis endorsed.  Their ballots outnumbered those of blacks, who voted 
for a CIO union.  As a result, an AFL union took hold with whites joining one unit, and 
blacks joining another.868  Fanning these flames was the fear mongering of Congressman 
Martin Dies, who headed the House Special Committee on Un-American Activities.  Shortly 
before the vote was taken, he accused subversives, including CIO organizers, of generating 
racial hatred through trying to gain black support.  His charges inspired city officials and the 
Commercial Appeal to justify the reign on terror as an effort against communism and race 
warfare.869 
As the CIO grew in Memphis, the city became more receptive to its presence.  The 
Roosevelt administration sent down a Justice Department investigator after the beating of a 
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union organizer, perhaps putting pressure on the municipal administration to change its 
ways.870  City officials became aware that totally opposing the CIO was counter-productive 
because of its size and influence.  Wartime workers were needed, and Memphis was 
experiencing unprecedented prosperity.  Still, Crump continued to dislike the organization, 
and police harassed union organizers.  Many businesses remained anti-union and resisted 
union demands, and labor organizing continued to suffer from racial tensions.  In 1942, after 
the AFL union was ineffective, Firestone workers switched to a CIO union.  But, racial 
divisions continued to hamper union activities within the plant.871  Like elsewhere in the 
South, most white workers were not fully committed to interracialism.  They wanted to hold 
better jobs than blacks and to maintain segregation in the workforce and society.872   
Despite the limits they faced, black laborites represented the most vital force against 
the Jim Crow system in the absence of any strong civil rights or black political organization in 
Memphis.  Black workers first fought for the right to unionize, sometimes risking their lives 
in the process.  Then, they used unions to battle workplace discrimination.  By aligning with 
whites, they challenged the social code of racial separatism.  Ultimately, black unionists 
wanted the Jim Crow system to end.873  Most apparently did not engage in formal political 
mobilization, but they helped create an environment that provided the seeds for challenging 
the Crump regime at the polls in the future. 
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During the war years, these laborites and other black Memphians became more overt 
in challenging the Jim Crow system than in previous decades; they tried to make wartime 
rhetoric about democracy a reality in their lives.  Individual protests increased, especially on 
buses where blacks risked arrest for not complying with segregation policies.  Working-class 
ministers increasingly hosted union and civil rights meetings at their churches.874  As 
occurred elsewhere in the South and the country, NAACP membership in Memphis grew at a 
dramatic pace, rising ten times in size to a high of some four thousand members.875  In 1944, 
branch members helped organize the Tennessee State Conference of Branches in order to 
better coordinate NAACP activities in the state.876  Local blacks were further spurred to 
activism after hearing about the poor treatment of black soldiers stationed in the South, who 
experienced violent attacks from whites and saw prisoners of war receiving better treatment 
than them.  Black unionist Clarence Coe protested by signing up hundreds of NAACP 
members at his plant.877   
Crump could not stop the rising tide of protest activity, but he did manipulate the fear 
of race riots to clamp down on efforts for black equality.  During the war, at least 240 racial 
incidents occurred in forty-seven cities, most extensively in Detroit in 1943 where thirty-three 
people died.  Rumors spread of race riots in Memphis, and city officials remained vigilant, 
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but none broke out.878  Still, race riots were not far from Crump’s mind, and his political use 
of this potential disorder was epitomized in the A. Philip Randolph controversy. 
The local branch of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters invited Randolph to 
speak in Memphis on November 7, 1943, at Rev. Roy Love’s Mt. Nebo Baptist Church.  The 
day before the speech, the sheriff called a group of black leaders to meet with him at his 
office, including J. E. Walker, Matthew Thornton, Blair Hunt, Lt. Lee, and H. L. Patton, the 
president of the Memphis chapter of the Brotherhood.  The sheriff subsequently took them to 
the Shelby County jail, where other Crump lieutenants met them.  Serving as the spokesman, 
Attorney General Will Gerber reminded the black leaders of what the city had done for 
blacks and said that the upcoming meeting must be stopped; each would be held accountable 
if Randolph spoke and a race riot occurred.  He said that Crump was so interested in 
maintaining peace that he would walk back from Little Rock (if he was there) to stop a race 
riot and incarcerate anyone who participated in one.879   
After the meeting, Patton and a delegation of porters met Randolph at the train station 
and urged him to leave.  Refusing to be intimidated, the labor leader came anyway.  Though 
forbidden by Crump to speak at Love’s church, he denounced the Crump machine for its 
refusal to permit freedom of speech and compared him to Hitler in an address at the national 
convention of the Southern Tenant Farmers Union taking place in Memphis.  He said that the 
city officials’ actions challenged black and white Memphians and the labor movement to 
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invite him back to speak at a public meeting.  Randolph’s union was part of the AFL, and he 
subsequently suggested that its president, William Green, arrange a labor meeting for him to 
address in Memphis.  Green agreed and organized a mass meeting, which Randolph returned 
to speak at on March 31, 1944.880   
After Crump forbade Randolph to speak in November, local blacks were quite 
worked up about the black leaders’ role in pressuring the labor leader to follow the political 
boss’s orders.881  It probably was not publicly known that Crump officials had apparently 
pressured the black leaders to sign affidavits to prevent any legal activity against the 
machine.882  They also may have forced them to defend the machine.  J. E. Walker, for 
instance, denounced Randolph as a demagogue.883  In the Memphis World, Blair Hunt said 
that he had intended to “promote the larger good for all concerned” in discouraging Randolph 
from speaking.884  He told the press, “The white officials didn’t ask us to call it off.  They 
just talked with us.”885 
Crump’s treatment of Randolph generated national attention, in large part because of 
the efforts of Robert R. Church.  Long a close friend and political ally of Randolph’s, Church 
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monitored and publicized the incident from afar, calling it “the hottest thing in the South 
today.”  National publications that covered the affair included the New Republic, the Nation, 
and the Chicago Defender.886  Church also pressed the national office of the NAACP to 
protest the machine’s action, pointing out that Randolph was a board member of the 
organization and a winner of its prestigious Spingarn Medal.  Acting Secretary Roy Wilkins 
replied that the organization had protested the incident to federal authorities because the 
consensus of its officials was that contacting Memphis politicians would have little effect.887  
In addition, Church persuaded a Republican senator to place a Chicago Sun editorial against 
Crump in the Congressional Record.888  Not all black Memphians appreciated the publicity, 
however.  Lt. Lee wrote Church that he wanted to be left out of the coverage of the Chicago 
Defender, which supported Randolph against Crump and opposed those blacks who tried to 
stay within the good graces of the machine.  Referring to the Crump machine, Lee wrote, 
“There is a job here I am trying to do and its [sic] hard enough.  To be envolved [sic] in 
something else will be an exceeding handicap in carrying out a political program where the 
opposition would try to stop me on the slightest pretense.”889   
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In New York City at his Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters headquarters, Randolph 
thanked Church for publicizing the controversy and reported that he was “busy building fires 
under Boss Crump and his reprehensible [G]estapo.”890  Randolph protested to the 
Department of Justice about the Crump machine’s denial of his right to free speech and its 
pressure on black leaders to sign affidavits.891  He also urged the national office of the 
NAACP to protest the incident.892  The labor leader’s March on Washington Movement 
organization came to his aid.  Representing one thousand members, the New York City 
branch wrote Mayor Chandler to protest the situation.893  Another protest letter came from 
Layle Lane, a North Atlantic division official.  Using March on Washington Movement 
letterhead that featured the organization’s slogan, “Winning Democracy for the Negro is 
Winning the War for Democracy,” he wrote, “If such things can happen in America of what 
avail is all the terrible slaughter in this war supposedly fought to preserve the rights of free 
men.”  Urging Chandler to invite Randolph to Memphis to assure him of his constitutional 
rights, Lane wrote, “Only in this way will Memphis redeem itself from the justifiable charge 
it has already become a part of Hitler’s empire.”894   
Randolph returned to Memphis to speak at the AFL meeting in late March.  He did so 
even though the Crump machine likely funded the trip of two black Memphians, 
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businessman G. L. Young and drugstore operator T. J. Johnson, to Washington D.C., where 
they tried to convince AFL President Green to forbid Randolph from speaking in the city in 
March or at any time.895  When Randolph came back to Memphis, G. A. Long was the only 
minister who allowed him to use his church for the occasion.  After Long opened the meeting 
with prayer, Randolph spoke to a crowd of two thousand, made up primarily of black and 
white unionists, both male and female.896  Doctors, schoolteachers, principals, and ministers 
largely stayed away.897  Physicians and businessmen said they were either “too busy” to 
attend or “home with a cold.”  The one black lawyer in town, A. A. Latting, did not come.  
When a Chicago Defender reporter asked the wife of one black principal why she did not 
attend, she replied, “Now you know right well, honey, that we couldn’t dare to go.  It would 
jeopardize my husband’s job.”898   
Saying that blacks did not want to be “well-kept slaves,” Randolph declared in his 
speech that Crump “out-Hitlered Hitler.”899  Engaging in a battle of words and ideas, he spent 
a great deal of time pulling apart a recent statement from Crump, published in the 
Commercial Appeal, that defended his actions against Randolph.  “Free speech does not 
mean that anyone has the right to holler fire in a packed theatre,” Crump wrote.  “[N]or does 
it mean that anyone, white or black, has the right to incite race trouble.”  Randolph called his 
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comparison of a public meeting to a disruption in a packed theater “an insult to the 
intelligence of decent citizens, black and white.”900  He pointed out that no race riots had 
broken out in any place, including cities in the South, where he had spoken.901  If the city had 
friendly race relations, as Crump had stated, Randolph said that there “ought not be any fear 
that one speech by one man could upset or disturb” them.902  He further rebutted Crump’s 
claim of good race relations by castigating the machine for “waves of police brutality and 
terrorism,” trampling on the rights of J. B. Martin, manipulating the black vote, and 
providing few city jobs for blacks.  He pointed out that no blacks sat on the city commission 
in Memphis despite their large percentage of the population.903   
In an attempt to discourage black activism, Crump also pointed out that his machine 
provided benefits to blacks.  “About 99 percent of the negroes in Memphis appreciate what 
has been done for them--housing . . . medical centers, schools, playgrounds, parks . . . and 
innumerable other helpful things,” Crump wrote.904  Randolph replied that these public 
services were “no proper justification or compensation for denying . . . freedom of 
speech.”905  Moreover, Randolph blasted the quality of these public services.  For instance, 
he denounced the black schools for being typical Jim Crow schools--inadequate, poorly 
equipped, and with teachers who were both underpaid and unequally paid compared to 
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whites.  Instead of “crowing” about these schools, Randolph said that Crump should make a 
constructive effort to deal with educational discrimination.906   
Randolph also had harsh words for the black leaders who followed Crump’s orders to 
prevent him from speaking, saying that they had failed the black people of the country as 
well as unborn generations of black children.  “They failed when they refused to stand up and 
support the right of free speech,” he said.  “They went back on the noble and valiant 
traditions of Harriet Tubman, Sojourner Truth . . . Frederick Douglass . . . and a great galaxy 
of heroic Negro crusaders for freedom and justice in the dark days of slavery, reconstruction, 
and our own time.”  Randolph reasoned that some of these blacks sought to defend their 
stake in the Jim Crow system and others wanted to win the favor and good will of whites.  
“But this is not typical of the Negro today,” he declared.  “Negroes want no part of the me-
too-boss, hat-in-hand, Uncle Tom Negro leader.”907   
Randolph tied the situation in Memphis to larger problems across the South.  Quoting 
Booker T. Washington in saying that “a white man cannot keep a Negro in the ditch without 
remaining in the ditch with him,” Randolph observed that the region did not flourish 
economically, socially, or culturally because it was held down by segregation, 
disenfranchisement, violence, economic exploitation, and civil liberties infractions.908  The 
labor leader called on black and white workers to unite to “save the South from destruction 
by [J]im-[C]rowism, fascism, and Crumpism,” pointing out that the “same forces that attack 
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the Negro’s struggles for their rights, attack the struggles of labor for its rights.”909  Randolph 
said that it was common knowledge that the same groups that opposed abolishing the poll tax 
were against the FEPC.910  Pointing out that Crump was both a lucrative insurance executive 
and machine government boss, he said that businessmen and politicians aligned to racially 
divide black and white workers as a way of economically exploiting both.911  Randolph 
predicted that the day would “come when the black and white workers . . . stop this misrule 
and unholy alliance” for they would recognize that their shared interests trump racial 
divisiveness.912  “Like other powerful political dictators, [Crump] will . . . disappear in a 
blaze of political disgrace,” he said.913   
Randolph was correct in making the connection between Memphis and the South; 
both the city and region hurt blacks and whites through undemocratic practices.  With blacks 
held down by the restrictions of southern law and society, the South limited their 
potentialities as well as whites affected negatively by the Jim Crow system.  The poll tax 
disenfranchised not only blacks but also poor whites and women in particular, and the Crump 
machine consistently opposed its repeal because it remained part of its arsenal for 
maintaining control.914  Most Tennesseans did not vote, which made it easier for Crump to 
exert political influence statewide.  In fact, voter turnout numbers were low in states across 
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the region, sometimes not reaching above 15 percent of those eligible.  Moreover, the South 
was the poorest region in the country, as spotlighted in the federal government’s 1938 
“Report on Economic Conditions of the South,” a document that Randolph referred to in his 
speech.915  Segregation served as a powerful barrier to poor blacks and whites joining 
together to uplift their economic status, and a southern oligarchy with influence particularly 
wielded by black belt planters controlled politics.  It was no coincidence that the white 
business community supported and made campaign contributions to the Crump machine.916   
Randolph was part of a powerful social movement struggling for a more democratic 
South during the war years.  The labor leader considered the Memphis meeting where he 
spoke “epoch making” and wrote Church that the “crusade that is being waged to make 
Memphis civilized and also make the South democratic is bound to have far reaching 
consequences for the good of democracy in America and the Negro in particular.”917  During 
this time, black and white laborites, New Dealers, Socialists, and others continued to push for 
a more democratic South and racial and economic justice in the region.  For instance, the 
biracial Southern Conference for Human Welfare advocated for federal legislation abolishing 
the poll tax and met with success when the Soldiers Vote Bill was passed in 1942.  The new 
law exempted soldiers serving in the armed forces from the poll tax during the war as well as 
ensured that they received absentee ballots for primary elections.  A 1944 New York Times 
ad, released as a message for the Republican and Democratic Conventions, spoke of the 
rising activism during wartime as well.  Sponsored by leading black organizations of the day 
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--including fraternal, religious, labor, and political ones--and representing 6.5 million blacks, 
the message called for the abolition of disenfranchisement measures, the extension of the 
FEPC, the enactment of anti-lynching legislation, an end to discrimination in the armed 
services, and a stop to colonial exploitation and imperialism.918   
After Randolph’s speech, Crump railed against him in another Commercial Appeal 
statement, pointing again to public services.  Crump may have felt validated by several black 
ministers who publicly affirmed their support for him and said that Randolph did not 
represent the attitude of blacks in his speech.919  The boss said that he “hate[d] to think that 
[Randolph] voices the sentiment of the colored citizens of this community in his belittling the 
many things that have been done for them.”920  In an open letter to Crump published in the 
Chicago Defender and other black newspapers, Randolph replied by reiterating points that he 
had made in his talk.  Church provided him with suggestions for crafting his letter, and he 
used all of them.921  Challenging Crump to a public debate, Randolph expressed confidence 
that he could prove “positively, definitely and without the shadow of a doubt . . . that the 
colored citizens of Memphis are not satisfied with your jim crow [sic] charity and that they 
resent your tyrannical and Hitler-like policies.”  Repeating his criticism of black leaders who 
ingratiated themselves to Crump, he pledged to show the political boss that these “‘little 
black nuts in the . . . machine’ have taken you for a ride and [have been] feeding you with a 
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lot of baloney in order to get your good will and a little jim crow hand out [sic] from time to 
time.”  Blacks had not challenged Crump because they were afraid that he would use his 
“[G]estapo ruthlessly to beat them up and run them out of town,” he said.  Again predicting 
the demise of Crump’s regime, Randolph declared, “Because of your political feudalism, 
Memphis is backward and benighted but the people will wake up.”922  Crump did not accept 
Randolph’s invitation to a debate.   
Although Randolph apparently did not face repercussions from Crump beyond these 
verbal attacks, other black Memphians faced a violent crackdown in the months following 
Randolph’s speech.  The Crump machine undoubtedly took these actions to reassert its power 
in the wake of the rebellion of the thousands of Memphians who attended Randolph’s talk.  
The city banned the planned birthday celebration for Randolph by the ladies auxiliary of the 
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters at the recreation room of the Foote Homes, a public 
housing project, ostensibly because outside groups were not allowed to use the facility.  In 
addition, local governmental officials pressured families of Brotherhood members to move 
out the public housing project.923  A number of black Memphians experienced physical 
attacks, including George W. Lee and labor organizer Benjamin Bell.  Two black assailants, 
who the Press-Scimitar reported were “known to have done work at times for the police,” 
beat them with an iron pipe.  Others received threats of violence, even steadfast Crump 
supporter Blair Hunt.  Anonymous callers warned journalist Nat D. Williams not to publicize 
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the violence.924  Appealing to the Justice Department for an investigation of these matters, 
the Workers Defense League, a national socialist organization committed to protecting the 
legal rights of poor workers and trade unionists, charged that the police, abetted by the 
Crump machine, was violating the civil rights of black leaders.925 
For allowing Randolph to speak in his church, Rev. G. A. Long faced the most 
serious repercussions.  Crump publicly accused Long of “spreading race hatred” and said 
Memphis was “better off” without him.926  In a public letter titled “Christ, not Crump, is my 
Boss,” Long replied that he was not beholden to Crump as to whether he could live in 
Memphis, that he took orders only from God.927  Chandler sent Long a threatening letter, and 
Boyle verbally abused him in comments publicized by the local white papers.  Two black 
assailants attacked Long at night at his garage door, but he survived and stayed in Memphis.  
On Sundays, police harassed his congregation.928  The city condemned his church, forcing 
him to pay more than $5,000 in improvements.  Long only made $25 per week, and his 
parishioners were working class and few in number.  To meet the city’s fees, Randolph 
ensured that his union paid Long $1,000.  Other organizations raised money, including a 
group of black sailors who were students at the nearby Naval Air Base at Millington.  They 
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visited Long’s church and contributed $136.50.  Church monitored the repression against 
Long, and the pastor’s congregation supported him through these trials.929  
Section IV 
As seen through the Martin and Randolph cases, Church stayed connected with 
Memphis people and politics from afar.  Church and Randolph communicated about the labor 
leader’s experiences there for years afterward, and Church remained interested in the 
conditions of the city.  During the Randolph ordeal, Church wrote an uncle in New Jersey 
that Lt. Lee had visited him in Chicago and had said that he “did not see how in three short 
years Memphis could be changed around like it is today.”  Church had told him “he was 
partly to blame for it, that Memphis had not changed, that it was the leadership of which he 
was part.”930  In addition, Church bemoaned the decline of the Republican Party in Memphis; 
it was undoubtedly hard for him to see considering his work to establish the black-and-tan 
faction as the regular party organization and the trials he went through with the local lily 
whites to keep his group dominant.  Church urged black-and-tan members in Memphis not to 
be intimidated by city officials, who he feared were taking over the rival lily-white faction.931   
Church seldom went back to Memphis, instead spending his time in Washington D.C. 
and Chicago.  His ownership of a small piece of property in Memphis, however, made him 
eligible for political activity there.  In 1942, he sought to run for the Republican state 
committee in Tennessee, but Crump ordered the County Court not to pay the bills for the 
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Republican primary unless he withdrew from consideration.  Church did so, but no 
Republican primary was held anyway.932  Two years later, Church tried to be elected as a 
Republican National Committee delegate from Memphis, but apparently Senator McKellar, 
one of Crump’s key officials, conferred with East Tennessee Republican Congressman B. 
Carroll Reece to help prevent Church from making this move.933  J. Will Taylor, Church’s 
loyal white ally in state politics, had died in 1939, and Reece was now one of the state’s most 
powerful politicians. 
Church met with more success in national politics after leaving his hometown.  He 
remained devoted to using politics as leverage for first-class citizenship for blacks and to 
making the Republican Party a stronghold for civil rights.  In addition to wanting blacks to 
return to the party, Church wanted more blacks in policymaking positions.  To help achieve 
all these goals, Church formed the Republican American Committee, apparently the only 
national black Republican organization, and was elected its first president in early 1944.  As 
with the Lincoln League of America, it consisted of black Republicans, both male and 
female, from more than thirty states.  In fact, some were former members of the organization 
or their descendents.  The Republican American Committee met at least annually, and its 
members included J. B. Martin, George W. Lee, and Perry Howard, the prominent 
Mississippi Republican who had worked as a top official of the Lincoln League of 
America.934   
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The Republican American Committee achieved one of its greatest successes in 1944, 
when it influenced the party to include the strongest civil rights language in its platform in its 
history.  Church and an organizational delegation met with the Republican National 
Convention’s platform committee, and they helped persuade its members to include 
statements calling for a constitutional amendment to abolish the poll tax, legislation against 
lynching, the establishment of a permanent Fair Employment Practices Committee, and a 
congressional investigation into discrimination and segregation in the armed forces.  They 
argued that the black vote held the balance of power in close elections in seventeen states and 
that Republicans could win this bloc by embracing a strong civil rights position.935  The 
Republican platform ended up containing stronger civil rights statements than that of the 
Democrats despite the increasing black support for their party.936   
When it came to civil rights in the 1944 election season, however, little difference 
existed between the two parties beyond the platforms.  Civil rights remained a minor concern 
for both parties, and both candidates engaged in mere generalities in expressing their support 
for civil rights.  As a concession to the South, Roosevelt replaced the racially liberal Henry 
Wallace with Harry S. Truman as his vice presidential candidate of whom blacks had little 
hope when it came to civil rights.  Despite Roosevelt’s choice of Truman, most blacks 
continued to vote for the president.  The Republican Party continued to not provide an 
alternative to his economic programs or take a strong civil rights position that would 
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distinguish itself from the Democratic Party.  Its platform was part of the party’s pattern of 
platitudes for civil rights backed up by no real action.937  After Roosevelt won the election, 
Church and his Republican American Committee pushed the Republican Party to fulfill its 
platform promises, once again pointing out that the black voters had held the balance of 
power in key states and that a strong civil rights position was necessary for capturing black 
votes.938 
The Republican American Committee represented one of Church’s two major 
political projects after he left Memphis.  The second was his work to make the Fair 
Employment Practices Commission permanent.939  Church called the issue of fair 
employment “a human one which involves economic, social and moral justice for more than 
twenty million members of minority groups.”940  Long interested in this issue, he had 
observed as a young man in Memphis that black teachers and principals were paid less than 
whites even though they did equal work.  Federal employment was an exception to the 
widespread practice of unequal pay.  Like his father, he had encouraged young blacks to 
consider a career with the U.S. Postal Service, where white and black employees received the 
same salary, when he lived in Memphis.941   
Church served as a member of the board of directors for the National Council for a 
Permanent Fair Employment Practices Commission, an organization that A. Philip Randolph 
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formed in 1943.  Randolph appointed him as its chief lobbyist on Capitol Hill.  “I knew there 
was no other person of color in the country who could reach as many outstanding Republican 
spokesmen of power . . . [or] whose political wisdom was more highly cherished and sought 
after, by both black and white Republican leaders, than his,” Randolph later said.  “The basic 
reason for this was that he not only possessed a mind for careful evaluation of political 
personalities and forces but he [also] was impeccably honest and could not be influenced by 
money or political power.”942  During this time, Church continued his longstanding practice 
of never accepting payment for political work.  And, he was willing to share his political 
skills:  he taught Clarence Mitchell how to lobby.  Mitchell became the long-time lobbyist for 
the NAACP.943   
Church involved himself in other national political activities as well.  After Virginia 
Durr, an official of the National Committee to Abolish the Poll Tax, enlisted him to persuade 
Republicans to support an anti-poll tax bill, he worked with this committee.944  Prominent 
black and white figures, such as Eleanor Roosevelt and A. Philip Randolph, supported the 
organization as well.  In 1946, Church was instrumental in the election of Tennessee 
Congressman Carroll Reece as Republican National Committee chairman even though Reece 
may have prevented him from serving as a convention delegate two years earlier.945  
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Church’s move undoubtedly served as a strategy to increase his own influence in the halls of 
Washington.   
Section V 
As Church battled for political influence, civil rights, and fair employment, the 
Crump machine kept up its campaign to portray race relations as harmonious in Memphis.  
By September 1944, the city released a forty-page booklet, Benefits and Opportunities for 
Colored Citizens of Memphis: Civic Progress 1940-44, on its provisions for blacks.  Printed 
on heavy-coated paper, the publication was signed by Mayor Chandler and the rest of the city 
commission.  It spotlighted health, educational, recreational, housing, and other municipal 
services specifically for blacks and included a map of the respective locations.  The 
publication pointed out that black citizens also benefited from citywide services such as street 
paving and neighborhood improvements.  In addition, the booklet featured city jobs for 
blacks, including as doctors, nurses, and public housing managers.  Attractive photographs 
showcased the city’s offerings and portrayed blacks in a dignified light.946 
Mayor Chandler took a personal interest in the project, and the city publicized the 
booklet to citizens, governmental agencies, and other organizations in Memphis and across 
the country.  Often in response to requests, city officials, along with the local Chamber of 
Commerce, distributed more than fifteen hundred copies free of charge from late 1944 
through 1946.  They sent the booklet to a variety of recipients, including university and public 
libraries, Chambers of Commerce, municipal and federal officials, and ordinary citizens.947  
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Saying that the booklet was a proper part of their education, Chandler ensured that all local 
black school children received copies to take home for their families.  He made sure that 
Memphis’s black library distributed the booklet, even suggesting that it have a “little sign” 
near the stack of copies “asking everyone to take [one] home.”948   
The booklet served many purposes for the city.  In his foreword, Chandler said that 
the publication was “presented to challenge and arouse the colored people of Memphis to the 
exceptional opportunities offered to them for the promotion of their health, education, and 
general welfare, and to impress upon them their duty to take the fullest advantage of those 
opportunities, benefits and privileges.”949  Undoubtedly, the booklet was also a way to win 
black votes and court their support for the administration as well as an effort to tame the civil 
rights and labor activism of black Memphians.  With the 1944 election approaching, the 
Crump organization wanted black voters to support its candidates.  Because Memphis 
experienced a labor shortage due to World War II, the publication also represented an effort 
to discourage black migration away from the city.950  And, by giving the impression of good 
race relations, it certainly was written to attract business to Memphis.951  Following the 
Martin and Randolph incidents, city officials wanted to rehabilitate the image of Memphis 
nationally, an effort that resulted in some success.  In early 1945, Chandler said that the calls 
for copies “have been nothing short of remarkable.  People are writing to us every day for 
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them, and the effect has been most favorable.”952  Rev. A. J. Garvy of Chicago wrote the 
mayor, “It was a remarkably telling booklet.  As you well know, Memphis has not always 
been presented in this light.  It deserves fairer recognition than it has often obtained.”953   
Many local blacks praised Benefits and Opportunities and requested copies.  
According to Mayor Chandler, the booklet was “quite useful in acquainting [black citizens] 
with the opportunities available to them.”954  E. L. Washburn, president of both the Memphis 
Youth Service Council and Twenty-Sixth Ward Civic Club, wrote Chandler that members of 
both organizations were asking for copies; they found that the publication was helpful for 
informing them about city services.  In addition, Washburn remarked that he had visited 
black schools in more than eleven other southern cities, including Raleigh, Atlanta, and New 
Orleans.  “[N]one that I have visited [surpassed] the buildings and set up we have in 
Memphis,” he said.  “I am with you and your administration 100%.”955  Those black 
Memphians who had long supported the machine also commended the booklet.  M. S. Stuart 
reported that he and other Memphis Negro Chamber of Commerce officials planned to send 
copies to southerners in other cities as an “expression of pride . . . for what has been done and 
is being done for us.”956  Blair Hunt and J. E. Walker added their voices to the chorus of 
praise for the publication.957  Although the local government’s benefits were significant, the 
words of all these black Memphians represented the “baloney” that A. Philip Randolph had 
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spotlighted when he had said that some blacks tell Crump that race relations are good in 
order to win his favor at the same time that they ignore the injustices of his machine.  Even 
so, their comments also signaled to Crump that the city better continue to provide benefits for 
blacks in order to keep their votes, and the extent of the benefits revealed the degree to which 
black voters were successful in having the government serve their needs.  
In a letter to Chandler, businessman M. S. Stuart expressed pride in Benefits and 
Opportunities, for it revealed that Memphis authorities “have a keen interest in, and fine 
attitude toward, the welfare of Negro citizens.”  He continued, “This is . . . in contrast to 
several large cities in the South where authorities almost entirely ignore the existence of 
Negro people except in regard to criminality.”  He passed along to the mayor a column 
commending the booklet by George Schuyler of the Pittsburgh Courier.  Noting that 
Schuyler had “a reputation usually for being critical of everything,” Stuart said that his article 
was “particularly good in view of his background, where he lives, and all of the unfortunate 
publicity given our city during the past four years.”958  Noting that no other southern cities 
had printed similar booklets, Schuyler wrote that the publication “signified a new departure 
in race relations.”  He said, “It is not unusual for cities to boast of their assets and 
opportunities . . . .  But it is certainly unusual for a [s]outhern city to boast in print of what it 
is doing for its colored citizens.”  The journalist admitted that “many gaps [exist] in this 
flowery account” but said that the “City Fathers of Memphis deserve a hand” for printing the 
booklet.959   
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Other southerners confirmed Schuyler’s remarks that Memphis was unique in 
showcasing its provisions for blacks.  Mayor William Hartsfield of Atlanta requested copies 
for city officials because they were “under great pressure” to do more for blacks, who made 
up 36 percent of the population.  “[W]hile I retain certain views handed down from time 
immemorial in the South, still I am one of those that think the [economic] opportunities and 
privileges of blacks should be enlarged,” Hartsfield wrote.  “However, we meet with a lot of 
opposition and indifference from some of our officials.”960  Chandler complied with his 
request.961  Osceola E. McKaine, an editor of South Carolina’s Lighthouse and Informer, a 
black weekly published in the state’s capitol, distributed Benefits and Opportunities to the 
mayor and city council, newspaper editors, and the chair of the South Carolina Interracial 
Committee.962  Calling it a “splendid booklet” that “registers a high mark [for its] 
constructive approach to better race relations,” McKaine wrote, “I think that its general 
dissemination throughout our Southland would indeed be a public service . . . .  Perhaps 
Memphis is pointing the way.”963  
To be sure, the booklet demonstrated the variety of city offerings for blacks and 
revealed that Memphis was unique in publicizing these provisions.  At the same time, 
however, it spread negative ideas about blacks.  The publication used the lower-case “n” for 
the word “Negro.”  Spinning segregation as legitimate and even beneficial, the pamphlet 
boasted that blacks had an exclusive day each week at the zoo instead of emphasizing that it 
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was the only day they were allowed there.  It also characterized the city’s one black library 
branch as a privilege for blacks while ignoring the fact that they could not utilize the other 
library branches.  In publicizing the city’s black schools, the booklet failed to discuss their 
inferior status compared to white schools.964  Although the city government employed blacks, 
Benefits and Opportunities did not mention that they mainly occupied the lowliest jobs and 
that black doctors and nurses only treated black patients.  The publication did not address the 
city’s lack of black policemen, firefighters, and public officials either.  By framing essential 
human services to blacks as “opportunities, benefits, and privileges,” the booklet made these 
rights out as something for which to be indebted.  In saying that the city government should 
be commended because the costs of its services to blacks exceeded the amount of taxes that 
they paid, it ignored the fact that the prevailing legal, social, and economic discrimination 
remained at the root of their low contribution to the city treasury. 
Though most responses to Benefits and Opportunities were positive, Lt. Dunbar S. 
McLaurin and his group of black soldiers differed.  Stationed overseas, many were from the 
South, and several were from Memphis.  “It was . . . with a great deal of pride that we read of 
the publication put out by your city,” McLaurin wrote Chandler when requesting copies.  “It 
represents to us fighting men, a recognition of the fact by white southerners that the Negro 
citizen is definitely an integral part of the southern economic, political, and yes, even social 
structure . . . .  This is an example of what we are fighting for.”965  Initially excited when they 
received the booklets, McLaurin wrote Chandler that they felt “that Memphis had charted the 
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way for a new era in southern race relations.”  But, when they turned to the first page and 
saw the non-capitalization of the word “Negro,” he said, “Our hopes, our visions, our 
excitement were blasted.  For there was embodied in one incident the still vigorous 
antebellum spirit of the South--the deliberate, studied, and intentional degradation of a race 
by the refusal to allow it the dignity of a proper noun.”966   
McLaurin and his men then engaged in a heated discussion.  They talked about how 
even the word “Nazi” was capitalized and that no other race or ethnicity was referred to with 
the lower-case.  McLaurin moved the conversation forward to determine why the lower-case 
“n” was used for “Negro.”  “We agreed that it is because the South is determined that the 
Negro shall not be recognized as a man,” he wrote.  They reasoned that this recognition 
would entail treating blacks with human rights.  Echoing A. Philip Randolph’s observations, 
he reported that they thought that the southern ruling classes used race to divide working-
class blacks and whites, to keep whites from recognizing that they too were held down by 
disenfranchisement and segregation, and to prevent blacks and whites from joining together 
to vote for reform.  They concluded that the basis of all the degradation faced by blacks--the 
lower-case “n,” economic exploitation, segregation, and disenfranchisement--was “to keep 
the races from knowing each other,” McLaurin wrote.  “And, moreover, to keep the whites 
from realizing that in practice ‘white supremacy’ means only ‘rich white supremacy.’”967 
Because the lower-case ‘n’ “screamed at the men from each page so that all the text 
was drowned out,” McLaurin said that they could read the booklet only after they had gone 
through it and capitalized “Negro.”  “Mr. Mayor, I went to bat for you,” he wrote.  “I told the 
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men that your mistake in making the error was unintentional.”  But, he changed his view 
after they examined the publication more closely.  “[T]he booklet seemed to smack of smug 
completeness,” he said.  “Omitted was police brutality, the lack of Negro civil servants, of 
Negro firemen, police and others.”  He also criticized the city’s policy of banning or 
censoring movies with any semblance of racial equality and called the chairman of the City 
Board of Censors a “Memphis Goebbels.”968  “Mr. Mayor, I’m quite sure you won’t reply to 
this letter.  That is unfortunate.  For we would like to have the South’s side, briefly,” 
McLaurin concluded.  “We would like to know why you deliberately lower-cased the ‘n’ 
. . . .  We would like to know what your city’s real attitude is toward Negro policemen, 
firemen, doctors[,] etc.  In short, we would like to know:  Is Memphis afraid of its Negro and 
white citizens getting to know each other?”969   
The positive and negative responses to Benefits and Opportunities revealed the 
dichotomies of the Crump machine.  On the one hand, it reportedly provided better public 
services to blacks than elsewhere in the South and stood out for promoting its provisions to 
blacks.  It appeared racially progressive because blacks could vote.  On the other hand, it 
earned a reputation for its repression against blacks and whites through violence and civil 
liberties violations.  For all his concern about maintaining peace and harmony, Crump, 
ironically, was building up resentment among Memphis citizens that threatened to damage 
his control.  Again and again, the machine pointed to its benefits to blacks as a way to divert 
attention from and provide a justification for not giving them civil rights or otherwise 
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meeting their demands.  Moreover, black political rights could mean little because of Crump.  
Pointing to the World War II context, the NAACP’s Crisis magazine observed, “Politically, 
Memphis is as un-American as any dictator-ridden country in Europe.”970   
McLaurin wrote Crump at a time that blacks were becoming increasingly politically 
active across the South.  In April 1944, the Supreme Court handed down the Smith v. 
Allwright decision, which abolished the white primary.  Though southern states continued to 
find ways to disenfranchise blacks, these methods were not as effective.  Black southerners 
took advantage of the Smith decision to engage in voter registration drives, resulting in a 
dramatic increase in the number of black voters.971  Determined to make democracy work 
within their own country, black veterans, in particular, involved themselves in political 
activism.972   
Immediately after the ruling, black Democrats seized this new opportunity to further 
their standing in the Democratic Party.  South Carolina blacks formed the Progressive 
Democratic Party to challenge the state’s all-white Democratic Party, and Osceola McKaine 
made an unsuccessful bid for the Senate on its ticket.  The party also sought recognition for 
its delegates at the Democratic National Convention though it was unsuccessful.973  In 
Memphis, J. E. Walker sent Mayor Chandler a copy of his speech at a local church in which 
he praised the Smith ruling, advocated the permanent establishment of the Fair Employment 
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Practices Committee, and called for other civil rights and labor measures.  He said these steps 
were essential to future gains and were necessary for advancing the masses, not the classes, 
of blacks.974  By making this speech, Walker revealed his continued connection with ordinary 
black Memphians.  By sending it to Chandler, he continued to work to carve out a space for 
himself in the local Democratic Party. 
During the war years, black Memphians had worked through the political system to 
improve their conditions in the face of the Crump machine.  Leaders such as Blair Hunt,  
T. O. Fuller, George W. Lee, and J. E. Walker could secure some employment opportunities, 
public service improvements, and other benefits for black Memphians.  They campaigned for 
Crump’s candidates and cultivated ties with him and his officials as a strategy for achieving 
their goals, even to the point of being obsequious and pandering.  At a time when most 
southern blacks suffered from a poor economic status, a better job or neighborhood 
improvement could have a positive effect on their standard of living.  In these days when 
most southern whites constructed blacks as subhuman and inferior, the recognition of their 
citizenship by white local officials, albeit limited, was significant.  These black leaders 
ultimately decided that it was best to work with and support the Crump machine rather than 
risk reprisal or even death by going against it.   
At the same time that these leaders sought to improve conditions for blacks by 
working with Crump, they also perpetuated the Jim Crow system and the local political 
machine.  By effusively praising Crump for his public services to blacks, not speaking out 
against machine injustices, and claiming to speak for all black Memphians, these leaders 
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bolstered Crump’s ideas that those opposing him or the Jim Crow system were troublemakers 
even as they challenged him to live up to his promises to provide benefits to blacks.  In 
assuming this strategy, they hurt their own aims despite their good intentions.  Hunt, for 
example, perhaps would have better improved the lot of his students by joining forces with A. 
Philip Randolph and speaking out against Jim Crow schools instead of pushing for benefits 
for his school within the segregated system.  After all, when black businessmen, women, and 
others came together to protest the derogatory laundry sign, Crump made sure the sign was 
removed.  It would be unwise to think that black leaders could convince Crump to change his 
position on segregation.  If more black Memphians had challenged him, however, he may 
have become less repressive, especially considering that blacks had some leverage because he 
needed their votes.   
These leaders who stayed in the good graces of the Crump machine paid a price, and 
those who opposed Crump did so as well.  After rebelling against Crump, Bob Church, J. B. 
Martin, G. A. Long, and others found themselves stripped of their financial and personal 
security.  Even so, these figures, along with McLaurin and Randolph, provided an important 
challenge to Crump and the larger southern system.  They recognized that Crump’s control 
was tenuous, and the extent to which the political boss felt that he had to manipulate black 
and white votes and crack down on those who threatened his control revealed his own 
insecurity.  Whites and blacks at the grassroots level had been crucial to Crump’s rise to 
power, and he knew both could bring him down.  Through speeches and public statements, 
Randolph worked from afar and locally against Crump, and Long demonstrated that Crump 
could not run anyone who opposed him out of town.  Church successfully sought publicity 
against Crump and otherwise aided Randolph in his battle.  Seeing Crump as indicative of 
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larger problems across the South, McLaurin and Randolph pointed out that the Jim Crow 
benefits of the Crump machine were no substitute for civil rights and liberties.  Locally, 
black unionists supported Randolph in his ordeal and worked to break down Jim Crow 
practices in the workplace.  Other blacks increasingly made public their opposition to 
segregation.  With all this activism occurring, it looked like Randolph’s prediction that the 
Crump regime would fall just might come true.   
  
 
 
 
Chapter 5:  “A New Day Breaking” in the City and the South:  
The Decline of the Crump Machine and the Rise of New Leadership, 1946-1954 
 
 
 In the post-war years, Memphis saw the growing political independence of its black 
and white citizens.  Black Memphians increasingly opposed the Crump machine, and they 
joined forces with white laborites and reformers to hand Edward H. Crump his first electoral 
defeat in decades in 1948.  Their effort resulted in a more open political environment, the 
Crump machine’s decline, and local governmental reforms.  But, Crump continued to serve 
as the most powerful local politician and to work against these activists.  Moreover, the labor 
and social democratic movements suffered in the South because of the anti-communist 
environment generated by the Cold War.  Nonetheless, J. E. Walker, no longer aligned with 
Crump, made the first black bid for local office since the early twentieth century in 1951.  
The co-manager of his campaign, Benjamin L. Hooks, represented the new generation of 
black activists that bolstered civil rights efforts in Memphis and the South.  While the 
Democratic Party continued to attract the support of most black and white southerners, 
Robert R. Church, Jr., carried on his battle to make the Republican Party embrace civil rights.  
The year 1954 would see the Brown v. Board of Education decision, a victory for the black 
Memphians and southerners who had long pushed for an end to the Jim Crow system. 
By ruling the white primary unconstitutional in its 1944 Smith decision, the Supreme 
Court spurred “a political revolution in the urban South.”975  Because of the efforts of black 
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veterans, NAACP branches, labor unions, and other groups and individuals, southern black 
voter registration shot up from less than 5 percent of those eligible before the ruling to 20 
percent by 1952.  Blacks in the urban areas of the upper South and the larger cities of the 
Deep South made up the largest proportion of the black vote.  Even in Mississippi, the state 
with arguably the most intransigent system of white supremacy, black voter registration 
numbers increased from twenty-five hundred in 1946 to twenty thousand in 1950.  Black 
voter clubs rose in number and appeared in perhaps every southern state.  To a greater extent 
than at any time since Reconstruction, blacks ran for public office, making bids in more than 
forty municipalities and winning positions as significant as school board or city council posts 
in at least fifteen communities.  Blacks also held important appointive offices in many cities.  
They increasingly held the balance of power in elections, making the difference as to whether 
white candidates less vocally anti-black than their opponents won.976  Though southern 
blacks held less than 5 percent of elective and appointive offices and most remained 
disenfranchised, the post-war environment signified more hope and potential for politics than 
at any time since Reconstruction.977  The Supreme Court’s Brown decision remains the most 
remembered and recognized civil rights decision, but the impact of Smith on black political 
activism cannot be overestimated.   
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The post-war environment was ripe not only for political change but also economic 
change.  Southern industrial workers had risen in number from 1.6 to 2.4 million during the 
war, and the federal government had forced many employers to provide higher wages and 
other union concessions.978  With labor union membership at an all-time high, the largest 
number of strikes ever took place in 1945 and 1946.979  The CIO embarked on an effort 
called Operation Dixie to organize more unions in the South in 1946 and met with some 
success in workplaces with large numbers of black workers.980   
But, these post-war years also saw the development of the Cold War, and progressive 
organizations suffered.  Anti-communist hysteria swept the country and killed the social 
democratic movement of the late 1930s and war years.  By 1946, Operation Dixie declined as 
a result of the impact of white racism, police and company violence, anti-communist 
propaganda, and related developments.981  Truman ordered the armed forces to break up 
strikes, and Congress passed the Taft-Hartley Bill in 1947.  By requiring that union officials 
swear that they were not communists, the law effectively cracked down on left-wingers who 
had been key to successes of the labor movement.  It also contained other anti-union 
provisions such as prohibiting strikes by federal employees.  Facing all these pressures, the 
CIO shifted away from the left and banned suspected communists from its ranks; other 
progressive organizations followed suit.982  Victims of red baiting, the Southern Conference 
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for Human Welfare and the National Committee to Abolish the Poll Tax ended their 
operations in 1948.983   
In Memphis, the immediate years after World War II saw continued labor activism 
despite the hostile environment nationally and Crump’s opposition to the CIO.  With about 
20 percent of workers belonging to a union, Memphis represented the most organized city in 
the Deep South.984  Even though most white workers remained uncommitted to interracial 
organizing, a small group of white communists and leftists opposed segregation and engaged 
in biracial CIO work.985  Local 19 of the Food Tobacco and Agricultural Workers Union 
(FTA) represented one such interracial union; blacks made up around 60 percent of its 
twenty-five hundred to three thousand members.  These unionists organized electoral activity 
in the black community and worked together daily to agitate for better conditions and to 
challenge discriminatory practices in the workplace.986  Black unionists not only organized in 
their places of employment but also increasingly engaged in voter registration drives and 
other civil rights activities.987  They were among eighteen thousand laborites--of the AFL, 
CIO, and railroad unions--who marched in a Labor Day parade in 1947 in which they carried 
signs that urged everyone to vote, expressed support for the FEPC and opposition to the Taft-
Hartley Bill, and called for equal justice and job opportunities.  The march began a number 
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of efforts of these unions to join together to lobby state legislators and support progressive 
candidates for office.988   
Local blacks also became increasingly disenchanted with the Crump machine.  They 
remembered the harassment of A. Philip Randolph and J. B. Martin, and they opposed the 
police brutality that continued with impunity.  They disliked Crump’s unwillingness to hire 
black police officers and the machine’s exile of its opponents from Memphis.989  The city’s 
refusal to allow the Freedom Train in late 1947 angered them even more.  Making stops in 
more than three hundred communities, the train reached three-and-a-half million people 
across the country from 1947 to 1949.  Supported by the federal government, businesses, 
foundations, and unions, it carried documents related to American heritage such as the Bill of 
Rights.990  Because local officials opposed the train’s policy mandating integrated viewing of 
its exhibits, Memphis was the first city in the country to have its stop cancelled.991   
Black Memphians further opposed Crump’s manipulation of their votes, and they 
were against the black leaders who worked with the machine.992  The machine pressured 
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black citizens in a number of ways to gain their backing at the polls.  Crump, in effect, paid 
some black ministers for their support through his financial contributions to their churches.993  
Two high school principals would tell teachers, “You better vote as Mr. Crump says; your 
job is at stake.”  If residents of public housing projects did not vote for Crump’s candidates, 
they would be informed that they would have to move out.994  It was precisely these actions--
Crump pressure on blacks and black complicity with Crump--that increasingly upset many 
black Memphians.  
Fueled by their anger at Crump and inspired by their wartime activism, black 
Memphians saw a rising tide of protest in the post-war years that encompassed not only labor 
efforts but also civil rights activities.  Along with whites, they spoke out against their 
exclusion from the Freedom Train.995  The LeMoyne College NAACP branch, which had 
experienced the wartime draft of most of its male members, gained new strength.  The adult 
NAACP chapter, which increasingly attracted veterans and working-class men and women, 
saw its membership rise to 4,120 in 1946 and experienced overflowing crowds at its 
meetings.996  In addition, local leaders and groups, including the NAACP, conducted a 
campaign for the hiring of black police officers.  None had served in Memphis since 1919, 
and other southern cities had begun to appoint them.  Black Memphians argued that the 
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hiring of black police officers would reduce racial police violence, effectively suppress black 
crime, and give blacks recognition for their wartime service.997  
When A. Philip Randolph returned to Memphis in 1947, he saw “a new day breaking” 
in the city.  He spoke at the Memphis Labor Conference, which was sponsored by the 
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters.  G. A. Long hosted this public meeting at his Beale 
Street Baptist Church.998  The “Crump machine is conspicuous by its silence,” Randolph 
wrote Bob Church, reporting that they had no trouble with the meeting and that “Memphis 
appears to be much more civilized now than . . . when I was here last.”999  Even so, he noted 
that most black ministers, professionals, and businesspeople were too afraid to attend.  
Rather, working-class men and women predominated.1000  One was the young Rev. Dwight 
Kyle, whom Randolph called “a live wire.”  He said that Kyle was leading a movement to set 
up a local FEPC council.1001  Since forming the National Council for a Permanent Fair 
Employment Practices Commission in 1943, Randolph had been founding local councils 
around the country.  By the end of the conference, a local FEPC council was set up with Kyle 
as chair; Randolph called the organization’s founding “miraculous.”  Predicting that 
Memphis “may yet become one of most liberal cities in the South because Crumpism is 
crumbling,” Randolph remarked, “I think the sun of decency, freedom and justice will shine 
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in Memphis in the not distant future.  An awakened Negro and white citizen [sic] will bring it 
about.”1002   
Just as Randolph had forecast, blacks joined with white laborites and reformers in 
1948 to back the first candidates to seriously challenge Crump since 1932.  Men and women 
of all economic levels participated in the rebellion.1003  The anti-Crump office seekers were 
Estes Kefauver and Gordon Browning, who ran in the Democratic primaries for the junior 
senatorial and gubernatorial seats respectively.  Crump supported the incumbent, Jim 
McCord, for governor and John A. Mitchell for the Senate.  A little-known circuit court 
judge, Mitchell advocated states rights and opposed the FEPC.  The incumbent senator, Tom 
Stewart, had fallen out of favor with Crump but refused to leave the race.  If voters split their 
ballots between Mitchell and Stewart, Kefauver could win.1004   
Both Kefauver and Browning conducted spirited campaigns that attacked Crump.  A 
Democratic congressman from East Tennessee since 1939, Kefauver held liberal views that 
put him to the left of Crump and most of his southern counterparts.  Though against a 
permanent FEPC and anti-lynching legislation, he supported abolishing the poll tax.  He had 
opposed the Taft Hartley bill and making the House Un-American Committee permanent, 
which investigated so-called anti-American activities.1005  When Crump compared Kefauver 
to a pet coon in 1948, the office seeker began wearing a coonskin cap when campaigning; it 
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became his signature.  Browning, a World War II veteran, announced his candidacy by 
saying that he had concluded fighting a war against a dictator and now wanted to rid his 
native state of Crump’s dictatorship.1006  Elected governor with Crump’s support in 1936, 
Browning had been defeated two years later after displeasing him.  Crump “had a mania for 
making people treat him like he was a king.  I treated him just like I thought he was another 
man,” he later said.1007  In 1948, Browning made some three hundred speeches across 
Tennessee, focusing on Crump’s negative influence on the state.1008 
In Memphis, a group of seven white business and professional men publicly 
announced their support for Kefauver.  They united around the book Union Now (1940) by 
Clarence Streit; it advocated the creation of a federal union of Western democracies in order 
to promote world peace and personal freedom as well as to serve as a safeguard against 
communism.1009  Kefauver offered to sponsor a congressional resolution in support of the 
idea.1010  In working against Crump, the group members also promoted a more democratic 
political system in their own community. 
Frances Coe, who served as the group’s office manager, was the first woman 
involved with their effort, and two other women eventually joined the committee.1011  
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Previously involved in interracial work, Coe had participated in a local Public Affairs Forum 
and earned the respect of Memphis Press-Scimitar editor Ed Meeman.  He invited her to join 
the 1948 group though she had not previously involved herself in political campaigns.1012  
Coe worked ten- to sixteen-hour days for the campaign even though she sacrificed time that 
she might have devoted to her husband and children, leading to tension in her marriage.1013   
Meeman, who spearheaded the small group’s campaign along with lawyer Lucius 
Burch, had been a lonely public voice against Crump over the last decade and a half.  His 
opposition had been limited because of Crump’s retaliation.  The political boss, for instance, 
verbally attacked him, and the city charged Meeman with property violations.1014  Meeman 
and the committee met every day in his suite at the Peabody Hotel, the fanciest 
accommodation in the area.  “This small Kefauver group attracted very few . . . people of any 
stature in the community,” Coe recalled.  “In fact, we knew only 200 people who would sign 
an advertisement that they were supporting Kefauver.”  At one point, Meeman looked around 
the room and said, “Surely, surely there are more people in Memphis who believe in freedom 
and honesty in elections than this.”1015   
The AFL and CIO worked with the white reformers because of their opposition to 
Crump and support for Kefauver, who was friendly to unions.1016  Coe remembered that labor 
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“was one of the chief bulwarks of our campaign here, two or three worked practically full 
time” at the small group’s headquarters.1017  Previously, Memphis labor groups had made a 
strong showing in the 1944 presidential election.  Union officials estimated that members of 
the AFL, CIO, and four independent railroad brotherhoods cast about thirty-five thousand of 
the sixty thousand votes.  Not wanting to acknowledge the strength of any potential 
opposition movement, Crump had called these estimates high.1018  In 1946, the CIO had 
made the first open challenge of labor unions against the Crump machine at the polls by 
supporting non-Crump-supported candidates for the gubernatorial and senatorial seats.  
Laborites registered to vote, became informed voters, and worked as poll watchers in more 
than half the voting precincts.  However, the laborites’ candidates lost by large margins, and 
many unionists did not vote because of their disgust with the Democratic Party’s lack of 
support for their rights.  Still, this effort had made the laborites more determined to defeat 
Crump at the polls as they saw voting irregularities and gained political experience.1019  
In 1948, Local 19 of the FTA, one of the labor unions conducting voter registration 
drives, canvassed door-to-door in the black community.1020  LeRoy Boyd, a black member of 
the union, remembered, “Our union was really playing an active role in telling the people 
what they had to do if they wanted to change the conditions of the city--that you must . . . get 
out and vote.  You can go up to the courthouse and register to vote.”  But, Boyd personally 
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found the task difficult; he waited in line four hours to register.  “I remember that line was a 
long line,” he recalled.  “You know, they can use psychology on you.  They can register you 
real slow and make the people in line get tired . . . and leave . . . but I got registered.  And a 
lot of people were wanting to . . . register, and they wanted to exercise their right to do it.”1021   
Other black Memphians, some of whom had long been politically active, also 
championed the Kefauver-Browning ticket, and their work intersected with the laborites and 
reformers.  They raised campaign funds, held rallies, registered and organized voters, and 
encouraged poll-tax payment.1022  Rev. James McDaniel, head of the local Urban League, 
spoke to blacks from a CIO sound truck, and Minerva Johnican, who later became an elected 
official in the city, helped him pass out handbills.  At a voters school at the black Vance 
Avenue YWCA sponsored by the local League of Women Voters, white reformer Lucius 
Burch spoke; the league was a nonpartisan organization but with members supportive of 
Kefauver.  Black businessmen who supported the anti-Crump candidates included T. C. D. 
Hayes, who had railed against the machine in a letter to his pastor ten years earlier.1023  J. E. 
Walker, who had broken with Crump by this time, again headed the black Democratic club, 
now independent from the machine.  Though the group had a separate headquarters, it 
worked with the white liberals.  Neither the black Democrats nor the white reformers 
received any campaign funds from the Democratic state headquarters, so they raised funds on 
their own.1024  Not all black Democrats supported the Kefauver-Browning ticket, however.  
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Blair Hunt, for instance, offered to campaign for Crump.1025  Nonetheless, the election season 
revealed the growing political independence of black Memphians.   
 Blacks opposed Crump all the more because of his support for the Dixiecrats instead 
of President Harry S. Truman that election season.  Truman had begun a new course in the 
Democratic Party by calling for civil rights measures following the surge of black activism in 
the post-war years and his recognition that he needed the black vote to win re-election.  
During the war, the black population had grown by 40 percent in the North, and blacks held 
the balance of power in key states.  Truman created the President’s Committee on Civil 
Rights by executive order and endorsed its 1947 report, To Secure These Rights.  The 
document represented the most far-reaching statement for civil rights of any U.S. president or 
governmental agency since Reconstruction.  Its proposals included eliminating the poll tax, 
making lynching a federal offense, and establishing a permanent FEPC.  When the 
Democratic National Convention adopted the first-ever civil rights plank in the party 
platform, the Dixiecrats, a splinter group dedicated to the maintenance of segregation, 
walked out.1026  The platform commended Truman for his civil rights stand but stopped short 
of endorsing any specific proposals; instead, it contained general statements against racial 
discrimination.1027  In a resolution against Truman’s candidacy and his civil rights program, 
the Shelby County Democratic Executive Committee contended that his proposals intended 
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“to force upon people of Tennessee and the South a deplorable social condition repugnant to 
our ideals, principles and tradition,” leading to “bitter strife resulting in hate and 
prejudice.”1028   
The local committee’s statement represented just one part of an election season filled 
with “extreme bitterness.”1029  Through full-page newspaper advertisements, Crump vilified 
Kefauver and Browning, and he smeared Kefauver as a communist sympathizer despite his 
denials of this charge.1030  Kefauver suggested debating Crump’s senatorial candidate, John 
Mitchell, on whether he was a communist or communist sympathizer, but Crump was not 
interested in taking this step.1031  Browning suspected that Crump considered killing him 
while some Kefauver supporters feared for Kefauver’s life.1032  Every member of the small 
group of white reformers faced pressure to stop their campaign, and Coe feared for her own 
safety though she was not harmed.  Crump called her father, a former elected official who 
had previously broken with him, to try to persuade him to stop her campaign activity, but he 
refused, saying that he had no control over his children’s political actions.1033   
Coe remembered that the small group’s “hardest thing was convincing people that 
they could vote freely and their vote would be known.”  To combat these fears, the reformers 
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conducted word-of-mouth and advertising campaigns to assure people that their votes would 
count.  She recalled, “The League of Women Voters chapter had just been reactivated in 
Memphis; it conducted quite a campaign of the same nature and to get over to people what 
the voting laws were and what was prohibited.” 1034  The chapter also organized a “School for 
Watchers,” and they met with success.  When the August primaries arrived, one thousand 
poll watchers were on duty to prevent election fraud.1035  The anti-Crump contingent was 
smart enough to arm itself with that many because of past experience.  Two years earlier, the 
two hundred CIO-trained watchers had dissipated to two by the end of primary day.  Some 
failed to show up while others were chased away or put in jail.1036  In 1948, middle-class 
women worked as poll watchers along with businessmen, unionists, and, apparently, FBI 
officials.1037  The Crump machine could not easily intimidate them because of their strength 
in numbers and the presence of women. 
The hard work of the laborites, black political activists, and white liberal reformers 
paid off that August primary day:  Crump’s power was broken as black voters joined with 
liberal whites to lift the “iron curtain of fear.”1038  Organized twenty thousand strong, 
laborites came out in full force.  Fifty-five percent of the residents of the heavily white labor 
precinct of the Frayser neighborhood, for instance, cast ballots for Kefauver.  Many black 
voters, especially those associated with the labor movement, opposed Crump, and the 
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majority of three predominantly black precincts went for Kefauver.1039  Both Kefauver and 
Browning won the Democratic nomination, ensuring their victory in November.  Browning 
received 56 percent of the vote, and Kefauver garnered 42 percent, winning by a plurality.  
Though neither candidate won Memphis or Shelby County, they received enough ballots 
there to hand them a victory, thus cracking the Crump machine’s control of the state.1040  
Crump mainly blamed the CIO for his loss, but the combination of white reformers, 
unionists, and blacks--with their organization and determination--defeated the political boss 
in the end.   
Memphians rejoiced as they immediately recognized the new political atmosphere. 
“Everywhere are seen smiling faces of people who have broken the spell of fear--it’s like Joe 
Louis winning a prize [fi]ght,” the Washington Afro American reported.1041  Congratulating 
Kefauver on his victory, Bob Church, a friend of his, said, “Your courage . . . has done more 
to put hope into the heart of the ‘Man on Street,’ than anything that has been done during my 
generation.”1042  “When we beat Crump in ’48, he lost face,” Browning later said.  “He lost 
the mystery of being invulnerable . . . .  He got stomped into the ground and it hurt him.”1043  
Black Memphian Emogene Wilson recalled that Crump’s power began to decline because he 
could no longer “call the shots,” and Lt. Lee later called the defeat “the beginning of the 
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gradual deterioration of the great Crump organization.”1044  Black unionist George Holloway 
remembered, “Things changed completely when Senator Kefauver beat the Crump machine 
. . . .  [I]t was like a new Memphis.  People began to see that they could protest what was 
happening, and they weren’t afraid.”1045   
In September, Crump acceded to black demands to employ black police officers.  The 
news prompted celebration on Beale Street even though Commissioner Joe Boyle, who 
announced the appointments, declared that he did not intend to support “social equality.”1046  
The Memphis Police Department accepted more than 150 applications from blacks, and 
thirteen began training as officers in October.  Though they were not allowed to arrest 
whites, their appointment was a victory, and the city employed more black police officers by 
the early 1950s.1047  Crump also responded to the election outcome by retiring Attorney 
General Will Gerber, who had previously engaged in the machine’s campaigns against J. B. 
Martin and A. Philip Randolph.  In addition, Crump replaced Mayor James E. Pleasants, who 
had come under fire during the Freedom Train incident, with Watkins Overton, the former 
mayor of Memphis who had a better record of working with blacks.1048  All these tangible 
effects so soon after the primaries revealed the increased leverage that blacks had won as a 
result of their political activity.     
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During the primary and general election season, black Memphians also demonstrated 
their independence from the Crump machine by supporting Republican candidates.1049  Lt. 
Lee, black ministers, and other black activists encouraged blacks to register to vote, pay the 
poll tax, and go to the polls.  As head of the local Republican finance committee, Dr. A. N. 
Kittrelle, one of Church’s former political associates, apparently raised one third of the 
party’s total campaign funds for the city and county.  Lee served as vice president of the 
Shelby County Republican Campaign Committee, and he recruited Roscoe Conkling 
Simmons to speak.1050  The journalist, orator, and nephew of Booker T. Washington had 
repeatedly mobilized black voters at political rallies in the city since 1916.   
Even with these campaign activities, the area’s Republican Party remained weak.  
Locally, the Republican primary yielded few votes compared to the Democratic one.  Lt. Lee 
received only 975 votes in his successful bid for the Republican State Executive Committee; 
the tally represented the largest vote in the primary.1051  Because Republicans lacked 
strength, some black Memphians considered the Democratic Party to be more fruitful for 
engagement in municipal politics.  These blacks, as with others in the South, also turned to 
the party because of its local, regional, and national dominance and its support at the national 
level for some black civil rights advances as well as social welfare measures.1052   
Moreover, many blacks disapproved of the Republican Party’s growing conservatism 
on major racial issues.  The Memphis black press, for instance, condemned Republican 
senatorial candidate Carroll Reece for endorsing states rights and opposing the FEPC and 
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Truman’s civil rights proposals.1053  As industrialists had come to hold more influence in the 
party and white Republicans had concentrated on battling anti-communism, the Grand Old 
Party had become less supportive of black rights and fair employment than in years past.  
After the party lost the black vote in 1944, one party official admitted that its platform plank 
in favor of a permanent FEPC had chiefly represented an effort to win black support, but 
blacks had voted for Roosevelt.  He said that the party could not afford to support an FEPC 
law because New England and Midwestern industrialists would stop their campaign 
contributions.  Republicans regained congressional control in the 1946 election for the first 
time in sixteen years but did not make any civil rights or fair employment efforts, leading to 
rebukes from the NAACP and Church’s Republican American Committee.1054  In 1948, 
Republican presidential candidate Thomas Dewey, the New York governor, had the strongest 
civil rights record of any governor in the country, but he hardly campaigned for the black 
vote and did not stress his civil rights achievements.1055   
Still, the Republican Party retained a degree of racial liberalism in 1948 that 
demonstrated that Democrats had not completely gained the upper hand when it came to civil 
rights.  In its platform, the Republican Party continued to call for the abolition of the poll tax 
and enactment of anti-lynching legislation though it abandoned its stance in favor of the 
FEPC.  The document also declared the party’s opposition to racial segregation in the armed 
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services.1056  Church had been instrumental, once again, in helping persuade the party to 
include these statements.1057  He and other blacks knew the platform was no guarantee of 
action, but the Republican Party continued to afford blacks an element of recognition in 
including these demands if only to say that the party valued their citizenship rights and 
wanted their votes.   
In Memphis, while some blacks still supported the Republican Party, other blacks 
took a different political track by backing the Progressive Party in 1948.  They attended the 
interracial gatherings of some two thousand to twenty-five hundred attendees that occurred 
when the party’s presidential candidate, Henry Wallace, made a campaign stop in Memphis 
in September and when famed black singer and activist Paul Robeson sang folk songs in the 
city a month later.  Wallace unequivocally favored civil rights.1058  Making the first black bid 
for public office in decades, Rev. Dwight Kyle ran for the state legislature on the Progressive 
Party ticket with a white woman.  The pastor of Avery AME Chapel, a native of West 
Virginia, and educated in the North, he had moved to Memphis in 1946 and had become the 
local NAACP Executive Committee chairman.  In addition to heading the Memphis FEPC 
Council, he also had joined Local 19 and participated in its voter registration efforts.1059  On 
the campaign trail, Kyle declared that he was for “total equality for the Negro” and 
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“complete integration.”1060  He joined the ranks of blacks bidding for public office elsewhere 
in the South.  And, he had reason for hope:  in Winston Salem, North Carolina, white and 
black laborites and NAACP branch members had come together to support the successful 
candidacy of Rev. Kenneth Williams for a seat on the board of alderman in 1947.  Williams 
was the first black to win public office against a white candidate in the twentieth-century 
South.1061   
After the primary election, black Democrats urged support for Truman, pointing to 
Crump’s endorsement of Dixiecrat presidential candidate Strom Thurmond.  The black 
Democratic club sponsored rallies in black wards and at black schools, and it successfully 
recruited white reformers to speak at a large meeting at the Labor Temple on Beale.  Some 
blacks who had voted in the Republican primary threw their support behind Democratic 
candidates, and black labor groups made a strong show of support for the Browning-
Kefauver ticket.  Rev. James McDaniel estimated that 100 percent of black Democrats 
backed Browning and Kefauver though some preferred Dewey over Truman.1062 
Crump made some concessions after the primary, but he also reasserted his power by 
harassing black activists.  Police officers ordered three black ministers to leave a white-
sponsored rally for the Republican ticket.  The ministers refused, and the police left them 
alone.1063  But, the police successfully forced blacks to leave other rallies for the Republican 
candidates and the Kefauver-Browning ticket.  Black unionist Lonnie Jones reported that 
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policemen with clubs had chased him and sixty to seventy other black Memphians from a 
Kefauver-Browning meeting.  Not yielding to fear, Jones publicly declared that he still 
planned to vote for the Democratic candidates.1064   
Despite Crump’s violent tactics, Browning and Kefauver won, and the Dixiecrats met 
with defeat, dealing Crump with another blow to his credibility.  Kyle lost but received 3,760 
votes, many of which were from predominantly white precincts.1065  The white Democratic 
vote split between Truman and Thurmond, with each capturing around 40 percent.  More 
than half of black ballots went to Truman.  Thirty percent of black voters and 18 percent of 
white voters supported Dewey.1066  The fact that so many white Memphians supported 
Thurmond revealed Crump’s continuing influence and their continued opposition to civil 
rights reform. 
 The year 1948 shook the foundation of the political system not only in Memphis but 
also in the South.  Similar to how Crump’s one-man rule had been broken, the one-party 
system in the region cracked as the Democratic Party splintered and four Deep South states 
went for the Dixiecrats.  Truman desegregated the military and issued an executive order 
establishing a nondiscriminatory fair employment policy for the federal government.1067  
Moreover, black political activists and white laborites formed coalitions not only in Memphis 
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but also in Richmond, where a black lawyer, Oliver Hill, won a seat on the city council.1068  
These campaigns represented the heightened effort for public office by blacks nationwide: 
the Chicago Defender reported that more blacks won elected office “than at any time in our 
memory.”1069  In addition, blacks increasingly engaged in direct-action protests that further 
challenged the southern way of life.1070   
Section II 
Though his machine was damaged, Crump remained the most dominant political 
figure in Memphis and Shelby County after the 1948 elections.  As the Memphis World 
observed, “his iron hand wrapped in velvet” continued to operate in local and state 
politics.1071  Crump selected and appointed local officials, and his candidates won elections.  
In addition, his ward and precinct organization remained active.  Local governmental 
employees carried on with their campaign work, and Crump continued to manipulate the 
black vote through such tactics as providing watermelons during election time despite the 
growing black political independence.1072 
Following the 1948 electoral triumph, the white reformers kept up their battle against 
Crump.  The next year, they formed the nonpartisan Civic Research Committee (CRC), a 
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research and education organization, to promote greater citizen involvement in politics as 
well as local governmental and election reforms.  The fifty charter members included labor 
leaders but mostly consisted of housewives, attorneys, businessmen, physicians, and others 
who had campaigned for Kefauver.  Within a year, 250 people joined the group.  Wanting to 
stay away from controversial issues, the CRC, which had a largely middle- and upper-class 
membership, avoided taking a position on segregation.  It did not accept its first black 
members until two years after its formation despite the fact that black opposition to the 
Crump candidates in 1948 had led to the independent group’s rise to power.  Nonetheless,  
J. E. Walker and other black Memphians backed the CRC’s initiatives.1073   
The CRC’s goals included providing information on alternative forms of local 
government and pushing for voting machines and permanent registration.  Memphis and 
Shelby County used paper ballots for elections, and citizens had to re-register annually to 
remain eligible for voting.  The reformers claimed that the CRC was not “anti-
administration” and pointed out that it did not support candidates, but Crump and Mayor 
Overton saw the organization for what it was--an obvious effort to challenge the machine and 
work against voter fraud and manipulation.  Even though CRC officials invited Overton to 
serve on a subcommittee, he refused and denounced the organization as “a strictly political 
move to discredit the city government.”  He and Crump opposed the group’s ideas and 
considered the reformers enemies.1074   
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Yet, Crump was pressured to accept some of the CRC’s ideas.  Even before the group 
formed, the political boss had continued to make concessions to local people.  Police officers 
had demanded higher wages, an end to the arbitrary dismissal policy, and continued political 
appointment based on merit rather than political service to the machine after the 1948 general 
election.  Some five hundred citizens--including the white reformers--had supported them, 
and Crump had raised the officers’ wages and provided a fairer dismissal policy though he 
had refused to outlaw political work by city employees.1075  After the CRC’s founding, the 
group involved civic clubs, the Chamber of Commerce, and the media in a community-wide 
campaign to urge the city to purchase voting machines, which it did in 1952 and used in 1954 
for the first time.  The CRC also succeeded in having polling places changed from unstable 
locations such as tents to secure venues such as schoolhouses.  In addition, the organization 
spearheaded voter registration drives that helped increase the number of local voters from 
50,000 in 1949 to 160,000 by 1954.1076 
The CRC pressed Memphis to develop a comprehensive city plan as well, which 
connected directly with the recurring demand of black Memphians for better public services.  
Under Crump, the city had no plan for keeping its public improvements in pace with its 
growth.  The political boss wanted to keep city taxes low and expenditures down, so he had 
not permitted the construction necessary to meet the needs of the population, which had been 
expanding since World War II.  As a result, the city experienced overcrowding.  When 
Mayor Overton resigned in 1953 after a conflict with Crump, Frank Tobey, an engineer and 
lifetime city employee, became mayor.  He, along with the CRC, convinced Crump to 
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support a comprehensive plan.  The city commission adopted one by the middle of the 
decade.1077   
Governor Browning’s administration oversaw legislation that further changed the 
local political landscape as well as rewarded blacks for helping elect him.  In 1949, the 
Tennessee legislature exempted women and veterans from the poll tax and abolished the 
requirement for primary elections.1078  Other legal reforms included establishing permanent 
registration, effectively outlawing the poll tax in 1951, and prohibiting public employees 
from service as election officers.  Browning appointed three CRC members to the Shelby 
County Election Commission to enforce these election changes.  By making examinations for 
civil service positions open to all and requiring test scores to determine job placement, the 
state legislature further opened doors for blacks.1079  Browning provided other improvements 
for them as well.  He improved state parks--including the local Fuller Park--and granted 
university status to Tennessee State Agriculture and Industrial College.1080   
Though the CRC did not endorse candidates, it supported citizen involvement in 
political campaigns, and its members played key roles in backing non-Crump-supported 
candidates.  The first local ticket independent of Crump in twenty years occurred in 1950.  
Overton was not challenged as mayor, but eleven candidates ran for state, congressional, and 
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local offices.1081  At least one hailed from the labor movement, and Crump included a labor 
representative on his ticket as a concession to the 1948 developments.1082  Black industrial 
workers, in particular, supported the anti-Crump slate.1083  Though no independent candidates 
beat Crump-backed office seekers during the political boss’s lifetime, they provided a 
challenge to his control, contributed to a more democratic Memphis, and could be assured of 
a fair voting count because of election reforms.1084   
In this new political environment, the Crump machine was forced to modify its 
longstanding practice of ward and precinct work during campaigns.  In the 1950 election, 
white campaign worker Boyd Harte reported to the Crump organization on the poll-tax 
payment and voter registration effort for the Forty-ninth Ward by white city and county 
employees.  He and others were careful about telling the employees that their work was 
“voluntary” and avoiding “the oldtime [sic] business of ‘insisting that they work or else,’” he 
said.  Warning the workers that they would “find some enemies of the [a]dministration, and 
some who might be biased by the Press-Scimitar,” Harte cautioned them “not to be 
overconfident” and instructed them to “WORK, WORK, WORK and sell Mr. Crump’s 
leadership.”1085  In the predominantly black Fiftieth Ward, Harte collaborated with J. Ashton 
Hayes, the principal of Manassas High School and the president of the local civic club.  Harte 
reported that Hayes was helping them secure additional workers to supplement the black city 
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and county workers urging poll-tax payment and voter registration.  They found that some 
blacks, however, refused to support all of the Crump-backed candidates.1086   
Section III 
While Memphis became more politically free after 1948, its labor movement suffered 
from the wave of anti-communism spreading across the country.  Anti-racist actions of 
unions made laborites susceptible to charges of communism, so interracial organizing in 
Memphis experienced a decline.1087  White leaders of the local CIO council considered Local 
19 communist as well as Local 282 of the United Furniture Workers Union, another low-
wage, black majority union.  In 1951, Senator James Eastland of Mississippi, a staunch 
segregationist and member of the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee, the Senate’s 
equivalent of the House Un-American Committee, conducted hearings in Memphis that 
targeted black unions, including Local 19.  Even Rev. James McDaniel, executive secretary 
of the city’s Urban League, accused Local 19 of being red.  The purge of leftist leaders 
further stifled local union activity, and white unionists became increasingly resistant to 
working with blacks.  Moreover, union organizers continued to face harassment and brutality 
at the hands of the police and management.  By 1954, the city’s CIO and AFL unions had 
eliminated all their black organizers except for one.1088  Despite this hostile environment, 
black Memphians continued to engage in labor activism.  Groups of black workers filed 
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complaints with national labor organizations and the Urban League.1089  In 1951, a complaint 
by the Memphis branch of the National Alliance of Postal Employees, the black union for 
postal employees, led to better employment opportunities for blacks in the post office.1090  
Black laborites also participated in voter registration efforts both within and outside their 
plants.1091  But, all in all, black labor efforts faced severe limits during these years.   
The local NAACP saw a waning of its activism during this time as well.  Influenced 
by the Cold War context, the branch took a less aggressive approach to racial matters.1092  In 
an attempt to prevent communist accusations that threatened to interfere with its program, the 
national NAACP was one of the many liberal organizations that distanced itself from 
suspected communist groups and individuals; the local branch took this action as well.1093  
After surpassing more than 3,500 members per year from 1946 to 1948, the chapter declined 
to 880 members in 1949 and usually did not exceed 1,000 members over the next five years.  
Collectively, the state’s branches lost almost two thirds of their membership from 1947 to 
1950.1094  In 1949, Utillus Phillips, president of the Memphis NAACP branch and the 
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Tennessee State Conference of Branches, wrote a national NAACP official for advice.  He 
said, “Our local membership campaign has hit the rocks.  We are so bewildered at the results 
achieved thus far, that we have not been able to solve the cause.”1095   
A major problem that the Memphis branch faced was financial difficulties, which hurt 
its ability to recruit new members and conduct programming.1096  Phillips repeatedly wrote 
national NAACP officials requesting funding and, to no avail, recommended that the national 
office reduce the annual membership fee from two dollars to one dollar, thinking the step was 
a possible solution.1097  Part of the problem stemmed from the financial troubles of the 
national office, which could not always provide the funding that it usually gave to 
branches.1098  The Memphis branch’s financial difficulties were also partially self-inflicted.  
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In 1948, when the branch was experiencing high membership levels, members “opened and 
outfitted a downtown office as a preparatory step toward securing an executive secretary,” 
Phillips explained two years later.  “This increased overhead expense came at a time our 
intake of memberships began to decline.  It has put us in a very embarrassing financial 
position . . . .  It has been two years since we were able to send a delegate to our national 
convention.”1099  Some Memphis NAACP members spent their own money to keep branch 
activities going.1100   
In a memo to the Tennessee State Conference in 1950, Lucille Black, membership 
secretary of the national organization, said the “primary weakness” of the NAACP structure 
was not due to financial troubles but “our failure to inject new blood into the life-stream of 
the Association.  We have depended too long on the same officers, the same workers, the 
same members.”  She pointed out, “There are thousands of people in the [s]tate who have 
never been members and who have never been drawn into our program.  These people offer 
an untapped reservoir which must be capitalized upon.”1101  Tennessee NAACP branch 
members subsequently discussed the problems of conducting membership campaigns at the 
1951 annual meeting of the Tennessee State Conference, which was held in Memphis and 
hosted by Blair T. Hunt at his Mississippi Boulevard Christian Church.  J. E. Walker, Rev. 
James McDaniel, and young attorney Benjamin Hooks welcomed the attendees to Memphis.  
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In her advice on how to recruit new members, national official Ruby Hurley emphasized that 
the organization “must reach all classes of people.”1102   
Yet, a year later, Hurley bemoaned the Memphis branch’s continuing decline, which 
she attributed to its “conservative influence” and “little action” despite its efforts to recruit 
members.1103  The branch may have been hampered by the illness of Utillus R. Phillips, 
which forced him to resign from the presidency of the Tennessee State Conference in 
1952.1104  He stepped down as president of the local chapter the next year.  Most certainly, 
the branch was limited by the continuing power of Crump.  In 1950, Phillips wrote a national 
NAACP official that the branch had had difficulty for “quite a number of years” in “getting 
substantial citizens to take an active part in the affairs of the branch.  Without any apparent 
sound reason, the City Board of Education frowns upon the [o]rganization, which is a 
definite handicap.”  He continued, “This linked with those who have an unfounded fear of 
‘Boss’ Crump, cripples our efforts for the type of organization we should have.”1105  The 
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chapter supported the machine’s plans for a new black public hospital despite the national 
organization’s policy against segregation.  In the post-war period, blacks had pushed for a 
new facility because they lacked adequate health services.  A 1949 study, for instance, 
reported that whites had four times more hospital beds available to them than blacks even 
though blacks made up around 40 percent of the city’s population.1106  At a 1952 meeting of 
the local NAACP branch, its leaders said that they felt that the black community so badly 
needed a new hospital that they could not go against Crump’s plan.1107  The hospital project 
came to fruition in 1956 when the E. H. Crump Memorial Hospital opened its doors.1108   
Yet, the local branch did not let the Crump machine impede all of its civil rights 
activities, and it worked to tap into the “reservoir” of people who could potentially join its 
efforts.1109  While the chapter conducted membership and fundraising campaigns, it engaged 
in voter registration efforts.  Its lawyers provided legal protection for black tenant farmers 
from unscrupulous employment practices throughout the tri-state area.1110  In 1953, the 
chapter voted to cooperate in all efforts to implement recent Supreme Court decisions ruling 
restrictive covenants and racial zoning in housing illegal.1111  In addition, the branch, along 
with other ones in Tennessee, raised funds for a lawsuit to integrate the University of 
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Tennessee.1112  Under Utillus R. Phillip’s leadership, the Tennessee State Conference passed 
numerous civil rights resolutions, including ones urging its members to register blacks to 
vote and calling on the state’s governor and attorney general to investigate and take 
corrective action regarding the denial to vote of blacks in some Tennessee counties, 
especially Fayette and Haywood, which were majority black counties in rural West 
Tennessee.1113   
Section IV 
 The NAACP’s political activism during these years was part of the growth of black 
electoral action following the 1948 elections.  While anti-communists redbaited many labor 
and civil rights efforts, they could not easily oppose political mobilization because of the 
country’s democratic system.  Black Memphians cultivated ties with local elected officials, 
formed and joined political clubs, conducted voter registration drives, worked with the white 
reformers, and supported white candidates who they thought would best meet their needs.  In 
order to increase voter registration, politicize black Memphians, and ultimately break the Jim 
Crow system, more blacks began running for public office than at any time since the 
1910s.1114  Whereas black men generally held more visible roles, such as by bidding for 
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office and doing public speaking, women mainly engaged in crucial behind-the-scenes 
work.1115   
 But, black Memphians were far from unified.  Despite their mobilization against 
Crump in 1948, many still backed the machine.  Mayor Overton maintained its policy of 
civility, paternalism, and civic recognition toward blacks.  At a time when many southern 
politicians continued to ignore blacks and engage in race baiting, he cordially communicated 
with them and delivered speeches to black audiences.1116  The Crump machine even erected a 
monument and dedicated a park to Tom Lee at the foot of Beale Street near the Mississippi 
River in 1954.  In 1925, even though he could not swim, this black man single-handedly 
rescued thirty-two whites from a shipwreck.  The monument described Lee as a “very worthy 
negro.”1117  To be sure, Overton also ensured better public services for blacks, and these 
gestures attested to the political leverage that black Memphians continued to possess.  
Blondale Clady Cross, who started voting in 1950, remembered that she supported Crump’s 
candidates because she could see improvements from one election to the next.1118  At a 1950 
campaign rally, some three hundred black Memphians applauded the mayor for meeting the 
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requests of black delegations for street improvements.  “Your curbs and gutters and street 
lights [sic] really, really helped,” white campaign worker Boyd Harte told Overton.1119  In 
keeping with the movement across the South to equalize black schools with white schools 
during this time, the city also bettered its educational services for blacks and equalized black 
and white teacher pay.1120   
Despite Overton’s work for blacks, the mayor was limited in his efforts and by his 
ties to Crump.  After all, blacks had faced higher rates of police brutality under Overton’s 
tenure as mayor in the 1930s.  The 1950 U.S. Housing Census, for instance, found that black 
Memphians lived in 65 percent of the city housing units considered substandard.1121  By 
inaccurately labeling some black-owned homes substandard, local governmental officials 
engaged in housing discrimination.  They forced owners to sell their houses to the city to 
make way for slum clearance projects.1122  Moreover, most majority-black neighborhoods 
lacked provisions such as curbs, gutters, and paved streets.1123   
While some blacks politically maneuvered within the confines of the Crump machine, 
others directly challenged it through electoral efforts.  In the spring of 1951, George W. Lee, 
J. E. Walker, and four other independent black professionals issued a call to one hundred 
black leaders of all political shades to join forces to engage in voter registration.  Taking 
advantage of the legal end of the poll tax that year, these six men wanted to extend to the 
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black community the registration efforts of the Civic Research Committee.  Lee recognized 
that a major goal of the white reformers was to qualify “enough independent voters to over 
come [sic] the Crump [o]rganization[’s] grip in the town and county.”  At a meeting in late 
May, the group of one hundred leaders, who were mainly men, formed the Citizens 
Nonpartisan Registration Committee.1124  In a show of partisan unity, Lee and Walker, who 
remained the area’s leading black Republican and Democrat respectively, co-chaired the 
committee, which included representatives of the NAACP, black Republican and Democratic 
organizations, and civic clubs.1125   
Lee was well suited to start this grassroots organization.  He maintained a Republican 
ward and precinct organization called the Lincoln League, though it was not officially 
connected with Bob Church’s former group of that same name.  Whereas Church was 
nationally focused in his political work, Lee was locally focused.  “When I succeeded Bob 
Church as political leader here, I found out that I had to develop a different approach.  
Church had developed his strength from the top through personal acquaintance with men on 
the echelon of the Republican Party,” Lee recalled in the mid-1960s.  “He was able to 
neutralize a great deal of his [local] opposition [by] commands down from the top but I had 
developed no such contact, and if I was to survive, I knew that I had to find my strength in 
the ‘grassroots.’”1126  So, under Lee’s leadership, local black Republicans had proceeded to 
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build a ward and precinct organization that served to bolster his own strength as a leader as 
well as act as a venue for political education and mobilization.  From a low of thirteen 
precinct clubs after Church and Martin left Memphis in 1940, the black Republicans had 
succeeded in organizing groups in twenty wards and at least sixty precincts.1127 
In 1951, Lee used his organizational skills to ensure that the nonpartisan committee 
hit the ground running.  “We are turning the town over to register Negroes,” Lee wrote on 
June 4 to Church, who remained in Chicago.1128  Lee, Walker, and undoubtedly others 
recruited about 125 ministers to help with voter registration, signaling a change from the 
earlier days of the Crump era in which most preachers had shied away from politics and a 
number had supported the machine.  The nonpartisan committee arranged “citizenship 
Sundays,” when ministers urged voter registration and educated their parishioners about civic 
responsibility.  While civic clubs and churches competed for prizes in trying to register the 
most voters, nonpartisan committee members held rallies, raised and contributed funds, and 
canvassed door-to-door.  The committee rented buses to transport people--congregated at the 
doorsteps of churches around town--to and from the courthouse to register.1129   
While these registration efforts achieved success, Lee wrote Church on June 28, 
“[P]eople are beginning to get a little afraid since Rev. [Dewitt] Alcorn was so brutally 
assaulted . . . .  This situation should have stimulated registration but . . . it has had the 
opposite effect.”1130  It is unclear whether the violence related to Alcorn’s membership on the 
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nonpartisan committee.  After accusing him of being a communist, two white police officers 
kicked and beat him when he was at the segregated Greyhound bus station.  They then 
transported Alcorn, charged with loitering and resisting arrest, to a hospital for treatment.  
The Inter-Denominational Ministers’ Alliance and the NAACP branch protested the police 
brutality to local authorities, and Lucius Burch, the white reformer, defended Alcorn.  But, a 
city judge dismissed the charges against the police officers, and Mayor Overton supported 
this decision.1131 
Despite this violent incident, Lee worked to recruit a black candidate for the school 
board and consulted Church about the matter.1132  Lee explained to Church that he did not 
want to offer himself as a candidate because he feared that lily whites would use the 
opportunity to seize control of the local Republican organization and he wanted to become 
collector of customs in Memphis in the event of a Republican president.  J. E. Walker was 
willing to run if he had Lee’s support.  Knowing that Walker had the money to fund his own 
bid, Lee agreed to back him.1133  In late July, Walker, who was around seventy years old, 
announced his candidacy for the school board.  He became the first black to seek local office 
since the early twentieth century.  The only candidate to run against the Crump ticket, 
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Walker made his bid partly to spur blacks to register to vote and met with success.  Many 
black community groups, including the NAACP branch and Negro Junior Chamber of 
Commerce, increased their voter registration efforts.1134  Benjamin Hooks remembered that 
Walker’s very act of running for office struck “a major blow for racial equality . . . .  To the 
black community, this was an act of defiance of an old order.  It was a clarion call for blacks 
to rise up politically.  To the white community, Walker’s candidacy was a testament to the 
reality that things were forever changed.”1135  
In addition to putting his own money forward, Walker may have received funds from 
the local white reformers and Governor Browning.1136  In fact, the white liberals had urged 
him to run because of their opposition to Crump, and Walker apparently had not entered the 
race without their approval.  Though the Civic Research Committee did not endorse 
candidates, two prominent whites in the group, Edmund Orgill and O. D. Bratton, publicly 
supported him to the point of making radio appeals for him, and several CRC members 
backed him.  But, Orgill, a successful businessman, demonstrated the limits to his support by 
saying that Walker’s election might lessen blacks’ demands that their children attend the 
same schools as whites.1137   
The campaign brought together new and longstanding black leaders and generated 
community-wide interest and activity.  In addition to serving as secretary of the nonpartisan 
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registration organization, Benjamin Hooks, at age twenty-six, was chosen by Walker to co-
manage his campaign, and T. C. D. Hayes worked as the other co-manager.1138  Ms. Tweze 
Twyman served as the director of voter registration for the effort, and H. T. Lockard, a young 
black lawyer, NAACP branch member, and World War II veteran, campaigned for 
Walker.1139  Saying “a voteless people is a hopeless people,” the campaign employed 
fundraisers, rallies, and voter registration and education efforts.1140  “Interest in the campaign 
was high.  There was a new pride in the black community in the city,” Hooks recalled.  
“Everywhere, people were talking about the Walker candidacy.  In beauty parlors, 
barbershops, offices, at church and social club meetings, on street corners, and around dinner 
tables, the talk was about the election.”1141   
Hooks was honored that Walker chose him as his campaign co-manager.  A Memphis 
native and World War II veteran, Hooks had personally experienced the indignity of 
guarding prisoners of war who could eat in restaurants where black soldiers could not have a 
meal.1142  Having attended LeMoyne College and Howard University as an undergraduate, he 
went to DePaul University Law School in Chicago after the war.  While there, Hooks 
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observed the freedoms enjoyed by blacks and the presence of black public officials.  He 
became convinced that “one of the keys to social change was the exercise of the ballot.”1143   
J. B. Martin offered to open doors for him professionally in Chicago after he graduated from 
law school, and Hooks decided to accept his offer.  But, “almost immediately, something told 
me this was not the thing to do,” he recalled more than fifty years later.  “[S]ome inextricable 
force urged me to return to Memphis.  I cannot explain this somewhat mystical experience.  
All I know is that I saw, in my mind’s eyes, black police officers and detectives, black 
lawyers and judges.”  Hooks also envisioned black city and county commissioners and an 
integrated society.  “With this vision in mind, of black exercising political power, I packed 
my bags and headed to Memphis.”1144  Hooks returned to Memphis shortly after receiving his 
law license in late 1948, and he moved back in with his parents, who lived in the Foote 
Homes public housing project.  He became one of only three black lawyers practicing in the 
city and as active as possible in civic affairs, joining the Memphis Negro Chamber of 
Commerce, the NAACP branch, and the Lincoln League.1145   
More than any other political effort up to that point, the Walker campaign allowed 
Hooks the opportunity to make his political vision a reality.1146  He and others believed that 
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Walker could win if blacks engaged in “single shot” voting.  Walker ran against four other 
candidates; the four who received the most votes would win spots on the school board.  If 
blacks only voted for him and not the other candidates, Walker had a greater chance of 
winning.  Hooks and other campaign workers urged black Memphians to “bullet vote.”1147     
Walker sought support not only from blacks but also whites, and he explained his 
motivations for running through newspaper articles, radio addresses, speaking engagements, 
and campaign flyers.1148  Pledging honesty and fairness to all, he said, “I am not running just 
for my race, but I am running to serve the city and people of the great [c]ity of Memphis.”1149  
Pointing out that other southern cities had black school board members and elected officials, 
Walker argued that blacks deserved representation because they represented 40 percent of the 
population; a black member would be sensitive to the concerns of black students and 
teachers.1150  In this time of the Korean War, the candidate said that it would be a “righteous 
act” to permit a capable black school board member to serve in a system that trained young 
black men who enlisted in the military.  His campaign also pointed to the Cold War context 
by saying that his election would be “an example to the North and Russia that democracy 
works in the South.”1151  The Memphis World added that black political representation would 
eventually cause the “walls of discrimination” to crumble and lead to “brotherhood, equality, 
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and true democracy,” indicating that the country needed to fulfill its promise of democracy 
and equality to all--an argument all the more salient in this Cold War era.1152   
While black Memphians carried on with their campaign, the Crump machine opposed 
Walker’s bid not only because he ran as an anti-machine candidate but also because of his 
connection to the white reformers and his challenge to the social order.1153  Hooks recalled, 
“It must be remembered that although Memphis was relatively progressive for a southern 
city, it was still, after all, a southern city.  It was still an integral part of the ‘Old South.’”1154  
In radio ads, Mayor Overton warned that “a racial issue” had entered the election.  The 
administration distributed voter instruction sheets that featured photographs of the five 
school board candidates --with Walker’s picture unusually dark--to predominantly white 
neighborhoods whereas it gave sheets with no photographs to predominantly black 
neighborhoods.  Because of the difficulty in recognizing Walker, his campaign workers 
jokingly called his picture “an ink spot.”  In addition, Crump used Blair Hunt to tell Walker 
that he would be forced to leave the area if he did not withdraw his candidacy, but the 
candidate remained.1155  Though these tactics were hostile, the opposition to Walker’s bid, all 
in all, was less intense than the violence and intimidation of 1940 in which black activists 
were beaten or run out of town. 
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Walker lost the election in November, and the outcome revealed that black 
Memphians still had a ways to go politically despite their flurry of campaign activity.  Less 
than one third of the city’s registered voters participated in the election, and less than half the 
ballots of the twenty-three majority-black precincts went for Walker.  Not all blacks voted 
for him:  some had already committed to another candidate, the campaign came about too 
suddenly for others, and yet others did not know him.  Attesting to Crump’s continuing 
dominance, some black teachers feared reprisals if he was elected.1156  Initially, Lt. Lee had 
tried to find someone else to run in part because he considered Walker not “generally popular 
among the average run,” but Hooks later characterized the candidate as having “universal 
respect among the black community.”1157 
Nonetheless, Walker’s campaign politicized the black community to a large extent, 
and it demonstrated the more open political environment created as a consequence of the 
1948 elections.  Walker had said, “Whether I’m elected or not, I still can’t lose.”1158  The 
number of black voters rose from 7,000 at the campaign’s start to 19,608 by the election.1159  
As opposed to 1940 when Lt. Lee had not dared show his face at Republican meetings taking 
place in opposition to Crump’s orders, he now felt free to openly challenge the political boss.  
The Chicago Defender named Lee to its “Honor Roll of Democracy” for rallying black 
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Memphians to register and vote.1160  Hooks recalled that his own campaign role gave him 
citywide recognition and propelled him into a leadership position in Memphis.1161  Most 
importantly, Walker’s bid laid the groundwork for more black political efforts throughout the 
decade. 
Elsewhere in the South, black political efforts provided a foundation for future 
electoral advances.  In Atlanta, for instance, John Wesley Dobbs, the city’s leading black 
Republican and a member of Church’s Republican American Committee, wrote Church to 
report on the impact of the Smith ruling and the abolition of the poll tax in Georgia in 1946.  
“Negroes are registering to vote in large numbers all over the state,” Dobbs said.  “There is a 
new day breaking for us in this state.” 1162  Along with black Democratic leaders, local 
NAACP and Urban League officials, and other prominent blacks, he formed the All Citizens 
Registration Committee.  It launched a voter registration drive in 1946 that succeeded largely 
because of the grassroots work of women.  The effort paved the way for the formation of the 
black Atlanta Voters League in 1949 and the election of three blacks to public office in the 
1950s.1163   
In Memphis, civic clubs, which had supported Walker in his 1951 campaign, became 
one of the major groups involved with political efforts during the 1950s.  Inspired by the 
nonpartisan committee’s registration campaign, hundreds of representatives of the twenty 
existing black civic clubs had formed the Bluff City and Shelby County Council of Civic 
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Clubs in July 1951.1164  Raymond Lymon, a member of the nonpartisan committee and 
Lincoln League, remembered that the civic club federation “sprang right out of the Lincoln 
League” because the attendees had made plans at a league meeting to found the 
organization.1165  The council’s initial goals were to form more civic clubs and register 
blacks to vote.1166  As one of its first acts, the organization sent a letter of commendation to 
Walker for running for the school board.  Praising Walker for his “courage to run for office 
with the odds against” him, the federation said, “[T]he Negroes of Memphis are appreciative 
of the . . . sacrifices made by you and . . . the intelligent manner in which your campaign was 
conducted . . . .  [Y]ou are to be congratulated upon your contribution to the history of the 
South and America.”1167   
The civic club council became an important and influential organization in 
community life.  Professional and working-class black men and women, including labor 
activists, educators, and businessmen, served as its officers and members.  Hooks acted as its 
founding legal advisor, and Walker became its president by 1954.  In addition to conducting 
voter registration drives, civic clubs pushed for public service improvements and called for 
integration.1168  The group, along with the NAACP and other black community 
organizations, also protested the bombing of a home purchased by a black person in a white 
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neighborhood in 1953.  In a joint statement, the groups argued that combating racism was 
crucial as a safeguard against communism taking hold in the country.1169  Along with 
endorsing the CRC’s voting machines initiative, the civic club council pressed for black 
firefighters as well.  In 1955, the city hired the first ones since the late nineteenth century.1170   
In 1952, the council, which had grown to represent thirty-one civic clubs, spotlighted 
the lack of recreational facilities and the poor state of existing services for blacks in a report 
to municipal officials.  Broken swings, a pool filled with sticks, and no bathrooms existed at 
some locations.  Pointing out that blacks paid tax dollars for public services, the council 
protested their exclusion from some recreational and cultural facilities and the restrictions in 
their usage for others.  For example, blacks still were allowed only one day a week at the 
zoo.  The council presented a nine-point program for remedying the situation.  It mainly 
called for improvements to existing recreational facilities for blacks but also called for the 
admittance of blacks to white facilities.  In addition, the committee came up with a four-point 
plan of action for black Memphians, including registering and voting.1171   
The committee that authored the report was composed of A. A. Branch, a professor at 
LeMoyne College; James T. Walker, a labor activist; and Willa McWilliams, the council’s 
assistant secretary.  They said that black youth, through student citizenship programs, junior 
civic club organizations, and a radio forum, had urged them to press for better recreational 
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facilities because “their only recourse for leisure hours is in inadequate movies and beer 
joints.”  Perhaps in an attempt to appease the administration, the committee said that adults 
previously had bought local officials’ statements that the city provided good schools for 
blacks, that funds were unavailable for lights for black parks, and that the time was not right 
for the integration of recreational facilities.  But, in light of the “deplorable” state of park 
services and the city’s failure to meet their past requests for improvements, they said, “[W]e 
cannot in all fairness to our children teach them the democratic principles of our government 
and ask them to go along with us.  We can’t even sell them on the [s]outhern philosophy of 
separate but equal facilities because they may be separate, but there is no equality.”  So, they 
submitted the report “not only to fight juvenile delinquency but [also] the foe of democracy, 
communism.”  Thus, like other civil rights activists, they used anti-communist rhetoric to 
further their ends by pointing out the contradiction of the United States battling communism 
worldwide while engaging in undemocratic practices at home.1172 
In response to the report, the city promised to spend an extra sixty-eight thousand 
dollars for black recreational facilities in addition to the funds already appropriated for that 
purpose.1173  But, Mayor Overton also decried the report, saying that the city had continually 
provided blacks with better recreational facilities since the time that he first became mayor in 
1928.  “Nowhere in the entire South do our colored citizens have better facilities for their 
children, both schools and parks, than in the [c]ity of Memphis,” he claimed.1174  While the 
local government certainly had poured millions of dollars into recreational improvements for 
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blacks, it had not prevented the shoddy conditions of these facilities or done anything to end 
the inherent inequality of separate facilities for blacks.   
Another important part of black community and political life was local radio station 
WDIA, the first in the South with all-black programming.  At a time when many blacks were 
illiterate, it held more influence than the local black newspapers.  The radio station began 
broadcasting in October 1948 and included political, educational, religious, and cultural 
programming.1175  Nat D. Williams, the black newspaper columnist and Booker T. 
Washington High School history teacher, became a radio personality and hosted “Brown 
America Speaks,” one of the first programs in the country where blacks discussed local, 
national, and international issues of interest to the black community.1176  In addition, WDIA 
promoted black political action.  During the 1952 election season, deejays registered voters 
and campaigned on air for candidates.  The station conducted a contest in which it offered an 
award to the radio personality who had the most listeners attend a political rally sponsored by 
the nonpartisan registration committee, which had continued its operations after Walker’s 
campaign.1177   
Section V 
 The early 1950s proved to be a momentous time for the Republican Party in 
Memphis.  Since Martin and Church left the city in 1940, Lee and his black group had 
worked with whites as the regular Republican Party organization in the area.  Black 
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Republicans continued to exert the most influence as leaders and members and to maintain 
the group.  Along with Lee, the other major black Republican figures were Church’s former 
political associates Drs. W. O. Speight and A. N. Kittrelle, who both served as secretaries of 
the Shelby County Republican Executive Committee and Republican Congressional 
Committee for the Tenth District.1178  The lily-white faction--the all-white organization that 
had rivaled the black-and-tan group--had not been consistently active in decades.  In fact, 
throughout the South, the lily-white movement had never regained the strength it possessed 
during the Hoover years.  According to Raymond Lymon, the local black Republican activist, 
“[T]here were[n’t] many so-called white Republicans . . . .  They didn’t think it was 
respectable at that time to work in the Republican [P]arty because it was actually dominated 
by Negroes . . . .  [I]t was dominated by Negroes because we participated and we worked.”  
He recalled that some whites only worked for the party during national election time.1179  
Other black Republicans believed that many white Republican leaders had decided to wait to 
become active in the party until a Republican administration came into place so they could 
personally profit from patronage.1180  In fact, some white Republicans had previously 
involved themselves in the local party in order to receive post office jobs.1181 
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Most of the Republican primary vote remained black until the late 1950s, but Lee’s 
black-and-tan faction faced a serious challenge in early 1952.1182  White housewives and 
businessmen, in particular, began building up a “New Guard” Republican movement.  
Though some were wealthier, the New Guard Republicans were largely upper middle-
class.1183  A key leader, white attorney Millsaps Fitzhugh, had been one of the three Civic 
Research Committee members that Gordon Browning had appointed as local election officers 
after his victory in 1948.1184  The New Guard Republicans attracted disgruntled white 
Democrats as well as whites who were economic conservatives and anti-union.1185  In fact, 
throughout the South, wealthy white businessmen had come to make up a large number of 
the white Republican leaders.  Alienated by Roosevelt’s New Deal, they had turned to the 
Republican Party.1186  The year 1952 was an opportune time for the emergence of more white 
Republicans, locally and elsewhere in the South, because of the possibility of the victory of 
Dwight Eisenhower.  The former general was popular nationwide and respected for his 
military service. 
White housewives handled most of the grassroots, organizational work in building the 
New Guard Republican movement.  They arranged meetings, called “Republican 
workshops,” in precincts.  At these gatherings, local Republicans explained the importance of 
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achieving a two-party South, the primary reason they gave in attracting members.  After 
undertaking this groundwork, the Republicans then formed a precinct organization, which 
they used for educating citizens about issues and mobilizing voters during election time.1187  
“My wife and fifteen other Republican women built that precinct organization just 
themselves, with personal visits and phone calls and meetings, that sort of thing,” recalled 
Lewis Donelson III, a white attorney involved in these efforts.  “They’d call up . . . 
somebody in the precinct and say, ‘How’d you like to have a Republican workshop?’  They’d 
find somebody and they’d say, ‘Now you get as many of your friends as you can to come and 
we’ll come and give you a lecture and all,’ and we’d sign up Republicans.”1188   
The New Guard Republicans vied with Lt. Lee’s “Old Guard” Republicans for 
control of the local party throughout the 1950s, and they did not collaborate much with each 
other.1189  Black Republicans were alienated from the start because the New Guard 
Republicans had excluded them from their organizational meetings.1190  Though Donelson 
claimed in a 2004 oral history that no one in the New Guard group was racist, it did seem as 
if lily-white Republicanism was taking on a new, more sophisticated form.  The New Guard 
Republicans remained largely white throughout the 1950s, and many, though not all, went on 
to oppose civil rights measures.1191   
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The Republican Party nationally had continued to shy away from civil rights stances, 
and a wing of its party had aligned with conservative southern Democrats.  These 
Republicans and southern Democrats shared a concern about the growth of the government 
and accused the New Deal and Truman’s Fair Deal--which advocated for further social 
welfare measures--of veering toward socialism.  The Republican Party, after all, was the one 
of anti-communist crusader Joseph McCarthy, and the Democratic Party continued to have a 
strong southern wing that hampered Truman’s civil rights and social welfare proposals.  The 
anti-communist environment nationally also hurt the president’s agenda.  In addition, many 
Republicans continued to oppose the establishment of a permanent Fair Employment 
Practices Commission because of its threat to the party’s business interests.  Conservative 
southern Democrats were against the FEPC because of its threat to the Jim Crow system.1192  
During the late 1940s and early 1950s, Bob Church had continued to head his Republican 
American Committee and to press the Grand Old Party to support civil rights and a 
permanent FEPC.  Similar to how he had previously spoken out against the lily-white 
movement, Church railed against the Dixiecrat-Republican alliance.1193   
In January 1952, the New Guard Republicans made their first major push to become 
the regular Republican organization locally.  Some 150 whites showed up for a New Guard 
gathering, the most whites to attend a Republican meeting in recent memory.  They decided 
to try to unseat Lee’s faction at the next Shelby County Republican convention by coming 
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early in hopes of outnumbering them.  The meeting always came to order at 2:00 p.m. in the 
Shelby County Criminal Court Room.  Receiving word of their plans, Lee invited hundreds 
of black Republicans to a free breakfast at the Elks lodge on Beale Street and then 
transported them in chartered buses to the meeting four hours ahead of time.  Ironically, he 
attracted a large crowd in part because some black Republicans told recruits that Church 
might return to Memphis to take over the local party’s leadership from Lee.  Some four 
hundred members of Lee’s group packed the room with some two hundred remaining 
outside.  Just a few New Guard Republicans squeezed in, and one called for the meeting to 
be moved to a larger room.  George Klepper, the white attorney belonging to Lee’s group and 
the longstanding chairman of these meetings, denied the request.  The black Republicans 
dominated the meeting--in part by shouting down the white Republicans--and maintained 
their control of the local party.1194   
Calling the Old Guard actions “disgraceful,” the New Guard Republicans urged state 
Republican leaders to expel Lee’s group from the state party and recognize them as the 
regular Republicans.  But, Carroll Reece, a longtime ally of Lee and the party boss, refused 
their request.  Lt. Lee, high in the councils of the state party by then, remembered that Reece 
and his associates saw him as a dependable ally who could “hold the district in line” in the 
face of opposition.1195  Lee’s loyalty to Reece stemmed in part because Lee had formed a 
working relationship with him after Church and Martin left Memphis.  At that time, Lee had 
felt like he was in the middle of “a political ocean without a life preserver.”1196  Reece also 
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likely denied the request of the New Guard Republicans because he knew that they probably 
would back Eisenhower.  He and Lee supported Senator Robert Taft, the other candidate 
vying for the presidential nomination, and Reece served as Taft’s southern campaign 
manager.1197  Indeed, the New Guard Republicans went on to endorse Eisenhower. 
The New Guard Republicans were not the only ones opposing Lee.  Church 
disapproved of Lee’s leadership of the local black Republicans and decided to take matters 
into his own hands in 1952 by returning to Memphis and offering himself as a candidate for 
Lee’s position on the state Republican committee.  Planning to run on the New Guard ticket, 
Church wanted to force Lee out of his leadership position and to regain control of the area’s 
Republican Party.1198  Since leaving Memphis in 1940, Church had maintained ties to the 
local political scene to the point that a Shelby County Democratic official had accused two 
white Republican leaders of receiving orders by telephone from him.1199  Local black 
Republicans asked him for political advice, and Church claimed that he knew more about the 
local party than anyone else.1200   
Church also wanted to head the local Republican Party because of his desire for local 
Republicans to support Eisenhower for the presidency.  He believed that the general was the 
strongest Republican candidate for civil rights, and he disagreed with Lee’s endorsement of 
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Taft.1201  Taft, aligned with the party’s conservative wing, was for states’ rights and opposed 
the FEPC, New Deal, and some civil rights policies though he favored legislation against 
lynching and the abolition of the poll tax.1202  Though Eisenhower only made mild statements 
for civil rights during the campaign, displayed little knowledge of racial matters, and 
opposed the FEPC, he received the backing of liberal members of the party and appeared 
more racially progressive than Taft.  He favored the desegregation of Washington D.C. and 
the elimination of segregation in areas under the authority of the federal government.  He 
also supported the enactment of anti-lynching legislation and the abolition of the poll tax.  In 
addition, he repudiated South Carolina newspaper statements characterizing him as for states 
rights and opposed to desegregation.1203   
Church wanted to lead the party for a number of other reasons as well.  Following 
Walker’s candidacy, Church had returned to Memphis in October 1951 and had expressed a 
desire to recruit more members, including young people, to the local Republican Party.  
Church believed that the black-and-tan faction had declined in strength under Lee’s 
leadership; Raymond Lymon, who was active in the group under both Church and Lee, later 
verified Church’s comment.1204  George W. Lee, W. O. Speight, and A. N. Kittrelle, who all 
had worked with Church when he lived in Memphis, had been the only “big-name” 
Republicans since Church and J. B. Martin left in 1940.1205  Always a steadfast Republican, 
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Church feared that black Democrats were dominating the local black political scene.1206  
Moreover, Church knew that some black Republicans, whom he had previously influenced to 
become active in the party, did not support his goal to formally re-join the local political 
scene.  He thought that they were afraid of antagonizing Crump.  Church felt that he could 
help end this atmosphere of fear by becoming the local party’s leader.1207   
Church apparently ran into Crump only once after leaving Memphis.  He spotted 
Crump at the Kentucky Derby in the late 1940s.  When Church approached him, Crump’s 
hands began to tremble.  Invoking family honor, Church expressed his disapproval of the city 
changing the name of Church’s Park to Beale Avenue Park because it was named for his 
father.  “My father was a wonderful man, and he did a great deal for Memphis,” he said.  
“And I certainly don’t think it was proper and I don’t appreciate the city changing the name 
of that park in view of . . . his contributions to the city.”  His father, after all, had helped 
financially rescue the city after a Yellow Fever epidemic had caused it to temporarily change 
to a district run by the state.  Crump said he was unaware of the name change and would look 
into it, but no action was taken.  When in Memphis in 1951, Church tried to schedule a 
meeting with Crump, but the boss refused to see him.1208  Crump did not forget about 
Church, however.  He kept a file on his national activities.1209 
Despite his exile from Memphis, Church always saw it as his home, and blacks there 
were never far from his mind.  He remarked in 1951 that he had spent “many, many years . . . 
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unceasingly fighting in order that colored citizens of Memphis should share equally in 
participation and representation on both the local and national political scenes . . . .  [T]his 
political activity for the benefit of others was sustained by enormous sums of money spent 
from my personal funds.”1210  He also wrote Charles Browning of the Tri-State Defender, a 
local black newspaper founded that year, “There are no finer Colored people anywhere in 
America, than are in Memphis.  I know them.  If you[,] and those associated with you, intend 
to publish a newspaper of character . . . fighting the many injustices against them, those 
Memphis Colored people will support your paper, but if you do not, they will let your paper 
drop like a hot brick.”1211 
In April 1952, Church traveled to Tennessee to recruit support for Eisenhower after 
meeting with his southern campaign manager in Washington.  He attended the state 
Republican convention in Nashville and flaunted a gold lapel pin that simply said “Ike.” 1212  
“Just his presence there seemed to change the convention when he walked in,” remembered 
Lynom, who observed that delegates, including white elected officials, deferred to him.1213  
Despite this show of respect, Church was unsuccessful in a number of ways at the 
convention.  He failed to convince the state convention to support Eisenhower.  Largely out 
of loyalty to party boss Carroll Reece, Lt. Lee ensured that his delegation unanimously 
backed Taft even though Lee personally supported the FEPC and was skeptical of Taft’s 
conservative political philosophy.  While Lee succeeded in becoming a delegate to the 
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Republican National Convention, Church failed in his attempt.  In addition, Church was 
dismayed when the state convention went on record against the FEPC despite the fact that 
one third of its participants were black.1214  All these matters made Church even more 
determined to regain local party control in Memphis.  Lt. Lee remembered that Church 
“never forgave” him for standing by Reece and not endorsing Eisenhower.1215  In fact, 
another reason that Church wanted to regain leadership of the local Republican Party in 
Memphis was to make it more independent from Reece.1216 
Lee dreaded the face off with Church, who had given him his political start and 
mentored him.  The situation weighed on him psychologically.  “I spent long hours in sorrow 
to think that I would have to come face-to-face against a man I had admired so many years 
and I had followed so long,” he recalled.  “It was a tremendous problem, an emotion[al] 
problem.”1217  But, the battle between these two political lions never occurred.  Shortly after 
attending the state convention, Church died unexpectedly in Memphis on April 17, 1952.  At 
the time of his death, his allies were circulating a petition to qualify him as a candidate for 
the Republican state committee.1218  Perhaps the stress of facing off with Lee also had 
weighed on Church, or it was simply too much for him to witness the state of the black-and-
tan organization that he had battled to form and maintain as a vehicle for civil rights.  Church 
had a heart attack while talking on the phone with longtime Mayor of Beale Street Matthew 
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Thornton.  He was telling Thornton that he thought Eisenhower could win and that Congress 
had a chance of passing civil rights legislation because some of Eisenhower’s supporters 
were for civil rights.1219  In actuality, however, these supporters appeared more concerned 
about policy issues other than civil rights.1220   
Yet, Church was prescient:  under Eisenhower’s administration, the first civil rights 
legislation since Reconstruction became law.  The Civil Rights Act of 1957 created the civil 
rights division of the Department of Justice and authorized the attorney general to seek court 
orders to enforce voting rights.  It also created the Civil Rights Commission, an investigative 
body that conducted hearings on voting rights violations.  Though limited in effect, the act 
led to stronger legislation by creating a legal framework for combating voting rights 
discrimination.1221  Within a decade, Congress would pass the Voting Rights Act of 1965, 
which enabled more than a majority of eligible southern blacks to register to vote and led to a 
dramatic increase in the number of black elected officials in the region.  Church’s hopes for 
greater black political participation would become a reality. 
Roberta Church suspected that the strain of leaving Memphis in 1940 led to her 
father’s death.  Like other men of that time, Church kept his emotions to himself.  Roberta 
recalled that he “never discussed” or complained “about difficult things like that” even 
though he suffered financially, professionally, and personally.  Roberta thought his departure 
from Memphis “was a quite devastating experience for him” but observed that “he always 
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[had] presented a calm outward appearance, and he [had thrown] himself into activities . . . 
that kept him before the public.”1222   
Right after Church died, J. B. Martin came by to see Roberta and her aunt, Annette, in 
Chicago.  Martin “was a big man, about six feet two, weight about 200 pounds . . . broad 
shoulders and so forth, very masculine,” Roberta recalled.  “[H]e lost his composure and he 
wept.”  Martin escorted Roberta and Annette to the funeral in Memphis and stood by them 
during it.1223  The women did not ask Lee to serve as a pallbearer because they did not think 
Church would have wanted that.1224  Instead, they chose Martin as both an active and 
honorary pallbearer.  Church’s local political associates W. O. Speight, O. D. Braithwaithe, 
and Bert Roddy were among the other active pallbearers, and A. Philip Randolph, Blair T. 
Hunt, Rev. S. A. Owen, and Matthew Thornton were among the honorary pallbearers.1225  
Like Martin, A. Philip Randolph was apparently very upset by Church’s sudden death.1226  
Shortly after Church died, the labor leader said that he had been one of his best friends and “a 
relentless fighter for the Brotherhood . . . [who] never failed to champion [its] cause . . . 
among his powerful and influential political and business friends.”1227 
After his death, Church received local and national tributes.  The Journal of Negro 
History ran a lengthy obituary, national officials of the NAACP praised Church, and the New 
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York Times called him one of the country’s most influential black Republicans.1228  The 
Pittsburgh Courier called him “the gentleman from Memphis” and asked, “[W]ho is there in 
the party to take his place?”  In addition, local white and black newspapers ran flattering 
obituaries.  “White people knew him and his family as a contradiction to the backward 
pictures of the Negro they had been conditioned to accept,” the Tri-State Defender 
editorialized.  “The Church family could rank with the best any group could offer in 
America.  They were ambitious, energetic, aggressive and successful.  They combined all the 
ingredients which Americans regard as great in folks.”1229   
Calling Church “perhaps the most widely known Negro Republican in the country,” 
the black Memphis Review observed, “Church had the philosophy that the Negro’s best 
opportunity lay with the Republican [P]arty, and he was a Republican during good years and 
bad.”  Church “fought an unceasing battle with the [w]hite Republicans of Memphis to keep 
Negroes in the party machinery and to control the local offices,” the paper further 
commented.  “His strategy, wisdom and acumen were widely conceded to have kept him in 
control and to have made it possible for Negroes to obtain many of the benefits bestowed on 
them during Republican administrations.”1230  In the same vein, the Chicago Defender 
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remarked that Church had seen the shortcomings of the Republican Party and had 
courageously and astutely pressed it to embrace civil rights.1231 
After Church died, Theodore E. Brown of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters, 
who served as an honorary pallbearer, wrote Roberta that “the task of hastening the obtaining 
of full civil rights for the American Negro . . . happily brought me together with your father” 
and that he had worked closely with him in the fight for a permanent FEPC.  They both had 
agreed that “nothing was more important to the welfare of the country or the democratic 
process than obtaining for the American colored people the status of first class citizenship.”  
He called Church a “tireless worker” who “did much to hasten the day when a strong FEPC 
statute will be the law of our land.”1232  Indeed, if Church had lived a dozen more years, he 
would have seen his objectives realized with the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which banned 
discrimination concerning “race, color, religion, sex, or national origin” by labor unions, 
employers, and employment agencies and established the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission for enforcement purposes.1233   
Church’s funeral procession went by his former Memphis residence on the way to his 
burial at Elmwood Cemetery.  Within a few years, however, the house would be no more.  
The city selected the house ostensibly to test firefighting equipment and burned it to the 
ground.1234  The Tri-State Defender called the action an “act of infamy.”1235  “To me it was 
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almost a lynching of the Negroes of Memphis,” said Raymond Lynom, when interviewed 
some thirty years later.1236  The act “sticks in the craws [of] a lot of Negroes today,” he 
said.1237  Roberta Church called the burning a  “psychological attempt to . . . intimidate the 
black population.”1238   
To carry on her father’s torch, Roberta made a bid for the Republican State Executive 
Committee after his friends asked her to do so in his place.1239  She ran as a New Guard 
Republican with three white candidates.  She and Lt. Lee were the only two black candidates 
running for the committee, and she implied that he had turned against blacks in backing 
Taft.1240  In making their appeal, the four New Guard Republicans billed their slate as the 
“Eisenhower Ticket.”  They called on Memphians to vote for them in order to forward a two-
party system in the South and protest “the corrupt and socialistic taints of the present 
Democratic Party.”  Further invoking their anti-communist appeal, they invited citizens to 
“Join the New American Crusade” in supporting them.1241  Roberta appeared in the first-ever 
integrated television broadcast in Memphis as well as in rallies and photograph sessions with 
members of her party faction.1242  While the New Guard Republicans certainly had elements 
of lily whitism, they also displayed a degree of racial progressiveness in allowing Roberta to 
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join their faction and carrying out integrated campaign activities.  At the time, the local white 
Democrats continued to exclude blacks from their party operations. 
During the campaign, Roberta, who was thirty-seven, discussed her family’s past 
contributions to the city and expressed a desire to continue her father’s work for civil rights.  
At rallies, black lawyers from out of town spoke on her behalf and praised her father for his 
courage and his efforts to liberalize the party.  The local branch of the Brotherhood of 
Sleeping Car Porters campaigned for her in accordance with the wishes of A. Philip 
Randolph.1243  When the election came, Roberta won one of the two spots for state 
committeewoman, and Lee was reelected to one of two spots as state committeeman.  The 
only successful New Guard Republican candidate in the primary, Roberta became the first 
black woman elected to the committee.1244  She believed that blacks and whites voted for her 
as a tribute to her father but recognized that not everyone supported her.  During the 
campaign, for instance, she received an anonymous letter saying that her father would have 
been greatly distressed by her association with the New Guard faction.1245 
During the presidential election season, Roberta Church supported Eisenhower, 
undoubtedly a major reason she aligned with the New Guard wing.1246  Roberta flew to 
Denver and Washington D.C. to confer with his campaign officials, and the Memphis Press-
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Scimitar published a photo of Eisenhower conversing with her.1247  After Eisenhower won, 
he appointed Roberta as the Minority Groups Consultant for the Department of Labor, so she 
resigned her state committee position.  She did not seek the post but was selected as a tribute 
to her father.  “[T]he people at the White House told me I had enough endorsements to carry 
me to heaven,” she remembered.1248  One of a select group of women appointed by 
Eisenhower, she was responsible for promoting equal employment in the public and private 
sectors as well as enforcing the federal government’s fair employment policy.1249  Because of 
her prominence as a black, female political appointee and as the daughter of Bob Church, she 
made speeches around the country and became nationally recognized.1250  Roberta’s fans 
included W. C. Handy.  The famed blues musician kept up with her through the newspapers 
even though he was blind.1251   
Along with Roberta Church, Lt. Lee fell into the good graces of Eisenhower.  
Because of his association with Carroll Reece, the nationally prominent Tennessee 
Republican, Lee assumed a prestigious role at the Republican National Convention.  He led 
the delegates in the reciting of the Pledge of Allegiance and gave the speech seconding the 
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nomination of Taft for the presidency, receiving much acclaim for the latter.1252  After 
Eisenhower became the Republican nominee, Lee conferred with him and promised his 
utmost support.  “Lee returned triumphant to Beale Street,” as his biographer said.1253  Six 
hundred blacks gathered at Booker T. Washington Stadium to give him a watch and 
pronounce a George W. Lee Day in the city.1254   
Billing Eisenhower as the best candidate for civil rights, Lee developed campaign 
literature and mobilized his Lincoln League, placing 150 paid workers in precincts.  He 
invoked history by condemning the Democratic Party for “fathering Jim Crow,” and he 
pointed out that the Democratic vice presidential candidate, John Sparkman of Alabama, had 
voted against civil rights legislation twenty-three times.1255  Presidential candidate Thomas 
Dewey and a Republican National Committee official also condemned Sparkman for his 
opposition to civil rights though their statements might have been largely a strategic move for 
black votes.1256  Lee accused Truman of insincerity in his civil rights efforts, pointing out the 
president’s words to an Alabama Democrat that he only pursued his civil rights agenda to 
win votes.1257  When Eisenhower made a campaign stop in Memphis, he rode down Beale 
and spotted Lee in front of his Atlanta Life Insurance office.  The candidate stopped his 
limousine, and they shook hands and talked.  Passersby looked on in awe.1258   
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The New Guard and Old Guard Republicans joined together in the local campaign 
organization for Eisenhower but only displayed a façade of unity.  When Eisenhower visited 
Memphis, white Republicans did not put a single black on the reception committee.  As a 
result, Lee successfully persuaded the State Republican Chairman to place two blacks, 
including Ben Hooks, on the committee.  Black Democrats also faced tensions with white 
Democrats during the election season.  Black Democrats H. T. Lockard, J. E. Walker, and 
James T. Walker--the labor activist and vice president of the black civic club council--
refused to sit on the platform with white Democrats at a campaign event because of the 
segregated seating.1259   
When election day arrived, 54 percent of white Memphians supported Eisenhower, 
and 80 percent of blacks backed the Democratic presidential candidate, Adlai Stevenson, 
even though he did not champion civil rights.1260  In fact, neither candidate came close to 
Truman in promoting civil rights.  With many white southerners voting Republican for the 
first time, enough supported Eisenhower to lead to his victory in Tennessee and three other 
southern states in his successful campaign.  Tennessee had not gone for a Republican 
presidential candidate since 1928, the last time a Republican won the presidency.  Blacks 
were the only major group nationally that did not shift toward the Republican column.1261  
They supported the Democrats largely because of their civil rights and social welfare actions.  
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Republicans, with their turn away from civil rights, opposition to New Deal programs, and 
emphasis on big business, held little appeal for most black voters.1262   
Because white Memphians gave more votes than blacks to Eisenhower, the New 
Guard Republicans assumed control of patronage.  But, at the insistence of Lee, Reece 
ensured that black Republicans, who had traditionally dispensed it, regained control of 
patronage the next year.  Their political power continued to result in improved opportunities 
for blacks.  Raymond Lymon, the active member of the Lincoln League, became the first 
black deputy marshal in Tennessee since the nineteenth century, and Evelyn C. Stuart, 
president of the Lincoln League of Republican Women, became the first black ever to serve 
on the Shelby County Primary Board.1263   
Two years after Eisenhower was elected, three black candidates, including Benjamin 
Hooks, ran on the Republican ticket for state legislature.  They qualified in the primary for 
the general election.  Lt. Lee and J. E. Walker co-chaired another nonpartisan registration 
effort then.  The candidates each polled between seventy-six hundred and eight thousand 
votes, but they all lost.1264  Though black Memphians did not win public office in the 1950s, 
they gained local political appointments, which was common in southern communities where 
blacks exerted political influence.1265  Mayor Overton appointed Dr. B. F. McCleave to chair 
the Negro Hospital Advisory Committee in 1952, and Mayor Tobey appointed black real 
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estate agent Edward R. Kirk to the Mayor's Urban Rehabilitation Study Committee in 
1953.1266   
Section VI 
 With the election of Eisenhower, Crump further declined in power.  He no longer had 
control over patronage or as much influence on the national scene.  Furthermore, his business 
associates had supported Eisenhower whereas he had endorsed Stevenson.  Crump 
experienced a double blow to his credibility in that he exercised less influence over others 
and backed a losing candidate.1267  He told the press that he felt like a “golf ball in tall 
grass.”1268  In 1952, he did meet with success in endorsing Frank Clement for governor, who 
defeated Gordon Browning.  Still, Clement’s campaign showed that Crump’s power had 
dissipated.  At black rallies, Clement often did not call attention to Crump’s endorsement and 
instead emphasized that he would be a candidate for all citizens.1269  When Kefauver ran for 
re-election two years later, white reformers, along with blacks, supported him through 
running an integrated campaign.  Crump largely ignored the effort.1270  By then, his heart was 
failing, and he died at age eighty in October 1954.    
Thousands of Memphians, young and old, black and white, famous and ordinary, 
friend and foe, mourned Crump’s passing.  About ten thousand passed by his bronze casket, 
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and the Shelby County Courthouse lowered its flag to half-mast.1271  Past and present 
Tennessee governors and local politicians were among those who attended Crump’s funeral, 
the largest in the memory of Memphians.  Seven black Cadillacs transported his white 
friends and three black Cadillacs transported his black friends and servants in the 145-car 
procession from the funeral to Elmwood Cemetery, the same place where Church was 
buried.1272  In the days that followed, thousands more passed by Crump’s grave.1273  “It is 
almost impossible for residents of Memphis and Shelby County to believe E. H. Crump is 
dead,” editorialized the Collierville Herald.  “[C]itizens came to see that while Mr. Crump 
definitely was ‘the boss’ he loved Memphis and Shelby County and instigated many 
progressive projects that aided the standing of both the city and the county.”  With no 
political heir to take Crump’s place, the paper said, “The death of Mr. Crump ends a colorful 
era of politics that possibly will never be duplicated.”1274  But, not everyone was glowing in 
praise.  “Crump bribed Memphis with good government at low cost and Memphis has not 
functioned as a real democracy for half a century,” one observer said.1275  
Crump died seeing not only his political power severely weakened but also his views 
of race relations increasingly challenged.  In Baton Rouge, Louisiana, blacks conducted the 
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first successful bus boycott of the decade in 1953, foreshadowing the Montgomery Bus 
Boycott a few years later, which catapulted Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., to national 
leadership and sparked a mass civil rights movement across the South.  In May 1954, the 
Supreme Court issued its Brown versus Board of Education ruling, declaring segregated 
schools unconstitutional.  Southern black voter registration numbers rose to 26 percent by 
1956, and black political efforts increasingly intersected with direct and legal action.1276  
Rosa Parks, for instance, had pressed for voting rights and served as secretary of 
Montgomery’s NAACP chapter as well as the city’s branch of the Progressive Democratic 
Association, the organization of Alabama black Democrats.  Her history of activism served 
to prepare her for her challenge to the bus system in 1955.1277 
Though Robert Church, Jr., did not live to see Brown, his half-sister Mary Church 
Terrell did.  Despite her old age, she engaged in civil rights activism in the 1950s, continuing 
her lifelong quest against the Jim Crow system.  She became a plaintiff in a successful 
lawsuit to integrate eating facilities in Washington D.C. in 1950, and she participated in 
pickets, boycotts, and sit-ins protesting segregation.  On at least one occasion, she stood at 
the head of a picket line with her cane in hand.1278  Terrell died at age ninety in 1954, two 
months after the Brown decision.   
 The years from 1946 to 1954 had been a momentous and democratizing time in 
Memphis and in the South.  As more and more blacks across the South secured the right to 
vote after the Smith decision, they ran for office and otherwise used politics as a vessel for 
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civil rights.  They succeeded in winning offices, receiving political appointments, and 
holding the balance of power in elections.  These developments not only helped break the 
stranglehold of conservative white Democrats in the region but also contributed to the later 
mass-based civil rights movement started in Montgomery.  In Memphis, blacks joined forces 
with liberal whites to create a more democratic system of their own as they broke the one-
man rule of Edward H. Crump.  The years of sustained black political mobilization, 
combined with the activism of unionists and the dedication of white reformers, resulted in 
Crump’s defeat. 
Though Crump’s candidates continued to win elections until his death, the 1948 
election led to the appointment of black police officers, the outlawing of the poll tax, and 
election reforms to combat voter fraud and manipulation.  White politicians were elected and 
appointed who were less segregationist than their predecessors, and an independent white 
leadership group took hold.  Moreover, the election resulted in an atmosphere conducive to 
Walker’s bid for public office and Church’s return to Memphis.  Though the New Guard 
Republicans had a mixed record when it came to supporting black political involvement, they 
and the Old Guard Republicans made a two-party system more viable in the region.  All in 
all, these reforms and changes made the city and the South more democratic and created an 
environment riper for civil rights gains. 
When Walker ran in 1951, his campaign served as a bridge between long-time black 
political leaders in Memphis and new ones.  Robert R. Church’s political associates of his 
Memphis days--Lt. Lee, Dr. Speight, and Dr. Kittrelle--all supported Walker.  The campaign 
also involved young lawyers Benjamin Hooks and H. T. Lockard.  All along, Church and his 
political allies had ultimately sought the dismantling of the Jim Crow system.  Hooks, 
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Lockard, and others would take advantage of the decision to further press for freedom and 
equality.  Hooks and Lockard would go on to make the local NAACP branch a more 
powerful force and stand in the forefront of the legal, political, and civil rights changes to 
come.  They would win public office themselves.  These young activists and their 
counterparts would be the heirs to Church and his associates as well as all the other black 
Memphians who had challenged Crump and the Jim Crow system, sought a better life for 
themselves and their children, and battled to make American democracy a reality. 
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Conclusion 
 
 
 For black Memphians, the Brown v. Board of Education ruling was a call to action.  
Local civil rights activist Maxine Smith later said about Brown, “It was like the 
Emancipation Proclamation to us.  It was just that important.”1279  She was part of a new 
generation of leaders, including her husband Vasco Smith, Jesse Turner, Sr., A. W. Willis, 
Jr., and Russell and Laurie Sugarmon, who joined Benjamin Hooks and H. T. Lockard in 
giving new life to the black freedom struggle in Memphis.  With no appointed successor to 
Crump, a leadership vacuum existed in the city, and they took advantage of this environment 
to pursue political power and civil rights.1280  They joined the Bluff City and Shelby County 
Council of Civic Clubs and the local NAACP branch, which rose in membership from a low of 
818 in 1954 to 2,418 in May 1959.1281  These leaders filed lawsuits for the desegregation of 
Memphis State College, the public library system, the city bus service, and other 
accommodations, and they engaged in sustained political mobilization.  Black voter registration 
increased to 57,109 blacks in 1959--more than eight times the number in 1951.1282 
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 In the 1959 election, four black men, including Sugarmon and Hooks, made bids for 
public office as a unity slate called the “Volunteer Ticket.”  Their effort galvanized the black 
freedom struggle in Memphis in a way reminiscent of the 1916 Lincoln League campaign.  
Blacks represented one-third of the vote.  Because each Volunteer Ticket candidate faced three 
or more white opponents, a unified black vote and split white vote could result in victory.  The 
Volunteer organization formed as the campaign structure, and it included a ward and precinct 
network that included members of the Shelby County Democratic Club and the Lincoln League.  
Maxine Smith and other women made up the majority of the grassroots workers supporting the 
candidates.  More than a political campaign, the endeavor was a milestone in the freedom 
struggle of black Memphians and generated widespread interest.  Martin Luther King, Jr., made 
an appearance on behalf of the Volunteer Ticket as did Little Rock civil rights leader Daisy 
Bates.  In addition to extensive local press coverage, the campaign received national media 
attention, including from the New York Times, Pittsburgh Courier, and Washington Post.  When 
election day arrived, a record number of blacks and whites cast ballots.1283   
 Though the Volunteer Ticket candidates lost, Russell Sugarmon said, “We won 
everything but the election.”1284  “It was a democratic activity.  There were more people 
expressing themselves than ever.  What we won was a politicized group who didn’t want to 
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stop,” he later said.1285  After the election, Sugarmon and other leaders made the Volunteer 
organization permanent by restructuring the Shelby County Democratic Club into a solid, 
precinct-based organization.1286  Along with the NAACP branch, it became one of the two 
most powerful civil rights organizations in Memphis.  Like Church’s Lincoln League, the 
Democratic club increased political opportunities for blacks as well as mobilized black 
support for black candidates and white office seekers willing to meet the organization’s 
demands.  As a result, blacks received more political appointments and whites were elected 
who took civil rights actions.1287  In 1960, Jesse Turner, Sr., won a spot on the Shelby County 
Democratic Executive Committee, cracking white control of the party organization and meriting 
New York Times coverage.1288  Like Church and his group, Sugarmon and his associates 
expanded their organization beyond Memphis, and their efforts served as a model for blacks 
elsewhere.  They formed the Tennessee Voters Council in 1962, which mobilized blacks 
statewide in senatorial, gubernatorial, and presidential races. 
 College students conducted the first sit-ins in March 1960, just seven months after the 
1959 election and eight months after Greensboro, North Carolina, students started the wave of 
sit-ins across the South.  “It was like somebody threw a light on material that had been soaked 
with some kind of inflammable matter,” Russell Sugarmon remembered about the Memphis sit-
ins.  “It really spread like mad.”1289  The students’ actions sparked a twenty-month direct-action 
campaign.  Black Memphians from all walks of life conducted marches, boycotts, sit-ins, and 
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pickets in order to end segregation and employment discrimination.  The ward and precinct 
political organization provided the structure for communication and mobilization of the freedom 
movement, and political and direct-action leaders and activists overlapped.  Smith coordinated 
the protests through the office of the NAACP chapter, which became the largest in the South 
with fifty-two hundred members in May 1960.  The protests led to the desegregation of public 
and private facilities and better employment opportunities for blacks.  Elementary schools 
underwent token integration in 1961.  By 1965, all legal barriers to integration were removed in 
the city.1290   
 Black electoral mobilization in Memphis peaked in influence in 1964, leading to a sea 
change in local and state politics and having an impact on the national political scene.  That 
year, the Democratic Party spearheaded the successful passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 
while the Republican Party became more conservative.  By this time, George W. Lee’s Lincoln 
League had declined in power and had come to represent an older generation of black 
Memphians.  At the Republican National Convention that year, he was not even seated as the 
New Guard Republicans had become the most influential Republican group in Memphis.  As 
the Grand Old Party further turned toward the states rights’ stance of its presidential candidate, 
Barry Goldwater, in 1964, more than 99 percent of black Memphians voted for Democrats in 
state and national elections while white Memphians voted more than two-to-one for Goldwater 
and the Republican candidate for Congress.  The votes of black Memphians provided the 
balance of power to force out the incumbent congressman in favor of the Democratic candidate 
supportive of integration and to elect an all-Democratic delegation to the state legislature, 
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including A. W. Willis, Jr., the first black elected to the body in the twentieth century.  H. T. 
Lockard won a seat on the Shelby County Court, the forerunner of the County Commission, in 
the first successful black bid for local office in more than fifty years.1291  “Shelby County 
political traditions, which once seemed as indestructible as the pyramids, are beginning to teeter 
in the shockwave of [the] awesome Negro vote,” reported the Commercial Appeal.1292  In 
addition, the Tennessee Voters Council provided the structure for the black vote statewide to be 
the decisive factor in the election of Democrats in the presidential and senatorial races.1293  
President Lyndon B. Johnson and his Democratic Congress would go on to pass the Voting 
Rights Act of 1965.  That same year, Tennessee Governor Frank Clement appointed Benjamin 
Hooks as a Shelby County Criminal Court judge, the highest judicial post ever achieved by a 
black in the state.1294  In 1966, Hooks kept his seat in a countywide election. 
 Yet, the civil rights, political, and economic gains for black Memphians could not erase 
the limits of these victories and the persistence of employment discrimination.  The New York 
Times reported in April 1964 that Memphis had “made more progress toward desegregation 
with less strife than any other major city in the Deep South,” a remarkable achievement 
especially given that the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was not passed until that summer.1295  The 
NAACP chapter president, Jesse Turner, remarked that same year, however, that most of the 
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civil rights gains in the city had been token and halfhearted.  The branch worked through a 
combination of litigation, political and direct action, negotiation, and letter writing to eradicate 
remaining discriminatory practices and press for more economic opportunities for blacks.  
Taking advantage of the Civil Rights Act’s Title VII provision, which banned racial 
discrimination by employers and unions, the chapter, along with black unionists, filed 
complaints to the federal government.  The mid-1960s also saw increased black labor activism 
as well as anti-poverty organizing.1296  Blacks achieved some economic gains.  For instance, 
more entered customary white jobs and supervisory positions than ever before.1297  But, Maxine 
Smith observed, “[C]overt resistance in the form of tokenism and appeasement has in many 
instances thwarted our [employment] efforts.”1298 
Black political achievements continued to occur in the mid-1960s, but a new run-off law 
proved to be restrictive.  Russell B. Sugarmon, Jr., and other black Memphians won public 
office.  In 1967, A. W. Willis, Jr., became the first black in the South to run for mayor in a 
major city though he was unsuccessful.  That year, the NAACP chapter and Shelby County 
Democratic Club supported the change of city government to a mayor-council system in which 
seven of the council seats were district positions and six were at-large seats.  Two blacks were 
elected to the city council from majority black districts, and one was elected from a nearly 
majority black district.  Despite black opposition, however, Memphis voters passed a run-off 
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law in 1967 that required that candidates for city offices receive the majority of the vote.  It 
precluded blacks from holding many of these positions because not enough whites, who 
continued to make up most of the population, were willing to vote for blacks.1299    
The limits to the civil rights victories of black Memphians were epitomized by the 
sanitation strike of 1968.  Martin Luther King, Jr., came to the city to support sanitation workers 
protesting poor working conditions, low pay, and racist supervisors.  Their strike mobilized 
black Memphians who saw in them “a reflection of their own rage about ongoing racial injustice 
and their own quest for liberation.”1300  When King was shot to death on April 4, 1968, 
Memphis burst into riots that spread throughout the country.  Mayor Henry Loeb, who had been 
elected with hardly any black support, reached a settlement with the strikers only after King’s 
murder.  Russell Sugarmon later said that the murder was like a “heart attack” for the black 
community and Democratic club efforts suffered as a result.1301   
Yet, the next year, the Memphis NAACP achieved a major victory in the battle for 
equality in the classroom.  To protest the slow pace of school integration, Maxine Smith and 
Laurie Sugarmon led the Black Monday movement in 1969.  In a controversial move, black 
students stayed home from school on Mondays.  Because school funding was based on average 
daily attendance, these actions proved quite effective, resulting in the seating of black school 
board representatives, black administrators, and eventually the first black superintendent.  After 
her supporters persuaded her to run, Smith became the first black female elected to a city 
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position when she won a school board seat in 1971.  She served in that position until retiring in 
1995 and chaired the board for a period.1302 
Despite civil rights gains, black and white Memphians saw the continuation of economic 
and social divisions over the next few decades.  Though the Black Monday movement was 
successful, many white Memphians responded to the advent of busing in the 1970s by fleeing to 
the suburbs and forming segregated academies.  In 2010, Memphis public schools remained 
overwhelmingly black, and county schools continued to be predominately white.  Blacks made 
up a majority of the city population, and whites made up a majority of the county population.  
Blacks entered white-collar professions and graduated from high school and college in 
increasing numbers, but they remained both in poverty and affected by crime in numbers 
disproportionate to their population in the early twenty-first century.  In 2006, the FBI reported 
that the city was the metropolitan area with the highest violent crime rate in the United 
States.1303 
Since the 1970s, black Memphians have continued to mobilize politically, but they also 
have continued to face obstacles.  The Harold Ford family became a dominant force in local 
black politics as its members won public office.  Only two blacks, however, had won positions 
citywide by 1991 because of the run-off measure and ongoing racial tensions.  It took the repeal 
of the run-off law that year for the city’s first black mayor, Willie Herenton, to be elected.  
Receiving few white votes, he won with the help of Maxine Smith and other longtime activists.  
Herenton was reelected to a record fifth term in 2007, but the race was compared to that of 1991 
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because of its racial polarization.  He did not receive a majority of votes, and he received scant 
white support even though a substantial number of whites had come to back him previously in 
elections.1304  Those who did not back Herenton were critical of the lack of economic 
development, the high rate of crime, and the corruption of local officials plaguing the city.1305  
At least sixty-six Memphis lawmakers, judges, council members, and public employees faced 
corruption charges from 2000 to 2007, casting a negative light on black and white city 
officials.1306   
Yet, black Memphians also continued to see political gains, and some developments 
revealed that the city and county were becoming less racially polarized.  In the 2000s, it was 
common for black men and women to hold the majority of the seats on the city council and 
school board.  In contrast to 1916 and 1959, when whites ensured that no blacks became public 
officials, they now often had to choose which one to elect.  The run-off repeal, a majority black 
population, and ongoing black electoral mobilization were three key factors that accounted for 
these black political achievements.1307  In contrast to the city, whites held the most seats on the 
county council and county school board.  Nevertheless, county voters elected a black mayor,  
A C Wharton, for the first time in 2002, which indicated that racial divisions were diminishing.  
In addition, young citizens of Shelby County were more likely to vote for someone of the other 
race.  In 2008, the majority of Memphis and Shelby County voters threw their support behind 
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Barack Obama, the Democratic candidate for president.1308  Maxine and Vasco Smith, H. T. 
Lockard, Russell Sugarmon, and other heirs to Church, Jr., and his supporters had lived to see 
his election.  While the media spotlighted the 1960s voting rights campaigns and other civil 
rights activism in relation to Obama’s victory, the deep roots of his election--the work of Church 
and the black generations previously--cannot be ignored. 
Indeed, the story of black political activists in Memphis shines a spotlight on the 
significance of southern black political mobilization in the age of Jim Crow.  To be sure, 
Church and other black political actors were flawed.  By supporting Edward Crump and his 
endorsees, black Memphians shored up a machine government that provided them with some 
benefits but ultimately served as a barrier to their quest for civil rights.  By cleaving to the 
Republican Party, Church became increasingly out of step with the masses of blacks who had 
turned to the Democratic Party.  He and other blacks who continued to support the party 
missed the opportunity to jump on the Democratic Party bandwagon and to use their political 
skills to bolster a party that improved the lives of blacks in an unprecedented way through its 
passage of social welfare legislation.1309  By choosing differently, they might have hastened 
the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Voting Rights Act of 1965.   
 Yet, the political efforts of black southerners in the Jim Crow era held more 
advantages for blacks than disadvantages.  By forming and participating in black political 
clubs and mobilizations as well as directly contacting governmental officials on an individual 
basis, black southerners carved out a political space for themselves, exerting their rights to 
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participate in the political system and sometimes succeeding in pressuring the government to 
serve their needs.  They secured better public services and employment opportunities for 
blacks, all of which made a significant difference at a time when most blacks were poor and 
held menial positions.  They also used politics as a public venue to make clear their 
opposition to the Jim Crow system.  In aligning with the NAACP, labor groups, and other 
organizations in pressing for civil rights and economic opportunities, black political activists 
made the black freedom struggle a stronger force and the United States a more democratic 
country.  In all these ways, they forwarded the civil rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s.   
In participating in the Republican Party, Church and other black southerners took 
advantage of the one party in the two-party system that allowed them a significant presence.  
They inspired local black Memphians to become politically active.  Church and other black 
Republicans served as voices for civil rights and greater black political participation in party 
councils and succeeded in opening up jobs and political opportunities for blacks.  In so 
doing, they served as a vital force against lily whitism and prevented the party from 
excluding blacks to the extent that the conservative southern wing of the Democratic Party 
did.  It would have been tragic for both major parties to have denied blacks participation.  In 
achieving political leadership positions and working on an equal footing with whites, Church 
and other black southerners challenged stereotypes of blacks as subservient and inferior.  
Many black Republicans switched to the Democratic Party in the 1930s, and they used their 
political skills to push the party to become more racially inclusive and to take civil rights and 
social welfare steps.  All these efforts laid the foundation for the more democratic South that 
emerged in the 1960s. 
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 The political efforts of black southerners in the Jim Crow era were part of the long 
civil rights movement that continues to this day.  Most of these politically active black 
southerners probably would be amazed at the changes in society today:  the election of the 
first black president and the continued rise of black public officials, the abolition of de jure 
segregation and intolerance for overt racism, and the integration that is common in the South 
and nation as a whole.  Yet, most also would likely continue to battle for racial justice.  After 
Obama was elected, Congressman John Lewis and other civil rights activists of the 1960s 
commented that his election represented a victory but not the end of the black freedom 
struggle.  Just as Church and his Lincoln League members looked to the past history of black 
political achievement during the Reconstruction era as an inspiration for their struggle for 
freedom and democracy, current civil rights and political activists can look at their story and 
that of other politically active black southerners for inspiration in today’s continuing battle 
for racial justice. 
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